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SEA STRAITS MEETING SUMMARY

During April 15-19, 2002, a meeting was held in Villefranche-sur-Mer, France, to discuss
the physical oceanography of sea straits. The meeting was attended by 50 or so participants and
was a follow-on to a similar workshop held in Les Arcs, France, in 1989. Half-day sessions were
devoted to overviews of recent field programs, advances in instrumentation, and development of
new theories and models over the past decade. Each session consisted of an overview talk, a
poster session, and a group discussion. Extended abstracts describing the talks and posters can
be downloaded from the following sites:

http://www.soc.soton.ac.uk/JRD/PROC/STRAIT/talks.zip
http://www.soc.soton.ac.uk/JRD/PROC/STRAIT/posters.zip

The following is a summary of the major topics of discussion that took place as reported by
the session rapporteurs. The unedited session reports appear at the end of this report.

One of the main topics that occupied discussion over the week was 'mixing'. Early talk
centered on the growing evidence of the importance of Helmholtz vs. Homboe (vs. Kelvin-
Helmholtz) instability in hydraulically-driven two-layer systems. This was followed by an
exchange, somewhat semantic in nature, concerning the use of the terms 'entrainment' and
'detrainment'. A related and more important point concerned the applicability of entraining
shallow-water layer models such as streamtube models. How well do they reproduce the physics
of hydraulically driven turbulent flows with continuous stratification and what is their range of
applicability? This topic is important in the modeling of mixing in the immediate lee of a sill or
over larger scales in outflow plumes. Plume modelers wondered whether there is a universal
(parameterizable) behavior of the entrainment processes. One difficulty with developing such a
parameterization is the presence of multiple physical processes (bottom boundary layer
turbulence, interfacial instability, etc.).

One of the central methods of visualizing mixing is through acoustic backscatter. However,
this subject still excites a variety of opinions regarding what is actually seen in acoustic images.
The signal depends on the biological content (plankton and other organisms) and on the presence
of bubbles, turbulent patches, and other physical properties. Hence, it is best to interpret the
images in the presence of concurrent biological or physical data.

The bottom boundary layer is also responsible for drag and for the establishment of
secondary circulations. There is a need for improvements in BBL closure schemes. Bottom and
interfacial Ekman layers are thought to be responsible for lateral circulation cells observed in
experiments. Such cells may give rise to the 'pinching' of isotherms observed in the Faroe-Bank
and Vema Channels. It is extremely difficult to incorporate Ekman layers into models of finite
Rossby number flows, at least in a deductive way. Little progress has been made on this subject
for 30 years. There is also a lack of adequate measurements of bottom or interfacial stresses in
straits, though ADCPs offer an emerging capability in this area.
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Hydraulic control was a central topic throughout the week. Much discussion centered on
ways of thinking about control and how classical ideas based on conservative models apply in the
presence of mixing and dissipation. Some people prefer to think of control in terms of
information transmission (wave propagation) throughout the flow, others ground their intuition
on maximization (or minimization) volume flow rate, energy, and so on, while still others think
in terms of asymmetries caused by hydraulic transitions. The pitfalls in the latter interpretation
were pointed out by those who recognize that asymmetries also develop due to friction and
entrainment. More specific discussions covered topics such as the location of control point(s) in
presence of entrainment and friction. There was also considerable interest in cases where these
processes are so strong that traditional features such as control sections are completely expunged.
It is thought that some cases (e.g. the Bab el Mandeb) may lie in this regime. The important
discussion of hydraulic control in continuously stratified systems received some attention. The
models that allow such behavior are still largely (though not entirely) limited to those that do not
allow upstream influence. The audience also heard about advancements that have occurred over
the past decade in the elucidation of hydraulic effects in the presence of non-uniform cross-
sections and continuous stratification. In the area of rotating hydraulics, advancements include
exploration of more general upstream conditions, potential vorticities, and layer stratification.

A discussion of hydraulic control naturally leads to a consideration of hydraulic jumps. It is
well known that jumps, or some form thereof, occur in straits where rotational effects are
minimal. Examples include the Bosphoros, the Strait of Gibraltar, and the Romanch Fracture
Zone. It was also generally acknowledged that jumps have not been observed in locations such
as the Denmark Strait and Faroe-Bank Channel, where rotation is quite important. Numerical
and laboratory experiments have shown that jumps can exist in the presence of rotation, often in
the form of a transverse expansion in the width of the flow. It could be that observations that
would reveal the presence of such a feature have not been made. It is also possible that jumps are
subsumed by the instability, mixing, and entrainment that are observed downstream of the sills in
the locations mentioned.

Time-dependence is the topic that was identified at the 1989 Les Arcs workshop as being
one of central importance, yet just a few studies have been made since then of cases involving
true (non-parametric) time variation. We do not know the extent to which hydraulic control is
relevant in time-dependent flows. Some results have been established concerning the increase or
decrease in volume flux due to time-periodicity, but these are limited to specific cases. It is not
known why seasonal time-dependence fails to show up in the Nordic overflows.

A subject of growing importance to investigators is the large-scale effects of straits and
implications for climate and climate monitoring. Meridional fluxes of physical properties tend to
be concentrated by and funneled through straits such as the Faroe-Bank Channel, making these
sites ideal for climate monitoring. Traditional hydraulic theory has suggested ways in which
monitoring of volume flux can be carried out using remote measurements of free surface or
isopycnal level in hypothetical upstream reservoirs. A recent attempt to apply this thinking using
an empirical 'weir' relation for the Norwegian Sea/Faroe-Bank system excited a discussion
concerning the dynamical consistency of such an approach. Is it possible to uniquely determine
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the volume flux across the Faroe-Bank sill on the basis of a single measurement in the
Norwegian Sea? The answer seems to be 'no'. A related discussion focused on the general
problem of upstream effects of sills in numerical simulations and how these effects might be
parameterized. Of more fundamental interest is the question of how deep straits and sills might
serve as dynamical choke points that regulate the thermohaline circulation in some way. For
example, how would the strength of the meridional overturning cell change if deep sills were
removed from the bottom topography?

Throughout the week, there were frequent exchanges concerning what to do next in the way
of field programs. A strong temptation exists to explore straits for which relatively few
observations exist. Two examples mentioned are the Makassar Strait (which contains the bulk of
the Indonesian throughflow) and the Bering Strait. Both cases may involve unique dynamical
regimes and physical processes. The Makassar Strait marks the site of equator crossing of the
Indonesian throughflow. Because the Bering Strait lies between two continents, a version of the
Island Rule can be used to predict the transport. This prediction apparently leads to a value
nearly an order of magnitude greater than the observed value. Why?

Some in attendance were of the opinion that resources for new fieldwork should be aimed at
places that have already been the subject of major field programs. One example is the Bab-el-
Mandeb, where hydraulic models seem to work well in portraying the seasonal fluctuation
between two- and three-layer regimes, but where direct measurements have failed to confirm the
presence of critical or supercritical flow. A careful sampling of the along-axis structure of the
flow using towed instruments might clarify greatly the situation. Some locations such as Knight
Inslet are small enough to be thought of as a 'laboratory model', allowing highly resolved
observations of mixing and other physical processes.

Verbatim Reports from Session Rapporteurs

Monday a.m. Process-Orientated Field Studies
Speaker: David Farmer
Chair: David Smeed

Summary by Bill Johns, Rapporteur:

The discussion on field oriented process studies was wide-ranging and continued throughout
the week. A number of posters that pertained to this topic were scattered through the week and
therefore this summary is intended to incorporate aspects of these poster results, the discussions,
and the introductory talk given by David Farmer.

A key point related to field studies that was stressed by Dr. Farmer is the growth of new
technology that is now available for application to studies of sea straits. These include a wide
variety of tools such as shipboard and moored ADCPs, acoustic imaging techniques, XCPs and
XCTDs, acoustic transmission techniques (time of flight and scintillation), radar/SAR and
photography, and HF radar for surface current mapping.
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A few main themes dominated most of the discussion on field oriented process studies and
in the related posters. These themes were:

1. Hydraulics and Application to Observed Flows
2. Time-dependence of Strait Exchanges
3. Entrainment in Overflow Plumes and Mixing in Straits, and
4. Monitoring Techniques

The state of knowledge on hydraulic control in several important straits was reviewed and
discussed. The control mechanisms in Gibraltar Strait are considered to be well established but
there remains a debate on whether and how often a maximal exchange occurs. Bab-el-Mandeb
has been the subject of intensive recent field work and new model studies; these have focused on
the possibility of both 2 and 3-layer controlled flows during the winter and summer regimes, and
on properly accounting for topography and strait cross sectional geometry in the estimation of
wave speeds and criticality conditions. Evidence of hydraulic control in the Bosphorus exchange
and in the Faroe Bank overflow channel was also presented. A recurring point of discussion in
the workshop was the applicability of various control theories to exchange flows. For example:
Can we identify "asymmetric" flows that are not clearly hydraulically controlled? Or does
friction/mixing always tend to drive flows toward criticality?

Time dependence in strait flows was a major topic of the posters and discussion. Evidence
for strong low-frequency (subtidal) exchange variability caused by atmospheric forcing was
presented or was already known for several straits (Gibraltar, Bab-el-Mandeb, Bosphorus, Korea,
and for a Chilean coastal channel). In some cases (e.g., Gibraltar and Bab-el-Mandeb), simple
models of forced exchange, including Helmholtz dynamics, have been shown to account for a
significant part of the transport and exchange variance. Tidal forcing, including the structure and
dynamics of internal tides and bores, and the role of tidal forcing in the enhancement of property
transports relative to steady hydraulic solutions, was acknowledged as a problem that especially
needs attention. A key question is: How do these time-dependent processes interact dynamically
with the hydraulics?

Recent observations were presented in several overflow plumes, including the Denmark
Strait, Faroe Bank Channel, Sicily Strait, Red Sea Overflow, and Romanche Fracture Zone.
Several of these programs have attempted to estimate the entrainment or mixing rate of ambient
waters into the plumes by either direct (turbulence) or indirect (bulk transport) methods. The
entrainment in these plumes is recognized as a key process to be properly represented in GCMs
and climate models. Important questions are: Is there a universal (parameterizable) behavior of
the mixing processes in these plumes? What is the next step forward from streamtube models?
Another topic of discussion was the lack of adequate measurements of bottom or interfacial
stresses in straits, and the demonstration of an emerging capability in this area using ADCPs.

Finally, developing efforts in long-term monitoring of important straits (e.g., Gibraltar,
Korea) and overflows (e.g., Faroe Bank Channel) were presented and some discussion followed.
Optimization of methods including direct and indirect techniques (e.g., sea level difference or
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internal hydraulic head monitoring) for efficient monitoring of important exchanges, especially
climatically relevant ones, was acknowledged as an important area for future research.

Monday p.m. Small-scale Effects
Speaker: Mike Gregg
Chair: Harvey Seim

Summary by Tom Sanford, Rapporteur:

The purposes and goals for the measurement and study of small-scale processes include 1)
understanding the physics and local consequences and 2) providing guidance for the subgridscale
parameterization for numerical models. The presentation and discussion covered field and
laboratory experiments and analytical and numerical modeling. Experiments are becoming more
complex and sophisticated but remain under-sampled. Numerical modeling is replacing
analytical studies.

Improvements are needed in our concepts and methodologies to deal with the 3-D aspects of
most flows, effects of mixing and complex influences of multiple controls. Clearly, many flows
have significant temporal and spatial variability that is difficult to include in steady and 1- and 2-
D formulations. Mixing is a confounding effect that jeopardizes the application of simple
hydraulic theory. Outlet water properties change, entrainment stresses occur, and control points
move. Mixing effects increase with L/D, channel complexity (e.g., bends) and bottom stress and
are difficult to quantify and predict adequately. Non-steady flows, such as solibores, contribute
to dissipation and may be responsible for thickening some interfaces. Most channels have
topographic features leading to possible multiple control locations and difficulty in applying
hydraulic theory. Experimentalists need guidance in the application of theory to experimental
sites.

Future work should focus on 1) the causes of acoustic backscatter (to understand and
interpret this method better), 2) real-time and direct measurement of bottom stress (necessary to
understand role of bottom friction), 3) improvements to BBL closure schemes, and 4) understand
solibores (especially in terms of causing mixing). These activities and "hard thinking" should
provide the guidance in interpreting observations, improving numerical simulations and
evaluating mixing parameterizations in straits.

Tuesday a.m. Frictional Processes
Speaker: Chris Garrett
Chair: Steve Murray

Summary by Anders Enqvist, Rapporteur:

1. Bottom friction exerted on a subcritical layer will accelerate it (Pratt, 1986).

2. Entrainment may thicken an accelerating subcritical (F<0.5) layer (Gerdes, 2002).
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3. Skewedly distributed mean-layer properties such as velocity compared to a homogeneous
layer with the same property average, leads to contradictory results concerning the criticality of
the layer ensemble (Gerdes). Mean flow energy consideration indicates F<I, while internal wave
derivation suggests F>I. This seemingly paradoxical result was, however, resolved by the
lecturer by introducing a stream function-based functional. The ensuing debate suggested the
following resolutions to deal with frictional flow: "Vorticity equations should be more adequate
to describe the flow than Bernoulli equations. Since the vorticity fields are solely advected, this
presents a complication that can be overcome. In rotating flows, vorticity formulation is the key"
(Chris Garrett). "Continuous vertical distribution of fluid properties implies an infinite number
of solutions" (Larry Pratt). "This leads to an eigenvalue type of problems" (Peter Baines).
"Solutions should include viscosity" (Andy Hogg). "The control definition for continuously
stratified layers was suggested to be that infinitely short long waves should not pass through the
control" (Chris Garrett). "Frictional effects do not amount to much. A control by any other name
is still constituted by an asymmetric flow connecting two reservoirs, blocking information of
changes therein from passing through the constriction" (Larry Armi). "Are there not points in the
flow where the derivatives cannot be established? What is meant by a long wave?" (Peter
Killworth). "Long waves by definition should be non-dispersive" (Larry Pratt). "Can deploying
3D-models cast light on frictional effects? Science must relate to engineering results to have an
impact on societal decisions" (Peter Baines). "The common understanding seemed to be that
even though the capacity of 3D-models develops rapidly (e.g. grid insertion), it will always
heavily depend on subgrid parameterization and boundary condition formulation. At the least,
they should be non-hydrostatic so that vertical acceleration terms may be included. Most likely
one would see progress made in engineering literature than by field experiments" (Chris Garrett).
"Fundamental limitations still prevail, e.g. in treatment of soliton dynamics with mixing,
breaking and overturning" (David Farmer). The possibility to find overriding principles for flow
regimes including frictional effects was left as an open question.

Wednesday a.m. Topographic and Boundary Effects
Speaker: Gregory Lane-Serff
Chair: Peter Baines

Summary by Bruno Ferron, Rapporteur:

The discussion focused on the question, "Should we observe new passages to quantify their
impact for the global circulation or go back to already measured straits in order to get a better
understanding of what is going on?" Two straits that have already been investigated were
mentioned: Knight Inlet appears to be a real lab for studying fluid dynamics, except for
rotational effects, since we can observe a large variety of responses that involve lots of
parameters. It is especially interesting for those who want to study time-dependent phenomena.
The inlet is forced by tides that give rise to bore generations. This is the right place to go for
studying dissipation associated with bores, propagation of information from the control point,
set-up of a hydraulically controlled state... The time-dependent aspect of exchange flows has
been a recurrent subject of the meeting. Concerning the Bab-EI-Mandab strait, the variability of
its transport on seasonal time-scales is reasonably understood and reproduced (poster by Siddall
et al.). However, the hydraulic character of the flow is still questionable since local
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measurements do not show criticality with respect to the Froude number, neither at the main sill
nor at the main narrow. The flow is critical at the sill only during short periods. Further
observations are needed to locate the hydraulic control point. It might be close to the sill since
the Froude numbers are larger than at the main narrow. The bathymetry composed of multiple
channels near the bottom and the thin bottom layer (possibly controlled), which requires
measurements close to the bottom does not help in finding the hydraulic control point. The role
of bottom friction could also be of primary importance especially at the exit of the strait and a
need for studying the bottom boundary layer appears to quantify the friction.

For those who are not afraid of complexity, biology is strongly coupled to the hydraulic
character of exchange flows. For instance, plankton develops where fronts are, where hydraulic
jumps occurs (e.g. Gibraltar). Studies that link physics of straits and biology are an interesting
challenge.

Lastly, acoustic backscatter images were discussed. The signal obtained from such
measurements depends on the biological content (plankton, organisms), on the presence of
bubbles, and on the occurrence of turbulent patches. Hence, to be useful, these images should be
taken with concurrent measurements in order to understand the nature of backscatter images.

Wednesday p.m. Rotational Effects
Speaker: Larry Pratt
Chair: Doron Nof

Summary by Peter Lundberg, Rapporteur:

Summary of Discussion Concerning Rotating Hydraulics. The overall discussion progressed
on the basis of a number of questions concerning the role and nature deep-water flows posed by
the main lecturer, D. L. Pratt:

1. Regulation of the thermohaline circulation?

2. Can the geometry and dynamics of deep straits be exploited for climate monitoring?

3. Possible role of traditional hydraulics in view of the time-dependence characterizing
many deep-water flows in nature?

4. Can the upstream influence and mixing associated with deep-water flows be
parameterized in numerical models of the general ocean circulation?

5. Why no observations of rotating hydraulic jumps?

Initially the discussion focused on the previous question above and two main reasons for the
absence of field observations of rotating hydraulic jumps, i.e., mixing and the fact that channels
in nature tend to be of a non-ideal character. It was, however, pointed out that mixing does not
"kill" non-rotating hydraulic jumps and, furthermore, it was emphasized that precise bottom-
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stress measurements are becoming available. Questions 1 and 2 were not explicitly discussed,
but the deafening silence implied consent with regard to the speaker's viewpoint that recent
attempts at climatological hind casts from Faroe-Bank Channel are not entirely uncomplicated.
Question 3 was not explicitly dealt with during the session, but was partly covered Thursday
morning in connection with the discussion concerning "matrix" and "functional" formulations of
hydraulic theory. Similarly, Question 4 regarding parameterizations in OGCMs and climate
models was instead dealt with during the Friday morning session. The question, "Where do we
go from here?" emerged spontaneously from the audience and was interpreted in a very literal
sense, since the answers mainly were of a geographical nature. The possible global importance
of the Bering Strait was discussed, a theme which was further expanded in a very nice
presentation by Doron Nof during the Friday morning session. The moot question whether
hydraulic or geostrophic control is exerted here was raised. The Indonesian throughflow was
also brought up, with special emphasis on the Lombok and Timor passages, and it was pointed
out that the Malacca Straits are exceedingly important from a commercial/navigational
standpoint. This overall discussion was somewhat inconclusive but showed the necessity of
continued field observation programs. This was underlined in a very nice way by Rolf Kase who
concluded the session by showing a happy marriage between "field" and "theoretical" activities
from the Denmark Strait. Here optimal measuring-device locations had been determined on the
basis of model studies, thus underlining the fundamental unity between observational and
theoretical approaches to the problem of deep-water flow.

Thursday a.m. Exchange Control Mechanisms
Speaker: Larry Armi
Chair: Emin Ozsoy

Summary by Karl Helfrich, Rapporteur:

In his plenary talk Larry Armi began by reviewing the theory for two-layer hydraulically
controlled exchange flows and used this problem to point out several generic features of
hydraulically controlled flows. The main messages from this part of the talk were "embrace
nonlinearity", "look for asymmetry", and "be lazy". The first of these might translate to
"hydraulics is fundamentally nonlinear, so accept it", or "nonlinearity has got us by the neck, so
get used to it". The second points out that because of the nonlinearity, hydraulically controlled
solutions are asymmetric, so the focus of our search should be for asymmetric solutions (though
it was noted by Larry Pratt that friction can give asymmetric flows which are not controlled). The
last tells us to start by looking for the steady solutions to the governing equations, a much easier
task than solving the complete initial value problem leading to a hydraulically controlled flow.
Next, advantages of the differential, or matrix approach to hydraulics, in comparison to the
functional (i.e., Gill) approach, were discussed using the two-layer exchange flow solutions as a
case in point (e.g., it is easy to identify the nature of the multiple control points with the
differential approach). This generated much discussion and it was agreed that the two approaches
must, in the end, give the same answer. The use of one approach over the other would seem to
come down to issues of easy of use or interpretation. However, Chris Garrett gave an example,
hydraulic control of a barotropic fluid with vertical shear, in which the functional approach
appears to be the only method of solution (at this time).
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At the previous Straits meeting in Les Arcs in 1989, the problem of hydraulics of
continuously stratified was identified as an area in which progress needed to be made. Larry
Armi discussed his work in this area and several interesting point of discussion emerged. First, to
construct these solutions the assumption of self-similarity of the flow must be made. Though
these appear to be the only solutions to have been found one is always left with the
uncomfortable feeling that other solutions are available but not found. However, these self-
similar solutions do compare well with the few available laboratory experiments. As an example
of the failure of self-similar solutions Chris Garrett showed that for the problem of barotropic
flow with shear mentioned above an assumption of self-similarity of the flow implies that
frictional effects must be important. Secondly, these self-similar solutions involve regions in
continuously stratified flows, or one or more layers in the N-layer approximation to continuously
stratified flows, in which the flow is stagnant and the density uniform. That these layers are
required to obtain solutions immediately brings up the question of how these layers are
established and their (likely) connection to mixing processes. Mathematically, these stagnant
zones decouple regions of the flow. Andrew Hogg noted that stagnant layers produced by mixing
would in fact imply a dynamical coupling of the layers. This is true at least initially as the layers
are formed since the mixing processes (e.g., Richardson number) involve flow above and below
the stagnant zones (in the exchange flow case). Thus it seems that we cannot avoid the question
of time-dependence. How are the exchange flow and the stagnant well mixed zones generated in
an initial value problem? For example, consider the problem of a dam at a contraction separating
two basins each filled with stagnant, linearly stratified fluid, but with the lightest fluid in one
basin heavier than the densest fluid in the other basin. An exchange flow will develop after
removal of the barrier. Initially there are no stagnant well-mixed zones. As the flow approaches a
steady state does it evolve to one of the self-similar solutions (Engqvist, 1996, JFM 328, 49-67)?
If so, how is the thickness and density of the required stagnant layer determined? It is a free
parameter in the theory. Is the requirement of the stagnant regions (and the dissipation required
to generate them) equivalent to Garrett's finding that his self-similar solution requires friction?

Lastly, there was some discussion about the fact that strait flows are coupled to basins,
which are never infinite in extent. Also the reservoir levels, their stratification, the potential
vorticity of the fluid approaching the strait, are given parameters in the local hydraulic flow
problem. However, a complete picture of the role of hydraulic control must consider coupling of
the overflow to the basins. This, too, will require investigation of time-dependent effects. Though
any available steady (i.e., lazy) solutions are always a good place to start.

9



Thursday p.m. Stratification Issues
Speaker: Greg Ivey
Chair: Kraig Winters

Summary by Andy Hogg, Rapporteur:

This session focused on the effects of stratification in exchange flows. The review talk was
presented by Greg Ivey and included results from laboratory, field and numerical studies.

The review talk used three primary examples of stratified exchange flow in straits. Firstly,
in a semi-enclosed basin, which is connected to the sea by a strait, the exchange through the strait
and the mixing in the basin interacted to govern the evolution of the system. Secondly, the effect
of internal mixing in exchange flows was investigated demonstrating that when mixing is
significant, the hydraulic solution may not be the best way of estimating flux through a strait.
Thirdly, results from an experiment into time-varying exchange flows were presented, showing
that tides could act to either increase or decrease flux through a strait. The talk demonstrated the
need to move away from depending on the hydraulic solution to describe exchange flows, and to
incorporate the effects of mixing and unsteadiness into our models of flow through straits.

The discussion after the talk was lead by Kraig Winters, and started on the topic of whether
a regular taxpayer would be content with the approach taken to sea strait research, and whether
sufficient progress is being made. This sparked a wide-ranging debate in which many tried to
clarify the purpose of current research. Notable points included the goal of advancing basic
science and knowledge of underlying processes, budgets for ocean transport, and public
education. The spectrum of opinions ranged from those who consider the purpose of their
research to be to produce information or answers to questions for use by other scientists; to those
who work on problems for their own enjoyment in the belief that this is the most productive way
to work.

Friday a.m. Large-Scale Consequences of Straits
Speaker: Jim Price
Chair: Peter Killworth

Summary by Ettori Salusti, Rapporteur:

Effect of Water Exchanges in Sea Straits on the Oceans. Water exchanges through marine
straits and their effects on oceanic circulation can be seen as a difficult problem. Indeed, let us
consider the general scheme described by J. Price, namely: shelves, marginal sea, strait, ocean. It
is clear how water exchanges, currents, downflows etc., are ruled by some small-space or small-
time scales fundamental "mechanisms" as dense water outflows, hydraulic-geostrophic-PV
control of flows through straits. These "mechanisms" are rather difficult to be schematized in an
effective manner: so the results of numerical investigations have to be analyzed critically also
considering the results of simple intuitive models.
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Let me add first that also the scheme of Price can be generalized: as an example in the Ross
sea (Antarctica) a complex set of banks and canyons plays a role similar to that of a marginal sea.
Of interest is also that Budillon has observed there that some CTD casts reveal in the deepest
layer a homogeneous concomitant jump of salinity, potential temperature and light adsorption.
This strongly suggests that entrainment of bottom particulate can play an active role on bottom
water dynamics.

Second, the densest water evolution, as discussed by Bryden and Nurser, can somehow be
intuitively controlled, despite complications due to entrainment and frictional effects. For the
more superficial layers an interesting "tracer" can be the PV, and its evolution as well.

In addition, time-variations of flows through straits give origin to a complex system of
Kelvin waves, propagating along the coasts and the Equator. Once they arrive on the eastern
coasts, a westward propagating Rossby wave can be observed, on time scales of about 20 years.
The reconstruction of this westward propagation off, say, the strait of Gibraltar is rather
impressive.

To finish, a totally different approach of Doron Nof allows one to gain a penetrating insight
into these problems. Nof uses suitable integral relations to infer particular aspects of the strait-
ocean circulation; his technique is elegant and powerful but that requires a noticeable creativity
to master the choice of the path of various integrals.

Friday p.m. Summary by Rapporteurs
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Overflows and the large-scale circulation: A review

James F. Price

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole. Massachusetts. USA

Abstract. Overflows from marginal seas have a variety of important effects
upon the thermohline circulation of the oceans, including in the upper ocean. A
well known effect of marginal seas is that they serve as concentration basins that
produce water types that can be considerably denser (colder or saltier) than would
result from the same air-sea flux applied over a comparable open ocean region.
Thus many abyssal water masses have the T/S stamp of marginal sea and overflow
processes. Modelling studies have suggested that the potential vorticity (PV) flux
associated with an overflow may be a major component of the PV budget of an
abyssal layer. The steady circulation that is in steady PV balance with this flux can
be quite different from the PV balance associated with a free convection process,
for example. The entrainment of mid or upper ocean water is now recognized
to be a significant process for the upper ocean circulation, at least in the vicinity
of a major overflows (e.g., the Mediterranean overflow). Entrainment represents
a significant diapycnal mass flux out of the upper (or mid) ocean and into the
overflow current. This can induce a large scale, upper ocean circulation akin to a
beta-plume.

Introduction

The geography and physics of marginal sea overflows
and strait flows are a key element of many regional oceano-
graphic problems and phenomenon. Overflows (and here we
emphasize the major marginal sea overflows from the Nordic
Seas and the Medite.ranean Sea) are also now widely appre-
ciated to be a major element of the large scale ocean circu-
lation. Because the high latitude overflows produce some
of the densest water types that enter the world ocean, they
have a significant impact upon the abyssal circulation and the -

global therrohaline circulation. Overflows are thus a central
problem for ocean general circulation modelling. The chal-
lenge that overflows present is that they are relatively small
scale features, typically 100 - 300 m in thickness and with a
horizontal scale set at first by the strait width, 10 to 50 km,
and later by geostrophic adjustment and frictional processes
(Figure 1). Overflow currents are also typically much more
energetic and much more dissipative than are most other bot-
tom currents. Thus, realistic overflows do not arise spon- Figure 1. Schematic of a descending, entrining overflow. Since
taneously in the present generation of OGCMS, even those the upper and lower layer flows are shown to nearly balance, this is
with the highest resolution [ Willebrand et aL, 20013 [Boning closest to the Mediterranean overflow through the Strait of Gibral-
and Semrner, 2001]. tar.

This note reviews some of the recent efforts to include or
in one way or another to represent overflows in large scale
ocean models. There are two aspects of this - the first is
to understand what the consequences of the overflows are.
and thus to understand the motivation for their inclusion in
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Figure 3. A section of potential temperature constructed from
CTD stations made near the axis of the Faroe Bank Channel over-

OGCMs. and the second is to define the physical processes flow. The station-to-station horizontal variability evident near the
that should be represented- In all of this we take the perspec- sill is not synoptic. From Price etal. [2001]
tive that the marginal sea conditions (hydrography at mini-
mum) are given, and then consider the effects of a marginal
sea overflow upon the open ocean. It goes almost without
saying that the dynamics of the margainal sea itself are cru-
cial in setting these conditions, and are in no way simpler or
less interesting than the is the dynamics of the open ocean
that is the topic here. Sa3i6i7-

A schematic view of an overflow [Price and Baringer, , 7
1994] is that they are bottom-intensified density currents..... . .

As they descend over steep topography (shelf-slope break) " .. i-.

they may accelerate up to critical Froude number, and vigor- "
ously entrain water from the overlying oceanic water. This
entrainment process is a distinguishing feature of overflows On i=
compared with other bottom currents. The entrainment is""
sufficient to cause the transport to more or less double, typ- - sea'"
ically, while causing significant changes in TIS and density • 0•
within the overflow (Figures 2 and 3). A compilation of the .4
mixing endpoints for six of the larger overflows after Bower" o 5
et aL [2000]) shows that the change in TIS of overflow wa- or _' ..

f eeland-sc~ti~an Ruj*ter typically extends at least half way from the source water i . ..
(the pure marginal sea water) toward the ocean water T/S PD 0
end point (Fig. 4. R__, _e_ ____,___

A North Atlantic basin-averaged view of this water mass
transformation process is provided by the analysis of Lump-
kin and Speer [2002]. They have used a density coordinate Figure 4. A T/S diagram constructed from ocean observations
inverse model of the North Atlantic WOCE data set to deter- to show the source, oceanic and product water gross properties of
mine where (with high resolution in density but only roughly some major marginal sea overflows [Bower ez aL, 2000]. The ar-
in latitude) water mass transformations occur. Aside fro. rows s on the source water TIS and terminate on the productthe surface-effected 1;ayers. the most prominent transforma- water (where the overflow floats away from the bottom or reaches

geostrophy on the bottom). The small circles are the approximate
tion is found to be in the region of the Nordic Sea overflows. TIS of the oceanic water through which the overflows descend.
Water at the density of Labrador Sea water (neural density
27.9 - 28.0, roughly) is made denser, evidently by entrain-
ment into the densest Nordic Sea overflow water, which in
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turn is made somewhat less dense. In density space, trajec- influenced by rather localized processes; in particular by
tories denoting water mass volume appear to converge onto the overflow crossing the Greenland-Scotland region, their
the density that characterizes the product water of the Nordic water mass properties. and the details of mixing within a
Sea overflows. Lumpkin and Speer [2002] conclude that this few hundred kilometers south of the sills:' For the short
water mass transformation is a fundamental element of the term (decadal) simulations reported by DYNAMO, the dif-
North Atlantic meridional overturning circulation. ferences attributed to this overflow mixing process included

significant differences in the meridional heat transport, and
Abyssal and thermohaline circulation if run much longer (centuries), the differences in overflow

properties would ultimately affect the T/S climate of the
Mechanisms of deep water production. The pioneering global abyssal ocean.

models of a dynamic thermohaline circulation Bryan [19871 Boning and Semtner [2001) studied the effects of the
Maier-ReimeretaI. [19931 necessarily used highly idealized meridional circulation upon the model-computed heat trans-
models of the ocean bathymetiy that did not include real- port within the North Atlantic basin at mid-latitudes. The
istic passages to the Nordic Seas. A consequence of this meridional heat transport is determined largely by the merid-
was that the formation of North Atlantic deep water occured ional overturning circulation (rather than the upper ocean
by an open ocean convection process in regions south of the wind-driven circulation), and is thus very sensitive to the
Scotland-Iceland-Greenland Ridge. Given plausible fields of depth-dependence and the amplitude of the meridional over-
the air-sea fluxes these models yielded quite reasonable es- turning circulation. The differences between high resolution
timates of the amplitude of the North Atlantic the.mohaline models, each driven by very similar boundary conditions,
circulation. These models then also indicated a substantial was found to exceed the difference in heat transport found
sensitivity of the thernnohaline circulation to the air-sea ex- upon occupying ocean sections oversuccessive decades. The
change in the regions south of the Ridge. Redler and Boning differences from model-to-model are due mainly to the dif-
[1997] examined this aspect of ocean climate modelling by ferences in the way they treat the mixing and cross-isobath
using a high resolution, regional OGCM that could be con- flow near the source of the Nordic Sea overflows. Level
figured to include or omit the Nordic Sea overflows while models (of the late 90's generation) tend to mix too much and
maintaining a nominal air-sea flux over the North Atlantic. thus produce an insufficiently dense Deep Western Bound-
They found that the sensitivity of the meridional circulation ary Current, while isopycnic models may not m.x enough.
amplitude to surface forcing was minimal in cases where the Either way the meridional circulation and heat transport are
overflows were prescribed at nominal values (or stronger). directly effected, with the result that any individual model
On the other hand, if the Nordic Sea overflows were weak-- solution can be difficult to interpret with the extant obser-
ened, then their model began to exhibit the kind of signif- vations. In models that have prescribed air-sea fluxes (not
icant sensitivity to air-sea fluxes found earlier in the early interacting with an atmosphere) the result is that the merid-
models that omitted the overflows altogether. Thus, they ional heat transport, H in pettawatts, is given fairly closely
concluded that the primary sensitivity of the North Atlantic by H = 0.2 + M120, with M the transport at 25 N in Sverdrps
meridional circulation (and assuming present- nominal val- (Fig.2.2.11 of Boning and Semrtner [2001] and references
ues for the density of the overflows and open ocean convec- therein). The sma=l offset, 0.2 Pw, is roughly the contibu-
tion regions) was to the Nordic Sea overflows rather than to tion from the wind-driven circulation with the much larger
the open ocean convection process that is driven directly by linear term attributed to the thermohaline circulation. Thus
air-sea fluxes over the Northern North Atlantic. the model-simulated heat transport is extremely sensitive to

A more recent study of high resolution North Atlantic changes in the thermohaline circulation.
OGCMs was reported by the DYNAMO Group [Willebrand Steady circulation and PV balances. The circulation
et al., 2001 ] who compared a suite of highly resolved numer- of an abyssal layer that is drained or supplied by a deep
ical models that differed mainly in their vertical discretiza- water source has been studied by Pratt [1997], Yang and
tion. The models included at least partial representation of Price [20002 and Heifrich and Pratt (in this volume). The
the Nordic Sea overflows by means of a relaxation of the PV balance of the steady basin-wide circulation is between
model hydrography toward a high resolution ocean clirna- the torue exerted by bottom friction and the PV flux sup
tology imposed along their northern boundary (within the plied by the deep water source. If the deep water source is
Nordic Seas). Although driven by nearly identical bound- associated with a downwelling in the open ocean, as might
ary conditions, the models each developed a unique deep occur in mid-gyre convection, then the PV source vanishes,
and general circulation, that depended a great deal upon as must the basin-wide bottom torque. In that case, the major
the way that the models treated or produced a deep west- boundary currents are likely to have a rather complex pattern
ern boundary current as a consequence of the Nordic Sea that may include a very strong recirculation near the down-
overflows. The models differed in the way that they repre- weling source. If the deep water source is the horizontal

source Ifd thes dee wate sourc isa they horizontalesented topogn hy and thus in the way that they handled the boundary flux associated with an overflow from a marginal
overflows (bottom-trapped density currents) over the topog- sea, then the source brings a significan PV flux that must
raphy. To quote "Of fundamental importance is the conclu- balanced by the frictional torque of the basin wide bound-
sion that the large-scale thermohaline circulation is strong!y
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ary currents. In that case the boundary currents tend to have (though with small amplitude) with changes in the deepwa-
a simpler basin-wide pattern, usually without strong recir- ter formation rate.
culation and consisting of a monotonic flow away from the Goodman (2001) has extended these calculations to much
overflow. In either case, the PV balance is an important as- longer times and in a model with much greater vertical and
pect of the abyssal circulation, and strongly effected by the topographic resolution. The wave adjustment in this more
form of the deep water source. complex model is qualitatively like that of the much simpler

Aspects of the observed PV distribution of the abyssal Huanng et aL [2000] model, being almost complete in less
world ocean have been described by O'Dwyer and Wdlliams than about 50 years. This is thus the time scale over which
[1997]. The observed PV distributions in some basins (some the currents respond to change in deepwater formation in the
regions) show a correlation with the deep water source. One North Atlantic. The time to flush out and replace the abyssal
intriguing pattern is that basins ventilated from a single ocean is a much longer advection time, that is often associ-
source (horizontal inflow to the basin) coming in at a low ated with a changing abyssal ocean. This is more like the
latitude tend to have a large region of nearly uniform PV and 1000 year time scale that we know characterizes the age of
values of PV that are low in amplitude. In general, though, North Pacific intermediate waters, for example.
the observed PV distribution of the abyssal ocean is a good
deal more complex and richer in structure than the very sim-
ple models noted above. There are large regions where PV Spreading of Mediterranean water

follows latitude lines, other regions that have PV contours in- Once the mixed Mediterranean water descends to a depth
clined to latitude, and still other regions that have nearly uni- onc t m iteroaneal w at ce t aidept
form PV. This may mirror the complex way in which water of around t km it approaches neutral buoyancy but retains a
masses are formed by air-sea interaction; M4auritzen f 1996] large salinity anomaly comdared with other North Adantic
and Spal and Picker [2001] have argued that convectionoc- ranwaters near the same density. Much of the mixed Mediter-cursmaily earocea bondaies an thu th shrp is- ranean water lifts away from the bottom in the western Gulf
curs mainly near ocean boundaries, and thus the sharp ics- of Cadiz and ceases to be a bottom-trapped density current
tinction bedtween downwelling and overflow as a PV source (a significant fraction stays in contact with the bottom and
is blurred from the beginning, flows northward along the Iberian coast). The large scale

Time scales of the transient response. The transient re- distribution of salinity in the North Atlantic thermocline is
sponse to a change in the deep water formation process has marked by a saline tongue of Mediterranean water that ex-
been examined recently by Fuang et a. [2000] and in greater tends across most of the North Atlantic basin. The salinity
detail and over much longer durations by Goodman [20011. contributed to the thermocline by the Mediterranean clearly
A principal finding is that there are two distinct time scales has a significant i pact on the T/S properties of the North
over which the ocean adjusts to a change in deep water for- Atlantic thermocline, and though the details are controver-
mation (say in the North Atlantic). Over a period of several sial, may contribute to the global thermohaline circulation
decades, the signal is propagated basin-to-basin by Kelvin by raising the salinity (andthe temperature) of the inermedi-
waves that travel at the speed of fast, nondispersive (baro- ate waters that contribute to the Nordic Sea inflow [Candela,

clinic) gravity waves, up to 3 m s-1. Trhese Kelvin waves 20011.
propagate along coastal and equatorial wave guides; when The westward spreading of the mixed Mediterranean wa-
the wave signal propagating along the equator reaches anwith elvin ter has been the object of many studies, including recently
eastern ocean boundary, the wave bifurcates, with Kelvinwaves continuing poleward. As the Kelvin waves propa- by Gerdes er aL [1999] who considered a wide range of
wave ongetinu oewoardAs they Kelvn wavesprard mechanisms that could be represented in a coarse-resolution
gate along eastern ocean boundaries they spawn a westward OGCM (one that does not support submesoscale eddies,
propagating Rossby wave, whose arrival in the open ocean
marks the final stage of the wave adjustment process. All Meddies). They found that the most effective and least adofrks thefis a happenstcomarvely q the wave adjustment prhoc process was that associated with the source/sink flow ofjustment well underway throughout the world ocean (except- the overflow itself. That is, the modeled salt tongue was mosting the Southern Ocean) within only about 20 years. A de- realistic when the model boundary condition included notcreashe inSduthern fOran)ithin inl theborth A0yeantiA caes just the TIS properties of the Gulf of Cadiz, but also the zonalcrease in deepwater form ation in the North Atlantic causes m s l xt a a e Dt e e c a g . W t h tb u d r
a downward motion of the main thermocline globally, and ms lxta ae pteecag.Wt htbudrsmal chane motionof the SS mForain (large)chnge glof , 10 Scondition present, their model produced a jet-like westwardsmall changes in the SST. For a (large) change of 0 Sv. the mean flow that was just slightly south of the Mediterraneanequilibrium chain the Antic, dab t w0 foin th e overflow and gave a very realistic looking salt tongue (andeabou 10Within the North Atlantic, a decrease in the deep assuming plausible horizontal diffusion). Other process, in-Ocean. Wcluding double diffusion and cabelling, gave much less real-
water formation rate causes a decrease in SST. while over

istic salt distributions and much weaker salt fluxes, generally.the rest of world ocean the result is a slightly deeper main

thermocline and slightly warmer SST. Thus the North At- In the ocean or in models having very high resolution,
lantic and global ocean SST were found to vary out of phase the westward salt flux is carried in part by submesoscale co-

herent vortices, or Meddies. These features occur also in
outflows from the Red Sea [Bower et at., 20001. The ori-
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gin of submesoscale is probably varied, but dependent upon ciation that water mass transformation (mixing and entrain-
the structure (horizontal and vertical) of an overflow current. mert) that occur as overflows descend into the open ocean
More! and McWitlians [2001] examined the effects of di- is also of first importance. This mixing strongly effects the
apycnal mixing upon the PV structure of the Mediterranean transport and the depth of the Deep Western Boundary Cur-
overflow. They used the integral constraint of Haynes and rent (and thus of the meridional heat flux predicted by ocean
McIntyre to infer that a layer that loses volume on account of models). The upper ocean sink associated with entrainment
mixing will acquire a positive PV anomaly, and conversely a appears to be responsible (in some OGCMs) for the Azores
layer that gains volume will acquire a negative PV anomaly. Current. Important questions and issues related to this new
Thus, diapycnal mixing can alter the PV distribution of an understanding include the following:
otherwise stable current so that the Charney-Stern criterion
for baroclinic instability may then be satisfied. Baroclinic in- * How much (and where) entrainment occurs in over-
stability in turn produces baroclinic dipoles, or hetons, that flows? This is a question that can only be addressed
detach from the main current, and then transporting the over- by process-oriented field observations.
flow anomaly in a way that the mean current could not. The
observed PV distributions in the western Gulf of Cadiz is not * What external variables control or set the entrainment
inconsistent with this scenario. Some more direct evidence rate? This requires field observations to define the en-
of this kind of Meddy generation comes from float exper- trainment rate and the local setting (Froude numbers,
iments that show the development of anticyclonic looping etc.). Inferences of entrainment laws can be tested in
characteristic of Meddles and overlying a deeper cyclonic laboratory and perhaps high resolution numerical ex-
looping characteristic of baroclinic dipoles. Thus mixing ef- periments.
fects may alter the stability of overflow currents, and thustheir subsequent stability and the long term evolution of their How can the entrainment process be represented intaeirsuse large scale models? This is a classic parameterization
tracers, problem; the goal is to achieve the right outcome (the

right entrainment rate) in models that can not be ex-
Upper ocean circulation pected to resolve fully the small spatial scales of over-

The effects of a marginal sea overflow extend into die up- flows. Thus, the task will be to tailor parameteriza-tions that are appropriate to a given O(3CM.
per ocean. as well. The surface inflow is an obvious mani-
festation. and is of course an important feature regionally in
the Mediterranean and Nordic Seas. There is another as- the Acknowledgments. This work was supported by a gnt frompect of the upper ocean circulation that has only recently National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminisation to the Cli-c mate Consortium, and by a grant from the National Science Foun-
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Overview of process oriented field studies

David M. Farmer

Graduate School of Oceanography, University of Rhode Island, Rhode Island. USA

Abstract. Process oriented observations in straits have been concerned with the
overall structure of the flow and the factors that control the exchange or modify
water properties of the exchanging layers. These include the existence and
location of exchange controls, the formation and behavior of distinct layers,
time dependent effects associated with tidal and meteorological forcing,
boundary layer separation in both a lateral and a vertical sense, entrainment and
mixing between layers and the radiation of internal bores or solitary waves.

Introduction Observational approaches

Observations of the circulation in straits have a Measurement technology has evolved rapidly and
long history with notable contributions stimulated by is transforming the way in which we can observe
the challenge of explaining flow in the Straits of both small scale and time dependent phenomena,
Bosphorus and Gibraltar (Deacon 1985). Early presenting new challenges and opportunities for
observations made use of drogue studies, which modeling and analysis. The observational
revealed the bi-directional character of the exchange challenges come from the range of scales involved.
in these straits, but the advent of modern If the circulation is time varying, it is obviously
instrumentation has stimulated rapid advances in our desirable to acquire measurements throughout the
understanding. These developments in turn are area of interest over a period short relative to the time
stimulating parallel theoretical and modeling efforts. scale of the forcing, especially in straits subject to

The focus of field measurements has evolved from meteorological rather than predictable tidal forcing.
observations designed to acquire a basic description Many of the most significant contributions to our
of the oceanography, towards systematic attempts to understanding have come from measurements using a
test hypotheses, such as the presence or absence of combination of different in situ and remote sensing
maximal exchange conditions, or the mechanisms by techniques from ships. Acoustic Doppler Current
which internal bores are generated. In addition to the Profilers (ACDP) have played a key role here, as the
overall measurement of exchange rates, field studies structure of the current field is fundamental to
have started to address the smaller scale processes identifying exchange flows. By combining repeated
that have usually been neglected in models. Detailed CTD profiles with the Doppler data it is possible to
measurements of shear flow instability and its estimate Froude numbers directly as a function of
contribution to mixing, of boundary layer separation position and time. Such measurements are
effects, 3-dimensional circulation and the radiation of fundamental to the determination of flow control, as
internal bores are now identified as significant well as to the calculation of layer transports, shear
components of many strait flows, posing new stability and other characteristics.
challenges for theoretical analysis and explanation. In situ measurement of shear microstructure has
This brief discussion summarizes some of the been used to infer dissipation, providing additional
measurement techniques and the recent observations. insight on the time and location of turbulent energy
The focus is on straits that are not wide relative to the losses. For example Wesson & Gregg (1994)
deformation radius. A primary interest is in the acquired direct measurements of dissipation both in
factors that influence control over the exchange. the vicinity of the sUll and within the internal bore in

the Strait of Gibraltar. The measured values appear.
fully consistent with expectations based on the

7
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energy loss calculated from internal hydraulic generating accurate data maps. This task has been

considerations (Farmer & Armi, 1988). transformed by the availability of GPS.

A novel measurement approach that has proven

effective in tracking transports in the vicinity of sills RaeSe.ArWD-.02 taod0,dayLP

is the Lagrangian float (D'Asaro et al. 1996), a , .- ,.

technique that has also been used to explore the .........................
transition between turbulence and buoyancy
dominated flow (D'Asaro & Lien, 2000). u-_--... -.

Acoustic imaging- of the back-scatter field has • • •.i

proven particularly helpful to the identification of h . _

small scale structure. Quite often a shear or density ' "M_w a

interface will be associated with enhanced acoustic _.,

target strength, allowing acoustic imaging to map the -.
interface structure, even when a ship is traveling .
rapidly. The combination of ADCP mapping of COO

S -- ,Figure 2 Time series measurements of flow in Bab el
Mandeb acquired with a moored ADCP, showing the
seasonal transition from two-layer to three-layer flow

A • • (Murray & Johns, 1997).

Although recording in situ current meters are a
/i well established tools for acquiring longer time series

than is possible from a ship, the moored ADCP has
proven useful because of its high vertical resolution

S- (Fig. 2),especially when combined with a dense
SL vertical array of recording temperature/salinity

sensors. The passage of internal bores is easily
"recognized with almost any recording sensor, but the

depth change or amplitude measurement typically
Figure I Sketch showing a typical ship based application requires a higher resolution than is usually practical
of profiling and remote acoustic measurements, along with with in situ current meters. Highly resolved back
towed sensors at fixed depths. When combined with scatter imaging is also useful for identifying density

simultaneous aerial or satellite observations the larger interfaces and even the ADOg back scatter intensity

scale features can be interpreted in conjunction with

detailed subsurface measurements. output which tends to have lower resolution than a
dedicated imaging sonar, has proven helpful in

the velocit field with high resolution imaging (Fig. monitoring the internal response to changing tide and

1) provides a powerful technique for resolving the meteorological conditions.

flow over large areas in a relatively short time. Well resolved pressure measurements also have an

Continuous CTD profiling is not possible except at important role to play. Modern quartz pressure

low speed, but the acoustic methods provide an sensors can resolve pressure fluctuations which may

effective means of interpolating the density structure be interpreted in terms of energy losses, associated,

between more widely spaced CTD stations. for example, with tidal effects. Extensive studies of

Internal hydraulic controls are often associated sub-tidal fluctuations in sea surface slope using tide

with rapidly varying interface depths, shear gauges at either end of a strait suggest the potential of

instability and jumps. Acoustic imaging may provide this approach, especially for monitoring seasonal and
the only technique for highly resolved measurement longer term effects (i.e. Freeland & Farmer, 1980).

of these processes, since it may be impractical to Integral methods of measurement that average over

profile with sufficient density using in situ sensors. large volumes or over the total transport through a

Accurate positioning of the vessel is essential for strait have obvious potential for monitoring flows in
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Straits. Motionally induced electric fields (the visual and radar imaging of straits has been the
Geomagnetic ElectroKinetograph or GEK method identification of internal wave radiation. Radar
and its derivatives) can be measured and interpreted systems (Watson & Robinson. 1989) or cameras
in terms of transport, once the subtle aspects of mounted on mountains (Pawlowicz, 2002)
calibration have been resolved, a technique that is overlooking a strait also have potential here.
being actively explored at a number of sites. Finally, both radar measurement (especially

Time-of-flight acoustic propagation provides synthetic aperture) and aerial photography can be
another approach for integral measurement. The used to detect smaller scale surface structure which
difficulty in this case is that the integration is along a contains many clues to the subsurface properties.
path that will depend on the variable sound speed Aircraft measurements in particular provide a
structure of the channel. Nethertheless, this approach flexibility in deployment timing and location that
does seem to offer interesting possibilities and has may not be available with measurements from space.
been demonstrated in the Strait of Gibraltar (Fig. 3). In the case of observation from a light aircraft or

helicopter, the aircraft can fly along particular
features, such as a front or internal wave, using GPS
to provide a precise spatial measurement.

Internal hydraulic response

The concept of hydraulic control is of particular
importance in straits, as it exercises direct influence
on the exchange. Maxima! exchange is a special case
in which two controls act to determine the maximum
rate at which a two-layer flow can exchange. In its
"simplest form, a control occurs when the sum of the

TI layer Froude numbers is unity (see, for example,
C, Armi, 1986):

03 2 + F2
Figure 3 Reciprocal acoustic transmission paths used by
Send et al. (2002) to monitor fluctuations associated with where the subscript defines the layer 1,2 and
the passage of internal bores.

Yet another integral method is space-time acoustic g= gi
scintillation, which relies on measurement of the
translation of fine scale structure in the forward where U.is the layer speed, g' is the reduced gravity
scattered acoustical field as it is advected by the and h is the layer depth. This definition is suitable
current. This technique has been demonstrated in for discrete layers, which are often characteristic of
several coastal channels including the Bosphorus (Di flow in straits. However, a layer may be density
Iorio & Yuce, 1999). The distinction between the stratified and sheared, in which case an equivalent
time of flight measurement and the space-time definition may be stated in terms of the relative
scintillation analysis is that the former resolves the propagation speed of long internal waves. A control
current along the path whereas the latter resolves the occurs where a long internal wave is arrested. As
flow perpendicular to the path. The fine scale discussed by Pratt (1986) and others, friction acts to
acoustical structure is related to the fine scale drive the flow towards criticality. In longer straits for
oceanographic features and inversidn techniques which friction is expected to be important (c.f. Pratt's
allow derivation of integral properties of the 1986 criterion), there are good reasons to look for the
scattering medium. For example Di Iorio and Farmer implications of frictional effects.
(1998) were able to separate temperature and velocity In straits for which the internal Froude number
fluctuations and calculate the path averaged approaches unity, rapid adjustments in velocity and
turbulence dissipation. density structure can occur over short distances. This

Remote sensing adds the power of large scale is particularly true in straits such as Gibraltar where
imaging. A particularly striking contribution of both one of the controls occurs over a steep sided sill.
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Most recent observations in straits have addressed the transfer between different moving layers. For
presence of layered structure and internal controls. example, the repeated acoustic and CTD sections
Murray & Johns (1997) used moored ADCP shown in Figure 4 illustrate a special case of the
measurements to find a seasonally varying two- and consequences of entrainment from the lower to the
three-layered structure in Bab el Mandeb (see Fig. 2), intermediate layer. Even though the tidal current was
raising interesting questions about the role of controls decreasing during these measurements, the Froude
in limiting the heat flux. Gregg, Ozsoy & Latif number was increasing, due to the reduced density
(1999) and Gregg & Ozsoy (2002) and others difference at the interface, allowing the intermediate
searched for an internal control using ADCP layer to be pushed downstream over the sill as
measurements at the Southern end of the Bosphorus, control at the crest is effectively lost (Armi &
to check whether or not a maximal exchange Farmer, 2002).
condition applied; the control at the northern end is On a larger scale, measurements in the Bosphorus
readily identifiable. This measurement is particularly make it clear that Black Sea water moving in the
challenging in the southern Bosphorus, because the upper layer becomes progressively more saline as it
surface layer becomes extremely shallow at this travels south and a smaller but still measurable
location and the measurements are limited by decrease. in salinity occurs in the lower layer as it
instrument depth and other factors. Farmer & Armi moves north.
(1988), Armi & Farmer (1988) found two controls in Gedes, Garrett & Farmer (2002) showed that in all
the Strait of Gibraltar in April 1986, supporting the but one unidirectional case, where the upper layer
concept of maximal exchange. Their measurements flow is larger than the lower layer by a certain Froude
were also acquired with an ADCP, supported by number dependent margin, entrainment acts to force
XBT/XSSV profiles which could be acquired with the flow towards criticality in the same way as
the vessel traveling at speed. friction. A general result describing the interface

slope as a function of Froude number F2 and
.- entrainment speed u, is:

h 1 2 i d

where v is the upper and u is the lower layer speed, H
Figure 4 Three successive traverses over the Knight Inlet is the elevation of the sea floor. W is the channel
sill illustrating the transition between controlled anduncotroledflo astheFroue nmbe inreaes.width and Cd is the dragg coefficient. This result

provides a framework for interpreting the evolution

A single control acting on a lower layer as it passes of an exchange flow in straits such as the Bosphorus
over a sill is relatively common and has been where both friction and entrainment are of
measured, for example, using an ADCP in Knight comparable importance and an interpretation in terms
Inlet by Farmer & Armi, 2000. Rapid traverses allow of discrete layers is justified. It also accounts for the
the structure of the control to be tracked as it changes overall shape of the interface, especially in the
under the varying tidal current, providing insights on southern narrow section where both entrainment and
the time dependent response. Figure 4 shows three friction play a significant role in determining the
such sections as the flow makes the transition exchange process.
between the controlled and uncontrolled state. Although there are numerous laboratory estimates

of entrainment rates, the applicability of these to

Entrainment natural environments is at best uncertain. This
motivates the use of acoustic imaging and other

The advent of highly resolved density techniques to reveal the underlying mechanisms of

measurements acquired in conjunction with ADCP entrainment. Acoustic images of sheared flow often

and acoustic imaging has revealed features of the reveal the presence of shear instabilities at theinterface between the lavers. These can be seen on a
internal response that can only be explained by mass i

massive scale in sill flows and have been examined
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in a laboratory setting (Pawlak &: Armi, 1998), motivation for using observations in real
revealing the way in which additional vorticity is environments to explore the small scale structure,
provided by the sloping interface. Both laboratory thus motivating models of these process that will lead
and field observations show whisps of denser fluid to reliable parameterizations for incorporation in
rising from the cusps of the instability. strait models.

Analysis of the detailed mechanisms associated
with entrainment inevitably demand highly resolved
measurements of the velocity field within the
instabilities. These are hard to achieve by Temporal variability in straits presents one of the
conventional means and push the limit of the stand greatest challenges to accurate description. Most
ADCP. For example Fig. 5 shows instabilities above

ocean straits are subject to tidal forcing. An
theimpoant practical consideration is whether or not
measurements (not shown here) delineate the overall the flow can be considered quasi-steady. For
structure of the flow in these features, but push the tefo a ecniee us-tay o
lstructur of robusth foplow inthespretatures, bTp the example, in the case of maximal exchange flows, the
limits of robust Doppler interpretation. The ilANUS relavant time scale for internal adjustment is the time

I p r taken for a long wave to propagate from one control
resolution by the spreading beams, which must be to the other. In the Strait of Gibraltar this condition
combined to generate a current vector. The is met approximately. For longer period seasonal or
combination of data from the different beams is atmospheric forcing, quasi-steady assumptions are

based on assumption that the flow is similar in all ao custified.

three beams. almost certainly justified.
A striking consequence of the inherent nonlinearity

in controlled flows is the transformation of tidal into
Shigher frequency energy. The most prominent

expression of this is the formation of internal bores.
Fig. 6 shows a synthetic aperture radar image of an
undular bore radiating from the Strait of Gibraltar
into the Alboran Sea and is typical of many similar
radar and is similar to many other optical and radar
images. The waves tend to be rank ordered, spread
radially from the source and are accompanied by a

- ~net deepening of the shallow surface stratification,
consistent with the properties of an internal undularS~bore.

The generation mechanisms associated with
radiating wave patterns have been the subject of

Figure 5. Instabilities in dense flow over a sill illustrating fairly active research in recent years. Several studies
whisps of lower layer fluid leaving the instability cusps as have pointed to the relaxation of an internal hydraulic
they are entrained into the upper layer. Red vectors jump during the slackening tidal current as a source
indicate magnitude and orientation of the flow,, of the waves. This appears to be the case, for

In certain cases, entrainment can be measured in a example in the Strait of Gibraltar and has been
rather dirctai wayeby mappin gthtra nsportn betueen a observed in great detail in a particular example forrater iret wy b mapig te tan~rt e•'en flow over the sill in Knight Inlet when the

discrete layers, where the layers are identified for flow tov tes in Knight Inleth the
examle y dnsit stps r wel dfind sctteing stratification was weak (Farmer & Smith 1980). Inexample by density steps or well defined scattering the latter case the downstream jump in the lee of the

layers. The rate at which these layers are transported sill was undular - the signature might also be
through a sheared interface then defines the
entrainment rate (Farmer & A.-=, 1999). interpreted as constituting a set of finite amplitude lee

Ultimatelv the success of predictive modeling will waves - and successive wave troughs passed back
"I over the sill as the tidal current slackened to form a

depend on our ability to parameterize the sub-grid sequence of waves propagating upstream with the
scale processes. Laboratory models provide insight, character of an interal undular bore.
but are generally limited by their ability to represent

high Reynolds number flow. This provides
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moored instruments, in this case an ADCP mounted
GSPAN on the sea floor.

RII

Figure 6 Internal undular bores radiating from the Strait -.• ,-: .
of Gibraltar into the Alboran Sea, One set of waves is ___........... . . ._ ....... ___ ,_____"____
leaving the figure to the right, while a second set is -• - -2- • 4 S

forming withbin the strait. (Alpers et al., 1996) Figure 7 Time series of acoustic propagation across the

This mechanism completely fails to explain all Strait of Gibraltar (see Send et al., 2002 and references
cases, however. Recent studies by Cumnmins et al. therein). Acoustic travel times for the paths shown in
(2002) seek to explain observations of waves Figure 2 over a tidal cycle, superimposed for a seven day
generated upstream of a silt when the flow is period. The overall modulation of the tide is apparent; the

internal bore passes through at the time indicated by thecontrolled. These waves do not pass over the sill red line.
crest, but represent the& evolution of upstream
influence. The observations show that tidal 2• -
interaction with the sill produces a deformation of the o:

interface propagating UPstream; the interface has •
positive slope in the direction of propagation and z
therefore steepens due to nonlinearity, eventually 13 0•• ..
forming a 'shock front' that radiates internal solitary 4 ...& ..

waves. •[ : m
Propagation of the internal bore in the Strait of so ,w e 0 oe ii -

Gibraltar produces a strong signal on the acoustic "ime E[v in 2000

propagation measurements discussed above. Figure Figure 8 Doppler velocity, time series in the Bosphorus
7 shows a superposition of travel time measurements (Frank Gerdes, personial communication) showing reversal
from several tidal cycles, illustrating both the overall of surface flow during an 'Orkuz' event. The water
tidal modulation of the signal and the sharp jump remained stratified, even though the the two layers moved
when the bore passes through. Full advantage of northwards together, with little shear between them.
these novel measurements requires a combined
application of acoustic propagation theory and a
model for the bore behavior. Boundary layer separation

In straits that are subject to only weak tidal
influence, meteorological effects may dominate the Straits often exhibit abrupt changes in topography
time dependent response. Gerdes (personal in the form of coastal headlands along the shores, or
communication) observed an Orkuz event in the sills and other subsurface features. As the flow
Bosphorus, in which the barotropic pressure gradient encounters such topographic features an adverse
resulting from a passing storm, completely arrested pressure gradient may arise, sufficient to cause the
the lower layer, transporting the brackish surface flow" to separate. This occurs in a striking way in the
waters back towards the Black Sea (Fig 8). Bosphorus, for example, where there is complete
Observation of such infrequent phenomena depends separation of the flow around one particularly sharp
on the availability of time series measurements from bend.
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Separation can also occur over sills and has vertical shear zone dividing separate water masses
stimulated lively discussion in the literature. This with distinct and different density structure. An
topic is important, because separation can effectively example of this process in Haro Strait is shown in
inhibit transition of stratified flow over topography to Figures 10a,b. Figure 10a illustrates the separation
the high drag state. Failure to properly include zone immediately after it has left the headland. The
separation in model calculations has led to a shear zone is essentially vertical. Figure l0b shows
misinterpretation of results. Boundary layer effects the same front approximately 20 minutes later. This
are not generally included in strait models, but may time delay is too short for rotational effects to play a
have to be considered for a comprehensive significant role and the tilting of the interface appears
description where abrupt topography is present. to result fromr a horizontal density difference across

Fig. 9 shows an example of flow forming a the shear zone, leading to tilting. This tilting also
separated jet downstream of the Knight Inlet sill. stretches the vortex lines associated with the shear
Later in the tidal cycle, as the intermediate layer fills leading to intense turbulence and mixing (Farmer et
in, separation is suppressed and the jet descends, al. 2002).
reverting to the fully established state. 0

Figure 9 Flow over a sill illustrating boundary layer
separation from the crest. Red corresponds to flow from 100 " --ow 3tw 40W

left to right. Figure 10b As -for Fig 10a, but a few Lkn downstream by
Alo-,a, which time density differences across the front have led to

tilting of the interface.

.'W1 - Single laver controlled flow in straits

The discussion thus far has focused on stratified
-- "4.--, .0 flow and it is true that most oceanographic flows in

,~ .~ ".;t,',, , straits are indeed stratified arid the stratification plays

an important role in the circulation. Nevertheless, it
,-.' o=., - v is worth commenting that in coastal regions subject

-A tL ,.o,. to strong tides, straits may exist in which the current
S - .c-fiy is strong enough to drive the flow through a control

with respect to the surface mode. In this case, even
Figure 10a Doppler flow speed measured across a though the water may be stratified, the buoyancy
separation zone where a tidal current has separated from a e a
headland in Haro Strait. Blue represents flow toward the effects are negligible relative to the inertial effects.

observer, yellow is away. Arrows indicate transverse and One of many such examples on Canada's west coast

vertical components. is Nakwatka Rapids, a short strait connecting a large
inland complex of fjords with the Pacific Ocean.It has been common to interpret exchange flow

problems in terms of two-dimensional representation.
This may be justified in many cases, but care is
required, especially in the presence of rapidly varying
topography. Particularly interesting situations arise
when flow separates from a headland, leading to a
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Dynamics of mediterranean straits and channels,
Briand F. ed., CIESM Science Series n'2, Bulletin de
Ilnstirtu ocianographique, Monaco, 17, 21-40, 1996.

Armi, L., 1986, The hydraulics of two flowing layers with
different densities. . Fluid Mech., 163, 27-58.

Armi, Laurence & David Farnmer, 2002, Stratified flow
over topography: Bifurcation fronts and the transition to
the uncontrolled state. froc. Roy. Soc. A, 458,513-538.

Briand. F. (ed.), 1996, Dynamics of Mediterranean straits
and channels, Bulletin de Ilastitut oc~anographicque,
numnro special 17 Musee oc~anographique, Monaco.

Cummins, P., S. Vagle, L. Armi & D. Farmer, 2002,
Stratified flow over topography: upstream influence and
generation of nonlinear internal waves, submitted to
Proc. Roy. Soc. A.

Figure 11 Flow past Turret Rock, an island in Nakwatka D'Asaro. E, D. Farmer, J. Osse & G. Dairiki, 1996 A
Rapids, a strait connecting a complex of fjords on the
British Columbia coast with the Pacific Ocean. The flow is 1246.

supercritical and drops 2.5m in a few hundred meters. The

slope of the water surface is clearly visible in the figure. D'Asaro, E. & R.-C. Lien, 2000, Lagrangian
measurements of waves and turbulence in stratified

Currents exceed l2knots and the surface visibly flows, J. Phys. Oceanogr., 30, 641-655.
descends over 2.5m over the course of a few hundred Deacon, M., 1985, An early theory of ocean circulation:
meters (Fig. 11). All stratification is destroyed as the J.S. Von Waitz and his explanation of the curtrents in
water passes through the channel and the transition the Strait of Gibraltar, Progr. In Phys. Oceanogr. 14,
from controlled to supercritical flow, back to 89-101.
subcritical flow via a surface hydraulic jump, which Di Iorio, D. and D.M. Farmer, (1998). "Separation of
has been examined for the internal controls discussed current and sound speed in the effective refractive index
above, now becomes visible to the naked eye, for a turbulent environment using reciprocal acoustic
providing a striking example of hydraulic response in transmission", .. Acoust. Soc. Am. 103:321-329.

a strait where the surface Froude number exceeds Di Iorio, D. and H. Yuce, 1999. "Observations of
unity. Mediterranean flow into the Black Sea", J. Geophys.

Res. 102:3091-3108
Farmer, David M., and Laurence Armi, 1988, The Flow of

Conclusions Mediterranean Water Through the Strait of Gibraltar,
and Armi, Laurence and David M. Farmer, 1988, The

This necessarily cursory survey of observations in Flow of Atlantic Water Through the Strait of Gibraltar,
straits makes no attempt to be comprehensive, but is Progress in Oceanography, 21, 1-105.
intended to provide a representative sample of the Farmer, D. & L. Armi, 1999, Stratified flow over
techniques now being used and the phenomena being topography: the role of small scale entrainment and
studied. Straits will continue to be important for mixing in flow establishment, Proc. Roy. Soc. A, 455,
many reasons and the oceanography of straits has 3221-3258.
rightly attracted attention. Apart from their Farmer D. & J. Dungan Smith, 1980, Tidal interaction of
significance to the surrounding oceanography and stratified flow with a sill in Knight Inlet Deep Sea
their sensitive location for monitoring climatic and Research, 27a, 239-254.
other changes, straits also serve as excellent Farmer, D., R. Pawlowicz & R Jiang, 2002, Tilting
laboratories for the study of geophysical fluid separation flows: a mechanism for intense vertical
dynamics. mixing in the coastal ocean, To appear, Dynamics of

Atmospheres and Oceans.
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Frictional processes in straits

Chris Garrett
Department of Physics and Astronomny, University of Victoria, Victoria, British Columbia, Canada

Abstract- Within the context of layered models, friction and entrainment tend to
drive a flow towards hydraulic criticality and to shift control points downstream.
However, friction and entrainment also induce vertical gradients in velocity and
density, rendering layered models dubious. In such situations, the nature of
hydraulic control is uncertain: even for a homogeneous fluid there is an apparent
contradiction between control conditions based on an energy argument on the one
hand and on the speed of longr waves on the other. The parameterization of bottom
friction seems to be reasonably well-established, but the nature and quantification
of lateral and internal frictional processes are uncertain. In a rotating system,
secondary cross-strait flows are expected to be driven by the vertical gradient of
the vertical Reynolds stress and can be diagnostic for bottom and internal friction.

1. Introduction hydr-aulic control and maximal exchange are powerful aids
to understanding and, hence, prediction.

Frapyicist th std fpyiacaorphy seems In Section 2 of this paper I will review the general influ-
to be curious occupation. After all. the governing equations encee of friction on layered flows throughsris trigwt

have been established for well over a century, and surely one layer and then extending the discussion to two layers.
m odem computing power- permlits the numerical solution Of Brief mention will also be made of the effects of rotation.
these equations for any situation of interest? In Section 3 1 add the effects of entrainment, focussing on a

A physical oceanographer's reply to this view is twofold. one-layer reduced gravity flow.
Fir-stly, we argue that resolving all the scales of motion that While idealised studies involving the approximation of a
occur is far beyond modemn, or foreseeable. computing ca- flow by separate homogeneous layers are valuable, observa-
pability, even for comparatively simple situations, and that tions clearly show that the effects of friction and entrainment
there is thus a need to continue basic studies of the unre- lead to 2:radual rather than abrupt transitions between water
solved processes so that we can parameterize their effects in masses, so Section 4 will include a discussion of the extent
terms of those processes that are resolved in numnerical mod- to which layer concepts can be easily extended to include
els. This is a strong argumnent, though there are certainly more complicated flows.
situations where the behaviour of the ocean is rather insen- To this point the paper will not have been specific about
sitive to the effects of small-scale processes, and low resolu- the precise form for the parameterization of unresolved fric-
tion models provide reliable results independently Of uncer- tional and mixing processes. so this will be discussed briefly
tainty about the parameterization of unresolved processes. in Section 5, along with an account of some observations
For flow throueh straits, the effects of unresolved processes. of Reynolds stresses. It will be clear that there are signifi-
such as those giving rise to friction and mixing, may indeed cant gaps in our ability to provide reliable parameterizations.
be of secondary importance in some circumstances. though Some open questions will be summarised in Section 6.
in others they may exert a first order influence on the flow.
One purpose of this short paper will be to review studies The subject area is vast, and the rea-der of this prelinli-

that help .us decide on the importance of the small-scale pro- nayrve -sugdt eois htoisosaeacn
cesses.sequence of ignorance rather than, malice! Please provide

Aesses. dpr ftepyialoengahrs=vi me with inform ation on what I have got wrong and what I

A seondpar ofthe hyscalocenogrphe's epl is have left out, and also read the complementary review in this
that even if a numnerical model does capture all the essential volume by Mikec Gregg.
physics, it is still importanit to develop an intuitive under-
standing of the output, thus, for example. thinking of the ex-
istence of the Gulf Stream. in terms of vorticity arguments for 2.. The effect of friction
western intensification rather than merely as a solution of the
Navier-Stok-es equations. This philosophy seems to be par- A simple problemn to start with is that of homogeneous
ticularly appropriate for strait flows, where concepts such as shallow water, flow down a channel of rectangular cross-

17
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u(x) 4x h

X

Figure 1. Definition sketch for a single layer flow.

section, width W(x) and bottom height H(x) (Figure 1). _ . 0

If the layer thickness is h(x) and the current is u(x), the
governing equation for momentum is Figure 2. The scaled free surface for a single-layer frictional flow

du d U2  through a uniform channel with exit control at x' = 0.
u- -,- o-(h -H = -Cd (1)

assuming quadratic bottom friction with drag coefficient Cd. with the simple integral

This may be combined with the continuity equation , ''4 (5)

-(uhW) = 0 (2) as illustrated in Figure 2. The surface is parabolic near the

which integrates to give uhW = Q, the constant volume exit control at x = 0 and acquires an infinite negative slope
flux. Cnear there (thus violating the shallow water assumption; a

problem that would disappear with more realistic topogra-
A key parameter is the Froude number F, where F2 = phy), but the main point to make is that the horizontal scale

U2/(gh) and (1) may be rearranged to give for significant changes in layer depth is ho/Cd. This result

d3 2 3 dW (W2\/ dH is easily established, ofl course, by scale analysis of the in-
: = 3 •,- + CdF2  (3) ertial and friction terms in equation (1). It provides a guide

dz 3W dx Q2) dz 'to the circumstances under which friction will be important,

where ý is the usual hydraulic function F41 3 p+F-2/ 3. This namely if the channel is long compared with ho/Cd. For a
has a minimum of 3/2 where F = 1 reduced gravity flow with ho = 100m and an interfacial fric-
sponding to a control point where the flow can switch from tion coefficient of, say, 5 x 10-4 (one quarter of a drag coef-
spodig wito a control pointwherethealow canswitc> .ficient of 2 x 10-3 using the velocity difference to the centre

of the interface between the active and sta.gnant layers), this
We see that the effect of friction is the same as that distance is 200 ki. Pratt (1986) tabulates an equivalent pa-

of decreasing width or increasing bottom height in push- rameter for a number of straits and suggests that the Strait
ing the flow towards criticality and that a control point is of Gibraltar is the only one on his list for which frictional
shifted downstream of where it would be without friction. In effects are small.
particular, the control point occurs where the bottom slope
dH/dT = -Cd if the width W is constant (Pratt 1986) or at
a location where dW/dx = Cd(W/h) if the bottom is flat,
as is effectively the case for a reduced-gravity surface flow. The one-layer situation provides a good guide to the effect

The latter result comes from (3) using the simple iden- of interfacial friction on a two-layer exchange flow through
tity (9 W2 /Q) 11/3 = h-'F 2/3 . In fact, for this simple a channel of finite len*th. as discussed by Assaf and Hecht
problem it is only necessary to follow one dependent vari- (1974). Submaximal exchange, controlled only at one exit,
able since h and u are connected by volume flux conserva- will have a small Froude number in the layer that is not con-
tion uhW = Q and the Froude number may be written as trolled, so that the active layer may be treated to a reasonable
F = (ho/h)3 /2, where ho = [Q2/(gWo 1 13 is the layer approximation as a reduced gravity flow, with applicability
depth at the control section where W = Wo. of the one-layer model. Maximal exchange through a chan-

One interesting problem is flow through a channel with a nel of constant width and with a flat bottom will have exit

flat bottom and constant width. The control will be at the exit controls at each end and subcritical flow in between. If fric-
where the channel deepens or widens abruptly. Taking this tion is important. there will be a significant change in the

to be at x = 0 and defining : = (ho/Cd)' and h, = h/ho, thickness of each layer along the channel so that at each end
the equation for the surface slope is the active layer will be much thinner than the other layer.

In the neighbourhood of the exit controls the flow will thus
dh'/d.x' = -(h' 3 - 1)-' (4) again resemble that of a reduced gravity flow.
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Figure 3. Bottom friction in a rotating channel flow acts via a bot-
tom Ekman layer and a returning cross-channel flow in the interior.

Figure 4. The secondary cross-channel flows induced by bottom
and interfacial friction in a two-layer exchange flow (Johnson and

One assumption that might well be questioned for both Ohlsen 1994). The Ekman layer flows (thick lines) are as for the
one-layer and two-layer flows is that of thc uniformity of northern hemisphere. The return flows in the layer interiors are
flow in the layers, one would expect bottom friction to in- illustrated by the thin lines.
duce a turbulent shear flow. I will return to this issue of shear
later, but turn first to the role of rotation. Ue(X)SPC

Rotation P(

If the time taken for a single-layer flow through a channel ux) h(X)
is longer than the inertial period, a bottom Ekman layer will
be established. The effect of friction on the interior flow is
due to the Coriolis force acting on the secondary flow across F
the channel driven by the returning Ekrman flux (Figure 3), X
rather than by the vertical transfer of frictional stresses by
turbulence. It is thus possible for the main flow, above the Figure 5. A single-layer reduced gravity with an entrainment rate
bottom Ekman layer, to remain laminar and slab-like while u. from an inactive layer of density po and speed r. (After Gerdes
experiencing the effect of bottom friction. et al. 2002.)

The effect of friction in a two-layer exchange flow has
been examined in a laboratory experiment by Johnson and
Ohlsen (1994). Their schematic of the flow (Figure 4) shows 5) or above a deep inactive layer with constant speed v. For
the cross-channel interfacial tilt expected even for inviscid simplicity I will take v - 0 in this review.
flows and also shows the presence of bottom and interfacial The volume conservation equation giving changes in Q =
Ekman layers. The behaviour of the latter in the laboratory uhW is now dQ/dar = uW and mass conservation requires
experiment was rather more complicated than expected. in d(pQ)/dz = poueW. Together these imply that R'Q -
that the interfacial Ekman layer just below the interface did constant, where 9' = g(p - Po)/Po is the reduced gravity.
not extend all the way to the side boundary, but seemed to Consideration of momentum conservation in a control vol-
meet an outflow from converging bottom boundary layers. ume leads to relationships for the evolution of flow proper-

ties. The governing equations are simplified if one makes
3. Entrainment the Boussinesq approximation of ignoring the difference be-

tween p and Po unless it is multiplied by 9.

Internal friction in stratified shear flows is most likely Unlike the non-entraining case in which it was sufficient
to be accompanied by vertical mixing of density. Within a to have an evolution equation for just one dependent vari-
framework that treats the flow in terms of layers, this ex- able, we now need two. Choosing these to be the Froude
change of mass may be represented as entrainment. In par- number F, where F = U2 /gh, and the laver depth h,
ticular, Csanady (1990) shows that if the vertical mixing is Gerdes et al. (2002) show that
parameterized by an eddy coefficient K,(z), then the up-
ward entrainment speed across the isopycnal located at the d- _= -3.172
density inflection point, where dzp/dz2 = 0, is given by dz h(1 - FP)
dK, /dz evaluated at that depth. +(2 -) h dW dH F2C\ - 17U

As for friction alone, considerable insight into the effects 3  W d~z F.-) . (6)
of entrainment may be obtained from consideration of the
flow of a single active layer. Gerdes et al. (2002) have dis- It is clear that entrainment acts in qualitatively the same way
cussed a reduced gravity single-layer flow beneath (Figure as friction in driving the flow towards criticalitv. The eoua-
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don for layer depth h is o ) K3 K4

30

dh 1dX 1 • i

dx (1 -F 2 )A

h dWz dH ''0 " ý/ . .
Twdxd-x,'Cd+ -2A ud (7)

This is interesting because it shows that entrainment may 3W

thicken asubcritical flow with F <1/2 even though the

Reduced gravity flow over a sill, through a channel of

constant width and with a stagnant upper layer, will now 4

have a control shifted downstream to a location where dH/dx = 1a . ' -___
60 .40 40 420 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50

-Cd- (3/ 2)u,/u. The second term may be comparable with 0 •AJ Sfeg i(km)

the first if, as Gerdes et al. (2002) discuss, u,/u = 0.002F 2

from the entrainment law proposed by Christodoulou (1986). Figure 6. Transports at the eastern end of the Strait of Gibraltar.
Similarly, the entrainment and friction terms may be of corn- The dotted lines show the interfaces between the interface layer and
parable importance in (6) and (7) at other locations, or. if u, the basic layers of inflowiag Atlantic water and outflowing Mediter-
is increased by the action of things like breaking solibores ranean water. (From Bray et al. 1995.)

(e.g. Wesson and Gregg 1994). entrainment could dominate.

One final interesting consequence of adding entrainment
to a reduced gravity flow occurs for the sea surface elevation 4. Beyond layers

C in a reduced gra vity flow at the surface (such as occurs,
for example, with the Atlantic water inflow into the Mediter- One does not have to look far in data or in the output ofranean Sea at the eastern end of the Strait of Gibraltar). It is numerical models to realise that the assum'ption of discrete.

simple to derive slab-like, layers is dubious. Vertical profiles of density andhorizontal velocity, often, maybe usually, show significant
gr'adients. These gradients may, of coturse, be a consequence

dx -9 d (8) of friction and entrainment.

9 1 h dWThe inflow of Atlantic water through the Strait of Gibral-
9(_ )[r F p--Y---F2Cd- F 2 u. (9) tar provides one clear example from nature. At the eastern

(1 -F"2 )[ W dx (2 ] end of the Strait the inflowing water clearly entrains signif-
icant amounts of Mediterranean water that was otherwise

where there is now no term in H since the lower layer is pas- heading out towards the Atlantic. This is discussed by Bray
sive. Entrainment may lead to a decrease in r for subcritical et al. (1995) who analyse the situation by introducing an in-
flow. even when widening would cause an increase. More- terface layer that has an increasing transport as it flows into
over, the different coefficients in the u,/u term in (7) and the Mediterranean. having acquired it from the basic layers
(9) show that entrainment can cause the sea surface to slope above and below it. Their summary of the along-strait and
down at the same time as it is acting to ;ncrease the thickness inter-layer transports is shown here in Figure 6. The data
of the upper layer. This seems contrary to the expectation of suggest an upward entrainment from the lower layer in the
opposing surface and interface slopes if the lower layer is eastern part of the strait with ute/u ' 10-3, taking u as the
stagnant: it is a consequence of the downstream increase in average inflow in the surface and intermediate layers. This
density of the upper layer caused by entrainmenL entrainment rate is perhaps larger than the Christodoulou

This result may, in fact, help to resolve a long-standing (1986) formula u,/u = 0.002F 2 if one bases an estimate
mystery in connection with the nature of the exchange flow of F2 on a layer depth to the middle of the interface layer,
through the Strait of Gibraltar. Many pieces of evidence giving F2  0.1.
pointed to a seasonal switch between maximal and submax- Interface layers are also generated in the numerical simu-
imal exchange (Garrett et a2. 1990, although see Ross et al. lation by Winters and Seim (2000) of the exchange through
(2000) for a discussion of major interannual changes), but a constriction of two different water masses. Hogg et al.
the ratio of the fluctuations of sea level differences across (2001a) examine the problem further, finding that as the ver-
and along the eastern end of the Straiit seemed to agree year tical mixing of mass and momentum is increased the ex-
round with the expectations for maximal flow (Bormans and change flow evolves from one resembling the two-layer hy-
Garrett 1989). This was mainly because of an expectation draulic exchange to one in which the turbulence plays a
of increasing sea level along the eastern end of the Strait for dominant role. For a contraction of length L and height
submaximal flow: we see now that entrainment can reverse H, with a vertical eddy viscosity v, they find that the key
that gradient. dimensionless parameter is G'rTA2 , where GrT is the tur-
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bulent Grashof number, given by g9 H 3 1/, with g' based Seeking a wavelike solution with the perturbation vari-

on the density difference between the two reservoirs, and ables proportional to exp[ik(z-et)] and using the continuity

A = I/L. The hydraulic limit occurs forlargevalues of this equation &'/Ox + •,'/8z = 0 leads to

parameter. We note that, taking U = (g'&H)/ 2 as a velocity
scale, (GrTA 2)-'/ 2 may be written as the ratio of viscous (c - -+ w --- gik, = 0. (12)
forces of order vU/H 2 to an inertial term of order U 2 /L, in z d 0

much the same way that this comparison is represented by After dividing this (C - u)2, the left hand side may be writ-

CdL/I for one-layer flow, ten as a differential. Integrating the resulting equation veri-

The overall physics found in observations and numerical cally and using the free surface kinematic boundary condi-
models is not surprising, with the main challenge appearing tion ' = /+ v ! at z = h we obtain
to be the determination of correct parameterizations of the
vertical exchange of mass and momentum. I will return to

this later, but first remark that another challenge is to under- 9g (c'u)-dz = 1. (13)

stand the criteria for hydraulic control in models with con-

tinuous profiles of density and velocity. This was discussed This result is well-established (e.g. Freeman and Johnson

by Hogg et a]. (2001b) who examined the propagation of 1970) but has been derived here to illustrate the simplicitv
waves through a stratified shear flow established by "lock of the derivation. It clearly gves = gh if u = 0, and

exchange" through a constricted channel. They do find an (c - U)2 = if u is independent of depth. For a small

extension of the usual concept of control, in that the various departure from depth-uniform flow, and taling U = 0 for

waves that exist do not seem to be able to carry information convenience, we take u = (gh)'/'e(z) with lei < 1 and

about the interface depth upstream through the constriction, fh edz =0. Expansion of the integrand in (13) then gives

but the situation is complicated..

I will next address the much simpler situation in which 1.

there is no density stratification and one seeks merely to ex- cF = gh 1 + 3h-' tdz (14)

tend the simple hydraulic theory for a homogeneous fluid

with a free surface. This will raise an apparent paradox, as given on page 54 of Baines (1995). Thus the magnitude of

the speed of long waves is greater than (gh)1/ 2 and is clearly

Control conditions in a sheared flowi sufficient to carry information upstream through an alleged

Chow (1959) and Henderson (1966) have suggested that control point at which the mean flow is, as shown earlier, less

the usual hydraulic conditions for a single layer are read- than (gh)'1 2 .

ily modified to allow for shear by incorporation of so-called This easily demonstrated paradox was drawn to my at-

"Coriolis coefficients" derived by integrating relevant quan- tention by Fraiik Gerdes (personal communication 2002). 1

tities over the cross-section of the flow. Consider, for ex- hope that there is a simple resolution in the literature. Pos-

ample, the horizontal momentum equation for the flow of sibilities include allowing, in the wave equation, for internal

a homogeneous fluid with velocity P(z)ý. where P(z) is a frictional processes that must be present to preserve the ba-

profile shape factor with a vertical average of 1 and U is the sic sheared flow. These will cause wave damping to first
vertical average of u. The inertial term u &u/ax then has a order, but will also lead to a second order correction to the
vertical average of aE du-/dx where wave speed which could make it less than (gh) 1/2 rather than

h greater. The effect of friction certainly seems to be to reduce

a = h-1 [ p 2& > 1. (10) the wave speed as well as to damp the waves, as shown by
-o Wajsowicz (1993) for a single slab-like layer with bottom

friction. The question is whether., with a shear flow, this re-
The continuity equation is the same as for an unsheard fluid, duction is as big as the difference between the wave speed

but now using • in place of u. Thus critical conditions are given by (13) and the critical speed implied using the Corio-

apparently reached when the Froude number U/(gh.'.I 2 = '
a-'/' which is less t as coefficient of (10).

It is clearly necessary to resolve this paradox in order that
This condition may be compared with the expectation one may continue to determine the presence or absence of

based on the speed of long w-aves. To derive this we start control through evaluation of long wave speeds in continu-

with the linearised momentum equation for a uniform chan- ous profiles of density and velocity, as carried out, for exam-

nel of constant mean depth h. This is ple. for Bab al Mandab by Pratt et al. (2000).

au',U 8'ul du 1~ _ ý
&" w. + -T 0 0(I) 5. Parameterizations

where a perturbation velocity (uW, w') is superimposed on This brief review has so far focussed on general consider-

the basic sheared flow u(z) and the surface elevation pertur- ations of the effect of friction and entrainment on hydraulic

bation is •. flows in straits. There will cerainly be situations, as with
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short or deep straits, where inertial effects are dominant, jor secondary flows and cause overturning with considerable
though even then, as shown by Bray et al. (1995) for the mixing (Seim and Gregg 1997).
Strait of Gibraltar, significant interface thickening can occur.
In situations where unresolved small-scale processes are im-
portant we need to learn how to parameterize them. Internal friction

There are numerous parameterizations in the literature of
Bottom friction the vertical transfer of mass and momentum in a stratified

The parameterization of bottom friction is perhaps the shear flow (e.g. Bowden 1984). Most assume fluxes propor-

best established with the formula C402 being generally ac- tional to the local gradients, with the eddy viscosity and eddy
cepted. The extensive literature on appropriate values for CQ dififusivity being described in terms of local properties. such

will not be discussed here; Cd is generally larger if u is the as the tidal current which is assumed to be a source of tar-

current speed above some bottom boundary layer, smaller if bulence. Recent models (e.g. Masson and Cummins 1999)
u is the current speed averaged over the layer depth. I have tend to rely on closure schemes such as those of Mellor and

Yamada (1982), with justification of the closure relying on
used2the circumstantial evidence that model predictions of mean

Most straits. of course, have sloping lateral boundaries flows agrtee adequately with observations.

rather than the fiat bottoms and vertical sidewalls of the sim- Along-straiealel ritsecanso

plest models. With sloping boundaries and in the presence Alone-strait sea level gradients can sometimes provide

of stratification and rotation it is possible that the bottom clues to the average internal friction irn edo at least in sit-

Ekman layer will be "arrested" as discussed by MacCready uations wheru de cinertial ters are not dominant. For ex-

and Rhines (1991) and Trowbridge and Lentz (1991). In ample, in Juan de Fuca Strait. Ott and Garrett (1998) used
seasonal differences in sea level gradient (thus bypassing thethis situation. a near-bottom thermal wind brings the bot- C

tom velocity to zero and the flow becomes essentially fric- levelling problem. given the weak flow in winter) to esti-
tom eloltl tozer an th flw bcoms ~mate an interfacial eddy viscosity, of up to 0.02 m2 s-". This

tionless. The time for arrest to occur is approximately vale is

(CdN/f)-'/2 (f/N)1s-2f-1 if the flow is upwelling- fav- value is twice as large as implied by the traditional formula

ourable (and longer if it is downwelling-favourable), where of Bowden and Hamilton (1975) that is based on the r.m.s.
NV is the buoyancy frequency and s is the bottom slope (e.g. (mainly tidal) current with a reduction related to the stratifi-

Garrett et al. 1993). This time may be compared with the cation'
transit time for flow through a strait. Using Cd = 2 X 10-3, There is a dearth of direct observations of the eddy fluxes

N = 10- 2 S- 1, f = 10-4s-1, s = 10-2 the arrest time is of mass and momentum. For mass, a variety of microstruc-

only 6 hours which is likely to be less than a transit time, but tare techniques (e.g. Wesson and Gregg 1994) have provided

is sensitive to the parameter values, particularly the bottom reasonably direct estimates for the eddy diffusivity, but mea-

slope. One weakness of this simple model is, of course, the surements of the eddy viscosity in a stratified shear flow are

neglect of small-scale bottom features. rare.
Ideally, one would like direct measurements of the verti-

Lateral friction cal eddy momentum fluxes uw' and vlw'. Acoustic Doppler
current profilers (ADCPs) can be used to good effect if the

A topic which seems to have been somewhat ignored is eddies are large enough to be resolved by the bin size and
that of lateral mixing. For a homogeneous fluid the small if the eddy statistics are spatially homogeneous so that the
slope of the bottom means that the fluid interior is more beam variance technique can be used (e.g. Lohrmann et al.
likely to be affected by turbulence originating at the sea floor 1990; Lu and Lueck 1999). These papers describe Reynolds
beneath it than farther away laterally. In the presence of stress measurement in homogeneous flows with the turbu-
stratification, however, the vertical transfer of stress may be lence generated at the sea floor, whereas we also need data
greatly inhibited, allowing the influence of lateral eddy mo- from the stratified shear flows of estuaries and straits. Ott et
mentum transfer from side boundaries. This is likely to be al. (2001) have been able to determine the Reynolds stresses
particularly significant if the lateral boundary has significant in Juan de Fuca Strait at various depths below the surface, in
protuberances. water 130 m deep, using a 300 0kz bottom-mounted ADCP

These considerations apply in a situation where rotation sampling with 2 m bins (Figure 7). The occurrence of sig-
is not important. In a rotating system. as discussed earlier nificant Reynolds stresses at neap tides coincided with an
and illustrated in Figure 3, bottom friction c'an act via the increase in the mean shear. and decrease in gradient Richard-
secondary cross-channel flow driven by the bottom Ekman son number, associated with the relaxation of tidal mixing at
layer. If the channel depth varies laterally, the deceleration a constriction upstream of the Strait, thus releasing brackish
will be more pronounced near the shore, giving lateral gra- water from the Strait of Georgia.
dients of the along-channel flow on which lateral mixing can Ott et al. (2001) found no simple relationship between
act. the Reynolds stress and the local mean shear, but they did

While discussing the role of lateral boundaries, it should observe secondary flows across the Strait that were similar
also be stressed that even channel curvature can lead to ma- in some respects to those shown in Figure 4 and expected
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St. Lawrence estuary (Mertz and Gratton 1995) or the deep entrainment. J. Phys. Oceanogr, .32, 1106-1111,2002.

Faroe Channel (Johnson and Sanford 1992). Henderson, F M., Open Channel Flow. MacMillan, 1966.
Hogg, A. M., G. N. Ivey, and K. B. Winters, Hydraulics and mixing

in controlled exchange flows. J. Geophys. Res., 106, 959-972,
6. Conclusions 2001a.

Hogg, A. M., K. B. Winters, and G. N. Ivey, Linear internal waves
Much has been learnt about the effect of friction on flows and the control of stratified exchange flows. J. Fluid Mech., 447,

through straits, but fundamental problems remain. On the 357-35, 2001b.
theoretical side, a key issue is the nature and diagnosis of hy- Johnson, G. C. and D. R. Ohlsen, Frictionally modified rotat-
dmulic control for flows which have continuous, rather than ing hydraulic channel exchange and ocean outflows. J. Phys.

layered. vertical profiles of density and velocity by virtue of Oceanogr., 24,66-78, 1994.

the action of mixing and friction. On the observational side, Johnson. G. C. and T. B. Sanford, Secondary circulation in the

we need more direct measurements of vertical and lateral Faroe Bank channel outflow. J. Phys. Oceanogr, 22, 92,7-933,

Reynolds stresses for comparison with parameterization for- 1992.

mulae used, rather than arguing that the plausible output of Lohumann, A., B. Hackett, and L. P. Roed, High resolution mea-
"a njsurements of turbulence, velocity ,and stress using a pulse-to-

a numerical mode] justifies the choice of all its ingredients, pulse coherent sonar. . Armos. Oceanic Technol., 7, 19-37,

Obsereationai programs are complicated, of course, by the 1990.

inhomogeneity on multiple scales of the topography of most Lu, Y. and R. G. Lueck, Using a broadband ADCP in a tidal chan-
real straits: choosing "representative" locations for observa- ne!. Part I1: Turbulence. J. Atnos. Oceanic Technol., 16, 1568-w
tional programs is a major challenge. 15779, 1999.
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Overview of topographic and boundary effects

G.F. Lane-Serif

Manchester Centre for Civil and Construction Engineering, UMNfIST, PO Box 88, Manchester M60 1QD, UK.

Abstract. An overview of topographic and boundary effects in flows through
straits is presented. The emphasis is on the various types of interaction of
uniform and stratified flow with the topography of straits, especially the
interaction with sills. The interaction of a single-layer flow in a channel with a
sill (obstacle) depends on the Froude number of the flow and the relative height
of the sill. Two classification schemes (one steady and one pseudo-steady) are
given. For single layer flow in straits where the effects of rotation are important
a further parameter, the ratio of the channel width to a Rossby radius, is needed
and a similar classification scheme as for the non-rotating flows can be
obtained. Unsteady flows often result in bores (for single layer flows) and
internal bores (in stratified flows) and the behaviour of these is discussed. The
flow of stratified flow past sills may generate lee waves, while the increased -

flow speeds at the sill may allow deep water to be drawn up and over the sill
(aspiration). Features of the strait topography away from the sill, including
slopes at the side of the channel and also downstream of the sill, channel
curvature and channel widening have important effects on the character of the
flow and on mixing.

Introduction done outside oceanography. For example, problems
in hydraulic engineering have motivated the study of

Because of the restrictions in width or depth, flows open channel flows, flow over weirs, hydraulic jumps
through straits are generally more rapid than flows in and selective withdrawal; while work on lee waves,
the deep ocean. Straits also often mark natural and on internal wave generation and propagation is

boundaries in the ocean system, so that water masses found in the meteorological literature.
of very different properties (and thus densities) are In this paper we will begin with flows having a
brought together. The interaction of fast-flowing, single active layer, first non-rotating flows and then
stratified fluid with the topography of the strait including some effects of rotation (there are more
results in a range of important flow phenomena. In details on the effects of rotation in the paper by Nof
this paper we will focus on viewing the strait as in this volume). Next stratified uni-directional flow
topography interacting with flow rather than looking is considered, where the flow is driven in one
in detail at how the sill controls the flow (see the direction through the strait (e.g. by tidal forcing),
paper by Armi in this volume for details of hydraulic including lee wave formation and selective
control in straits). withdrawal. Then cases with flow in both directions

Unsteady effects, such as surface and internal are considered (stratified shear flows), including
waves and bores; are considered, as is flow exchange flows and internal bores. This is followed

separation in both vertical and horizontal planes (on by a section on some of the effects of slopes,
downstream slopes, and due to rotation and 3D including the effect of sloping lateral boundaries on
effects). Effects of sloping boundaries will be shear flows and the flow of dense water down slopes
considered briefly, but general overviews of beyond the sill (overflows). Next some 3D effects
frictional processes and of small-scale processes are are described, such as recirculation and the effects of
given in other papers in this volume (by Garrett and curvature. We finish with a summary of important
by Gregg). results and some conclusions.

While we are considering sea straits here, it is
important to note that much relevant work has been

25
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Single (and 1_) layer flows: non-rotating jumps or bores upstream and/or downstream of the
obstacle.

First we consider the flow of a single layer of fluid III or Itc

in an open channel having a simple obstacle. The 2 -

flows and features found in this case correspond to 1.8-

those found in more complex flows, so it is worth 1.6 /1k
examining this flow in some detail. It is assumed 1.4 -•

that the flow can be described at any along-channel 1.2
position, x, by the depth of the fluid d(x) and FO I
(uniform) velocity u(x), with the topography
described by h(x). 0.8

0.6 ..
0.4
0.2- I -la

d U

V 0 0.5 ,"' 1 1.5

H.

Figure 1. Single layer flow over an obstacle of maximun Figure 2. Two classification schemes for single-layer flow
height hz =,,,..hh =with Froude number F0 , over an obstacle of non-

The flow of a dense fluid beneath a deep and dimensional height Hm. The bold lines appear in both

stationary layer of slightly less dense fluid is found to schemes. The solid lines and the roman numerals denote
behave in a very similar way, if we replace the the classification according to Lawrence (1987), while the
behavitational acclery r waith e "repaced g ity" dotted lines appear in the classification given in Bainesgravitational acceleration g, with a "reduced gravity" (1987) and earlier.

g_, given by

The precise nature of the flow depends to some

g,= a(I) extent on the way the flow is set up, leading to
Zp different ways of classifying the regimes between

where Ap is the density difference between the fluid simple subcritical and supercritical flow. Many
layers(assume d small)andp is the density diffe the u laboratory experiments have used a stationary fluid
layers (assumed small) and p is the density of the and towed the obstacle to simulate the flow. These

lower layer. Representing the flow in this way is give pseudo-steady flows with bores propagating
known as a I_-laver or reduced gravity model. upstream and are classified (for example) in Baines

These (and many other) flows are reviewed in (1987). Under this scheme, the region on figure 2 in

detail by Baines (1987 and 1995). The most useful the bottom right hand comer has completely blocked

parameter in describing single-layer flows is the flows; the region between the two dotted lines has a

Froude number, defined as bore moving upstream and a jump on the lee side of
the obstacle, while the region above the top dotted

F - u/! p, (2) line has an upstream propagating bore and no jump.

which is the ratio of the flow speed to long, small Lawrence (1987) uses a fixed obstacle to perform
W istrictly steady experiments. Flows controlled at the

amplitude linear surface waves. If the upstream obstacle are then classified slightly differently, there

depth of the flow is do (with Froude number Fo) and are no propagating bores but there is a fixed
the non-dimensional height of the obstacle is given hydraulic jump located: on the lee of the obstacle

by H. = h •Id0, then the flow can be classified (region Ha), downstream of the obstacle (oIb) and
according to the two parameters F0 and H=. upstream of the obstacle (bIc). Both classification

For small obstacles, the flow will remain similar to schemes have an overlap region (marked "tIc or cI

the upstream condition: i.e. subcritical (F<I, marked on figure 2) where two flow states are possible

I on figure 2) or supercriticat (F>l. marked III on depending on the history of the flow (and hysteresis
figure 2), with small deflections in the surface where is possible).
the flow passes over the obstacle. In other cases the Bores (and internal bores) are observed in straits,

flow is controlled at the obstacle with hydraulic and, while they cannot occur in strictly steady flows,
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they can be observed in the pseudo-steady flows Effects of rotation
mentioned above. Bores mark a sudden change in
the layer depth from shallow to deep, with a For single layer flow along a channel with

corresponding change in the flow from supercritical (northern hemisphere) rotation, we expect the fluid to

to subcritical flow (when observed in a frame of slope up against the right-hand wall (looking

reference moving with the bore). It is normally downstream). Pratt et al. (2000) considered a
assumed that there is no change in "flow force" (i.e. rotating flow similar to the non-rotating towed

rate of change of momentum is equal to the applied obstacle flows described above. If the flow is

forces) or of flow rate across the jump, but energy is assumed to come from a wide (initially stagnant)

dissipated either locally in the form of a continuously reservoir of depth D=, we can define a Rossby radius

breaking wave or carried away by surface waves in based on this depth: Ld = 'CI/3 If The importance of

an "undular bore." rotation can be characterized in terms of the ratio of
The observed behaviour of bores depends on the the channel width at the sill to the Rossby radius:

ratio of the depths either side of the jump (dWdc), w = WILd. We can again define a Froude number, Fd,

which is in turn related to the local Froude number but now depending on wave speeds in the rotating

upstream of the jump (Fu). For undular bores an system. • These approach long gravity waves in the
interesting feature is the amplitude of the first wave non-rotating (narrow channel) limit and Kelvin
compared to the wavelength, ca/,. waves in the strongly rotating (wide channel) limit.

For each value of w, semigeostrophic theory gives
a regime diagram somewhat similar to Figure 2, with
subcritical flows (fluid deflected to the right over the

dd sill), supercritical flows (fluid deflected to the left)
and a region where we expect upstream influence,
jumps and bores.

Figure 3. Sketch of an undular bore. It is possible for the flow to separate from the left
a) dd~d, < 1.4 (F, < 1.3) undular bore, ct0 reaches side-wall, and for recirculating regions to form. For

0.025 as ddad,) approaches 1.4. Waves decrease flows with uniform potential vorticity (PV - set in the

in amplitude away from the jump possibly due scenario above by the reservoir depth D.), the
ionoamlitueaay efroms thej po sbl y dves o recirculation cannot extend over the sill (since the

dissipto onl r eflow must be unidirectional at a control for uniform

PV), see Borends & Whiehead (1998), for example.
b) 1.4 < daldd < 1.75 (1.3 < Fr < 1.55) first wave However, real flows have dissipation and this must

breaks but there are still clear waves, a/X also be allowed for at jumps and bores (even if it is

decreases. negligible elsewhere), so that fluid need not retain its

c) dd1d > 1.75 (F, > 1.55) fully turbulent bore, no PV. Examples of flows with non-uniform PV and

waves (though some irregularity) behind the recirculating regions extending over a sill are given

bore. in Pratt et al. (2000).
In analysing the flow, the details of the jump can

often be ignored, simply treating the jump as a Stratified flows: unidirectional flows
discontinuity. A detailed mathematical analysis of
the form of the jump requires consideration of non- Next we consider a stratified flow through a

hydrostatic terms. This analysis suggests that the Nel wi aosil(r obstacle) In prinil t
=W channel with a sill (or obstacle). In principle the

bore could be a source of solitons (Pergrine 1966), upper free surface may vary in height but for many
though consideration of the energetics (Baines 1995) flows (including most flows through straits) the

show that the form of the bore is likely to depend on external Froude number is small so that a "riid-1id"
the nature of energy dissipation and in practice we approximation is valid (treating the upper surface as
find undutar and turbulent bores of the type described horzontal).

above. The simplest case is a two-layer flow in a channel

of depth D, with the same (upstream) velocity (U) in
both layers and with upstream lower layer depth rD
and upper layer depth (1-r)D. The flow types can be
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expressed in terms of the obstacle height (relative to
the lower layer) and a Froude number defined in
terms of the linear wave speed,

F02 = U2  (1h.
r(t - r)g'D

where g_ is the reduced gravity. Regime diagrams
similar to figure 2 are obtained, with a different
diagram for each value of r. In laboratory Figure 5. Fluid from a depth h below the sill depth drawn
experiments the flows are often produced by towed up and over the sill.
obstacles resulting in a similar range of behaviours to
the single layer flows, including the generation and If the speed of the flow over the sill is U, then the

propagating of internal bores (see e.g. Baines 1995). interface in a two-layer fluid can be raised by a
Again a strictly steady classification scheme is height h, given by,
possible (Lawrence 1993 - this paper also considers u2
non-hydrostatic effects and flow separation on the h2g
downstream side of the sill). 2g

and in a continuously stratified fluid with buoyancy
frequency N,

S- U
4-'

with Seim & Gregg (1997) giving an empirical
estimate of h = (2 to 4) UIN

Figure 4. Sketch of a bore (hydraulic jump) followed by a The presence of an obstacle in a stratified flow can
rarefaction in two-layer flow. The arrows indicate the be thought of as a perturbation to the flow resulting
movement of the bore and the top of the rarefaction, not in wave formation. If the phase speed of the waves is
the fluid (which could be flowing to the right throughout stationary relative to the obstacle (i.e. the phase speed
both layers). relative to the fluid matches the flow speed) then lee

waves can be formed downstream of the obstacle.
An important difference between single and two-

layer flows is in the behaviour of bores. For the While the phase speed is stationary, the group
single layer flows an increased interface height gives velocity (and energy) propagates away from the
a faster speed so that the even a gradual jump obstacle. In continuously stratified flows the

inevitably steepens. However, this is not the case for propagation may be at an angle to the horizontal, so
two-layer flows where the speed of disturbances has that lee waves provide a mechanism that can result in

eand then decreases. momentum transport and mixing in fluid well abovea maximum at a finite amplitude the topography.es
This can result in a bore followed by a rarefaction the topography.
(see figure 4). Details about the analysis of internal Lee waves are observed in flows over sills and also
bores are given in the next section. in atmospheric flows over hills and mountains (the

In some cases it mky be more appropriate to thik latter are reviewed by Wurtele et al. 1996). The
of a stratified flow being pulled (rather than pushed) effects of shear on internal wave generation over si
past an obstacle. This is then related to the are considered by Hibiya (1990).

engineering problem of selective withdrawal of water
from a stratified reservoir. For flow out of a Stratified flows: exchange flows and bores
reservoir through a channel, fluid much deeper than
the sill depth may be drawn up and over the sill Many straits separate waters of different density,
(figure 5). This process is known as "aspiration" so that the flow in the strait consists of an exchange
(e.g. Seim & Gregg 1997, Kinder & Parrilla 1987). flow with a dense lower layer moving in one

direction and a lighter upper layer moving in the
opposite direction. The exchange flow is often
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"controlled" where it flows over a sill in the strait used but for some flows it predicts a gain (rather than

(see the paper by MAmi in this volume for details dissipation) of energy, which is clearly unphysical.

about hydraulic control). An alternative simple approach is to assume the

Exchange flows are often modulated, especially by energy dissipation is confined to one of the layers.

tidal forcing, though the changes are usually The flow in the other layer then has no dissipation so

sufficiently slow that analyzing the flow at any that we can use a Bernoulli Equation there to close

instant as if it were steady is a valid approximation, the problem.

The adjustment of the flow to changing forcing may Usually the energy is assumed to be dissipated in

involve mixing (e.g. Farmer & Armi 1999b) and will the expanding layer (e.g. Wood & Simpson 1984,
often involve the generation of internal bores (figure Lane-Serff et al. 1995). However, if the real flow has

6). a stationary thin layer with a bore advancing over it
(in the limit as the thin layer vanishes this tends

time (mins) towards a simple gravity current) it may be more

appropriate to assume the energy dissipation occurs
0 20 40 60 8C in the other layer (e.g. Lane-Serff & Woodward 2001

0 i -dealing with the generation of internal bores in
exchange flows over'sills).

" 0While two (or more) layers are a good
S100 approximation to many strait flows, in reality the

stratification is more complex than this. An example
S1501 I of a numerical model of a more realistic system

200_._........ compared with observations at Knight Inlet is given
by Cummins (2000). The flows can also generate

Figure 6. Interface between Mediterranean and Atlantic non-hydrostatic phenomena such as internal solitons
water in the Strait of Gibraltar showing the passage of an (e.g. Farmer & Armi 1999a), with non-linearities
undular bore as the interface deepens from 50 in to 125 m. perhaps becoming more pronounced as waves

To analyze an internal bore it is convenient to propagate into regions where a layer-depth becomes

switch to a frame of reference moving with the bore, small. Rotation also has an effect on internal bores,

so that the bore can now be considered as a stationary confining them to one side of a -channel.

hydraulic jump. In this frame, the flux of fluid in
each layer is conserved while the change in Slopes
momentum flux is equal to the pressure forces
(generally assumed hydrostatic) applied either side of The side walls of straits are generally sloping and
the jump. Energy is dissipated at the jump and this will affect the development of shear instabilities
different treatments of the energy dissipation give near the boundaries. The orientation of the classic
different analytical results. Kelvin-Helmholtz billows is distorted, leading to

more connections between neighbouring billows and
possibly enhanced mixing (Thorpe & Holt 1995).

1 (Overviews of mixing and boundary friction are
-given in the papers by Gregg and by Garrett in this

volume.) In many straits relatively dense water flows

-*through the strait and then down a slope into fluid
that is relatively lighter (the dense flow is referred to

__as an 'overflow). For flows where rotation is not

important the dense flow descends straight down the
Figure 7. In a frame of reference moving with the bore, slope, entraining ambient fluid as it descends. If the
the jump appears stationary and the flux in each layer is ambient fluid is stratified then a more complex flow

constant (note the flow in the upper layer may be in the is found, with both entrainment and detrainment atopposite direction). sfud ihbt nranetaddtaneta
the boundary between the overflow and the ambient

Yih & Guha (1955) do not consider energy directly fluid and a largely unmixed dense core next to the
but assume the pressure changes smoothly through slope (Baines 2001).
the hydraulic jump. This approach has been widely
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In larger overflows the effects of rotation are speed to a wave speed, combined with parameters
important and the overflow turns and flows describing the topography (and rotation, if important)
predominantly along the slope. Bottom friction allow us to characterise flows in an organised way.
results in some downslope flow which is usually Critical values of the Froude number are also
confined to a thin Ekman layer. There is evidence important in determining how flows are controlled by
that deep sea canyons and other topographic features the topography (hydraulic control).
on the continental slope are important in steering The mathematical models used to analyse the
dense fluid down into the deep ocean. In overflows flows generally use a simplified version of the flow
beneath shallow overlying fluid or into strongly (layered or uniformly stratified fluid and a simplified
stratified water the overflow tends to break up into a topography) and an approximate version of the
series of dense domes with strongly cyclonic eddies physics (e.g. hydrostatic). This approach is very
in the overlying ambient fluid (Lane-Serif & Baines valuable in helping us to understand observations and
1998 and 2000, Spall & Price 1998, Etling et al. in constructing simple process models (for use within
2000). larger models and other applications). However, all

real flows are three-dimensional, non-hydrostatic,
Three-dimensional effects unsteady, non-linear, viscous and usually turbulent.

Thus, while the flow types derived from simple

Flow of a homogeneous fluid along a curved models are useful in interpretating observations, it is
channel generally results in secondary circulation, unwise to try to force every observation into

with fluid at the surface moving to the outside of the classification schemes derived from approximate and

bend and a return flow at depth. This will tend to simplified models. Two important areas for current

mix the fluid. For a stratified flow, density surfaces and future research are (i) the unsteady development
mix theof a flow towards one of the classically defined

tilt as the fluid flows around a bend and this stops the rfgaesloftenardsong the and de
secondary circulation (and mixing) unless the flow or regimes (often involving mixing and wave
curvature is strong enough. Seim & Gregg (1997) generation) and (ii) the more complete and realisticcurvature isat streondong noug S e r description of flows where effects not included in the
estimate that the condition for overturning the smlrmdl r infcn
stratification in a curved channel is, simpler models are significant.
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Abstract This paper reviews progress in understanding the effects of

rotation in sea straits during the last decade. First the governing equation for

single-layer reduced gravity flows through traits are reviewed. Then the

question of upsteam influence is considered. The application of theory,

including the determination of bounds on transportmn to a number of specific

straits is examined. Finally hydraulic jumps and potential vorticity

hydraulics are discussed.

Introduction the mixing occur? What does a rotating

hydraulic jump look like and why has one never

This brief review of recent progress in been observed? What is the importance of

understanding the effects of rotation in sea straits recirculations and flow reversals common in

will concentrate on work carried out during the models? To what extent do traditional hydraulics

past decade. Reviews of prior work can be found principles hold in the presence of time

in The Physical Oceanography of Sea Straits (the dependence? Can upstream influence and mixing

volume of proceedings from the 1989 Les Arcs be parameterized in numerical models of the

meeting, published by Kluwer) and in Pratt and general circulation?
Lundberg (1991). In addition, there are several
important topics which involve rotation but will Governing equations
be covered by other review speakers and poster

presenters at the conference. Chris Garrett will With the exception of the models of Dalziel
talk about Ekman layers and related frictional (1988, 1990) and Pratt and Armi (1989)
effects. A number of investigators (Price, analyticalmodelsofinviscid, hydraulically-driven
Lundberg, Asdtldi, Gasparini, Salusti, Girton, flows in rotating straits have been confined to
Laanearu sine-ayer (reduced gravity) systems The
have carried out exciting work in places like the sier (r ded avity)osys tems ah

benchmark steady models are those of Whitehead
Denmark Strait, the Faroe-Bank Channel, the et al. (1974), hereafter WLK, and Gill (1977).
Baltic, the Strait of Sicily. I will defer to them. The strait or channel is aligned in the y-direction
Finally, I will not attempt to review the and the bottom elevation h(xy) and flow
dynamics of 'outflows'; that is, the descending, properties are assumed to vary gradually withy.
entraining portion of an overflow that occurs Under these conditions a simple scalg argument

well downstream of a sill. Jim Price is an expert suggest that the along-channel velocity v is

on this subject and he will have something to say geostrophic:

about it in his review.

Among the broad scientific questions that da, + ,k
theories and models of rotating strait flow hope f'- g'ax oax
to address are the following: To what extend do
deep straits and sills regulate the thermohaline Here d is the layer depth, g' the reduced
circulation in the Ocean? How much water mass gravity, and f the Coriolis parameter. The
modification can be accounted for by local shallow-water potential vorticity in the
processes occurring in straits? How can the gradually-varying flow can be approximated by
special geometry and dynamics of deep straits be a
exploited for the purposes of climate I-+
monitoring? = x (2)

More specific questions address the physical a
processes involved in mixing, upstream influence, Eliminating v between (1) and (2) yields a
and the way in which signals are routed from second order equation governing the cross
basin to basin. What waves are most important sectional structure of the flow:

in regulating the upstream flow? How far does

this influence extend? Where does the bulk of
33
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02 61ha the sill (or through a narrows). It is this feature
.d.i. Žd / -. (3) that has led investigators to believe that the

overflows of the Denmark Strait, Faroe-Bank

Although v is geostrophic. the cross channel Channel, Verna Channel, and others are
velocity u is not and thus the momentum balance hydraulically controlled.
in the y-direction is unapproximated: It is notable, however, that in none of these

cases has the criticality of the sill flow been
dv dv dv , (4) verified by direct measurement. 'Nonrotating'--+ u-+ v-+ -) appications such as Gibraltar can be assessed by

calculating a composite Froude number (Armi,

If the flow is steady, the potential vorticity is 1986) which is <0,=0, or >0 for subcritical,
a function of the transport stream function ?p critical, and supercritical conditions.
and is related to the Bernoulli function Unfortunately the assessment of the criticality of

a rotating channel flow is more difficult. If the
S+ gd+ ch (5) channel has a rectangular cross section, it can be

shown (Stem 1974) that critical flow requires

by the relation W, ( 2
I-- ax = 0. (8)

.(6) fj (8
The local Froude number at a critical sectionThe most common procedure used to obtain must range above and below unity. Since the

solutions (analytical or numerical) is to solve (3) potential vorticity can be nonuniform, it is

for the cross-channel structure of the flow. The potential the flow mign ben om , it is

y-dependence of the solutions is contained in the possi hat the flow might become critical with
respect to a Rossby wave. It is surprising that

two constants of integration and is determined such a state should depend on the behavior of the
from (4) or a derived relation. The early models local Froude number, however it is possible that
of rotating flow are based on solutions to (3) with the requirement of unidirectional flow might be
q-7 (used by WLK) and q=const.>O (used by (i, restrictive. I have extended (8) to include bands
1977). of reverse flow and the result for the case of a

A difficulty arising in the application ofxx
reduced-gravity models to deep straits and sills n velcite v a is much more

lies in the identification of the active layer. For
example, the overflows in the Denmark Strait X1 1 ( •
and Faroe-Bank Channel are composed of various ~[- lp drf--- -±.ix()
deep and intermediate water masses with different 0origins and it can be argued whether all of these

or some subset comprises the 'active' layer of a
reduced gravity system. V.14

+f - ), + ax:,,)

Flow criticality X,
Here x, and x=, denote the locations of the

Given a strait with a certain geometry and the maximum interior values of ?p and the zero
general features of the flow in the upstream basin crossing of v. Evaluation of (8) or (9) using data
it is possible to identify among the family of is severely limited by the assumption of
possible solutions certain ones that are subject to rectangular geometry.
critical control. Such solutions are 'choked', The presence of topographic variations in the
meaning that the volume transport and other The sence t he problem m n toeupsteam proertes re iflunce bythe cross section make the problem much more
upstream properties are influenced by the difficult. Critical states for uniform potential
geometry of the strait itself, usually the vriiv hv en fud fr seii
characteristics of the sill. Hydraulically vorticity have been found for specificcontrolled solutions pass through a subcritical-to- nonrectangular sections by Borenis and Lundberg

supercritical transition at a 'control' section and (1986, 2 988) and Borenss and Nikolopoulos
typically have the maximum transport of all (2000), however the results must be obtained

members of the family. The upstream- numerically. It is a pity that there is no simple
dowteamb asymmetry associated with the formula allowing the assessment of the criticality
downstream ofea rotaaont flow phe
hydraulic transition is manifested by the overflow Z flow past a nonuniform cross
itself; the pouring and descent of water across section, even when the potential vorticity is

zero.
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Upstream influence be verified using the zero potential vorticity
model, since the approximation (10) fails there.

In classical hydraulics, the upstream influence However, Borends and Pratt (1994) have verified
of a sill (or width contraction) is typically the hypothetical upstream state can exist by
contained in a relation between the volume integrating the equations for finite (but still
transport and the elevation Az of the water uniform) potential vorticity.

surface in the upstream basin above the sill. If A more sophisticated view of the upstream
the sill is raised, as is possible in engineering basin (Gill, 1977) is that it is infinitely wide but

applications, the transport and upstream surface not necessarily deep. The potential vorticity is

elevation are altered. This alteration is caused by assumed uniform and this filters Rossby waves

a blocking wave that is generated at the sill and from the system, leaving just Kelvin waves to

moves upstream. For a fixed sill, upstream provide communication. The basin flow is

influence occurs as a response at the sill section confined to boundary layers with thickness
to information generated upstream. Changes in 4 =&(D.)!f, where D. is depth in the
the upstream basin are communicated to the sill quiescent interior of the basin. In addition to Az,
in the form of incident waves and the choking which is now interpreted as the elevation of the
effect is transmitted back into the basin by interface in the basin interior above the sill, the
reflected waves. In principle, this process could transport of a critically controlled state depends
be used as the basis for parameterization of on an additional parameter. Gill chose the later
upstream influence in numerical models unable to to be a measure of how the transport is
resolve straits. The strait and sill system is partitioned between the boundary currents on the
replaced by a partially reflecting boundary which two side walls of the basin. The resulting
allows fluid to pass through. The reflection transport relations involve solutions to higher
coefficient for an incident wave is calculated order polynomials and cannot be expressed as
using hydraulic relation (such as I1 below). Pratt simply as (11). The transports are generally
and Chechelnitsky (1997) present some smaller than what would be predicted by WLK for
examples of this procedure. flow from an infinitely deep basin.

All simple models of rotational effects in Killworth (1992) presents an alternative view
straits employ idealize upstream conditions. The of the flow in a wide upstream basin in which
simplest situation, originally suggested by WLK, boundary layers are not present. The transport
involves an infinitely deep upstream basin is contained in a weak flow that is smoothly
containing quiescent fluid. To pass over a distributed across the whole basin width. The
shallow sill a fluid column must be severely basin bottom is assumed horizontal (with h=O)
squashed and thus the potential vorticity near the and therefore the basin Bernoulli function is
sill is small in that approximated by g'd. In addition, the transport

= Di,,, / D <<1 (10) streamfunction and depth are related by
wp = (g& 2)(a2 + cozst)42, which follows from

where D0. is the reservoir depth and Diu is a scale (1). The basin Bernoulli function is therefore
for the depth at the sill. In this 'zero potential r112
vorticity' limit, the transport over a sill with a given by B(p) =[(2A14/)-co-s7] and the
rectangular cross-section is given, in the WLK potential vorticity dB/dip is clearly nonuniform.
model, by In addition to the total transport, the upstream

13 12 flow is completely specified by the constant,;8(l )j (Non-sep.) which can be related to the depth along one of(Separated) the side walls. The basin flow therefore has one

fewer degree of freedom than in the Gill model.
( 1) The transport relation for a critically controlled

where Az is the elevation of the reservoir solution must be obtained numerically the fluxes
interface above the sill. This expression reduces are generally smaller than what is predicted by
to the nonrotating formula (11).

Among the many approximations that one
(2)3,2 (1 might call in to question is the conservative

nature of the upstream flow. In the WLK model,
i t t )fluid is expected to rise -from the bottom of ain the limit w•J/e / oAz) <<L1 This last

rapidly rotating, deep reservoir and pass over a
parameter provides a measure of the importance shallow sill, all without the benefit of forcing or
or rotation at the sill section. dissipation. The spatial scales of the motion in

It should be pointed out that the assumption of the basin are typically an order of magnitude or

quiescent flow in the infinitely deep basin cannot
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more greater than the length of the strait, further development of idealized models which are
suggesting the importance of forcing and somewhat disjoint. Attempts to relate the
dissipation. Pratt and Llewellyn Smith (1997) hypothetical upstream states to the ocean have
and Pratt (1997) attempted to come to grips been frustrated by a lack of upstream
with this problem by matching an inviscid model observations. For example, it is difficult to trace
for hydraulically controlled flow in a strait to a the various deep and intermediate water masses
basin containing a nearly geostrophic flow with that compose the Denmark Strait and Faroe
distributed sources of mass and with bottom Bank Channel to specific upstream current
friction. The basin topography is bowl-shaped systems or source regions.
with closed f/H contours (accept for those Models with conservative upstream states are
contours leading into the strait) and frconst. helpful in developing intuition but may be
Fluid introduced into the basin through the side unrealistic. For example, the presence of deep
walls is fed directly into the strait through western boundary layers in upstream basins
frictional boundary layers whose dynamics are suggests that friction cannot be ignored. In
equivalent to that of an arrested topographic understanding an upstream circulation subject to
wave. When fluid is fed into the interior of the forcing and dissipation a helpful constraint can
basin from above, an anticyclonic circulation is be developed in the form of a circulation
set up causing the fluid columns to move in a theorem. If the tangential component of the
widening spiral which eventually reaches the shallow-water momentum equation is integrated
basin edge. From there, the fluid is channel into about the basin edge, and across the entrances of
boundary layers that feed into the strait. any straits leading into and out of the basin, if

How can these four visions of the upstream follows that:
flow be used to understand the effects of deep sills
on the thermohaline circulation? One way to u'tas=-f(f+!)u-nds - fu-td (13)
pose the question is to ask how the upstreamfC c c
state reacts to a small change in the elevation of
the sill. In the WLK case, the interface level of where t is the relative vorticity, n and t are unit
the upstream basin would tend to rise and the normal and tangent vectors to the boundary, and
transport would be reduced by some small r is a linear drag coefficient. Equation (13)
amount. In the Gill model, the change in sill tells us that the rate of change of circulation
level would be transmitted by a Kelvin wave that about the basin edge (zero for steady flow) equals
would move into the basin along the northern the flux of absolute vorticity across the basin
hemisphere left wall (facing downstream). (If the edge due to inflows and outflows, plus the
basin was closed, this wave might circle the basin dissipation due to contact with the bottom. In
and interact again with the sill, resulting in the Pratt's (1999) steady model, f is constant and
generation of a secondary upstream wave.) It is >>ý, so that
not clear if or how interface level in the fu-naý =7fu-tds.
quiescent interior of the basin could be influenced
by these changes, and this begs the question of C c
how that interior level is established in the first If fluid is fed into the interior of the basin and
place. In the Killworth (1992) model, the drains out through the strait, the flux of total
potential vorticity is nonuniform and signals vorticity f/u- nds. into the strait is >0 and thus
would presumably be carried upstream by Rossby c
and Kelvin waves. In contrast to the Gill model, the rim circulation must be generally cyclonic
it is clear how information would propagate into ,fu-tdz>0as observed. On the other hand, if
the interior of the basin. However, it is not clear c
that the sluggish conditions envisioned by fluid is fed into the basin entirely through a
Killworth (with no boundary layers) would be second strait (such as the Jan Mayan fracture
maintained in the presence of Kelvin wave zone in the Norwegian Sea) and if the inflows and
influence. Finally, the model proposed by Pratt outflows have the same velocity, then
(1997) involves an upstream basin who's flow is f/u-nds=O and thus fu-&t=0. In this case
completely determined by linear dynamics. Thus c c
the circulation pattern is remains independent of the inflow splits into two boundary currents that
the magnitude of the flux across the sill. If the move around the edge of the basin. If the inflows
sill height is altered, the mean elevation of the and outflows have similar velocity but the value
interface in the basin rises but the streamline off is significantly higher at the entrance to the
patters remains fixed. inflow, then fi. td > 0, implying an

As suggested by these last remarks, the f

necessity of tractability has resulted in the intensification of the rim current on the western
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side of the basin. Further applications of this simulations of the adjustment process itself. The
constraint are illustrated in Yang and Price idealizations present make it difficult to
(2000) and Helfrich and Pratt (2002, in this extrapolate the results to the ocean, but the
volume), general approach might prove helpful when used

The interaction between the sill and the with regional numerical models. For example,
upstream basin is important from the standpoint one might take a model of the Nordic seas,
of climate monitoring. In a recent study, Hansen calculate thermohaline circulation that would
et al. (2001) attempted to establish a relation exist if the bottom was horizontal, then gradually
between the directly measured transport Q of the grow topography into the model and observe the

Faroe-Bank Channel overflow and the upstream point at which overflows appear. If the sill
hydrography. They empirically fitted a six- heights are increased past that point, what is the
month record of transport to y(Az)n (n=- or effect on the overflow transports and other
3/2), where Az is the elevation above the Faroe- meridional fluxes?
Bank sill of the upstream 'interface' or bounding These issues will be discussed further at the
isopycnal, here the a.=28.0 surface. The meeting.
upstream elevation of this surface has been
monitored for over five decades at a station in Application of simple models to specific
the eastern Norwegian Sea by a weather ship. spplitis
After estimating the constant v' based on the six- straits.
month transport record they applied the resulting
model to the five-decade record of Az and found The application of simple models of rotating,
a 20% decrease in transport from the mid 1990's hydraulically driven flow to deep straits is largely
to the present time. limited to transport comparisons based on

Is this a reasonable thing to do? The n=3/2 formulas such as (11) and to comparisons
law agrees only with the nonrotating limit of between observed outflow characteristics and

(12) of the flux relation. The n=1 law does not plume models. The second subject is reviewed by

agree with any hydraulic relation, but is claimed Jim Price in this volume. Comparison between

by the authors to correspond to a frictionally the flow upstream of the sill section and that

dominated overflow. A more important predicted by models has been limited by the lack

question is whether the time-dependence of a Of upstream observations. However, an

single upstream station tells us anything about intriguing controversy that has recently been

the time-dependence of the overflow. This is brought to light involves the apparent approach

exactly the type of problem that models of of overflow water in the Denmark Strait along
upstream influence should be able to address. the eastern (Iceland) side of the channel

Interestingly, the Gill model tells requires two (Jonsson, 1999, Nikolopoulos et. al. 2002).
independent upstream parameters to predict 0) Where would a boundary current of this type

In addition, the upstream station in the case in originate? Does it involve a crossing of boundary
t the Norwegian-Atlantic flow along the Greenland coast to the Iceland

Current and therefore dynamics of the upper nseems to be feature of the
Cuayent and therorlev dysolutions found by Pratt (1999) and also occurs
layer may be relevant.

There is an even more basic question that one in the numerical solutions of Helfrich and Pratt
migaht ask about upstream effects. How shallow (2002, this volume). The crossing is due to the

must a sill be in order to influence fluxes shoaling bottom topogrphy that the
associated with the abyssal circulation. This approaching flow seas as it moves into the strait
question was first addressed by Long (1953), who and towards the sill. The sloping bottom creates
was able to predict how large an obstacle must be a topographic beta effect in which the Iceland
to alter the upstream state of a moving stream. coast becomes the dynamical western boundary.
His calculations and laboratory experiments have A current that flows southwards along theHise calculaos a d m la aor ry ud ersaimeng s uteam Greenland coast and is deep enough to feel theserved as a model for understanding upstreamn
effects of obstacles in stratified flows. P. Baines shoaling topography would tend to cross the

is responsible for much of this work and the strait and collect in a 'western' boundary layer
interested reader should consult his text. along the Iceland coast.
Recently, this approach has been extended to Retuig to the subject of transport
flows in rotating straits by Pratt et al. (2000) comparisons. Whitehead (1989) has applied (11)
who used the Gill model to predict how large an to a number of well-known deep sills and found

obstacle height is required in order to establish that the transport Q is overestimated by 160% to
hydraulic control over an initially steady, 400%. A number of complications including
geostrophically balanced stream. The predictions time-dependence, non-zero potential vorticity,
were in fairly good agreement with numerical interactions with upper layers, and the non-
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rectangular geometry of the cross-section, and context of a dynamically wide sill. Using the
perhaps the outright lack of hydraulic control at actual geometry of the Jungfern Passage, Borend.s
the sill section might contribute to the error. For and Nikolopoulos (2000) present a estimate of
example, the work of Boren~s and Lundberg the deep transport that is quite close to the
(1986,1988, and 1990) suggests that non- observed value. Some of the results of these

uniform cross sections tend to reduce the calculations are presented in the following table:
transport below that of a rectangular geometry.
Killworth (1992) furthers this point in the

Table 1.
Overflow transport Q (Sv), observed and estimated from hydraulic theory. All values are taken

from Killworth (1992) unless otherwise indicated.

Denxmak Faroe=Bank Ceara Vema Jungfem
Strait Channel Rise Channel Passage

Observed 2.5 1.4 1.1-2.1 4.0 0.072 - 0.092**
Rectangular sill, zero pv*** 3.8 3.6 4.6 16.0
Parabolic sill, Killworth '92 0.6 0.53 2.1 4.5
Parabolic sill, zero pv 0.5 0.5 1.4 2.9
Actual sill geometry, zero pv 0.079*
Actual sill geometry, zero pv,

band of reverse flow excised. 0.085*

* Borengs and Nikolopoulos (2000)
** Frantantoni et. al. (1997)
*** For the first four straits, all of which are dynramically wide, the Killworth 1992 model and
WLK (zero potential vorticity model) produce the same 0 in this case. The values quoted are
therefore the same as those appearing in Whitehead, 1989.

A striking feature of the results is the extent been suggested that regions of reverse flow arising
to which Q is reduced when the sill geometry is in models should be replaced by stagnant regions
changed from rectangular to parabolic. In the in the estimation of Q. No firm dynamical
cases of the Ceara Rise and Vema Channel, the explanation for this behavior as yet been offered.
reduction brings the estimate into better
agreement with the observations. For the
Denmark Strait and Faroe-Bank Channel, the Transport bounds
reduction lowers the predicted Q below that
observed values. Given the difficulty of establishing transport

A predicted feature of hydraulically controlled relations, one might at least try to formulate
flows is that rounded cross-sections, particularly bounds. Killworth and McDonald (1993) and
wide ones, tend to produce flow reversals. A Killworth (1994) have done so, using
common situation is that the predicted sill flow conservation of mass, energy (and therefore
has a band of reverse flow along the Northern potential vorticity), and the geostrophic relation
Hemisphere right wall (e.g. Boren~s and Lundberg as a foundation. As an example of the procedure
1986 and Killworth 1992). Such reversals are and reasoning they use, consider the reduced
sometimes regarded as violations of the gravity flow at a section of channel with
assumptions underlying a theory based on arbitrary geometry. If 77 denotes the elevation
specification of upstream conditions. Perhaps a of the interface, the transport is gven by
more significant point is that flow reversals at sill X1 -{. ,
sections are not generally observed in the ocean, =_ ( 4_ ,) (r2
in laboratory models (Borends and Whitehead f ax f a2x
1998), or in numerical models of overflows (see where X. and x, are the positions of the left and

the Helfrich and Pratt poster). For example, the rexht
Denmark Strait overflow is bounded on the right right edges of the current, where d goes to zero.

(facing downstream) by a region of sluggish An upper bound on Q can be formulated by
motion and level isopycnals. It is in this region modifying the profile in a way that only adds to
that inviscid hydraulic theory tends to predict the flux and then calculating the transport of the
flow reversals. Because of this behavior, it has modified state. This procedure involves
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chopping off regions of negative velocity at the Hydraulic jumps
end points of the profile and replacing them with
regions of positive flow in which the depth is Although hydraulic jumps have been detected

smoothly brought to zero. A slightly more in Gibraltar, Knight Inlet. (apparently) the
involved procedure is used to replace certain Romanch Fracture Zone, and in other ocean
interior regions with negative flux by stagnant straits, they only tend to be observed where
regions. The bound that results can be written as rotation is weak. One of the most interesting

Saspects of rotationally-dominated overflows is
OV -•{- - 4.:.•) that no direct observations of hydraulic jumps

2f have been made. The strongest indirect evidence

The last expression (which follows from for a jump involves data from the Vema Channel
(Hogg, 1983) suggesting a sharp decrease in the

-)is exactly the geostrophic transport Bernoulli function over a short distance interval

associated with a current in a rectangular channel downstream of the sill.
if the flow is separated from the left wall (facing Can hydraulic jumps exist in strongly rotating
downstream) and if the depth along the right wall flows and what would they look like? Different

is 771 -hmin. More generally, we not that possibilities have been suggested by Pratt (1983,

gn, cannot be greater than the maximum value of 1987), Nof (1984,1986), and Pratt et al. (2000),

the Bernoulli function over the cross-section. If all of which assume rectangular cross-sections.
the latter is conserved following streamlines The most robust version seems to be a transverse

leading from the upstream basin into the channel, jump that occurs when the supercritical flow

than grhis bounded by the maximum value E of downstream of a sill becomes separated from one

the Bernoulli function in the basin, at least for of the side walls. The jump consists of an abrupt

those streamlines that connect with the channel widening and reattachment of the current. The
section in question. mus abrupt depth change characteristic of anonrotating jump is suppressed. No strong

2 evidence of such a feature has been found in the
V: g, 2"_ . (14) Denmark Strait outflow, which hugs the right-

2f~g' )hand boundary (e.g. Girton and Sanford, 2002).

where E is the maximum value of the Bernoulli It is conceivable that something like transverse

function along streamlines that connect to the jumps could be integral to the eddies that occur

upstream basin and h,;.. is the minimum value of regularly in the strongly time-dependent plume.
the topographic height at the sill. Or, the jump may be sublimated by friction and

In the WLK ('zero potential vorticity') model entrainment processes. The fact that rotating

the upstream basin is assumed to be quiescent and jumps have not been identified in other
overflows could, of course, be due to a lack oftherefore ."= g, (h~,, + Az•). Substitution into the obevtnsithrgtplc.

above bound yields the WLK expression for 'zero

potential vorticity' flux for the case in which
the flow is separated from the left wall of the Potential vorticiy hydraulics
rectangular channel. The connection between
the bound and 'zero-potential' vorticitv flow lies The past 15 years has seen the development of
in the fact that B(i,) is uniform when q=0. a number of models of Rossby-wave critical flow.

Given an arbitrary flow with variable B(Vp) one Most of the applications involve jets and fronts

could pick out the maximum E of B and ask what and are beyond the scope of this meeting.
the transport would be if each streamline had However there have been a few studies of channel
B=E (zero potential vorticity) , if the elevation flow, including Pratt and Armi (1987), Haynes,
of the channel bottom had the uniform value et. al. (1993), and Johnson and Clark (1999). It
h,:,, and if the flow depth went to zero at the left is questionable whether a flow that is strong

edge of the stream. This flux is exactly that enough to arrest Kelvin waves (i.e.
given by (14). u/(g d) "2)=O(1) could become critical with

It is not known whether the above bound holds respect to the slower Rossby waves, and therefore
in the presence of time dependence. Indeed, it is the major deep overflows do not seem to be
not understood whether time-dependence reduces strong candidates for Rossby wave control.
or increases the transport relative to mean However, a larger scale strait such as the Drake
values. Passage might be a candidate
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Overview of exchange control mechanisms
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Abstract. Most of the essential aspects of hydraulic control are illustrated with
layered systems. Here these essentials are discussed and generalized to
exchange flows. Controlled flows are always asymmetric in some sense. For a
single layer this asymmetry links a subcritical with a supercritical flow. For
exchange flows through a strait one side may be subcritical in which case the
exchange flow is not maximal. If on both ends of the strait, the flow is
supercritical, the flow is a maximal exchange.

Single layer hydraulics hydraulic jump to exist, supercritical flow is a
prerequisite condition. Hence asymmetry is

Among an infinite number of nonunique possible equivalent to a search for a solution that transitions
steady flows with a given flow rate and upstream from a subcritical reservoir to supercritical flow
reservoir height hydraulics searches out the one that downstream of the control, followed by a hydraulic
is asymmetric. The existence of a unique steady jump to new lower energy than in the upstream
asymetric solution is an empirical fact. For example, reservoir.
we talk about flows over a sill or through a strait. The
flow searched for among the infinite possible flows Two layers - one interface
must be asymmetric in the sense that it must connect
two reservoirs with different fluid depths. For a The first important new effect that occurs for flows
single layer only one such possible flow exists and through a strait with a single interface, and with two
this asymmetric flow is called 'controlled' because throu arait w eths inteface, adwthat
certain distinct regularity conditions must be satisfied layers of comparable depths and flow rates, is that

for its existence. For an isolated sill the Froude two unique controlled asymmetric flows are possible.
number muestbeunceity at iath e sill cst e a oroder The single interface still admits only one internal
number must be unity at the sil crest and in order to wave speed although the speed of this wave is a
satisfy this criticality relationship at the crest, no function of both layer speeds and depths. One
longer can both the flow rate and upstream reservoir controlled asymmetc solution has the lower layer as
depth be specified independently of each other. This the active layer and looks like the familiar single
is why the flow is called 'controlled' with the crest layer flow. The other unique solution has the upper
acting as the control since it is here that the critical a a
condition must be satisfied. layer as the active laver and looks identical to the

The only thing needed to procede in the search for first, only inverted.
thi unqueconroled oluionis he equremnt hat Which one of the two asymmetric flows, 'up' orthis unique controlled solution is the requirement that 'down' is actually realized depends on which

the flow be asymmetric in some sense. (No mumbo
jumbo about maximizing flow rate or minimizing, asymmetric solution is needed to match the different

reservoir conditions. Another way of saying this is
energy found in standard hydraulics texts is needed
or desired as we move on to more layers, although in that by being lazy and only searching the solution
the case of a single layer these concepts are correct.) space of steady solutions we need to input a little
the cased nof a einge lyer thee oncptso ae cre. more information to decide among the two possible
Wcontrol' as this will be seen to be located through unique solutions. That information comes from
satisfying the asymmetwb e requirement and the knowing if the interface is higher on one side of the

s f tstraight or the other. Another way of thinking about
associated regularity condition. The asymmetry is this is that the standing long wave at the control can
needed in all flows in which the role of friction is have either of two possible forms favoring either
weak since the only mechanism that can dissipate acceleration of the upper or lower layer.
energy and allow a flow to connect two different
reservoir depths is the hydraulic jump. For a
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Virtual control sense that for a given density difference and specified
barotropic component, the exchange is fully

This concept, first introduced by Wood (1968), is determined by the processes in the controlling region
that control need not occur at a topographically and the greatest that can occur. If the maximal
obvious location, such as the narrowest section. For exchange conditions are not met, for example if
unidirectional flows (exchange flows are a little more supercritical flow only occurs on one end of the
subtle) the interfacial mode controlled at the virtual strait, the exchange can never be greater than the
control vanishes. So as the flow rates for a two layer maximal rate and in general will be less.
single interface flow increase, there may no longer be
the possibility of the two unique asymmetric 'up' and Conclusion'
'down' solutions. They in fact merge and the control
moves further and further upstream as a virtual
controlIn the talk, I wi attempt to demonstrate thesecontol lwas ale o stisy, coposte ritca! generalizations with figuares, photographs and very

condition at the wider section upstream. For a virtual generlations Th finues phtographstandedo
control in a two layer unidirectional flow the control few equations. These concepts will be extended to

imposes no shear associated with vanishing of the three layer and continuously stratified flows as well.

interfacial mode. For exchange flows the virtual
control imposes equal and opposite velocities. Acknowledgments. My research is funded by the Office of

Naval Research Physical Oceanography Program for which I am

Exchange flows most grateful.
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active layer will dominate the hydraulic jump.

If there is supercritical flow on both sides of the
strait then both layers are active and the flow is called
maximal. Since the flow is supercritical on both
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geometry of the strait and any uniform additional
barotropic component. The essence of this idea was
introduced by Stommel and Farmer (1953) in their
seminal study of 'overmixing'.

The fundamental requirement for maximal
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sides of the controlling region. This fundamental
requirement is quite general and not limited to
inviscid, quasisteady flows. Whenever this
requirement is met, the flow will be maximal in the
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Abstract. Quantifying the transport through relatively narrow straits
connecting basins with differing fluid properties is an important issue both at
large and small scale. Prediction of lateral exchange rates, both dynamically
and historically, can be thought of as a progression from hydraulics to
mixing. This progression and the roles of mixing, stratification and the
effects of flow unsteadiness are discussed in this work.

Introduction the basins. Stommel and Farmer (1953) first
addressed this issue in the context of an estuarine

Predicting the bi-directional exchange rate in sea application. They argued that the level of mixing
straits connecting two basins with differences in within an estuary would affect the density of
density is a classical and important problem in estuarine water, in turn affecting the rate of
physical oceanography. The exchange rate, exchange through the mouth of the estuary into the
combined with the basin volumes, determines the open ocean. In other words, there can be a coupling
flushing and residence time in the basins which, in between basin scale dynamics and the local
turn, lies at the heart of issues relating to water exchange flow in the strait.
mass properties and water quality in both Within the strait itself, internal mixing can also
freshwater and marine environments. Well known be important. For example, field observations (e.g.
examples include the Red Sea (Pratt et at, 1999), Wesson and Gregg, 1994; Bray et al, 1995; Gregg
the Black Sea (Gregg et a? (1999), the et at, 1999) show the presence of two
Mediterranean Sea (Wesson and Gregg, 1994), and counterfiowing layers separated by a finite
Shark Bay in Western Australia (Burling et al., thickness layer of intermediate density. This
1999) which are connected to ocean basins by suggests active internal mixing and indeed in some
relatively narrow passages. Freshwater input, cases the vertical mixing can be so active that there
evaporation, freezing and differential heating and is little, if any, vertical density gradient (e.g.
cooling all act to create lateral density differences. Burling et al, 1999). How then does internal mixing
Once bi-directional flows have passed through the influence the density stratification, and how does
strait, they can travel great distances and influence this influence the flow through the strait? What are
large areas, as in the case of density-driven abyssal the implications for the role of topography and the
flows in the ocean passing through narrow gaps in concept of hydraulically controlled flow in straits?
the mid-ocean ridges (e.g. Whitehead, 1998) And finally, how can the effects of unsteadiness of
separating the major ocean basins, the flow field be accounted for in the strait flow in

The strength of the exchange flow will be such situations?
dependent on the nature of the topographic
constriction between the basins. In particular, the
width of the strait, the local water depth and the
length can all be important. Topographic control Internal hydraulic theory has provided a
has long been recognized as playing an important powerful tool to examine this problem and models
role in the overall dynamics and has been the pwru olt xmn hspolmadmdl

of exchange flow in the case of flow over a sill and
subject of numerous investigations (e.g. Armi and flow through a contaction are shown in Figures 1
Farmer, 1998; Garrett et at, 1990; Bray et a1 , and 2, respectively. The relatively narrow
S995; Murray and Johns, 1997; Smeed, 1997). constriction in Figure I connects two infinite
Similarly, the strength of the density contrast reservoirs of fluid with different densities, and the
between the basins is a driving force for the motion density difference drives a bi-directional exchange
and this, in turn, implies a connection to basin scale flow as shown. Interal hydraulic theory provides a
processes, which determine the density of water in
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useful model for this flow providing there is no parameter G is the composite Froude number
internal mixing of either momentum or mass and defined as (Armi, 1986)
the individual layers have constant density and F' +Fr- -(I-r)Fr7 Fr2(
velocity, as shown. This approach has been utilized
by a number of authors (Armi, 1986; Armi and Consider first the case of a pure contraction in
Farmer, 1986; Lawrence, 1990; DaLziet, 1991; Figure 1. At the minimum width of the contraction
Baines, 1995; Pratt et al, 1999) to predict the layer (Le. ! Obax-O) equations (1) and (2) imply either
thickness and velocities under the assumption of a that both layers are flat (Oh ,/Ox -0) or from the
steady state balance between inertia and buoyancy denominator terms
forces.

G' - 1 (4)

Similarly for the case of a pure sill in Figure 2, at
the crest of the sill (i.e. ahjax-O) equations (1)

Y. b(x) and (2) imply either that both layers are flat
yt-t bOx (hilax - 0) or ag'ain G2 -J.

At any point in the flow where (4) holds, the
flow is said to be controlled as the relationship
between the flow variables is constrained, and in
these cases it represents a topographic control point
(Lawrence, 1990). At any other point in the domain

__ h, where the terms in the numerator of (1) and (2) are
P Iu2H zero and again G 2 - 1, the point is termed avirtual

control (Wood, 1970). If the flow has bothh2
topographic and virtual control points, then the

_ _ _ __ flow rates are said to be maximal (Armi and
Farmer, 1987).

Da-iel (1991) showed
Figure 1. Schematic of the exchange flow through a
contraction. G2 - j + C T' (5)

where C1 and C, are the phase speeds of the
long internal waves (non-dimensionalised by

U- 1/2(g'H)' 1 2 ). Clearly at control points where
H G2 - 1, either C1 or C2 must be zero, implying that

information can only propagate in one direction

only. For supercritical flows where G2 > 1, C1 and
C, must both be non-zero and of the same sign.

Figur .This approach can be generalized to multi-layer,i-ure 2. Schematic of the exchange over a sill
systems (e.g. Smeed, 2000), but the arguments

If the horizontal variations in channel width and above illustrate the power of the hydraulic
depth are small and the pressure remains approach and the importance of locating control
hydrostatic, then using conservation of mass in points (e.g. Pratt et a!, 2000). For example, for the
each layer and applying Bernoulli's equation along case of a two-layer contraction flow shown in
the surface streamline and at the interface between Figure 1, Armi and Farmer (1986) introduced the
the two flowing layers, the rate of change of layer flow rate ratio q, - 'IQ2 and in the case of steady
depth can be written as (Armi, 1986) flow between two infinite reservoirs with no other

Oh, hj hb (G2 -(N+hhlj)Fr.h a( -Frz \ driving forces, such as tide of wind, then q, - i. In
Ox b Ox 1_G 2  ] --•-... 0 ) (t) this case, at the narrowest point of a contraction

where b - B the two layers are of equal thickness

Oh, h, ab{G2 -(I+rh /h )Fr,2'\ Oh,(I-Fr ,, (i.e.h, - h,) and the volume flux Q and mass flux
"- ____.______" _ ' -- G 2  (2) M in each layer is simply given by (Armi and

ax b ax t -G Farmer, 1986; Lawrence, 1990; Hogg et al, 2001)

where the density ratio is r - pi/p2 , the internal Q.; (14)g' 11 2 8 31 2 , M -(1J4)ApBg"' 2H3!2 (6a,b)

Froude numbers are Fr?-u?/g'h; and the
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Provided that the underlying assumptions of the Equation (9) expresses the coupling between the
theory are met, the channel can be described in local hydrodynamic balance at the sill crest and the
terms of a characteristic width and depth and a global or basin scale forcing, quantified by the
control point is known to exist in the domain, then surface buoyancy flux Bo, the length L and width B
exchange rates can be directly determined from (6) of the semi-enclosed basin. Providing that the depth
given the easily measured external length scales of the upper layer h, is known at the crest of the
and the density contrast between layers - assumed sill, the problem is closed as g' and Q can be
equal to the density contrast between the basins at determined from (8) and (9).
each end of the strait. The depth of the upper layer h1 at the sill crest is

This imposed density difference is determined by generally not know, but it has been argued that for
the density in the respective basins and thus must a particular density contrast g', there is a maximum
be influenced by the dynamics in these basins posbefwrae(tmeanFanr19;., possible flow rate (Stommel and Farmer, 1953;
themselves (e.g. Stommel and Farmer, 1953); Garrett et al, 1990). Farmer and Armi (1986)
Tragou and Garrett, 1997). Finnigan et al (1999, argethat the caser a Atmimum2000 201) eamied tis onnetio by argued that in the case of a sill the maximum
2000, 2001) examined this connection by osible flow rate was achieved when h1 -o.62Sh,
considering the model shown in Figure 3 where possI

flow over a sill is connected to an enclosed basin implying from (9) that the maximal possible flow
with buoyancy forcing at the surface of the basin, rate is

Explicitly addressing the question of how the Q, '0.35B(BoL)1/ 3 h (10)
driving density contrast Ap is established, they
considered the case where the semi-enclosed basin The force balance in the basin has been

has a net surface buoyancy flux BO due to net examined in several studies (Phillips, 1966; Tragou
cooling andior evaporation, and Garrett, 1997; Grimm and Maxworthy, 1999;

Finnigan and Ivey, 2000). Finnigan and Ivey
(2000) conducted a laboratory experiment and

.v" t t1t R0t f t t made measurements of the mean and turbulent

th velocity fields in the basin. The experimentst Idemonstrated that inertia, buoyancy and friction,

associated with the turbulent convection from the
free surface, each contribute to the basin scale force

.- x ......... I balance. The density of the lower layer at the sill

SL reflects the cumulative effect of the mixing
,>. processes in the basin. As the surface buoyancy

Figure 3. Schematic of convectively driven exchange in flux BO increases in intensity, entrainment and
a sill-enclosed basin. recirculation between the upper and lower flowing

At the crest of the sill the flow rates are the same layers in the basin increases, and accordingly there

in both layers and a single control point exists in is a decrease below the maximal limit predicted in

the flow. Using the fact the density ratio r -I in (10). In longer basins (L/H>>10), entrainment

most practical applications, (4) can be re-arranged appears to be less important, as in the study of

(Finnigan and Ivey, 1999; 2000) to yield Grimm and Maxworthy (1999), for example. The
transition between these two limiting cases is not
yet resolved. In all cases the flow rates appear to be

._) (7) less than maximal rates yet always characterized by
j (a coupling between basin mixing processes and

hydraulic control at the sill.
If the system is at steady state, then conservation

of buoyancy for the whole basin requires that Internal mixing in straits

Q8' - BOLB(8
The arguments above rely on the effect of

Hence from (7) and (8) turbulent mixing of both momentum and mass to be

r1/3 confined to the basin. Crucially, in the strait region
tI I itself these effects can be neglected and theoriesQ - B B0 L - h (9) based on internal hydraulics such as the ones

leading to (6) and (10), for example., may apply.

But what if there is mixing in the contraction itself?.
While hydraulic theory can be modified to account
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for non-hydrostatic effects (e.g. Zhu and Lawrence. weakly stratified in the vertical but is still forced by
I998) it cannot be corrected for the effect of a horizontal density contrast maintained at the ends
mixing between layers. It is well known that of the strait, as suggested by the field data in Figure
instabilities can occur at the interface between the 4. While the flow is hydrostatic in the vertical, the
two counterflowing layers (e.g. Pawlak and Armi, steady state force balance is between buoyancy and
1998; Zhu and Lawrence, 2001), but the resulting vertical turbulent diffusive terms, and at leading
mixing and how it should be incorporated in order reduces to
exchange flow estimates is not well understood.

In nature the sources of turbulence responsible 9(1 1)
for mixing in straits can include (e.g. Hill, 1995) ax

cooling or evaporation from the free surface

leading to a de-stabilizing buoyancy flux, wind
stress on the free surface, shear stress on the bottom
as well as the internal shear in the stratified fluid IB P2
passing through the strait. All these mechanisms AY
can provide sources of turbulent kinetic energy,_x
which acts to work against the stabilizing effects of
the potential energy in the water column induced L
by the horizontal flux of buoyancy through the
strait from the end basins. When there is significant 77
vertical transport of mass and momentum, the basic
premises of the hydraulic theories above are no
longer valid, and yet field examples of this limit P, H P2
abound (e.g. Figure 4). z

0.0c
Figure 5. Schematic of density field in viscous-

I diffusive limit.

At this leading order the density gradient is

,. fluxes can be written as (Hogg et a[, 2001)

M-KpABlp + aGr 'ABKvAp (13)
M 5 f

1S. where Kp and K, are the eddy diffiasivities for the

stratifying species and momentum, respectively,

and the Grashof number Grr - g'H3-/K•. The mass

............. flux in (13) demonstrates that the horizontal flux is
0.0000 1oooo.0 20000.0 30(m. 40000.0 due to both a diffusive component and'a convective

Pr-oj. dTst. component, as confirmed by the laboratory
Figure 4. Field data from Shark Bay, Western Australia experiments of Imberger (1974).
from Nahas (2002). The results in (6) and (12) represent the two

limiting conditions, one the hydraulic limit, and the
The problem of specifying horizontal flux when other the diffusive limit. Note that the predictions

there is significant vertical mixing has historically in (12) or (13) can be non-dimensionalised by their

been examined in two contexts: heat transfer in hydraulic limit counterparts in (6ab). For example,
cavities (e.g. Cormack et al, 1974; Bejan, 1995) dividing (12) by (6a) yields the non-dimensional
and in estuarine circulation (Officer, 1976). Under flow rate in the viscous diffusive limit
the assumption that the aspect ratio A- HIL is
small, Cormack et aL (1974) were the first to 5G(rA2112"

derive a formal asymptotic solution to the problem qv 96 (14)

defined in Figure 5. In this limit, the flow is only
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As (14) demonstrates, the naturally occurring - .

parameter that defines the transition between the .'
diffusive and hydraulic limits is the non- •.-
dimensional grouping Gri.A .

Between these two theoretical limits, there will " -

be a whole range of possibilities and Hogg et al -
(2001) explored these in a numerical simulation. i -

The philosophy in the numerical modeling was to .7:°
use the turbulent diffusivity as an independent free M
parameter - generated by an unspecified source - to - 1",
determine the influence of mixing on the exchange $a 'W IC

rate. In all simulations it was assumed K' - K,. The
Figure 6. Non-dimensional mass flux m vs GrA2 andresults are shown in Figure 6. As the figure comparison with field sites.

demonstrates, the hydraulic limit represents the

maximal flow rate and as the intensity of vertical 6 1 2)-14
mixing increases (i.e. as Grr decreases) the T 3.4/GrrA

horizontal mass flux decreases. This effect was As the thickness of the density interface & can
demonstrated in a laboratory experiment (Linden thus be determined from mean property
and Simpson, 1986; Linden and Simpson, 1988) measurements, (16) can be used to infer GrTA 2 and
with air bubbles passed through the base of a tank h erment he ux to (5Cer this
to simulate the influence of turbulence in the hence determine the flux from (I>). Clearly this
environment on horizontal exchange flows. Winters method breaks down if np> d, so in general this
and Seim (2000) showed how entrainment between requires an independent estimate of the diffusivity
the counterflowing layers leads to a recirculation, Kp, which is not easy to make and still the subject

hence reducing the horizontal flux through the of ongoing debate (e.g. Barry et al, 2001).
strait. Not *only do turbulent effects retard the

From Hogg et aL. (2001) the non-dimensional buoyancy-driven horizontal exchange as shown in
exchange flow rate q is given by Figure 6, but they can also affect the speed of

2 t2 propagation of waves which control the flow near
GrrA <40 q - 0.O52(Grra) the hydraulic limit The concept of control must

therefore be generalized to continuously stratified
0 2 6 (I)) fluids where momentum and species are allowed to

40<GrrA2 <106 q- I-1._jrrA"-4 ( diffuse. Classical strait flows such as the Bab al
Mandab do not have a distinct layer character and

GrTA 2 > 106 q -. ' yet the ability of signals to propagate from the open
Gulf of Aden into the Red Sea is an important issue

What is of interest is where in this parameter range (Pat etal, 2000).

typical field cases lie and some examples are Hogg et a!. (2001) examined the propagation of
shownpina Figured 6ases te anndsomeseaples mass the gravest vertical mode internal wave within ashown in Figuzre 6 for the non-dimensional mass cnrcigcanlwt eeaie est

flux m. Not included is the Shark Bay example in contracting channew with a generalized density

Figure 4, which lies in the diffusive limit around layer with coninouy vaiable density
GrT-A2 - 10-7. Clearly many examples lie in the lyrwt otnosyvral est

stratification. Two approaches were used. First,
transitional regime 40< GrTA 2 <:106 where the flux waves were mechanically excited at discrete
is neither in the hydraulic limit or the diffusive locations within a bi-directional exchange flow.
limit. The waves were then tracked in time and space to

This approach, as summarized in figure 6, thus determine propagation characteristics, under the
provides a simple direct estimate of horizontal flux assumption of linear internal wave dynamics.
based on the dimensional grouping GrrA2 . This While useful, it is difficult to extract individual
does not circumvent the requirement that an modes, so a second technique based on linear
estimate must be made for the vertical diffusivitv. stability theory was employed. In particular,
Hogg et al (2001) reasoned that the value of this viscous and diffusive terms were retained, leading
diffusivity would, in turn, determine the vertical to a 6h order generalized version of the Taylor-
thickness of the intermediate layer 6 and found that Goldstein equations (Kopel, 1964) describing the

stability of the flow. This was solved under the
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assumption that for control we are interested in response at the sill. In particular, the system can be
only the long internal wave limit (i.e. small characterized by a response timescale defined as
wavenumber).

Both approaches show that as, as in two-layer Tr -0O3L23ABoJI
3(H/h) (17)

flows, control may be thought of in terms of where ASo is the magnitude of the buoyancy flux
information propagation. A single mode, centered variation. When the forcing frequency &) is low
on the maximum density gradient, appears to (i.e. &) <<(1T.,)), the system is well described by
conform to the behavior for the interfacial mode in steady state theories and the response at the sill is
two-layer theory. When the phase speed is zero, in phase with the forcing. As the forcing frequency
this location is the point of control. Two other
important modes also were found to exist but increases, the magsnituddheof th response decreases
skewed from the density interface with the at the si and there is an increasing phase ag. At
maximum in the eigenvector located at the point of high frequencies (i.e. w »(IT.)), the oscillation of

maximum vorticity gradient, hence the term the forcing is completely damped within the system
vorticiry modes. and the flow at the sill is steady at the mean value

The fundamental difference from hydraulic of the forcing. In terms of application to the RedThe undaentl diferece rom ydralic Sea (Murray ,and Johns, 1997; Smeed, 1997), for
theory is that, rather than a point; there now exists a ea ( red, t997), f or
region over which control gradually takes effect. example, this predicts that the flow over the sill
The overall effect is, however, maintained: end always lags behind the seasonal forcing by about 2
reservoir conditions can change without altering the months, and flows at the sill never reach more than
flow. This has important implications for 90% of the values predicted by steady state theories
geophysical flows. In particular, if this allows the (Finnigan et al, 2001). Their model is still only
determination of whether a channel is super or sub- preliminary and its application of field sites should
critical, then flux variations can be determined still be treated with some caution and warrants
from changes in external conditions. The study of considerable more attention.
Hogg et al. (2001) considered the case of a steady A second form of unsteadiness that can be
mean flow and, as Pratt et al (2000) point out, the important is when there is a barotropic flow due to
issue of critical flow and control points in a highly a tide for example superimposed on the baroclinic
time-dependent mean flow remains unexplored, flow. When a barotropic flow is superimposed on

the exchange, the layer flow rate ratio q,, 1 and
the position of the virtual control in a simple

Time-dependent effects contracting channel no longer coincides with the
topographic control point. More fundamentally, if

The results discussed to this point rely on the the barotropic flow is time dependent- the exchange
idea that the exchange flow is steady. In many process can be fundamentally altered. This effect
oceanographic applications, unsteadiness is a major has been examined in some novel laboratory
issue and it can take two forms. Firstly via the time experiments (Stigebrandr, 1977, Helfrich, 1995,
dependency of the boundary conditions or forcing Phu, 2001). Phu's experiments are shown
conditions in the basin, and secondly that schematically in Figure 7. At the start of the
superimposed on the baroclinic exchange forced by experiment, fluid of different densities are placed in
density differences there can be an independent each reservoir and separated by the gate. The
barotropic flow which can be time dependent - i.e. experiment starts by simultaneously withdrawing
the tide. This must influence not only the issue of the gate and initiating the rocking of the tank where
control, but can also influence mixing and the rocking of the tank is a convenient way to
exchange as outlined below, simulate the tidal action.

Finnigan et al. (2001) used a numerical model to The mechanism of exchange is shown in Figure
investigate the flow field associated with the 8. For the basin shown, on the flood phase (Figure
configuration shown in Figure 3 where the surface 8a) there is a strong jet-like flow entering the basin,
forcing condition was allowed to be time while on the ebb flow (Figure 8b) there is a radial
dependent, that is BO - Bo(t). Various forcing draining towards the narrow contraction. The same
conditions were examined, including both step fluid mass is not transferred in and out of the basin
changes and sinusoidal forcing - reflecting the on each half cycle, the difference being a net mass
seasonal variation of forcing that occurs in such transfer between basins. This is similar to the
systems as the Red Sea, for example. Using an mechanism proposed many years ago by Stomme!
energetics analysis, Finnigan et al. (2001) and Farmer (1953). This experimental
developed a general description of the flow configuration enables the estimation of flux, not by
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N7 and this regime remains unexplored although it is
clearly relevant in applications like Shark Bay.

S P2 Conclusions

As can be seen, the combination of theory and
\\-,\~\\\-.' \\experiment has yielded considerable insight into

Pivot Point the nature of exchange flows in ocean straits.
Recent work has allowed us to go beyond the

_'+ ~predictive capabilities of hydraulic theory by
,IB including the effects of turbulence and mixing, not

Gate "• B only within the strait where exchange is occurring,Gate •BB" jB3" but also in the basins, which maintain the supply of
+I fluid of differing densities that are driving the

motion. In cases where the flow can be modeled as
Figure 7. Schematic of unsteady exchange experiment.

direct measurement in the strait, but rather by
observing the change in reservoir conditions. By
opening the dividing barrier at time t=O, and then
closing the barrier at time t later after a number of
cycles, the fluid in each now closed reservoir is
then homogenized and the mean density
determined by measurement using a digital
densitometer. Since the volume of each reservoir is
known, the mass flux can thus be inferred by
measuring the increase in mean density in one
reservoir and the corresponding decrease in density
of the opposing reservoir over the time interval.

The barotropic component has amplitude a and Figure 8(a). Plan view of exchange flow on flood tide.
period T. The tidal flux will be given by

Q7= LB. (18
T

Non-dimensionalising the baroclinic flux in (6a)
above by (18) yields a tidal exchange parameter
defined as

g, 1/2 H12 B •T(1 9) ;: •Er. ag •?:i".

aLB

where we have ignored the constant. Measured
exchanged flows non-dimensionalised by either (6)
or (18) are shown in Figure 9 as a function of this
non-dimensional parameter.

There are two limiting conditions for the flux. Figure 8(b). Plan view of exchange flow on ebb tide.
For E, > 5, the baroclinic flux dominates and the
predicted flow rate from (6) is valid. For E. <0.5 0
the tidal forcing dominates and the exchange flux is
Q T 0.4(a/T).LB. For the intermediate range where
0.5 < E. < 5, both the baroctinic and the unsteady Q/0 ,O CP~

tidal components contribute to the total flux. 0 0 ?
The experiments and the results in figure 9

implicitly assume that the baroclinic flux is best .. A
described by the flow rate in the hydraulic limit - 0 100

from (15) when GrrA 2 
> J06. If this is not the case, Figure 9(a). Flow rate as a function of tidal exchange

then the definition of Er in (19) will be different parameter (18).
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z o Cormack, D.E., Leal, L.G. & Imberger. J., Natural

convection in a shallow cavity with differentially
heated endwalls. Part 1. Asymptotic theory. J. Fluid1-* 0 CF Mech.. 65,1I974, 209-2299.

0 Daziel, S.B., Two layer hydraulics: a functional

approach. J. FluiddMech., 223, 1991, 135-163

0., ET ,, 100 Farmer, D.M. & Armi, L., Maximal two-layer exchange
flow over a sill and through a combination of a sill

Figure 9(b). Flow rate as a function of tidal exchange and contraction with barotropic flow. J. Fluid Mech.,
parameter from (Phu, 2001). 164, 1986, 53-76.

layered flow. flows can be predicted provided that Finnigan, T.D. & Ivey, G.N., Submaximal exchange

control points can be identified in the domain. In between a convectively forced basin and a large

the strong mixing case where the vertical reservoir. . Fluid Mech., 378, 1999,357-378.

stratification is weak or even absent, the concept of Finnigan, T.D. & Ivey, G.N., Convectively driven

hydraulic control is no longer relevant, and rates of exchange in a stratified sill-enclosed basin. J. Fluid

exchange are then determined by the magnitude of Mech., 418,2000, 313-338.

the parameter GrrA2 . This requires an estimate of Finnigan. T.D., Winters, K.B. & Ivey, G.N. (2001)
Response characteristics of a buoyancy-driven sea. J.

the effective vertical diffusivity and specifying Phys. Oceanogr., 31, 2001, 2721-2736.
quantity in a density stratified fluid is a subject of Garrett, C., Bormans, M. & Thompson, K. (1990) Is the
active research in itself (e.g. Barry et al., 2001). exchange through the Straits of Gibralter maiximal or

Despite its importance, our understanding of the submaximal? In the Physical Oceanography of Sea
issues of control and exchange in flows, which are Straits (ed. L.J. Pratt) pp. 271-294. NATO ASI Series,
unsteady remains poorly, understood and there Kluwer.
appears to be a number of issues to be examined in Gregg, M.C., Ozsoy, E. & Latif, M.A., Quasi-steady

this class of flows. Finally, the effects of rotation exchange flows in the Bosphorus. Geophys. Res. Let.,
have only been explored in the hydraulic limit (e.g. 26, 1999, 83-86.

Whitehead, 1998) and identifying the transition to Grimm, Th. & Maxworthy, T., Buoyancy-driven

these large-scale rotationally controlled flow meanflow in a long channel with a hydraulically-
problems remain a challenge for the future. constrained exit condition. J. Fluid Mech., 398, 1999,

155-180.
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Small-scale processes in straits

M. C. Gregg

College of Ocean and Fishery Sciences, University of Washineton, Seattle

Abstract. Small-scale studies in straits are revealing much about the internal
dynamics and complexity of straits. Highlights of some recent work are described
to provide an overview of the rapid progress being made in understanding the
details of small-scale dynamics in straits.

1. Roles of Small-Scale Processes in Straits 3) to understand how solibores are generated and propagate.
In addition to being important components of mixing within

Straits provide several attractions for studies of small- straits, solibores often generate strong flows affecting sur-
scale processes. Many straits are excellent natural labora- face and subsurface navigation within straitss and beyond.
tories for observing specific phenomena, because, unlike the In short, the importance of small-scale processes to strait
unpredictable open ocean, smift tidal currents and restricted dynamics increases the more the flow departs from the hy-
topography regularly produce strong interactions at specific draulic assumptions.
locations. Vessels can be scheduled with confidence that the In the following we will review some of the findings and
targeted events will occur, and the studies have a realism issues about small-scale processes. After considering the-
not available in artifical channels or numerical simulations- oretical and laboratory results, aspects of some recent field
Moreover, the net changes resulting from mixing can often programs are discussed. Finally, different aspects of studies
be observed directly, rather than being small effects that are about solibores are described. Henyey and Hoering [1997]
difficult to pin down, such as potential energy increases pro- coined the term 'solibores' to recognize the dual nature of
duced by internal waves breaking in the open ocean. Finally, the internal bores/soliton packets released from hydraulic
the net effects of mixing seem to be important factors in the controls.
dynamics of some straits, giving an immediate, local feed-
back to the large-scale flow driving the small scale processes.

Frasetto [1964] reported one of the ealiest studies of 2. Theoretical and laboratory results
small-scale processes in a strait. an examination of strong
internal waves at Gibraltar with a thermistor chain. In 1991 2.1. Analytical modelling of friction and entrainment
he told me that this was occasioned by an impending visit of Examining the effect of bottom friction on sill control,
a admiral to SACLANT to determine if the laboratory was Pratt [1986] assumed that the flow was controlled by the
doing anything useful. Frasette recalled stories of WWII bottom laver. The ratio of friction to the inertial term is
submarines using the waves to surf quietly into the Mediter- (Cdu' /h 2 )/(t'a/i) = Cdllha,, where I is the along-channel
ranean and thought studying them would appeal to NATO distance over which h2 and u change significantly. This sim-
navies, pte expression condfies intuition: bottom friction should be

Two decades later. David Farmer's acoustic images be- important in long, shallow straits but not in short, deep ones.
gan revealed fascinating details of sill flows and the mix- Accordingly, Pratt estimated CdZ/kh = 1 in the Bosphorus
ing they produced, e.g. Farmer and Denton [1985'. Using and 0.1 in Gibraltar. In his analysis bottom friction did not
calibrated acoustic backscatter and simultaneous microstruc- change the basic ideas of hydraulic control, but it did move
ture profiles through a 15-m billows in a tidal channel, Seim the control point down the lee side of the sill (relative to the
et al. [1995] demonstrated that returns came from strong barotropic flow) to where db/dtter = -Cd, with b as the
microstructure produced the acoustic images they observed bottom elevation. If the drag coefficient is too large to sat-
in 15-m billows in an inland strait. Seim [1999] extended isfy this relation, the flow cannot be hydraulically controlled
the analysis to backscatter from salinity microstructure, ex- and will be limited by friction. Friction also produces asym-
pected to dominate signals in some straits, e.g. the Bospho- metries in the interface profiles.
ras. Bormans and Garrett [1986] used e - 10's W kg-',

The primary reasons for including small-scale studies in measured in the eastern end of Gibraltar by Wesson and
experimental programs focused on straits are: 1) to estimate Gregg [1988], to infer an interfacial drag coefficient of C
how much friction retards the flow and to parm-neterize it in 10-4. They considered this as evidence of nearly inviscid
ways useful to numerical models, 2) to determine the rates flow; and hence concluded that intefacial friction is of lit-

of density change from mixing and also paramterize it, and tle importance. They also pointed out that using realistic
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cross-sections, i.e. tapercd in toward the bottom. requires a control downstream, interfacial friction shifted the virtual
thicker bottom layer for a given transport. Froude numbers control upstream, further shortening the supercritical inter-
will therefore be smaller than those estimated with stndar val.
hydraulic analyis based on rectangular cross-sections. Bot- When Winters and Seim [20003 added bottom friction the
tom friction on the sloping sides also affects interface height. average eddy viscosity did not increase, but the exchange

Examining the stability of two-layer flows with baro- changed from maximal to submaximal. When the bottom
tropic components, Lawrence [1990a, b] noted that in ad- boundary layer was an appreciable fraction of the lowerlayer
dition to considering the composite Froude number, the increased drag decreased the composite Froude number

to be much less than one nearly everywhere. Hydraulic con-
_. -- % P2 -PI , 4 , (1) trol. i.e. G- = 1, occured over such a short distance that the

gOh, ' 91h _ gph, g'•h authors doubt that the control could be found in a field ex-

where pl, uj. and k- are the density, velocity. and thickness periment. The exchange also became very asyrmmetric. The

of the upper, i = 1. and lower, i = 2. layers, it is also interface was fiat on the light side of the contraction and rose

necessary to evaluate the stability Froude number steeply and thickened rapidly on the dense side as the light
water accelerated and mixed. Most of the transport leaving

(U2 - u1 )2  the contraction toward the dense basin was in the interface.
(2) Analyzing the numerical results in terms of three layers

rather than two showed net entrainment into the interface
before understanding two-layer flows fully. When PI ex- from the faster of the bounding layers. Considering them
ceeds a critical value, depending on 91 and 4h, h./h 2 , long in terms of only two layers gave the opposite view, i.e., net
internal waves become unstable and hydraulic analysis pro- entrainment was into the faster layer from the slower. The
duces imaginary phase speeds. Lawrence also pointed out interface was not well-mixed and the density classes within
that the interface is unstable to short-wave instabilities even it moved at different speeds, and always carried mixed wa-
when F is far below critical and that mixing from these ter away from the contraction. Bounding layers that were
instabilities will produce an interface with finite thickness. supercritical anywhere lost about half of their fluid to the in-
violating the hydraulic assumptions. terface-

Gerdes et al. [2002] examined the effects of entrainment Using the same numerical code as Winters and Seim,
by adding it to the reduced gravity equations describing a Hogg et aL [2001 a] found that changing the level of turbu-
single dense layer crossing a sill beneath a thick passive up- lence produced a continuous shift from flow satisfying the
per layer. Entraining fluid from the upper layer caused the hydraulic assumptions to one dominated by viscosity. Their
lower layer to thin and accelerate, driving it toward criticality results are consistent with analytic solutions for both limits.
as does including friction [Pratt, 1986; Bormans and Gar- Fluxes and volume fluxes depend on three dimensionless pa-
rett, 1986]. This, however, is a consequence of requiring rameters: DIL. the aspect ratio, GrT a g'D3jK, the tur-
the layer to maintain the same transport. In reality, entrain- bulent Grashof number, and PrT =- K,/KP,. the turbulent
ing slow fluid and adding friction will move the layer farther Prandtl number. K, and K,, are the eddy coefficients for
from criticality, as seen below when numerical models are momentum and mass. Hogg et al. used Pr7 = 1, and the
discussed. mass flux depended on GrT(DIL)2 . By comparing reported

values of interface thickness with their calculations, they es-
2.2. Numerical models of mixing in exchange flows timated Grr(D/L)2 = I0C for the Strait of Gibraltar and

5 x 10-3 for the Bosphorus. Calculated flows matched the
Using an orthogonal curvilinear coordinate sysem to rep- hydraulic limit when GrT(D/L)2 

$: 10' and the viscous-
resent accurately flow through a contraction, Winters and advective-diffusive limit when GrT(DiL)2 A 102. Hence,
Seim [2000] numerically investigated the effects of inter- the Bosphorus is nearer the later, and Gibraltaris close to the
facial and bottom friction on an exchange flow through a former, as found analytically by Pratt [19861.
contraction. They used a Smagorinsky-type closure scheme
based on a local balance of turbulent kinetic eneryv in which Hogg et al. [2001b] considered hydraulic control in con-
dissipation and the buoyancy flux balance shear production. tinuously stratified fluids by studying the propagation of lin-
Adding interfacial friction produced shear instabilities. re- ear internal waves in the flow fields of their previous study.
solved by the fine gd, and producedlarge amounts of mixed One approach was to track waves generated mechanically
water. The exchange remained symmetric about the throat. where the stratification was greatest and then evolving with
Hydraulic controls were similar to the inviscid case, and the linear dynamics. The other approach used eigenvalue solu-
flow remained maximal. However. t) positions of the con tions from sixth-order stability theory of parallel shear flows
trols did not coalesce in the absence of a barotropic compo- to interpret the evolution of the test waves. They identified
nent to the flow, contrary to the hydraulic solution, 2) Froude two types of mode-I solutions capable of transmitting infor-
numbers were generally smaller, owing to thicker active lay- mation about baroclinic changes in the basins along the en-
ers and slower speeds. and 3) positions of the controls dif- tire channel: density modes, appearing only when viscosity
feted substantially. In, addition to moving the topographic is not zero and having eigenfunction maxima centered on the

fee susatily Ir adiint,,vn h tpg~
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peak stratification, and vorticity modes. with maxima close iWPRCRMCAL SUSMrCAL

above and below the stratification peak. Sites where mode- 1 ..
density waves have a phase velocity of zero seem analogous
to topographic controls of hydraulic theory and were found
at the contraction throat. Likewise. their zero-crossings seem VIRTA TOPOGRAPHIC

analogous to virtual controls of hydraulic theory, shifting up-
stream with increasing barotropic flow and carrying infor-
marion out from the zero-crossing. Vorticity modes evolve AMOGEST

gradually along the channel as their maxima shift vertically
and cross the stratification maximum. These transition zones _

appear to be sites of controls present in viscous flows having mt
continuous stratification. Hence, there are no analogs in in-
viscid two-layer flows. Figure 1. Schematic of two-layer flow with a barotropic

component to the right, adapted from Pawlak and Armi
2.3. Examinations of mixing mechanisms [1998]. In the lower panel the increased barotropic flow ar-

rested the upper layer, formning a stationary wedge above the
To understand better the shear instabilities generating in- rested terlayer

terfacial friction. Zhu and Lawrence 11996] analytically ex-
tended hydraulic theory by including the dynamic pressure
produced by curved streamlines over sills. In addition, they
introduced a friction slope similar to that used for one-layer a ,= .. . ,-

flows. The friction slope included a coefficient for interfacial b .
friction and another for friction at the bottom and side walls.
The stability of the flow depended on

g' ~ I2 -2-,8 de
iB = ,U) an (3)

where 3 is the thickness of the shear layer. A is wavelength,
and d is the offset between the centers of the density and
velocity interfaces. The density interface is much thinner
than the velocity interface. For d = 0, no offset, they
predicted that Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities would develop Figure 2. Schematic of the formation of vortex cores in a
when RiB < 0.07 and Holmboe instabilities would ap- spatially accelerating shear layer between the plunging flow
pear at larger Richardson numbers. Laboratory experiments and the stationary wedge and images of the structure and
confirmed their predictions, including detection of Holmboe vorticity (lower), adapted from PawIak andArmi 11998].
waves traveling in both directions. 2hu and Lawrence [2001]
followed by by using a laboratory sill flow to verify predic-
tions about the initiation of Holmboe instabilities. Srny-he and Winters [2002] used Direct Numerical Sim-

Also examining the stability of two-layer flows to small ulation to compare the evolution of Kelvin-Helmholtz and
Holmboe instabilities. As had been found previously, both,disturbances. fawlak and Arm! [!996] did a linear analy-

aistrbaces Pawak nd nnz 199] dd a iner aaly instabilities generated highly efficient mixing prior to their
"sis of inviscid flow having tanh velocity and density profiles trnstitions tuenet Theh eo oet iinstbiities, thow-with different relative thickness and with boundaries a, vary- transitions to turbulence. The H01mnboe instabilities, how-
inth distances. Because shear increases downastream when ever, had slower growth rates but sustained efficient mix-
inZitne.Bcueser nrae ontemwe ing longer than the Kelvin-Henllholtz instabilities. Conse-

there is a barotropic component of the flow. RiB is low- en y the net mngw cm le inbthileading toest owntrem. elvn-H~mhttz nstbiltie wee fund quently, the net mixing was comparable in both, leading to
est downstreamr, Kelvin-H-elmholtz instabilities were found tecnlso htHibeisaiiismyb motnthe conclusion that Hoimboe instabilities may be important
downstream in their laboratory experiments. Holmboe in-
stabilities were found upstream, where RBi was larger. sources of mixing in natural flows.

A strong barotropic component to a two-layCr exchange
can arrest the upper layer to form a stationary wedge (Fig. 1). 3. Field Observations
Pawlak and Armi [1998] studied the development of modi- 3.1. The Gibraltar Experiment, 19S5-86
fled Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities in the spatially acceler-
ating shear layer beneath an arrested wedge. They found The Gibraltar Experiment, 1985-86, was probably the
a new finite-amolitude mechanism in which the core of the first large experiment in a strait, and included the first mi-
rowing vortex progressively rises above the shear layer that crostructure observations reported from any strait. Although

created it(Fig. 2). Pawlak and Armi suggest that this mech- Gibraltar is one of the straits in which friction is believed to
anism transfers vorticity and mass into the wedge from the be relatively unimportant, abundant discrepancies from the
swift flow below it. hydraulic assumptions were found. In particular
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The interface was thick and carried about half the hrr_

transport leaving the strait [Bray el aL. 19951. .

" Flow separated from the north shore [Farmer and "'•- • ,
Armi, 1988). •- -••• -" " =

" Turbulence was intense throughout the strait [Wesson - 7,

and Gregg. 1988]. It peaked over and immediately • . .... . .. ..
west of Camarinal sitl (Tbl. 1), the result of interface -. ... , •
instabilities that grew into 25-75 m billows (Fig. 3). A
somewhat smaller peak occured south of Tarifa, where
solibore mixing was strongest. 17
Evolution of the 9S relation in the region of strong 1 - -] .. • ,

_4W0 0 460

mixing just west of Camarinal showed that the flow W (=n

was not two-dimensional [Wesson and Gregg, 1994].
Figure 4. Plunging flow over the Knight Inlet sill during
ebb tide [FarmerandArmi, 1999b]. Isopycnals are thin solid

Table 1. Average diapycnal diffusivities. in m2 s-1 over and lines and flow vectors are arrows. The sawtooth is the CTD

near Camarinal Sill in the Strait of Gibraltar [Wesson and path.
Gregg, 1994). The density classes correspond the the in-
coming Atlantic water, the interface, and the Mediterranean
water. Deepest profiles went to 250 m. Only one profile pen- images show small instabilities developing on the interface
etrated the descending plume of Mediterranean water west of as the ebb flow accelerates, similar to those found at Gibral-
the sill. tar They identify this with the vortex formation mechanism

Density West Over East of discovered by Pawlak and Armi [1998] and argue that this

Range of Sill Sill Sill mixing entrains water out of the fast flow into a steadily

a4 < 27 1.7 x 10-' 2.1 X 10-5 2.7 x 10-3 growing, weakly-stratified, stagnant wedge. Owing to its

27 < ae < 29 2.3 x 10-' 1.2 x 10•2 6.2 x 10-4 increasing density, the wedge eventually descends to sup-

29 <•ce 2.9 x 10-1 9.2 x 10-3 2.2 x 10-2 press the flow separating at the sill crest, thereby initiating
a strong down-slope flow. Farmer and Armi argue that the
down-slope flow on the seaward side of the Knight Inlet sill
is dynamically similar to severe down-slope winds occasion-
ally experienced on mountain lee sides.

Subsurface Lagrangian floats tracked by D'Asaro and
10 Lien [2000) provided a novel way of observing sill flow. Ca-

pable of being ballasted to I gram, the floats can track verti-
2 " cal water velocities to '--0.01 m s-1 [D'Asaro et al., 1996).
E All floats passing over the sill during flood tide were de-

" -flected south (Fig. 5), consistent, with the velocities in the

20 cammi.'O Si- previous figure, and some of them responded to hydraulic
jumps.

V44 When examined in a Lagrangian framework, float mo-
z tions sort naturally into internal waves, w < NV, and turbu-

Distance / kmn lence, w > N. The Lagrangian forms for internal wave ve-
locity spectra are oc w'- for u and v and wO for w. All cut off
sharply at w = N. Taking wo as the overturning frequency

Figure 3. Huge billows over the lee side of Camarinal sill of energy-containing scales of turbulence, LaVrangian spec-

in the Strait of Gibraltar during ebb tide (Wesson and Gregg. tra for homogenous isotropic turbulence are flat for w < wo
19941. and oc w-- in the inertial subrange, which corresponds to

w > 2wo. In stratified fluids Buoyancy, or Ozmidov, scaling
3.2.Knight Inlet Experiment, 1995 gives wo : N.

For w < N observed spectra are consistent with internal

Farmer and Armi [1999a] and Farmer and Armi (1999b] wave dynamics. For example, in Figure 6 compare W, the
used acoustic images. ADCP profiles, and closely-spaced average observed vertical spectrum for w < N, with Wi,
CTD tow-yos to examine the formation of a stagnant wedge calculated from the average u and v spectra and the linear
over the seaward face of the sill during ebb tide (Fig. 4). The internal wave equations.
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- •a box survey across the Knight Inlet sill crest and landward
slope during flood tide. Using a depth-cycling towed CTD,
SWIMS, provided tightly spaced density profiles to comple-

/ "\ ment the resoluton of a broadband ADCP Although the flow
0 :.was nearly barotropic over the sill crest, downstream the up-

inlet flow bifrucated into a shallow surface jet and a den-
sity current that was channeled toward the south wall by the

Z bathymetry (Fig. 7). At mid-depth only a narrow column

,---..1.0

1.
-3W * AC-tow 0 1= ýCi . 1,1 11

East Distance/rn tl I I

Figure 5. Tracks of Lagrangian floats released upstream of ,O , I t
the Knight Inlet sill during flood tide [D'Asaro and Lien, 0
20001.

10. Figure 7. Flood tide over the Knight Inlet sill [Klymak and
10 I X:•..KNIHT m,•strr u.=• sn.L, • Gregg, 2001 a]. Flood tide over the Knight Inlet sill EKlymak

S .and Gregg, 2001 a) showing strong recirculation cells on the
Z .0. lee side.

• ." ..... ... flowed up-inlet. connecting the two jets. On either side were
t wo large, rapidly recirculating dipole vortices. Their trans-

6 !00 port was 25% of the tidal flux. Klymak and Greg inferred
..that the eddieswere generated by flow separating from head-"""' ""'"" 11L•: lands at the sill crest. Because Knight Inlet has been used as

" ". . an example of two-dimensional flow. the overall conclusion
o0"t . is that three-dimensionality should be assumed until proven

othBawsed

F" " otherBased on SWIMS runs along the Knight Inlet channel,
.................-.... Kymak and Gregg [2001b] examined the large-scale re-

10": 10" o IN 10: 10 sponse of flow over the sill to the half-daily tidal cycle and
used the two-dimensional Hallberg [2000] isopycnal model
to examine the importance of dynamical elements affecting

Figure 6. Spectra of float velocity plotted as individual the flow. Both flood and ebb tides form large lee waves,
points [D'Asaro and Lien, 2000]. Shading shows 95% con- out the lee wave forms early during flood and late during
fidence limits, ebb. They found that upstream influence, the mean density

contrast across the sill, and the pool of salty water trapped
on the seaward side are crucial to the dynamics. They con-

When turbulence is to weak to to produce overturns larger cluded that the density contrast and pool of trapped seawater
than I m, the height of the float, all spectra cut off sharply delay formation of the lee wave during ebb tide. In partic-
at N. This was found in low-energy regions of Knight ular. the trapped pool acts as a 'virtual bottom' for the tidal
Inlet. However, when overturns exceed I m all spectra ex- flow, much as the cap of very light brackish water acts of a
tend past w = N and follow the Lagrang'an turbulent form. 'virtual surface' in the fjord. General consequences are I)
Their magnitude gves estimates of e. This was found in studying a small pan of the sill regime before understanding
high-energy regions of Knight Inlet, e.g. just landward of these large-scale factors can lead to misleading or incorrect
the sill during strong flood, conclusions, and 2) the classification scheme for sill flows

In response to the evidence for three-dimensional flow on based on Nh/u [Baines, 1995] is incomplete because it does
the lee side of Camarinal sill, Klymak and Gregg [2001a] ran not include mean gradients across the sill.
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3.3. Other straits (19993 and Gregg and Ozsoy [20023 verified hydraulic con-
trot of the dense outflow over the crest of the pre-Bosphorus

The roster of important straits is not confined to those at channel and found probable controls over the shallowest part
the surface. Poi'n et aL. [19963 found intense mixing in a of the strait, near its southern entrance. They, however, failed
rise within the Romanche fracture zone. at depths of 4500 m to locate a hydraulic control in or south of the Contraction,
(Fig. 8). Spread over a distance of 100 kin, the compli- which had been considered the principal control of the cx-
cated bathymetry includes the principal sill followed by a change flow. They concluded that friction is most likely the
constriction and two smaller sills. In some profiles dissipa-
tion rates are elevated above background over 500 mn in the primary regulator of the flow, perhaps aided by overturning,
vertiocrates andrise eltedabo e 10- aWkgextraodn ar le ls for e at the bend south of the Contraction. This is consistent withvertical and rise to 10-6 W kg-'. extraordinary levels for cocuinofHg a.(20a]bsdnthrnmecl

thos deths prducng n aerag dip a difusvit of conclusions of Hogg et aL [2001al based on their numerical
those depthsK producing an average diapycnal diffusivity of analysis of generalized exchange flows through contractions.
K, = 1.5 x 10-1 ml s-1. The pattern and K, resemble Examining details of flow in the Bosphorus illustrates
Gibraltar-, e is 4-5 decades smaller, but the stratification is C
much weaker. This mixing plays a very important role in how much some regimes depart from the hydraulic assump-

large-scale dynamics because 1.0 x 106 m3 s-1 of Antarctic tions [Gregg and Ozsoy. 20023. Specifically, 1) Owing to

Bottom water pass through the fracture zone. the channel shape, the lower layer transits in about half the
time taken by the upper layer;, 2) Many bends and points
along the channel cause the flow to separate from the sides.

S3)Much of the exchange flowcrossesthesouthernsion
_ opposite sides of the channel, the upper layer flowing along

2 -T------------ --.- ------------ the Asian coast and the lower layer along the European side.
L This is a consequence of 60 bends north and south of the

"a •- sill. 4) The lower layer was strongly stratified as it enters the
strait. During our measurements the upper layer entered as

a homogenous surface mixed layer and its strongly stratified
35.1 .= • - base. Both contained entrained some of the opposing out-

C, flows. In a similar vein, Ozsoy et aL [2001] examine details

b 6 00o 90 ic m of the Bosphorus outflow through the pre-Bosphorus channel
A & aft dW and down the shelf and compare the results with a reduced-

gravity model. Owing to the thinness of the outflow, its path
Figure 8. Dissipation rates, plotted as 1og 1o(e/W kg-1), and mixing are responsive to details in the bathymetry.
through the Romanche fracture zone [Poizin etral., 1996]. Working in the Strait of Juan de Fuca. Stanisfield et a!.
Flow was left to right, and the vertical reference lines for [2001] examined Thorpe's technique for estimating over-
log,( e are -10. Peak dissipation rates are 10-6 W kg-'. turns by comparing shipboard CTD data with dissipation

measurements from a microstructure profiler. Although it
Tacoma Narrows is a strait connecting the main and is primarily an investigation of the technique, it illustrates

southern basins of Puget Sound. Currents exceed 1.5 m s-1 a useful means for estimating mixing in straits where swell
through the channel, which is 10 km long and 40 m deep. is small or moderate and CTDs fall with less heaving than
During flood and ebb strongly stratified flows entering the in the open ocean. Average rms overturning lengths were
Narrows are homogenized before leaving. Initially assuming 0.77 m in February and 0.45 m in August of 1998. The for-
that the homogenization was produced by upward growth of mer corresponded to K,, = 5 x 10-1 m2 s-1 and the latter
the bottom boundary layer, Seim and Gregg [19971 noticed to K,, = 2 x 10-4 m2 s-1. These are markedly smaller than
that the boundary layer did not thicken rapidly enough to estimates of K., t 2 x 10- M2 s-1 estimated for the ver-
do this. Moreover, during both tides the homogenization tical viscosity by Ott and Garrett [1998], who assumed that
occured rapidly downstream of a 500 near the longitudinal internal friction balances the along-strait pressure gradient.
midpoint. They concluded that the strong cross-channel cir-
culation resulting from rounding the bends was overturning 4. Solibores
the water column.

Providing the only link between the Black Sea and the During the Gibraltar Experiment extensive efforts were
ocean, the Bosphorus is 30 km long. 34-100 m deep and made to track the wave trains, orsolibores, that were released
0.75-3 kin wide. The narrowest place, known as the Contrac- at the sill as the outflow slackened and then propagated east-
tion. ends in a 60 bend. Currents often exceed 1.5 m s-1. ward through the strait and out into the Mediterranean. Op-
The dense outflow leaves the Bosphorus into the pre-Bosphorus erating an airborne synthetic aperture radar (SAR) Richez
channel, a narrow grove cut into the Black Sea shelf (Di Io- [19942 flew repeated passes along the strait, while Watson
rio and Ytice, 19991. and Robinson [1990] used an x-band radar sited on the Rock

Taking acoustic images and tightly-spaced density and to follow waves through the eastern end of the strait. The
ADCP profiles when the flow was quasi-steady, Gregg et aL waves arrived at Gibraltar 4 to 9 hours after high water, de-
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pending on the current in the upper layer. Their phase speeds tainity was large enough that nonlinear behavior of the waves
depended on direction and water depth, causing the wave could not verified, in spite of their large amplitude.
fronts to diverge (Fig. 9). Brand et at. [1996] simulated the generation, release. and

Watson and Robinson approximated the dispersion rela- propagation of the Gibraltar solibore using a two-dimensional
tion as c, = U, - k + (g9h1)i/a to obtain c•I = Ulk + model using nonlinear primitive Boussineso equations for
(gh 1)1'2, the phase speed in the direction of the current, two layers which include horizontal diffusion and vertical
and e2 = (&'h )1/2. the phase speed perpendicular to the shear stresses at the interface and bottom. Changing the
current. Then they evaluated the hydraulic state with value of a parameter allowed runs with both the hydro-

static and the weakly non-hydrostatic approximations. The
= ( -Cp2 (4) model's seafloor was taken from the realistic bathymetryF 21 = U_.1 2 ;ýal--t- (at ym)r

_o'hi \ C } along the axis of the strait. When initialized with realistic
densities and interface heights, the model was tested against

Using their best estimates of ej = 1.85 = s-1 and C.2 = the exchange-flow model of Helfrich [1995].
0.5 m s-I yields F,2 = 7.3, indicating strongly supercritical
flow in the east end. They caution, however, that c. may (a) Interface 3
be an underestimate, but cp2 > 0.95 would be needed forInefc

• - 0 2M -subcritical flow. TdalR~to,
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matching the dissipation they produce. They assume two thetic aperature radar images from the ERS 1/2 satellites, J.
homogenous layers separated by a thin interface, and inter- Phys. Oceanogr., 27,64S-663, 1997.
face displacements, d. that are less than hl. Continuity in Bray, N., 3. Ochoa, and T. Kinder, The role of the interface in ex-
the upper and lower layers is used to derive -iB as a func- change through the Strait of Gibraltar. J. Geophys. Res., 100.

tion of d- RiB falls below 1/4 when d > 2(hih l )1/ 2. Adding 10,755-10,776, 1995.
stratification in the upper layer changes the critical displace- Cummins, P., and M. iU. Comment on 'energetics of borelike inter-
smeatication in82 theupperlyrchne the critical displacement n - nal waves' by Frank S. Henyey and Antje Hoering, J. Geophys.
merit to i.82hu. After the critical displacement has been ex- Res.. 103. 3339-3341, 1998.
ceededs mixing is assumed to thicken the interface until ei- D'Asaro, E., and R.-C. Lien, Lagrangian measurements of waves
becomes subcritical, allowing for hystersis. The rate of en- and turbulence in stratified flows, J. Phys. Oceanogr., 30, 641-
ergy lost via the mixing gives the solibore decay rate. 655,2000.

Henyey and Hoering (19971 modeled solibore energetics D'Asaro, E., D. Farmer, J. Osse, and G. Dairiki, A Lagrangian float,
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Dynamics of a dense water vein along the Strait of Sicily
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Abstract. Hydrographic and current meter data, gathered in different periods in
the Strait of Sicily and in the southern Tyrrhenian Sea, allow the outflow
characteristics from the eastern towards the western Mediterranean Basin to be
analyzed. The evolution through the Strait of a deep vein of dense water from
the Eastern Mediterranean is described, together with the dynamic interaction
with overlying MAW and LIW layers. Taking into account the dynamic
influence of the two overlying currents, and in particular their friction and
mixing, this model explain the path of this deep flow and enables estimates of
entrainment and bottom friction to be made.

Introduction The water masses present in the region are

characterized by a surface eastward flow of Modified
The Strait of Sicily (Figure 1) connects the eastern Atlantic Water (MAW) in the upper 200 m, over

and the western Mediterranean basins. It has a which a westward flow of Levantine Intermediate
minimum width of about 150 km and a length of Water (LIW) crosses the Strait before entering the
about 600 km. At its western boundary is the rather Tyrrhenian Sea. Recently, a vein with a slightly
irregular Sicilian shelf, while eastward there is the different characteristics has been observed
Tunisian plateaux and the Malta bank. Two sill (Sparnocchia et al., 1999). This water, less salty and
systems delimit the Strait: in the western part two colder than LIW, is a mixing between LIW and
passages, deep respectively 430 and 365 m, connect Eastern Mediterranean Deep Water (EMDW).
the Strait with the western Mediterranean Basin; in
the eastern side the connection with the Ionian sea is The observations
south of Malta Bank, across a sill 560 m deep. The
central region, the real deep part of the Strait, is 50- The observations made during the 1990's (Astraldi
100 km wide and 700-900 m deep with some et al., 2002) indicate the presence of a quasi-steady
trenches even reaching 1800 m. current flowing westward directly over the bottom of

Strait ofSicilyRegion the Strait. It consists of a dense vein of EMNDW,
which is able to cross the Malta sill, flows along the
deep region of the Strait and finally outflows

. .westward into the western basin. The bold line of
Figure I clearly indicates how the vein moves

". 9' ',~through the Strait along the Sicilian shelf break
Stowards the Tyrrhenian Sea.

~\ ,~,,At section I (Figure 2) the vein is characterised by
S•��..U • a o. - 29.16 and, at its lowest depth (section V),

- (, reaches a density of- 29.14. A subsequent decrease
•;;i-• ?' is found in section VII with a. - 29.11. Due to its

.... . ',,.r - high density, when it reaches the Western
Mediterranean Basin it sinks, finding its neutral
buoyancy at a depth of about 1500-1800 m (Section

Figure 1& Genera map of Strait of Sici~y Dots represent X of Figure 1). In each of the observational periods,
the locations of the hydrographic stations (sections which covered different year and seasons, the
indicated by roman numerals). geometric properties of the current (height (h), width
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(W). section area (A ), path) showed only minor (section V) as the site where the most noticeable
variations (Astraldi et aL., 2002). changes in the vein properties and the most

significant dynamics effects take place.

MAT ER 2 cruise (January 1997) The stream-tube model

i~j~ KThe classical streamitube model (Smith 1975), was
IP 1 generalized by taking into account the effects of

moving upper layers, LIW and MAW. to evaluate the

0 20 0 - Aimportance of Bernoulli suction (Baringer and Price
1997; Lane-Serif et a[i., 2000), and, more specifically,

0 2) 4b

0_40

0 40 40 60

Figure 2. Isopycnal cross-sections. In each section
interfaces between surface (MAW)D, intermediate (11W), Fire.(aSceacrpesntonolyrs(b
and deep (EMDW) layers are indicated.Fiue3 (aScmtcrpesntonflyr.(b

Coordinate sy'stem of the streamatube model.

The stable behaviour of the vein allows us to of the influence of MAW-LIW, entrainment stress on
identify the main mechanisms responsible for its the along channel pressure gradients, that finally push
evolution and point to the westward sill regio t Z epvi truhtewetr il

MASS CONSERV'AflON EQU7CA2O: .(u-EU-v

cROsi-SnEkA,-OMEPV7TUMSQVA 77ON: jvu -'V,). g'%T +b.
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where U and V1.2 are the along-stream velocity
components, E', E* entrainment parameters and K 4 a)

drag coefficient. b is the bottom depth, while A, W 4 .
and h are the geometric characteristics of the vein
(Figure 3) *..

The diagnostic analysis of the alongstream -3 . ..
momentum equation shows (Figure 4) that the kinetic 0 50 00 15 20 300 3 400 40 500

energy reaches a maximum at the western sill
(section V'). Taking this western sill as a reference, b)

the potential energy has negative values both east and o.t..

west of the sill.
IV V VI!2 1 - • - . i... i . ... .. i i , i •

S0 50 100 150 200 250 3W. 350 400 4..0 .

""---- . DsiM e (kin)

" .. /Figure 5. (a) Stress components; (b) alongstrearn

""derivative terms (continuous line) and their resultant,

SO 100 150 2 0 300 3 0 450 $0 namely the stress terms (dotted line).
Ds•,xee (kn

•f, , evidence the presence of a quasi-steady current

"*'0 50 100 150 200 5030 350 40 45oe soc flowing westward directly over the bottom of the
. strait. We focused our attention especially on the

Figure 4. Alongstream momentum balance: (a) available peculiarities of the interface slope of the vein
energy; (b) atongstream derivative of the previous terms, immediately upstream of the s•il, and on evaluating

Further east (Sec. I - IV) the elementary the relative importance of stresses (bottom and
mechanism moving the vein towards the sill consists entrainment), atongflow pressure gradients and
of the upper layer pressure gradients, that are able to Bernoulli aspiration. The results, obtained by
raise the vein from 800 to 300 m depth, thus applying the previous generalisation of the Smith

increasing both the potential energy€ and the kinetic streamtube model, allows to state that in the presence
energy t4 their highest values. Subsequently, we of a multi-layer system and when there is a

observe that a decrease of potential energy does not considerable velocity, difference between the two
correspond to any kinetic energy increase (Sec. VI - layers immediately over the vein, the dynamics of
VII). This underlines the important role played by these layers can have a very important effect on the
stresses downstream of the western sill towards the vein and therefore it has to be taken into account.

Tyrrhenian Sea.
While the entrainment stress between LIW and References

EMDW has a relatively negligible dynamical effect
(Figure 5a), the MAW-LIW stress (dotted line) has Astrabdi M., G.P. Gasparini, L. Gervasio and E. Saeusbi
the same importance as bottom stress (dashed line), (2002): Dense Water Dynamics along the Strait of
deeply influencing the resulting total stress and Sicily.alw. Ptys. Ocean., in press.
allowing a consider- able uplift of EM quW in the sill Baringer M. and . Price (1997): Momentum and energy

region. balance of the Mediterranean outflow. J. Phys. Ocean.,
The satisfactorye balance between atongstream 27, 1678-t692.

momentum gradients and total stresses, as estimated Lane-Serf G.F., D.A. Smeed and C.R. Postlethwaite
from the experiments data, is clearly evident in (2000): Multi-layer hydraulic exchange flows. .. Fluid

Figure 5b. Mech., 416, 269-296.Smith P. (1975): A streamtube model for bottom boundary.

currents in the ocean. Deep Sea Res., 22, 853-873.
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Analysis of in-situ observations in the Strait of Gibraltar
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Abstract. During the EU-project CANIGO intensive ship-board observations
were carried out in April 1996 and October 1997 in order to observe the spatial
and temporal variability of the flow, of the internal bore and of the water mass
structure in the Strait of Gibraltar. An inverse model for the current and interface-
fluctuations was developed to remove tidal currents from the measurement and
to calculate the volume transport for the in and outflow seperately. In addition
traveltime measurements across the strait have been analysed to test the suitability
of acoustical instruments for a longterm monitoring of the exchange through the
strait.

Introduction The mean flow can be approximately described with a
system of three layers. The upper one is formed by the in.

The Strait of Gibraltar is the choke point for the water flowing fresh Atlantic Water and the lower one by the out-
mass exchange between the Atlantic Ocean and the Mediter- flowing salty Mediterranean Water. In between is a region
reanean Sea. Accurate observations of the mass, salt. and of high shear in flow, temperature, and salinity. However,
heat transports in the strait provide important integral infor- it is quite common to describe the flow through the Strait
mation about the processes in the interior of the Mediter- of Gibraltar with a two-layer model, where the strong shear
ranean basin. Also the outflow of Mediterranean Water has zone (intermediate layer) is neglected
significant influence on the water mass properties and the
circulation of the North Atlantic.

The Strait of Gibraltar is a complicated environment with
strong tidal currents, large horizontal and vertical shears, in- During CANIGO, intensive oceanographic measurements
ternal bores. and hydraulically controlled flow which con- were carried out focusing on the monitoring of the cur-
tribute to the difficulty in studying this area. rents and the depth of the interface between Atlantic and

Mediterranean water. The scientific goal of these measure-
ments was to determine the volume transport through the
Strait of Gibraltar (Baschek et aL, 2001), to obtain a bet-

36"O' i ter understahiding of the dynamics and temporal changes of

the exchange processes between the Atlantic and Mediter-
ranean Sea. and to design future observing systems (Send

and Baschek, 2001).
SThe eastern entrance of the strait (Algeciras-Ceuta sec-

tion) was intensively observed during two cruises in April
1996 and September 1997. Here, the interface fluctuations

-~ are much smaller than at the Camarinal Sill, therefore con-
tributing significantly less to the volume transport.

WO Fig=ue 2 shows a mean of the quasi-synoptic ADCP sec-
tions at the eastern entrnce, over the depth range covered

_by the vmADC?. The typical currents here (+20cms'-

6*-0o 5o sol S*4 4 to +lOOcrns-', and -80cms- t to ±40cms-O for up-
per/lower layers) are not as extreme as at the sill, but the

Figure 1. Topography of the Strait of Gibraltar, showing the posi- resolved shears are comparable (up to 0.034 s-' in the ver-
tion of the acoustical inst ents TI, 2 and the apath between tical and 9.3 10- s- in the horizontal). One sequence of

them (dashed line). ADCP sections are shown as solid lines and vmAkDCP sections over a tidal cycle is available from spring
CMD stations at the eastern entrance as dots. and one from fall. Although there are some differences be-
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Figure 2. A pproxirnaic tidal-mean along-strait current [ems-•] 600

through the eastern entrance of the Strait of Gibraltar from 0
vm D Psections.

4{•, 00

, N3556N 35'55NN 36=00 3'N 302N 304NN

FiF-rure 4. Measured mean along-strait current n s-e] at the east-
"v C era section. Tides were removed by the inverse model. The dots

S1soi • represent moored rotor-current-meters and some ray paths of the
Sm- . acoustic transmission are shown.

S-• the theory these two possible states are related to maximal
mu :•, and subrmaximal exchange (L Armi and 1). Farmer. 1986,

D. Farmer and L. Armi, 1986). limeseries of the composite
Figure 3. Obsevation of an inter"nat bore (April 1996) near Carnari- Froude number were estimated from simultaneous vmADCP
hal Si~ll The given time is relative to high water, in Tarifa. Sbhaded: and CTD measurements at the eastern entrance of the Strait
Vertical currrent terns-• (vmADCP). Lines: Isohalines (CTD). in spring (spring and neap tides) and in fall.

Bole6 lineW is=. theOZ 34-soalne

Boldlin isthe37.-ishatne.These estimates, as well as the observed qualitative tilt of
the interface in along-strait direction, are consistent with hy-

tween these two tidal averages, we only show the total aver- draulically controlted flow and maximal exchange in April
age from both seasons. 1996. Corresponding conditions were not observed in Octo-

Another set of intensive observations was dedicated to the bleinternal bore, which is released at the Camarinal Sill when flows of smaller amplitudes.

the outftowing tide weakens and the water is pushed from
the Atlantic back into the Strait of Gibraltar The measure- Inverse model
ments of the internal bore at various locations in the strait
with rapid CTh yoyos and vmADCP data allowed us to oS - Inverse modeling provides a tool to combine long time-
Vervecthe evolution of the bore while it propagates towards si i ro (pring wthips-board observations provid-

Bllintoi the seriesfrom oorius wit

the east Mediterranean Sea. It is a dominant but intg high spatial resolution, which allows it to extract the
ver short-lived feature, and it is not clear whether it is of temporal as weli as the spatial information from the mea-
importance for processes of larger scalt . Figure 3 shows an surements. This means that also the locations with an insuf-
observation of the bore at the Camarinal Sill. Before the bore ficiet temporal sampling (where averages would normally
reaches the location of measurement, the current has neaery be aliased by tides) can be taken into account and comple-
no vertlaert a tical velocities are negebie and the mented with information from adjacent loations.

37m--isohaline, which roughly represents the location of the All data, which were measured at the eastern entrance of
interface between Atlantic and Mediterranean water at the the Strait, were sorted into a grid of 16 horizontal and 29
sill, lies in about 30 m depth. The arrival of the bore is in- vertical boxes. The distance between the boxeseis approxi-
dicated by a sudden lowering of the interface by about 150 mate' y 1 km in the horizontal and 20-50ce in the vercal. To
mr. This is accompanied by a strong increase of the vertical reduce the amount of data. 2-hour mean values were taken
shear (values up to 0.035 sla were observed) with gr3 -osnt before they were sorted into the boxes, yielding a total of
in the upper layer of up to 150 em s-f and in the lower layer approximately 135,000 data.

of up to -80 tm s-. Alt this happens within minutes and is To calculate the mean flow (Figure 4). the model was

associated with extreme vertical currents reaching values of used to remove the tidal currents from the measurements.
.450 whc r-s c The mean currents of the residuals was calctlated for every,

It is still not clear whether the flow through the Strait model box. The spatial gaps due to empty boxes were filled
of Gibraltar is hydraulically conastroled or not, or if it may by using an objective analysis.

flip from one state to the other (C. Garret er aL, 1990). In A similar model has been used for the movement of the
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Figure S. Relation between the interface definition (isohaline) and ac
the calculated volume transport of the upper layer (solid) and lower
layer (dashed).

interface at the eastern entrance. , which was used in corn- 3o0Pr 1 2 3 May 4 May sMay S 7 May

bination with the inverse model for the current speed to cal-
culate the volume transports in both layers. The estimate of Figure 6. Longstrait current measured with the TI-T2 transceivers
the upper and lower layer volume transports depends on the (solid line) compared with the sum of the model current and the

choice of the separating isohaline. When for example the Iongte- fluctaons from mooring data (dashed line).
chosen isohaline lies somewhere in the upper layer, the area
of the cross section used for the upper-layer calculations is

117 118 119 120 121 122 U2:14 122 12 1?M 27 3 IC
smaller than it should be and hence also the estimated upper- o0
layer transport is too small. The relationship between the
separating isohaline and the volume transport for both layers ,
is shown in Figure 5. The isohaline for which the transport is E loo ICA

maximal (S = 38.1) is taken as interface definition yielding
a volume transport of 0.81 ± 0.07Sv for the upper layer and
-0.76 L 0.07Sv for the lower layer. 0 .. .. .1 . 0. I

28~-~l~oa~0217Ci..IS
117' 1* '119 1020 '121 122 M2 124 125 128 127 128 1a 120 1I"

Acoustic measurement

In the Strait of Gibraltar tomographic transceivers were 142

deployed at locations TI. T2 (Figure 1) measuring the two- 1310

way traveltime of sound for the acoustic path in between the
instruments. 2M

13
The difference in traveltime (t•T"' 2 - tT2T") is a direct 1 1t00 20024 m 0 22:02: 1 0 04.00

measure of the flow along and parallel to the raypath while Th,,nDef

the traveltime sum (tT•T2 + t7-aT,) is a measure for the Figure 7. Temperature at the center of the eastern entrance Up-
sound-speed. which mostly depends on temperature. per panel: CT masurement. Uower panel: Calculation from the

Assuming that the current across the strait is negligable, raveltime sum.

lower layer current can be calculated using the traveltime
differences of the deepest ray (Figure 4), which is sampling
only the layer of Mediterranean Water. The lower layer cur- From the traveltime sums temperature and salinity sec-
rent is shown in Figure 6 together with the model current tions were estimated. Nonlinear effects on the raypath of the
integrted along the raypath. Since the inverse mode! cannot .2 rays (Figure 4) had to be taken into account to obtain
describe longterm variability, it has been calculated from the meaningful results. An comparison with 14 repeated CTD
current meter moorings and added to the model current. It casts at the center of the eastern entrance is shown in Fig-
was found, that 98% of the lower layer tidal transpor vari- ure 7. For this also the slope of the interface along the strait
ance was resolved by the acoustic measurement (Send er al., (which was calculated from the acoustic data) and the differ-
2001). ent amplitudes of the M2 tide between the eastern entrance

The small differences between the measured and the mod- and the TI-T2 section had to be considered.
elled currents are mainly of tidal effects, which can be a con- Fig=e 8 shows the 38. 1-isohaline depth at the center of
sequence of different phases and amplitudes between the TI- the TI -T2 section for the whole period of the acoustic mea-
T2 section and the eastern entrance (Candela er aL, 1990) surements. It shows variations of --50 m at a semidiumal
where the model was calculated- period and remarkably strong longerm variations of about
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- 60 Garrett, C., M. Bormans, and K. Thompson, Is the exchange
Lthrough the Strait of Gibraltar maximal or submaximal?, in The

phvsical oceanography of sea straits, edited by LJ. Pratt, pp.
,00i 271-294, Kluwer Academic Publishers. Dordrecht, 1990.

2120 Send, U, B. Baschek. Intensive ship-board observations of the flow
S0trough the Strait of Gibraltar, J. Geophys. Res., 106 (C12),

ISO 31,017-31,032,2001.
Send. U.. P. Worcester, B. D. Cornuelle. C 0. .Tnemann and B.

: Baschek. Integral measurements of mass transport and heat con-
5 2.r 2• Ar 1• 3 , stent in the strait of Gibraltar firom acoustic transmission, subrmit-

ted to Deep-Sea Research, 2001.

Figure 8. Depth of the interface at the center of the T1-T2 section Tom Avsic, Uwe Send, Institut fiUr Meereskunde, Dtisternbrooker

(solid line). The dashed line shows the 2day lowpass filtered data. Weg 20, 24105 Kiel, Germany. (e-mail: tavsic@ifm.uni-
kieLde. usend@ifm.uni-kiel.de)

Burkard Baschek, Institute of Ocean Sciences, P.O. Box

±20 m. With this method the interface depth can be deter- 6000, Sidney, BC, V8L 4B2 Canada. (e-mail: burkard@uvic.ca)
mined within 10 to 20% (deDending on the interface defi-
nition). Most of the error is due to small scale variations
seen in the CTD profiles, whereas the tomography is an inte- This pren, t ,,N&s prepared wih AGU's ATEX macros v5.01, with the
gal technique measuring integrated properities of the water. extension package 'AGU++ by P. W Dal- version 1.6b from t999/08/t9.

Therefor the error in the longterm variability is expected to
be less than 20%.

The work on the acoustic data was motivated to test the
feasibility of installing a quasi-permanent, real-time, shore-
based observing system. The results show that tomography
is a suitable tool for observing fluctuations in the Strait of
Gibraltar.

Summary

Intensive ship-board observations from two cruises in the
Strait of Gibraltar were caried out and were complemented
with moorings in that region, yielding to new views of the
joint spatio-temporal structures of the flow and stratification
fields. All these data were combined with an inverse model
to describe the flow and the depth of the interface as a func-
tion of space and time. Additionally a test with acoustical
transceiver was carried out to determine their suitability of
monitoring the Strait of Gibraltar, showing the important re-
sults of measuring the lower layer flow and interface depth.

Acknowledgments. This work was funded through the EC
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by J.Candela, R.Limeburner, J.G.Lafuente, and I-.Bryden.
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The hydraulics of downslope flows in rotating stratified environments

Peter G. Baines

CSIRO Atmospheric Research, Aspendale, VIC3 195 - Australia

Abstract. This paper explores the dynamics of two-dimensional gravity currents
flowing down slopes in a rotating stratified environment, in a manner
representative of dense flows exiting from oceanic straits. Hydraulic-type
equations for downflows with entrainment and detrainment are given, and
solution regimes are described for ranges of the relevant parameters: slope angle
8, drag coefficient CD, and the frequency ratio parameter R = N 2 tan 8/f 2 ,
where N andfare the buoyancy and Coriolis frequencies respectively. In
general, for initially supercritical downslope flows into stratified environments,
the effect of rotation tends to make the flow subcritical, and under certain
conditions a transition across the critical state may require a hydraulic jump.
Entrainment into the downflow may cause similar effects.

Introduction observed oceanic downflows? This paper describes
initial steps to address this question, by extending the

Flows of dense fluid exiting from straits are model described in Baines (2001) to rotating systems.
controlling factors in deep circulations in many ocean This model is necessarily simplistic, and is
basins. These flows are driven down slopes by intended to illuminate important processes affecting
buoyancy and have the character of deep gravity such flows as the Mediterranean outflow
currents, influenced by bottom topography and drag,
mixing and entrainment, and the Coriolis force. In Model Equations
some situations the flow emanating from the strait is
supercritical (in the hydraulic sense), in that events We consider a plane slope at angle _ to the
downstream do not influence conditions at the strait, horizontal, with coordinates s downslope; r normal toas at Gibraltar. In other locations the flow issubcritical, and the nature of the downflow affects it, y alongslope and z vertically upward. The model
the strait, discussed here employs equations for steady

thenstrait. edownslope flow with no y-dependence of a layer of
Recent experiments on downslope flows in non.- thickness d, downslope velocity U, alongslope

rotating stratified environments (Baines 200Ia,b, velocity V and buoyancy G=g._./_ in a rotating
2002) show that for steep slopes the flows have the stratified environment with Coriolis frequency f and
character of plumes, but over slopes of less than buoyancy frequency N. Here is the difference in

about 200 the flows have the character of gravity buynyfeec.N Hre-ithdfeecen
currents r0ther twhan e pu e. Fhrather, ovr gentle density between the dense layer and the localcurrents rather than plumes. Further, over gentle environment, and _o is an overall mean density. We
slopes the current detrains fluid to the environment as also define Q = Ud, and D is the vertical distance
well as entraining some environmental fluid into the below the initial level (s = z = 0) of the source of
current. Since the associated mixing processes are dense fluid where the density= of the environment

smadensele fluid shourd hahe denit of thct enirnmnsmall-scale, they should have the same effects i equals the density of the dense fluid at the source.
flows in rotating systems. This implies that a gravity With intial values of U Q0 and Go for U, Q and G
current model with these mixing processes would resectively, the mean buoyancy frequency No is then
give a more accurate description of some features of given by Nt 2 = G boD. N is assumed to be uniform

the physics of oceanic downflows than the often-used Ir. The b ow is assumed to be uform
entraining plume-type model (e.g. Price and Baringer here. The flow is assumed to be sufficiently
1994). The question then arises, how would such a coebulent to t onto l layer.

model describe the behaviour of the observed flows, coefficient) to act on the whole layer.

including the disparate mixing properties of various
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For present purposes, the best way of defining numerically small and cause gradual, secular changes
dimensionless variables is in terms of Qo and f. to the flow as it proceeds downslope. Although these

Accordingly, we have Q = Q /Q0 , and define changes may be important, and they are in the ocean,

i ,12 they are omitted here to obtain a "zeroth order"
f( cos8 (fcose 2 picture of the properties of the equations.S=s fo 0 d)

, = = d no Equation (5) has the customary hydraulic
\o ) singularity at F = 1, and the only external

(1) dimensionless parameters affecting the solutions are
=,, Gcos , , V,= V 0, CD and R. These equations describe steady flow

oo f 3 COS3 e I (fQi CoS with no variation in the y-direction. This may appear

2 tano e to be an unrealistic approximation to describe three-
R V ,and F2- -2 dimensional downslope currents. However, for broad

Gd3 cos0 de' currents (where width is much greater than depth), if

where F is the downslope Froude number. The the three-dimensional equations are integrated across
hydrostatic single layer equations for mass, the current, similar equations to (2-5) are obtained

momentum and buoyancy for steady flow yield for but with additional profile factors, as shown for the
Q , and plume model by Price and Baringer (1994). In the

stratified environment, the usefulness of the
equations terminates when the dense fluid reaches its

= () + l evel of neutral buoyancy at a finite value of , and
=S d - the solutions may become unrealistic as this limit isapproached. Downslope variations in topography

may be included by allowing 0 to vary with S (but
-R+ -2E, - (3) not with the scaling used in (1)). Also, it should be

s d noted that, for application to the ocean, this model

only describes the motion of the bottommost layer.
V ,Fluid detrained- into the environment will engender

a " -I - (E, + - C, + V 2d 2  (4) buoyancy-driven motion there also, which may be
OS d modelled by one or more additional layers, not

considered here.

(_F2)2= tanO8 - ý++ýdý
as~ I 2G Steady Solutions

(5) For the remainder of this discussion we consider
where solutions to (2-5) where E_. = 'Ed = 0, with the initial

T E,- (CD-2E, - E, .F (6)_ conditions

2 =)F Q(O)=l, 6(0)= 6o, (O)= 0,d(0)= do. (8)
The effects of including entrainment and/or

The local Richardson number is given by detrainment may be inferred later. The solutions for
GdcosO 1 QandG arethen

U2 +V 2  F(72 _2~7 0=1, G=Go-RS, (9)

CD is a constant drag coefficient with a typical and d and Vý are now determined by (4) and (5).
ocean value of 0.006, and E,, Ed are entrainment and These equations have "equilibrium" solutions VJ, ,d,
detrainment coefficients respectively. Expressions when the right hand sides of both equations vanish,
for these depend on the model assumed. For the gien by
"plume" model of Ellison and Turner (1959), Ed = 0, given by

and E~, is a function of Ri, whereas both E, and Ed are .,Z.~ /

non-zero in the "gravity current" model of Baines I = - 1 + 4d.L. 1 (10)
(2001a), where Enrdepends on the ambient
stratification in the environment. E,, and Ed are
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Rd 2 + )d equation (4) always converge to V), , and the solutions

2 dare stable for F>l, in the sense that flow states

Curves for d, as a function of G tan_ for various near this curve will converge towards it as S
increases. However, the solution d, is unstable

values of CD are shown in Figure 1 for R = 0, and
when F < 1, implying that neigbouring flow states

in Figure 2 for R = 100. Any point on these will diverge away from the curve as S increases. If
diagrams represents a possible initial flow state (8). flows become subcritical at the downstream end the
We now discuss these cases separately in detail. flow may be determined by conditions at large S, and

a boundary condition at this end is needed to fully
Homogeneous Environment - R = 0 specify the problem once steady state has been
Each point on a Cx-curve in Figure I represents a assumed. For values of G below G =, numerical

downslope equilibrium flow solution for d,. with no solutions and simple analysis of (4) and (5) shows

variation with S, as a function of G tan_. There is a that the flow (i.e. d, V) converges toward the

lower cut-off for G for these curves, denoted G =, critical state F = I from both above and below. d
then oscillates violently about this state as the fluid

P__"_ ___ _ descends further. In physical terms, one expects this

toresult in quasi-periodic oscillations and waves in1 i -- the downflow for larger S.

e le

Figure 1. Each point on a solid curve represents an
equilibrium solution for d, in terms of & for that value of '

CD., for downslope flow into a homogeneous environment ',
(R--0). C values are: , 0.5, 0.2, 0.1, 0.05 etc.. The

lightly dashed straight lines denote conditions for critical Figure 2. Same as for Fi-ure 1 but for stratified
flow, for three slopes (0.01, 0.1 and 1).

environments with R =100. For smaller values of 1?, the
patterns of the equilibrium curves generally have similar

where the curves become vertical, given by form to those here, but level out at larger values of d.G• =in = t/taL!CD). (12)

For G values less than this, solutions independent of Stratified environment - R > 0.

S are not possible. The dashed lines in Figure I The equilibrium solution curves for d, for IZ =100
denote lines where the Froude number F = I for three are show in Figure 2. In these flows, G is not
slopes: 0.01, 0.1 and I. When a solution curve
crosses the appropriate critical line for the given constant but decreases linearly with downstream
slope, the flow changes from supercritical (F>t) distance to zero at S = G1o/. Hence, we interpret
below to subcritical (F<I) above this line. The the curves in Figure 2 as solutions evolving with
crossing point is a control point, in the conventional increasing S in a quasi-static sense, d, increasing as
terminology of hydraulics. An analysis of the
stability of these flows shows that solutions of G decreases with downstream distance. A stability
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analysis based on equations (4) and (5) again shows Entrainment into a flow tends to increase Q and

that flow states close to djconverge to it with decrease G, implying that G becomes smaller. If E,

increasing S if F > 1, but diverge from it if F < 1. is comparable with CD or smaller, the equilibrium
Hence, if the initial conditions are supercritical, as curves will only be changed slightly, and hence d will
they often are in real oceanic situations, flow states increase as in Figure 2. Ri values are approximatelyuniform on the supercritical section of the

will tend to converge to the solution d, while F equilibrium curves.

remains greater than unity.

Examination of (4-5) shows that as

S -- Sý•. = 6 0 /Ih in the subcritical regime F<l, References

increases to i as Baines, P.G., Topographic Effects in Stratified Flows.

1 Cambridge University Press, 482 pp, 1995.d(13) Baines, P.G., Mixing in flows down gentle slopes into

(S-S.•Y 2  stratified environments. .1. Fluid Mech., 443, 237-270,

Flow states that are initially subcritical may 2001a.

approach this limit directly. Flow states that art Baines, P.G., Regimes for flows down slopes into
initially supercritical may take one of four possible stratified environments. Proc. 3"d Int'l Symposium on

forms, as follows. (i) The flow may approach and Environmental Hydraulics, Arizona State Univ., Tempe
forms, ae eAZ, USA, 6 pp., 200lb.
join the equilibrium curve, and with it cross the line Baines, P.G., Two-dimensional plumes in stratified
F=l to subcritical states, and thence approach (13). environments. J. Fluid Mech., submitted, 2002.

(ii) Solutions with smaller Go may approach F =1 Ellison, T.H. and Turner, J.S. Turbulent entrainment in

from below, and then oscillate about it as G . statifiedflows. J FluidMech. 6,423-488, 1959.

decreases, until it again intersects the equilbrium Price, J.F. and Baringer, M. 0. Outflows and deep water
production by marginal seas. Prog. Oceanog. 33. 161-

curve, which it then follows as G -- 0. (iii) As a 200, 1994.
possible alternative to (ii), the flow may avoid the
singularity at F=1 by a hydraulic jump, with its
subcritical downstream state located just above the

equilibrium curve d =d,. For a single layer, the

hydraulic jump condition linking the upstream and
downstream d-values d, and ddis (Baines 1995,
section 2.3)

cos0 Gd I dd

-2 2 d)

Equating dd with d, then determines d. and hence

the jump's amplitude and location, Which of these
two possibilities ((ii) or (iii)) actually happens may
be best resolved by experiments. (iv) For sufficiently

small G the equilibrium curve flattens and again
passes below the critical line F = 1, and becomes
stable. Accordingly, initially supercritical flows with

similarly small Go will converge to this curve, and

give the finite value t= d, as S - S., as for

(ii). For all these cases, the corresponding value for
" will be i ven approximately by (10), with V ,d

replacing V,d .
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Seasonal transport variability through Gibraltar, Sicily and Corsica Straits
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Abstract. We have investigated the transport variability through three major
straits of the Mediterranean Sea (Gibraltar, Sicily and Corsica) with a very higgh
resolution model of the Mediterranean Sea. It is found that the Gibraltar and
Sicily strait transports present a weak seasonal variability whilst that of the
Corsica Strait is higah. Results are compared to recent estimates from in-situ
observations. Good ageements are obtained and illustrate the advantage in
improving the resolution in numerical models to correctly simulate some
circulation patterns.

Introduction daily sea surface fluxes from ECMWF analysis
(0.5°*0.50 real grid scale) for the period March 1998

Straits and passages of the Mediterranean Sea play to February 1999.
an important role in controlling the circulation
through mass transport exchanges. The The physical problems
Mediterranean Sea is a thermodynamic system which
transforms the incoming Atlantic Water (AW) into The mass transport through the Gibrlar Strait is
denser water masses through processes dependent on forced by the density difference between the Atlantic
interaction with the atmosphere. The difference of Ocean and. the Mediterranean Sea (Bryden and
density between the Mediterranean Sea and the Stommel, 1984; Bryden and Kinder, 1991; Garret,
Atlantic Ocean drives the mean mass transport 1996; Lafuente et aL, 2001). Light (warm and fresh)
through the Strait of Gibraltar. This transport AW penetrates the Mediterranean Sea while dense
contributes to the forcing of the cyclonic circulation (cold and salty) Mediterranean Outflow Water
of modified Atlantic Water in both the western and (MOW) fsalto Meditlant ean. Observater
eastern Mediterranean seas (Herbaut et al., 1998; (MOW) flows into the Atlantic Ocean. Observations
Millot, 1999). from current meters give an AW volume transport

In the present paper, we investigate with a high around 0.8 Sv (Bryden et aL, 1994; Lafuente et aL,
2001) and a MOW volume transport of about 0.7 Sv.

resolution numerical model, the volume transport The difference compensates the Mediterranean Sea
seasonal variability through three major straits of the evaporation which is of the order of 0.7 m/ yr. No
Mediterranean Sea, i.e. the Gibraltar, Sicily and ev season vai a is fou in these
Corsica straits. strong seasonal variability is found in these

transports.
The volume transport through the Sicily Strait is

The numerical model still controversial with estimates ranging from I up to
2 Sv. Recent observations reported by Astraldi et aL

The model is an extended version of the primitive (1999) estimate this transport at about 1.1 +1-0.58 Sv.
equation numerical model OPA with a rigid lid. We The major forcing component is the transport of AW
used a 1/160 horizontal grid mesh, and 43 levels on coming from the Atlantic Ocean (as suggested by
the vertical. The horizontal grid was stretched at Herbaut et aL, 1998), rather than the density gradient
Gibraltar in order to better fit the coast line. Owing between the western and the eastern Mediterranean
to the small size of the horizontal grid, we used a no seas, which is very weak at the level of the AW.
slip condition at the coast. The initial hydrological The northward volume transport through the
conditions were provided by the Mediterranean Corsica Strait is about 1 Sv and presents a strong
climatology. The model has been run for eleven seasonal variation with a minimum in summer and a
years. It was forced using a repeated annual cycle of
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maximum in late winter (Astraldi and Gasparini,
1992). '"

The model results/

Strait of Gib1rala
The mean eastward transport in the Gibraltar StraitVot

is 0.53 Sv (Figgure 1) which is somewhat lower than
that reported above. This low value can be explained 7W O W 55 W o

as a consequence of the no slip boundary
parameterization used at the coast. The transport
seems hydraulically controlled according to a vertical Fiue2SantyvrclscioaogthGbatr
zonal section of salinity done through the strait Fiue.SantyvtiaScioalgthGirta
(Figure 2). We denote a weak seasonal transport Strait in February' (year 8 of the simiulation).
variation (Figure 1). A large AW inflow. (and MOW
outflow) maximum occurs in Spring, as in Bryden S toficl
and Kinder (1991), and an AW inflow minimum is in The mean AW south-eastward transport through
Summer in agreement with Astraldi et at. (1999). the Sicily Strait is 0.95 Sv (Figure 3) with a
We could notice a semi-annual signal, with a second maximum of 1.5 Sv in November-December and an
short AW inflow maximum in October and a second AW infow minimum of 0.7 Sv in March-April, in

AW iflo miimumat he nd f Deembr. his agreement with the seasonal variations reported in
is probably linked to local wind forcing, as suggested Asrdiea.(99)
by Astraldi et aL (1999) and Lafuente et al. (2001),
and so interpreted as barotropic variability'. TIPr UruhteSySr

T ra fmr n s p o r th ro u g h t ic Siicthy S tr at1 .

0.6

li 1.,

t __ ____ ___ ____ ___0.31

0.4 0__________________ 360 720 1080 1440 is00
0 360 720 1080 1"C3 100 daMs s=ar in January of yewr 4

days. start i .1aruary of year 4

Figue 1 Eatwad tansortof W trouh te Gbratar Figure 3. South-eastward transport of AWV through the
Figue 1 Easwar trnspot o AW hrogh he Gbratar Sicily strait during the years 4 to 8. Opposite values are

Strait for years 4 to 8 of the simulation. Opposite values obtained for the EOW transport.
are obtained for the MOW path.
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exp: MCDI 6-05, dar- Februav, yea• r S. ehap: Speed. pr 44 n

___________________��":Z:- presents a strong barotropic component. This
, =• behavior is associated with the wind stress curl

• • variability as shown by Astraldi and Gasparini (1992)
S"! ~ and demonstrated by Herbaut (1994).
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_Figure 5. AW northward (top) and EOW southward
.W" (bottom) transports through the Corsica Channel during

,• , .. the year 4 to 8 of the simulation.

Figure 4. Circulation in the Sicily Strait in February (year
8 of the simulation) at 44m (AW, top) and at 208m (EOW, Conclusions
bottom).

Flows through three major straits of the
Mediterranean Sea simulated by a high resolution

The fact that the Sicily Strait transport is larger primitive equation model have been analysed. The
than that of the Gibraltar Strait is due to a seasonal variability of the transport is in good
recirculations. The summer surface current pattern is agreement with the observations reported in Astraldi
in agreement with the measurements (Robinson et et aL. (1999) and Lafuente et aL. (2001).
aL., 1999; Lermussiau and Robinson, 2001). In
winter (Figure 4), we note the splitting of the surface Acknowledgments. This work has been supported by the
current into two branches at the entrance of the Sicily french MERCATOR project and SHOM. We are grateful to the
Strait and the EOW progression into the Tyrrhenian PAM teamr (Drillet et al., 2000) and IDRIS which provides

Sea veering to the North Sicily coast as it exits the computing time.

strait. These patterns are in agreement with the
theoretical studies of Herbaut et al. (1998) and
Gervasio (this issue). The high resolution of the References
model allows us to correctly represents the two deep
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Some recent results on the Faroe-Bank Channel overflow
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Abstract. On the basis of field prograrmes conducted in the Faroe-Bank
Channel during the last decade, some results concerning the ater-mass and
potential-vorticity characteristics of the overflow are discussed.

Introduction more limited scale, cf. Van Aken (1988), Borenas
and Lundberg (1988), Saunders (1990).

The Faroe-Bank Channel, with a threshold depth During the last decade, however, the deep-water
of around 850 metres, is the deepest passage through overflow through the Faroe-Bank Channel has, once
the Greenland-Scotland Ridge. It is hence of again, become the object of well-earned interest.
considerable importance as a conduit for deeper This time the field activities have been carried
waters from the Norwegian Sea in their motion through within the framework of WOCE and the
towards the North Atlantic. European Union VEINS programme, and the aim

here is to try to summarize some of these more recent
'-.-- results, with focus not on the climatological

implications (which have been dealt with elsewhere,
"cf. Hansen et a!. (2001)), but rather on some features

__w_ _ . -of possible dynamical interest.

" ,' - - Field activities
• );/ .. , ,: ,.,.- .:./ 1 2.-,

ha-': , "" /: The Nordic-WOCE programme as well as the
'",-VEINS project were aimed at obtaining an overview

of the deep- and surface-water transports in the Faroe
_____-___.-__ " region. For this purpose a number ADCP arrays

-" "" "- were deployed, and furthermore regular hydrographic
surveys were conducted along sections extending
northwards from the Farocs, across the Faroe-

Figure 1. Map of the Faroe region with transects across Shethand Channe and across the Faroe-
the aro-Shelan an Fare-Brk cannls.Shetland Channel, and across the Faroe-Bankthe Faroe-Shetland and Faroe-Bank channels.

Channel, at the approximate threshold of which a
bottom-mounted ADCP was deployed for the

The first study to take into account its possible purpose of monitoring the long-term behaviour of the
effects on the hydrography of the North Atlantic deep-water transport.
proper was carried out by Cooper (1955). During the We shall here focus on the observations from the
following two decades ICES on two occasions Faroe-Bank Channel. This data set is of special
organized large multi-ship programmes, during interest from the standpoint of dynamical analysis,
which considerable efforts were devoted to the since duringa three-month period three ADCPs were
Faroe-Bank Channel. These joint efforts resulted in a deployed over the same cross-section. A
number of important studies, e.g. Crease (1965), comprehensive set of hydrographic data from the
Dooley and Meincke (1973), both of which passage was furthermore used for examining the
concluded that the transport of deep water with water-mass properties of the overflow. The results
temperatures below 3°C was on the order of 1-2 Sv. from this analysis will next be discussed.
In the 1980s work in the passage was carried out on a
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TS-characteristics of the overflow curvature is induced by the presence of a third water
mass, which must be somewhat warmer and more

The deeper parts of the Norwegian Sea are saline than the NSDW. It was shown that this third
characterized by very stable water-mass properties. water mass most likely is North Icelandic/Arctic
This water, of temperature -0.5C and salinity 34.92, Intermediate water (NI/Al), which arises at the polar
does not discharge in its pure form through the front northeast of Iceland from wintertime
Faroe-Bank Channel, but rather as an admixture with convection.
other water masses. This seasonality in the generation of the

The main slope of the isotherms across the Faroe- intermediate water mass is consonant with the period
Bank Channel clearly indicates that the overflow is in of its predominance in the Faroe-Bank Channel.
geostrophic balance. However, a closer inspection of Borends et aL (2001) showed that the intermediate
data reveals that this overall state assumes two water almost always is present in the channel from
guises, one where the isotherms are more-or-less June to September, whereas it during the rest of the
parallell across the passage, the other where they year may or may not be found on the threshold
show a pronounced pinching towards the section. The basis for this assertion is that the
southwestern edge of the channel. This is illustrated pinching phenomenon primarily was encountered
in the hydrographic sections of Figure 2, taken along during summer, a season characterized by the fact
the FBC transect shown in the map of Figure 1. that no single instance of a "linear TS-curve" was

found in the entire 20-year hydrographic record from
June to September.

fir: -On the basis of the available data it was, however,
not possible to unambiguously settle the vexing

25 -A question of whether the pinching is frictionally
, . - determined or if it is an inviscid effect. Johnson and

- •Sanford (1992) argued that it arises within the
./ framework of a two-layer situation, where the cross-

, \channel bottom and interface Ekman transports are
the causative agents. The analysis due to Hogg

roo ..... • o (1983) of a similar phenomenon rather suggests that
the pinching can be explained in inviscid terms using

A T '-' hydraulic three-layer theory, which leads to the
8C. interior layer assuming the characteristic wedge-

. shape seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Hydrographic sections across the Faroe-Bank ,-__A__W_,______ 614_20.WN_____W

Channel, one with pinching, the other with almost parallel

From a considerable number of hydro-raphic 4

sections taken at the sill region ofl the channel, t
Borends et aL. (2001) could demonstrate that the
pinching phenomenon most likely can be associated .
with the presence of a distinct intermediate water
mass. This was borne out by the water-mass
characteristics, since composite TS-diagrams from a
hydrographic station located on the Faroe side of the

passage tend to show a bimodal structure as seenI
from Figure 3. An almost straight TS-curve between
the NSDW and the North Atlantic surface water _W9 3,,9S: 3 S.,s &$ S .Z

predominates when the cross-channel isotherm
distribution is parallell, whereas the slightly convex
relationship between temperature and salinity is Figure 3. Composite TS-diagram from the Faroe-Bank
found in conjunction with isotherm pinching. This Charnel.
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From the discussio-, above it is fairly evident that N,,.•- 8-y_

Borenis et al. (2..A) favoured the inviscidhypothesis advanced by Hogg (1983). These - .

investigators, nevertheless, also underlined that iF i-, 7-
almost synoptic hydrography from the Faroe-Bank _C hannel and the Faroe-Shetland C hannel (at th e. .... ,. .... . .. .

section denoted FSC in the map ofFigure 1) showed , I "
that the intermediate water mass was much more ...... t
distinct at the latter section. This weakening of its - i
characteristics along the path to the threshold cannot ., .*-
be accomplished without pronounced mixing. Thus -• " t
Borenis et aL (2001) concluded their study by noting . - "
that possibly both processes may play a role for-t I'. [
establishing the isotherm pinching. .

PV-characteristics of the overflow
Figure 4. Vertical profiles at the three ADCP sites.

During the summer months of 1998 three ADCPs
were deployed across the FBC section shown in the
map of Figure 1. Detailed hydrographic surveys Estimates of the potential vorticity on the two sides
were also undertaken when the current-meters were of the passage may thus be obtained from the three
launched and retrieved. These records are not only of ADCP records. The results from the 70-day
interest for the long-term monitoring, but are also intensive-study period are shown in Figure 5. The
useful for examining the cross-channel potential- overall magnitude of the potential-vorticity estimates
vorticity (PV) distribution of the overflow, a crucial is consonant with the average upstream-basin depth
quantity for hydraulic analyses. and the local value of Coriolis parameter. It is

In Figure 4 vertical profiles of observations from furthermore seen that the calculated potential
the three ADCP sites are shown, comprising vorticities differ significantly across the passage.
acoustically derived information (back-scatter Their behaviour nevertheless shows a high degree of
intensity as well as along-channel velocity) and the coherence, excepting a week-long period in August
temperature structure as obtained from the CTD when an anomalous water mass passed the north-
casts. It is recognized that the level of maximum eastern ADCP site.
shear corresponds fairly well to the pycnocline as
given by its temperature proxy. It thus appears W P ,W--ts--ay rmng average

feasible to discuss the dynamics of the kinematically I --- MWA-.3A Ii A W&^W
defined overflow in terms of a two-layer situation, 6 4 A. ............. -

where the interface is identified 'with the maximum- I 5 I A~

shear zone. From the vertical location of this .A
quantity at the three sites in Figure 4, the A ,.V,,' .
geostrophically balanced character of the overflow is 3 . .

clearly in evidence. 4812i,20?42=• , 9 3172,2s 10

Figure 5. Calculated PV on the two sides of the passage.
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Abstract. Nonlinear interactions of internal gravity waves lead to intermittent
breaking events with density overturning and vertical turbulent mixing. We
analyze the statistics of density and velocity fluctuations in this process, using
direct numerical simulations. We characterize the density and velocity gradients
at different scales along the vertical and horizontal directions. The velocity
gradients behave in a very similar way to usual turbulence, while the density
gradients are very intermittent. This can be attributed to the formation of sheets
with strong stable density gradients. Unstable density gradients are rare and
form intermittent patches of different scales for which we have analysed the
statistics. We discuss the link with mixing properties of the internal wave field
and compare with observations in the ocean and the atmosphere.

Introduction The purpose of this paper is to analyze statistical
properties of the turbulence induced by the breaking

Internal wave breaking is an important source of of a large scale primary wave and characterize rare
turbulence in stably stratified fluids. Because wave events responsible for the intermittency.
breaking occurs' intermittently in space and time it is
important regarding the interpretation of Moments and exponants
microstructure measurements (for instance the
estimate of mixing) to have a "good" knowledge of We computed the moments of the horizontal and
the statistical properties at small scales. To this aim vertical velocity, u and v, and of the density
process-oriented studies performed with the use of fluctuations, p' versus the separation Az. We
numerical simulations constitute an efficient obtained po versus Az s eraone de
approach. We start with a simple initial condition (a
large scale internal gravity wave), so that turbulence approximately.
is produced by an intrinsic sequence of instabilities, We then looked at the behaviour of the exponants
without external noise, and our calculations can be t, of the moments of u, v and p'. The ratios ý.2 for

exactly reproduced and checked. We performed two- the velocity components and the density are
dimensional direct numerical simulations which displayed versus n in Figure 1. The behaviour of a
allow better resolution. It is representative of three system with no intermittency and the same t2
dimensional cases, as shown by Bouruet-Aubertot et exponant as our system is represented for comparison
aL (2001). Carnevale et aL (2001). We algo analyse (see the dotted line in Figure 1).
three-dimensional numerical simulations (but with a
lower resolution).
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scale" resonantly interacting waves. A close to

1 0° 1 Gaussian pdf was obtained (Figure 2a). Consistently
l0- . values of the skewness and kurtosis are closed to

those of a normal distribution: the skewness is
almost zero and the kurtosis is equal to 3.3.

We then filtered the largest scales in order to
.o characterize the wavebreaking dynamical regime.

The shape of the pdfs strongly differed from that of
the weakly nonlinear waves with close to exponential

S... tails (Figure 2b)

I .C.1 12

Figure 1. Scaling exponents • of the order n structure . -

functions (along z direction) for u, v and p. - !

All points are below the dotted line showing that - -- - - -. --
indeed both velocity components and density are
intermittent. Interestingly scaling exponants for u Figure 2. Probability density functions of the density
and v are very closed suggesting that physical events fluctuations, p': (a) with filtering the primary wave, (b) in

responsible for the intermittency of the flow occur at the wave breaking spectral range (kz"' spectra, see text).
very small scales where the anisotropy introduced by The associated Gaussian distribution is shown for
the stratification does not come into play. comparison (dotted line).

In contrast density fluctuations are more
intermittent than velocity components. This point is
very similar to ordinary turbulence in which the Pdfs of the density gradients at differents
passive scalar has a more intermittent behaviour than vertical scales
velocity.

We then compared the scaling exponants for the We next characterized the density and velocity
density fluctuations with those obtained in ordinary gradients at different scales along the vertical and
three-dimensional turbulence. Density fluctuations horizontal directions. The velocity gradients behave
are found to be more intermittent than passive scalar in a very similar way to usual turbulence, while the
in three-dimensional turbulence. This suggests that density gradients at small scales are very intermittent
the dynamical coupling between buoyancy and More precisely pdfs of the density gradients at small
inertial forces is a crucial process for the scales are highly skewed. The pdf decreases more
intermittency of density fluctuations. strongly toward unstable density gradients while the

decrease is less steep toward stable stratification until

Probability density functions of density the pdfs reaches almost a plateau for the highest
values.

fluctuations and of velocity components

We analyzed the probability density functions
(pdfs) of density fluctuations. Our main purpose was
to investigate whether the shape of the pdfs could be
related to the dynamical regime. To this aim we first
filtered the primary wave to focus on the "large
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Discussion

10 We found that an internal wave field consisting of
resonantly interacting modes is Gaussian- This is an
interesting result which confirms to some extent the

10 hypothesis of Gaussianity of the internal wave field
which is usually assumed in weakly nonlinear

2 " I theories (e.g. Olbers, (1976)). Also, these results
4 give a new light on the interpretation of oceanic

measurements. Indeed the fact that contradictory
so- results have been reported in the literature might

result from the fact that the large scales contributing
i to most of the pdfs differed dynamically. For

S.. .. ~1 1instance the same range of scales can correspond10* -S 2either to a weakly nonlinear regime or to breaking
internal gravity waves, depending on the value of the

Figure 3. Probability density function of density Ozmidov length scale. As a consequence different
differences at vertical scale Az=4 8z (where 6z is the pdfs were obtained.
vertical resolution of the model): Pdf([p(z)-p(z+ )4- Regarding the strongly nonlinear regime of
The dotted line shows the value for neutral stratification. breaking waves we have compared our results with

those obtained by Alisse and Sidi (2000) in their so
called "calm regions" of the stably stratified

We identified the physical events responsible for atmosphere. Note that they discriminated between
this density structure. These strongly stratified calm regions characterized by energy spectra
regions are correlated with breaking events. Indeed following a kz"3 law and turbulent regions for which
density overturnings can lead in some cases to a Kolmogorov energy spectra were obtained. Their
convergence of fluid which results in a local increase "calm regions" thus correspond to our wavebreaking
of the vertical density gradient (Figure 4). The dynamical regime. They obtained pdfs with
resulting density structure is made of a succession of exponential tails for the temperature fluctuations
sheets with strong stable density gradients and which is consistent with our results.
turbulent regions of greater vertical extent. Histograms of the temperature gradient at different

vertical scales in the ocean have shown that the
V2 vertical fine structure of the temperature field

becomes highly skewed as the vertical scale
decreases (e.g. Hayes et al. (1975), Desaubies and
Gregg (1981)). Presumabely two processes might be
responsibe for this shape, either the strain produced
by internal gravity waves or mixing events. These

0., two alternatives were addressed in theoretical models
proposed by these authors. It appeared that both

04 " "models can describe the skewness of the pdfs though
the wave model would be more adequate at the

0.2" intermediate scales and the sheets and layers model at
the smallest scales. However there is no objective
criterion to predict the scale of this transition and it is

Z6 2 V O-$ 2.9 3 a, more than likely that both processes come into play.
To address these questions we tested the validity of
the two models a-ains* our numerical data. We

Figure 4. Density field in a vertical plane: Zoom over the a o

rare events. The strongly stratified region is located found that the Hayes et aL's model fits quite well
around z-0.52. with the pdfs provided that the vertical scale is of the

same order as the Ozmidov length scale whereas the
model based upon internal wave straining (Desaubies
and Greg-) is valid for larger scales typically about 6
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times the Ozmidov length scale in our numerical
data.

It is clear that both internal waves and mixing_
processes contribute to the observed temperature
gradient skewness. Nevertheless it appears that at the
smallest scales mixing processes dominates and
therefore one could try to infer an eddy diffusion
coefficient, Kd, from these pdfs. We have used
results from simple kinematics models which lead to
the following expression for Kd (see Gregg (1989),
eq.(24)) :Kd = ym H 2 / 12T,,= where yji. is the
mixing efficiency, H the typical scale of the
overturning regions and Tvc,,, the time interval
between instabilities. We assumed y,.,,=0.5
(according to Figure 10 from Bouruet-Aubertot et al.

(2001)), and estimated H and T,vc,:. We thus
obtained a value for the ratio between the eddy
diffusivity and the "molecular" diffusivity (the
diffusivity put into the model) of 11. This value is
very close to the maximum value obtained with a
direct method (Figure 7 from Bouruet-Aubertot et at.
(2001)).

Acknowledgments. The authors wish to thank F. Dalaudier
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NEC SX-5 of the Institut du dVeveloppement et des Ressources
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Effects of strait mixing on ocean stratification
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Abstract. The density distribution in the abyssal Atlantic Ocean suggests that
mixing associated with overflows across deep sills may account for substantial
amounts of deep mixing. Estimates of the strait mixing are made from
published estimates of the overflows and the difference between Antarctic
Bottom Water densities across the Vema Channel and the Romanche Fracture
Zone to demonstrate that the strait mixing is an order of magnitude larger than
the abyssal mixing estimated for a standard diffuisivity of I x 10-4 m2 s"-.

Introduction over the sill in some kind of hydraulically controlled
process and then there is "strait" mixing as the dense

Recent discussions on the size of deep ocean water plunges down into the next basin so that the
mixing and whether it is done by boundary mixing dense water filling the next basin has density p-, less
over rough topography or by slow vertical diffusion dense than p, but more dense than p. The amount of
appear to have neglected mixing in strait and sill water filling this second basin is proportionally larger
regions and associated descending outflow plumes. than the original source of dense water, Qj, by a
Measurements of turbulent mixing in the ocean factor of (PI-p)/(p.-P) because of the mixing in of
indicate mixing coefficients of order 0. 1 x 10" 12" s"5 less dense water.
in interior regions away from topography, 10 x l0e The second basin fills with dense water until the P2
m2 s-1 above rough bottom topography and 1000 x reservoir height reaches the height of the second sill
10' m?- s-1 in straits (Polzin et al. 1996, 1997). The and p2 water begins to spill into the third basin,

widely accepted global average diffusivity of I x 10-4 mixing as it descends as a density current to fill the
mI s"' (Munk and Wunsch, 1998) is then thought to third basin with slightly lesser density ps waters.
be due to boundary mixing over 10% of the ocean When the reservoir in the third basin fills to the
underlain by rough topography. This work asks height of the third sill, water begins to spill over the
whether the global mixing might actually be sill and mix as it fills the fourth basin with again
accomplished by intense mixing over 0.1% of theocea reresntig stait an sil an decening slightly less dense P4 waters. Now we imagine the
ocean representing straits and sill and descending fourth basin represents the northern end of the ocean
outflows. basin so it fills higher and higher with P4 waters

which then begin to flow back southward displacing

Model the original low density waters up to the height of the
shallowest sill. In this evolutionary process, the sill

We consider here an ocean consisting of a series of mixing and resulting basin densities would then be
deep basins separated by sills. The basins have modified because the background density for the
smooth bottom topography and the entire ocean is strait mixing would have changed. But if we

initially filled with water of a single density, p. We consider this to be a steady state process the only
begin to fill the ocean with a cold, dense deep water change to the mixing is that we change the reservoir

from the south perhaps being formed in the Antarctic density from p to p4. At the end of the process we
at a rate Q , with a density p 1. For simplicity we have stratification that varies from basin to basin
assume initially that there is no interior mixing depending on the configuration of the sills; narrower
(Figure 1). The dense water fills up the basin behind sills would have stronger currents and more mixing
the first sill until it reaches the crest of the sill when it in the descending outflow.
begins to spill into the next basin. We expect that the The motivation for this model comes from the
height of the pi reservoir above sill depth will observed distribution of density in the deep waters of
achieve a level sufficient that the flux Q: can flow the Atlantic Ocean (Figure 2). At the southern end of
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the A 16 section, Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) standard diffusivity of I x le0" m2 s-', the interior
piles up in the Argentine Basin behind the sill in mixing in the abyssal eastern North Atlantic would
Vema Channel at about 31'S. There is then a amount to 1.6 to 4 x I04 kg s-1, again an order of
discontinuity in bottom water density between the magnitude less than the mixing in the Romanche
Argentine Basin and the Brazil Basin as the AABW Fracture Zone overflow.
flowing through Vema Channel mixes as it descends
and fills the Brazil Basin (Hogg et aL 1982).1- Discussion
Similarly, at the equator, the modified AABW in the
Brazil Basin piles up behind the sill in the Romanche Strait mixing can be considered to be a form of
Fracture Zone and then mixes as it flows over the si moand down into the eastern North Atlantic (Mercier mixing over rough topography, but where the
and downr, into .te eastesulNorthere Atl ic ( cie a velocity is enhanced due to constriction by the strait.
and Speer, 1998). As a result, there is again a Mxn a lob usata o hloe

Mixing may also be substantial for shallower
discontinuity in bottom water density between the straits such as the Strait of Gibraltar or Bab al
Brazil Basin and the eastern North Atlantic. Finally, Mandab. For the Strait of G ibraltar outflow of 0.7 Sv
there appears to be a small discontinuity in bottom adbFothSritfGbalroulwof07v

athere apearsity ato be.5Nwherethere-i a sll db to and a density difference between the "Mediterranean
water density, at 37.5°N where there is a sill at WaesinteMdernan ndnthNot

DiscveryGap(Sauder. 197).Waters" in the Mediterranean and in the North
Discovery Gap (Saunders, 1987). Atlantic of about 1.8 kg m-3, the overall strait mixing

can be estimated to be 1.3 x 105 kg s-, which again
Amount of strait mixing represents a substantial amount of mixing in the

thermocline of the North Atlantic Ocean.
If Q is the flow over the sill, and Ap the difference
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Friction and mixing in the Faroe Bank Channel outflow

L. M. Duncan, H. L. Bryden and S. A. Cunningham

Southampton Oceanography Centre, Southampton, UK

Abstract. Hydrographic sections made during DISCOVERY cruise 242, in
September 1999, are used to study friction and mixing in the Faroe Bank
Channel overflow. From bottom Ekman spirals we estimate bottom stress and
relate it to overflow velocity with a drag coefficient of 0.5x10"3 and relate the
height of the bottom Ekman layer to the bottom stress with a 'von Karman'
constant of 0.75. In the region downstream of the sill, entrainment is initially
maximum near the 0°C isotherm just above the cold dense outflow and turbulent
diffusivities reach as high as 500cm 2s'. At 50km downstream of the sill the
depth of maximum entrainment has moved upwards to the 2VC isotherm and
turbulent diffusivity has decreased to 50cm-s .

Introduction

The Faroe Bank Channel is the deepest channel by
which cold, dense Norwegian Sea water overflows .
into the Iceland Basin, eventually going on to form
part of the North Atlantic Deep Water. With a . .
maximum depth of 840m it has been estimated that 2 7"

Sv of water overflows the Faroe Bank Channel sill . .,
with temperatures below three degrees (Saunders, . *

1990). Although the amount of overflow through the
Faroe Bank Channel sill is well established, there are
still questions regarding the amount of friction and
entrainment taking place downstream from the sill.
Understanding the physics of such descending
outflow plumes is fundamental for improving the
parameterisation of these processes in current
numerical models. As part of the Atlantic- Figure 1. Bathymetry near the Faroe Bank Channel with
Norwegian Exchanges (ANE) cruise, in September hydrographic sections made during cruise RRS Discovery
1999, a study was carried out on the outflow from the 242 (dots give station locations). Bathymetry is from the
Faroe Bank Channel. satellite derived barhymetry of Sandwell and Smith (1997).

Data One section is a repeat of section P, the first

section downstream from the sill. All the
The ANE cruise took place, from 07 September hydrographic stations used a Neil Brown Mark III

1999 to 06 October 1999, on board RS Discovery ns CTD (Conductivity, Temperature and Depth). Water
part of cruise D242. Five LADC/CTD sections samples were collected using a 24 bottle rosette for
were made perpendicular to the bathymetry of the calibration of the CTD conductivity and to enable
Faroe Bank Channel, in and downstream from the si4 l chemistry observations. The Lowered Acoustic
at horizontonta sepa s between 15 and 40 kmn. Doppler Current Profiler (LADCP) provided full
These sections, completed within five days of each depth direct velocity measurements. Current
other, are shown in Figure 1. measurements were also made with an onboard
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ADCP, which could measure currents to a depth of kilometers since section P. This increase follows
approximately 400 m. from the unbounded bathymetry of section Q. The

We consider the three hydrographic sections; FBC, core is still seen banked up on the northern slope in
the second P section and section Q. Due to a beam this final section. Transport of waters colder than
failure on the LADCP during the first half of section 00 C in section Q is less than section P.
P and all the Faroe Bank sill section, most of the
current measurements were lost in these sections. In
total 14 stations were occupied along section Q and
I I stations on the sections FBC and P. However only
10 stations make up our section P, as the LADCP
data for the first shallowest station in this section are E

unretrievable.

Overflow characteristics

The LADCP measurements recorded profiles for ..
the up and down casts. In the post cruise processing
these profiles were averaged into five metre bins ': -

which were then combined together to produce one
velocity-depth profile for each cast. These profiles ,W
were merged onto CTD depth, temperature, salinity ..74ý

and potential temperature and rotated into along track I0
and across track velocities. The rotations were 136,
1440 and 1370 for section Q, FBC and P respectively.
Velocity and potential temperature contours are
shown in Figuare 2. Positive velocities indicate north .... .... *..... .... _ '

westward flow. Vf-o %
Within the Faroe Bank Channel section the core is ___- ___.....

seen at a depth of 550 to 800 m. The outflow, water Z,,, & •-
colder than 30C, at this point is confined by the
channel bathymetry which keeps the core width at E

approximately ten kilometres. Most of the outflow
has a temperature below 0°C, with maximum
velocities up to 70 cms4 . The overflow has salinities ,
less than 34.95 and densities greater than 28.lkgm"5.
Further downstream at section P, the core is seen
banked up on the northern slope as expected for
geostrophic flow, but the overflow has deepened by
50 metres to depths of 600 to 850 metres. Overflow
water is still confined within the channel, allowing Figure 2. Velocity (crnls) and Temperature (°C) contours
the width to increase only slightly. Between the of CTDILADC? sections FBC, P and Q.
Faroe Bank Channel section and section P, the
quantity of water with temperatures below 0°C has
dropped by almost half indicating mixing and Friction

entrainment have taken place with the warmer, saltier
water above. The maximum velocities in section P An important process on an outflow plume is the
are faster by 10 cms", at 80 cms-', than in the amount of bottom friction. In the bottom layer, the
channel. Finally, reaching section Q, the outflow outflow is acted on by bottom stresses which create
core has increased its maximum speed to 90 cms . an Ekman layer and associated cross channel flow.
and increased its depth to 650 to 950 metres. The To determine the amount of bottom stress in the
width of the outflow has also doubled to 30
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bottom Ekman layer, our velocity profiles were first dashed line in Figure 3 shows the principal
extended to reach as close to the bottom as possible. orientation of the flow for station 13707 and the light

In the usual LADCP processing, velocity profiles arrows indicate the perpendicular flow, vP. Vertical
are clipped near the bottom due to the possibility of integration of this perpendicular velocity, v;, provides
contaminated signals from bottom echos. The estimates of bottom stress, x.
amount of clipping depends on the angle of the In calculating bottom friction, we determined the
LADCP beam. In our processing we do not clip the principal plume direction from hodographs of
velocity data so as to extend our profiles as deep as northward and eastward velocity. The direction of
possible, the principal plume was taken as the direction

The bottom Ekman layer appears in velocity between the bottom most velocity point and the point
profiles as a spiral, like that shown in Figure 3, for of maximum speed. Maximum speed occurs at the
station 13707 from section Q. In order to determine end of the spiral and hence the top of the Ekman
the amount of bottom friction, the near bottom layer.
LADCP measurements for stations across FBC, P
and Q were used. Spirals, like Figure 3, are only .0
seen in fast velocity stations, but estimates of bottom
friction were made for all stations in each section.
Before using the newly extended velocity profiles for h. -.DU.I.

stress calculations, the profiles in strong currents
were first carefully compared with VIMADCP and
bottom tracking from LA-DCP profiles to choose a
single barotropic velocity adjustment for each profile.

.,- j . , . ,20, , O7 .

16 AA
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Figure 3. An Ekman spiral seen from LADCP data on
station 707 in section Q.
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The bottom Ekman layer is a -region of non
constant stress. Determination of bottom friction in
this non constant stress region can be made by Figure 4. Relationship between properties in the bottom

estimating the flow perpendicular to the principal Ekman Layer.

orientation of the plume velocity. (The principal
orientation of the flow is the direction the flow would
have if there was no bottom friction effects). The
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Relationships in the bottom Ekman layer Figure 5 shows the amount of transport below each
temperature class decreasing as the distance

A discussion of bottom boundary layers in Armi downstream from the sill increases. Transport below

(1977) utilises theories of a turbulent Ekman layer on the three degree isotherm declines from 1.60 Sv to

a flat bottom to determine Ekman layer height. We 1.24 Sv between the FBC section and Q section.

use the relations given in Armi to see how well our Following a transport of 1.60 Sv from the FBC
results compare with standard predictions (Figure 4). section downstream we find that by section Q this

Armi's paper relates the properties, friction same transport accounts for all water below 5$ C.

velocity, u-, Coriolis parameter, f, maximum speed, U
and height of the turbulent Ekman layer, hk, as given Turbulent diffusion rates
in Figure 4. Using the estimates of these properties
from all our LADCP sections where the frictional The amount of mixing occurring along the Faroe
stress is positive and takingf to be 1.3x10"4 sec-l our Bank Channel outflow path can be seen by estimating
results agree reasonably well with Armi. In BakCanlotowphcnbesnbysimig
parescultarewe reasonal wherellations withwArthe turbulent diffusion rates across isotherms between

particular, we examine the relations between the each of our sections. Initially we determine the

height of the Ekman layer and the bottom stess: height of each isotherm, from 0°C to 5°C, by
he.=ku*/f where u*=c/ p )11- and k is von Karman averaging the height of individual isotherms on all

constant, and between the stress and the speed of the stations making up each section. Combining these to
Outflow: "c-pcD U2 where cD is the drag coefficient.gupecscto.Cminghseo

outlow stress values w re reisathedra o toehicien r give an average height for the section, the downward

Higher stress values are related both to higher slope of each isotherm could be seen along the
Ekman speeds and deeper Ekman layers. Plotting outflow path (Figure 5). The isotherm slope does not
stress versus Ekman layer height (Figure 4a) we find approach zero until we reach the 8°C isotherm.
the best fit is for a k of 0.75 compared with a Using these estimates and the overflow transport
standard value of 0.4. Plotting stress versus outflow between each isotherm, we build a picture of changes
speed (Figure 4b) we find the best fit is for a cD of in transport (Figure 5). A certain amount of cold
0.47x10' compared with a standard value of 2.5x10"'. Norwegian sea water crosses the Faroe Bank

Channel, but due to a lesser amount of this same

Mixing temperature water crossing at section P or Q, means
some water has crossed the isotherm above. Each of

The amount of mixing taking place along the path these amounts is indicated in Figure 5 by the light
of the Faroe Bank Channel overflow can be upward arrow. From these changes in transport
considered through the changes in transport for below a given isotherm, turbulent diffusion rates can
different temperature classes. To obtain transport be determined using
estimates for a particular section, the five meter bin
averaged LADCP velocities at each station are Q.'T +Q.T. + (Q'-Q,,)N-C+ K x AxAy =0
multiplied by half the distance to the adjacent dz
stations, each side, at the same depth. For the two where the vertical temperature gradient is calculated

outer most stations at the end of each section, only at the N degree isotherm and AxAy is the area
half the distance to its only adjoining station is used. between the sections. The temperature gradient is
Near the bottom some stations extend deeper than determined by taking the temperature difference
their neighbouring stations. To account for this, between the neighbouring isotherms divided by the

linear interpolation between the bottom depth of difference in height between them. For the zero
neighbouring stations is used to calculate areas in this degree isotherm, the difference between the -0.15C
region. Matching the LADCP depth with the CTD and one degree isotherm is used while all others are
depth, we use the CTD potential temperature to based on a difference over two degrees: The distance
divide transports into temperature classes. These are downstream between sections is determined using
shown in Figure 5 for temperature classes below 0°C,
I°C, to below 5C.
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Figure 5. Schematic of entrainment in the Faroe Bank Channel outflow.
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Subinertial and seasonal variability in the Strait of Gibraltar from CAkNIGO
observations

J. Garcia Lafuente, J. M. Vargas, J. Delgado and F. Criado

Departamento de Fisica Aplicada, Universidad de Milaga, MWlaga, Spain

Abstract. Observations taken at the eastern exit of the Strait of Gibraltar during
CANIGO project have been processed to estimate variable inflow, outflow and
net flow. A summary of the results concerning subinertial and seasonal
variability is presented in this work. Observed flows confirm that atmospheric
forcing and seasonal heating-cooling of surface waters, respectively, are the
driving forces for flow variability in those frequency bands. The analysis of
inflow, outflow and interface depth time series provides insights into the
internal dynamics of the Strait.

Introduction the contrary, subinertial velocities only reverse in

exceptional situations of extreme meteorological

The Strait of Gibraltar, connecting the Atlantic forcing which may last 3 or 4 days at most. In these
Ocean with the Mediterranean Sea through a rather rare cases the problem of the interface definition is
complicated system of sills and narrows, is the
scenario of a well-studied baroclinic exchange driven F
by the net evaporative losses in the Mediterranean I
Sea. A long term averaged net flow of the order of

= 0.05 Sv is necessary to compensate for the

evaporation in the Mediterranean. This averaged net 1%.0k

flow is the difference of two quantities T, and Q_.,
the inflow and outflow, respectively, which are one
order of magnitude greater. 5SN

This baroclinic exchange has been often compared
with the predictions of the two-layer hydraulic theory
(Farmer and Armi, 1986). Many works based on this
theory have been published since, focussing mainly -6.0W -5.8W -5.6W -5.4W

on Camarinal sill cross section. However, Bormans o
and Garrett (1989) showed that the eastern section of
the Strait of Gibraltar is equally interesting to 250
investigate the exchange (to elucidate the question of .

whether or not the exchange is maximal) and the
450ointerface oscillations at this section a potential tool to

do it.
Flow variability has been properly classified into -so.

tidal, subinertial, seasonal and long term or
interannual. Tidal signal is typically three to four -100o
times greater than the mean exchange T and O-, Figure 1. Map of the Strait of Gibraltar showing the

causing flow reversals in some places of the Strait at main topographic features of Camarinal Sill (CS) and
certain periods of the tidal cycle (Bryden et al., 1994; Tarifa Narrows (TN) as well as the location of the
Garcia Lafuente et al., 2000). The interface of null mooring lines. Lower panel shows the depths of

along-strait velocity makes no sense in this case. On sampling at the three mooring sites.
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faced again, though these unusual events could be Seasonal variability
considered as brief events of arrested inflow or
outflow. Seasonal and interannual fluctuations are The data set used to analyze the seasonal
always too weak to reverse flows and the interface of variability covers the period from October 1995 to
null velocity is well-defined (Garcia Lafuente et al. May 1998. The procedure to estimate the flows is
2002a). Thus, this interface is appropriate to carry explained in Garcia Lafuente et aL (2002a). Fifteen-
out the analysis of the two-way exchange at days average of daily data has been carried out in
subinertial frequencies and will be used in this paper. order to remove meteorologically forced variability,
Next two Sections show results concerning seasonal which is dealt with in next Section. Figure 2 shows
and subinertial variability, respectively. Most of this that the annual signal prevails in the inflow while
work focus on the response of the interface depth to semiannual contribution is important in the outflow
the barotropic fluctuations, which are compared with and interface depth. The net flow annual signal
the predictions of a simple two layer model based on would be a consequence of the important annual
the aforementioned work of Bormans and Garrett cycle of the inflow, whose phase, in turns, strongly
(1989), which has been further explored in Delgado suggest a close relationship to the annual cycle of
etal. (2001). solar heating.

Figure 1 shows the map of the Strait and the depths Net flow signal is compatible with the observed
of sampling in the eastern section. A description of sea level seasonal cycle in the Mediterranean Sea
the data set, data processing and flows computation after removing the steric effect (Garcia Lafuente et
can be found in Garcia Lafuente et a!., (2002ab) for al. 2002a). More intriguing is the clear semiannual
low frequency (seasonal) and atmospherically forced signals of the outflow and interface depth that are
(subinertial) fluctuations and is not presented here. linked to each other. It might be related to the

presence/absence of the Western Alboran gyre,
$T T ,. whose size and depth changes throughout the year, if

S•'T the exchange through the Strait were submaximal.
To this respect, we present in Figure 3 the

- .i relationship between net flow and interface depth
--- fluctuations. We will discuss this Figure later.

0.5 ............. .........

00 .

1 -0,..4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6S . . ............... .........

-100L Figu-re 3. Scattering plot of interface depth against
". ........ net flow. The solid ine (slope = -62 11 Sv) is the

-200 . . . t mean square fit of the data (r=-0.72_).

50-200-

10 15 20 25 30 35 40
Month from 0,95 Subinertia -variabilit-

Figure 2. From top to bottomS Net flow (dots) and
standard deviation of the fifteen-~ays mean (oars). Figures 4 and 5 show similar information as
Solid line is the mean square fit of the oata to a mode! Figures 2 and 3 for the meteorologically induced
that includes annual and semiannual signals. The subinertia flow. The period of observations in this

following three panels show the same information for analysis spans from October 1997 to May 1998 and
inflow, outflow and the interface depth. the data come from the central mooring ("C" in
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Figure 1). Details of data processing can be seen in Figure 5 shows the scatter diagram of the depth of
Garcia Lafuente et aL (2002b). the interface against the net barotropic fluctuation, in

The net barotropic flow has been compared with the same manner as Figure 3 does for seasonal
the hindcast provided by the barotropic model signals. Points are well aligned along the straight
NIVMAR (.Alvarez Fanjul et aL, 2001) used by line, which is the least-square fit of the data points.
Puertos del Estado, Spain to forecast sea level around
Spain. The model domain covers the Mediterranean 0_
Sea and a large part of the Atlantic Ocean and is
forced by the diagnosed wind and atmospheric -50"
pressure fields provided by HIRLAM application run
by Instituto Meteorologico Nacional (Spain). The° "
correlation between observed and hindcast flow (top { - -
panel of Figure 4) is above 0.8, and improves by
more than 20% the prediction of the widely used .200
analytical model of Candela et aL. (1989). As in the
case of seasonal variability, inflow contributes more -250.4.5 -1 -0.5 0 05 1 1.5
than outflow to the fluctuations of the net barotropic 00 [sv]
flow. Both contributions have the same sign (middle
panels of Figure 4), meaning that positive Figure 5. Plot of interface depth against net flow for

fluctuations of the net flow are achieved by inflow subinertial fluctuations. Solid line is the mean square

increase and simultaneous outflow decrease- fit of the data. Numerical values of the slope (-60=2
m/Sv) and the regression coefficient (r=-0.85) are

2 similar to those of seasonal flow.

,, A simple numerical model

0. I Two layer theory states that under maximal
2" . ,exchange and moderate barotropic fluctuations in the

sense defined by Farmer and Armi (1986), inflow
4,. and outflow contribute very approximately the same

to the net barotropic fluctuation. Figures 2 and 4
indicate that inflow fluctuations are more important

- "than outflow fluctuations. The simple t-D model put
> forward by Bormans and Garrett (1989) makes
N. theoretical predictions of interface oscillations,

assuming hydraulic control in Camarinal Sill (see
Figure 1). The validity of this assumption is

.................. supported by the fact that Mediterranean outflow is
-o much less buoyant than Atlantic water at the same

depth and therefore it cascades down to around one
'.t0• •thousand meters depth in the Atlantic Ocean. The

-150 VY.second control in Tarifa Narrows may or may not

.200 exist, giving rise to maximal exchange with
lNv INv 10c l6Dc Jn 16Jn 1Fb 15Fb lMr lSF6r supercritical flow downstream the contraction or

1997 i998 submaximal exchange with subcritical flow
Figure 4. From top to bottom: Net flow computed from downstream, respectively. Both solutions bifurcates
the data (thick line) and flow predicted by the barotropic in the so-called marginally submaximal exchange
model (thin line). Middle panels are inflow and outflow that provides the same exchanged flows as the
fluctuations, respectively, and bottom panel is the maximal solution but differs from it in the way the
interface oscillation, interface downstream of the contraction behaves.

Thus,
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Bormans and Garrett (1989) only considered
maximal and marginally submaximal situations. In
both cases the control section at Tarifa Narrows is References
present and the exchanged flows are fully
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bound to outflow fluctuations (Delgado et al. 2001,
Garcia Lafuente et aL. 2002a) and are even larger
than what Figure 6 shows for the marginally
submaximal case. Regarding interface oscillations,
which are good references for the state of the
exchange in the two-layer inviscid models, CANIGO
observations suggest submaximal exchange. The
mean depth of the interface shown in Figures 3 and 5
is also much higher than the predicted depth in case
of maximal exchange (see Figure 6-a), supporting the
submaximal exchange solution as well.
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The Sicily Strait dynamics: A sensitivity study with a high resolution numerical
model
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Abstract. Using a primitive equation numerical model we show, in agreement
with a previous theoretical study, that topographic constraint is the essential
mechanism explaining the separation of the Algerian current at the Sicily Strait.

Introduction constant and equal to 1029 except in the MAW. The
MAW density is 1028. At the Tunisian coast, the

In situ and satellite observations show that the MAW depth is about 150 m, its surface offshore
Algerian current separates into two branches at the extension is 50 km and its transport is 2 Sv.
Sicily Strait: one is flowing into the Eastern -Flat bottom experiment ($I).
Mediterranean, the other into the Tyrrhenian Sea
(Lermusslaux and Robinson, 2001, Astraldi et al., In the SI experiment, the bottom is fiat and the

1999, Herbaut et al., 1998). A sensitivity study was depth constant (1000 m) everywhere. As soon as the

performed with a high-resolution primitive equation gate of the basin filled with MAW is removed, one

model (3.7 km x 4 kin, 31 levels in the vertical) of notices the formation of a baroclinic Kelvin front

the Sicily Strait region to understand the mechanisms propagating along the Algerian coast at a speed of

governing the surface and deep circulation in the about 0.5 ms-I. This front is linked to the advection

Strait of Sicily. This resolution allows us to model of MAW. When arriving at the Sicily strait level, the
Kelvin wave front passes through the strait and

the two deep (450 m for the south channel and 625 m K w e

for the north channel) and narrow (20 kin) channels continues to propagate along the African coast

whose correct representation is essential for the forming a baroclinic coastal jet. After one month, the

transport of the deep LIW flow. The present study circulation is stabilized (Figure la). One notes that

can be considered as complementary to the study of no MAW crosses the Sicily strait and flows along the
Herbaut et at. (1998) who investigated the response Northern coast of Sicily. The surface current then

to the density gradient forcing through the Straits of becomes unstable generating large anticyclonic

Gibraltar and Sicily using simplified theoretical and eddies which drift westwards which can be

numerical models. interpreted as generated by the conservation of
momentum according to the theory of Pichevin and
Nof (1997).

The experiments

The numerical simulations were performed with [,iSIS 11
the LODYC finite difference primitive equation [I IS
model as in Speich et aL (1996). The modeled flat bottm no sill I Y
domain covers the central part of the Mediterranean, flat bottom + ste like sl I
encompassing the Strait of Sicily. The Algeian
current is generated by the dam breaking procedure
as in Speich et aL. (1996) and Herbaut et aL. (1998). Wind I y i I

Ionian Wazt jyI

Analysis of the experiments
Table 1. Characteristic of the six experiments.

We first ran three experiments denoted SI, S2 and
S3 with different topography where the density is
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LIW currents flowing into the Tyrrhenian Sea

- Step like sill e-xveriment (S2). through the two deep channels (Figure 2a, right).
In the S2 experiment, the Tyrrhenian Sea is flat; its LIW is advected in form of a baroclinic coastal

depth is of 1000 in. The Sicily strait sill is modeled current trapped at the coast and progressing along the
by a step whose upper level is at 200 m below the sea Northern coast of Sicily.
surface. The depth of the Ionian basin is set at 200 We have also investigated two potential
m. When arriving at the Sicily strait level, the mechanisms for explaining the presence of an
current advecting the MAW separates into two eastwards current flowing along the Southern Sicily
branches; one passes through the strait and flows coast and penetrating into the Eastern Mediterranean.
along the Tunisian coast advecting part of the MAW
into the Eastern basin, the other crosses the strait and - Effect of wind (S5).

flows along the Northern coast of Sicily, advecting We ran an experiment identical to S4 during 48
part of MAW into the Tyrrhenian Sea (Figure lb). days and then we added a constant 10 ms t wind
This experiment is in agreement with the results of blowing from North-West. After 12 days (day 60 of
Herbaut et a!. (1998) showing that the topography of the experiment) we observe a noticeable current
the sill controls the surface circulation in the strait. flowing eastwards along the Southern Sicily coast

-Realistic bottom topography experiment (S3). (Figure 2b, left). Its transport is gbout 0.15 Sv. A
SRmstrong upwelling is generated along the Southern

In the S3 experiment, we use a real topography Sicily coast.
obtained from IBMC (International Bathymetric It is concluded that the wind is a potential
Chart of the Mediterranean). The fine grid mesh candidate for explaining the presence of a current
allows us to correctly represent the two deep flowing eastwards along the Southern Sicily coast
channels which are in the middle of the Sicily strait. and the presence of the Southern Sicily coast
As the topography is realistic, the Algerian current is upwelling as often observed (Lermussiaux and
trapped by the shelf topography rather than by the Robinson. 2001).
coast as in S2. Its pattern is quite different from this The LW transport is now 1.3 Sv. This value is
of the above experiments (Figure 1c). At the Sicily higher than that found during S4 can be interpreted
strait level, the current divides into two branches, one by the fact that the wind generates a slight Eastward
passing through the strait, the other one crossing it transport through the strait in addition to this due the
and flowing along the Northern coast of Sicily. We MAW advection. The increase of LIW transport
clearly see the advection of MAW flowing as a compensates the mass transport due the wind.
coastal jet along the Northern Sicily coast. The
branch passing through the strait is trapped by the - Ionian water effect (S6).

Tunisian shelf topography, meanders in the middle of The water of the Ionian basin is somewhat denser
the strait and enters the Eastern Mediterranean than this of the Malta basin and may have an impact
without flowing along the Southern Sicily coast. on the circulation of the strait. In order to investigate

this effect we ran an experiment similar to S4 where
we added a source of Ionian water in the North-East

We also ran an experiment S4 with the real region of Sicily. This reservoir is open at initial time.
topography used in S3 but with realistic stratification After 10 days we notice the presence of a strong

for the Tyrrhenian Sea, the western part of the eastward coastal current flowing along the Southern
Eastern Mediterranean (Ionian Sea) and the MAW. coast of Sicily (Figure 2c, left). The responsible
The stratification was obtained by averaging MODB mechanism is similar to this described in Herbaut et
data (Brasseur et aL, 1996). aL (1998) and explaining the separation of the MAW

The coastal current is forced as in the previous in the Sicily strait but in a mirror situation.
experiments by now filling the adjacent basin with The transport associated to this current flowing
waters having a MAW profile. By looking at the along the south Sicily coast is of the order of 0.3 Sv.
spin up phase, we notice that the currents at surface, It may drive some MAW penetrating in the Eastern
and at depth, are negligible in the strait before the Mediterranean. It is associated to upward isopycnal

arrival of MAW. The surface circulation (Figure 2a, slopes which are less intense than in experiment S5.
left) is very similar to this observed in experiment S3.
The arrival of the MAW at the strait level generates
deep
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Discussion and conclusion may contribute to generate the South Sicily current.

When looking at hydrographic sections perpendicular
The above experiments allow us to clarify our to the coast both in in-situ observations (Astraldi et

understanding of the functioning of the Sicily strait. al., 1999) and in the numerical experiments, it does
The major outcomes of our study are the following: not seem that this coastal current advects a significant

- We found that the topography controls the quantity of MAW.
circulation at the strait level. The shallower the sill
depth, the more intense the separation. When Acknowledgments. This work is a contribution to the
comparing experiments S2 and S3 it is found that the MATER project supported by the EU MAST3 program n'

PL950401. I: was also supported by the contract SHOM 99 87
real topography enhances the separation of the 031 0047 029 25. The computations were done at the IDRIS
Algerian current; this is probably due to the large Center (CN'RS).
variety of topographic waves occurring in the case of
real topography and helping the current to follow the
sill and consequently to cross the strait. Besides, the References
current crossing the strait does not feel the small
scale features of the topography like the two deep Astraldi M., Balopoulos S., Candela I., Font J., Gacic M.,
channels: it is only sensitive to large scale Gasparini G.P., Manca B., Theocharis A., and Tintord
topographic features of the order of the width of the J., (1999): The role of straits and Channels in
strait which are shallow in the present case. Understanding the characteristics of the Mediterranean

- The LIW flows into the Tyrrhenian through the circulation. Progress on Oceano., 44 (1-3), 65-108.
two deep channels located in the middle of the strait Herbaut C., Codron F., and Crepon M., (1998): Separation
and then turns right following the Northern coast of of a Coastal Current at a Strait Level: Case of the Strait
Sicily (Figure 2, left). At 350 m in the two deep of Sicily. J. Phys. Oceanogr., 28,.1346-1362.
channels of the strait, we observe a velocity betweefl Lermussiaux P. F. J., and Robinson A. R., (2001):
10 and 15 cms-1. This supports the description of Features of dominant mesoscale variability, circulation
Millot et al. (1999) and Astraldi et aL (1999). patterrns and dynamics in the Strait of Sicily. Deep Sea

- When looking at the spin-up phase of S4, we see Res., 148, 1953-1997
that the currents at the strait level are negligible until Millot C., (1999): Circulation in the Western
the arrival of the MAW. The small density gradient Mediterranean Sea. J. Mar. Systems, 20, 1-4, 423-442.
between the Tyrrhenian Sea and the Malta basin is Speich S, Madec G., and Crepon M., (1996): A process
unable to generate a noticeable current at depth or at study on a strait outflow circulation: The case of the
surface. When the MAW penetrates the strait, the Alboran Sea. J.Physc.Oceanogr., 26, 3, 320-340.
continuity equation implies an outflow of LIW at Pichevin T., and Nof D., (1997): The momentum
depth. We can thus state that the Sicily strait imbalance paradox. Tellus. 49A, 298-319.
circulation is mainly controlled by the density
gradient between the Atlantic and the Mediterranean
rather than the along Sicily strait density gradient.

- In the S4 experiment, the ratio of the surface
transport passing through the strait versus that
crossing it is close to the observed value.

- Two mechanisms were investigated for
explaining the current along the Southern Sicily
coast. First we showed that a north-west wind (S5) is
able to generate such a current and the associated
upwelling observed on infra red satellite images
(Astraldi etaL., 1996). Second the presence of an
Ionian water denser than that of the Malta basin is
also a good candidate for driving such a current (S6).
The latter current is more stable than the former. The
transport of the S6 current is twice this of S5
experiment, but the S5 upwelling is more intense
than that due to the upwards slope of the isopycnes
associated with the S6 current. In fact both processes
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A process study of the Denmark Strait Overflow
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Abstract. Two recent surveys of velocity, temperature and salinity in the Denmark
Strait are used to characterize the flow structure, transport and dynamics of the
dense overflow from the Nordic Seas. The mean transport of dense water found
at the sill is indistinguishable from measurements made in 1973 (to within 20%),
and the statistics of variability are similarly identical. Estimates of entrainment
rate from watermass dilution in the descending plume are consistent with the near-
doubling of transport deduced from previous current meter arrays. In addition, the
rate of descent of the dense plume agrees with that of a streamtube retarded by
bottom stress.

Introduction ers were deployed simultaneously, although there were in-
stances in which XCPs were used in conjunction with the

The Denmark Strait has long been one of the more dif- ship-lowered CTD, providing more accurate T and S infor-
ficult of the large ocean straits in which to carry out a pro- marion but resulting in a slower survey speed.
gramn of measurements. Inhospitable weather and the fre- The XCP (eXpendable Current Profiler) measures ocean
quent presence of ice makes ship operations difficult, and velocity through the method of geomagnetic induction [San-
heavy fishing and strong currents pose a constant threat to ford er aL., 1978] and so yields a profile relative to an un-
moored instrumentation. Interpretation of results has been known constant offset. By combining the instantaneous ve-
complicated by many factors, including energetic mesoscale locity profiles from the XCP with near-surface currents con-
variability, thin near-bottom currents over steep topography tinuously measured by the shipboard ADCP we were able
and a complex watermass and flow structure. Nevertheless, to obtain full water-column absolute velocity to an accuracy
considerable interest has remained focused on the Denmark approaching 0.01 m s-. This method proved quite success-
Strait due to its importance as a choke point in the ther- ful and has geat potential for future measurement progr
mohaline overturning circulation and source of North At- in oanic straits.

lantic deep water. Dense water formed in the Nordic Seas A further advantage of the XCP is that its small probe
passes between Greenland and Iceland and cascades down A further advan tag e o e sotht its sm ar
the continental slope, forming the Denmark Strait Overflow size (30cm long) allows detailed resolution of velocity shear
(DSO) and eventually the deep western boundary current of even into the turbulent bottom boundary layer. By fitting a

the North Atlantic. Surface currents and ice passing through logarithmic'profile to the velocity data in the bottom 15 m
the Strait also play an important role in the freshwater budget of the water column we have estimated the direction andof the Nordic and Arctic seas. magnitude of the shear stress (i-) exerted on the fluid by

the boundary. In aggregate, a comparison of these estimates
In a departure from the traditional types of measurements to the velocity 50 m above the bottom (still within the fast-

heretofore employed in the Denmark Strait, we undertook a flowing density current) gives an estimated quadratic drag
study of the DSO using expendable instu-ments deployed in coefficient (CD) of 3 x i0-, in good agreement with other
a rapid survey pattern designed to resolve and characterize studies of oceanic flows. This log profile technique has

the strong variability of the flow. Our results show the value been used previously [Johnson et ah., 1994] in a study of the

of direct hiZh-resolution velocity measurements in process Mediterranean outflow and is a valuable asset for evaluating
studies of this kind and reinforce the need for synoptic sam- the influence of friction on near-bottom flows.
pling in regions of significant temporal arid spatial variabil-
ity.

Field study
Measurement techniques

In August 1997 we occupied 3 sections from the RN Aranda
The primary tools used in the rapid survey were expend- as par, of the EC VEINS program. Our more extensive sur-

able profilers measuring velocity (XCP) and temperature and vey took place on a cruise with Rolf Kdse of IfIM Kiel on
salinity (XCTD). In most cases, the two types of profil- the RNV Poseidon in September 1998. The main goals of
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700 27• 2. . 8sampled 8 < 2 0C transport•s from the 7 near-sill Poseidon sections

0 20 40 60 80 100 (dashed), and numerical model transports from Kile and OsehliesDistance (kn) 20001 (dotted). "Array-sampled" sections attempt to esimate the

transport that the 073 array would have measured at the time of the

survey by projecting to the instrument positions.
Figure 1. Veloci ty and density section across th silt fron one of 7 near-
sill sections in the Poseidon survey. Gr eenlanIkd is to the left and tceldand to
the right. The po~sitions of XCPIXCTD drops are mearked by vertcal dotte
lines. Positive th'rough-secti•on velocity (soli.d linet) is sou~wes:,zrd. t e.. mug the cumulative probability distribution function (CPDF.
towads the vewen Fig. 2) of transport from both sets of measurements finds the

distributions to be indistinguishable to the 99% confidence
the survey were to: 1) estimate the transport through severod le
sections. 2) map the dynamical properties of the overflow
plume, including Froude number and bottom stress, 3) de- Descending plume

Dermine the upstream condition for hydraulic considerations
and 4) characterize the velocity and watermass stu-cture of Further from the sill the barotropic character of the over-
one or more surface eddies. As it turned out, the CTD survey flow becomes less pronounced and a bottom-intensified cur.
was not aions extee as hoed. while the expendable survey rent develops in the descending dense layer. In most of our
underwent substantial modification. Fortunately, even when sections a southwestward-flowing barotropic current is still
the winds and sea state made cable-tlowered CTD operations present near the Greenland shelf-break, but vey litfte, if any,
impossible, wewewre often still able to lauch the expendable of the dense water remains in this current. It appears that the
probes from the 01 level and continue our surve, albeit at a bottom and s-urface flows have become more-or-less decou-
slower pace due to the difficult of maintaining headway, pied by a distance of 100 km from the sill.

Under the "streamtube" description of bottom densith
Near-sill structure and transport curents [Smith, 1975; Ppce and Baringer, 19943 the DSO

can be thought of as a slab of dense water under the influ-
Our observations have revealed the structure of the over- ences of gravity friction and Coriolis aceleration sliding

flow velocity and density in a new light, showing the pres- down the continental slope through a stratified background.
ence ofa barorropic jet above the dense deep layer as well as The resulting force balance produces anb angled path. with
strong lateral shear an aa neardy vertical front separating the the flow's downward an de decreasing as slope and density
outow from the Atlantic water on the south-eastern side of anomaly decrease through entranment or flow into denser
the strait (Fig. I). backgrre ound water or less-steep topography.

We have used our 7 sections closest to the sill to es- The observed path of the dense water (Figure 3) is, in
timate the transport of water denser than 0e = 27.8 at fact, quite consistent with this description, despite all of the
2.7+0.6Sv [ Girton etaL, 2001]. A comparison of the stadw s- variability present. The dots in the lower inset to Fire 3

tics of transport determined by our sections with those from show the depth of the center of the plume mass anomaly at
the current meters deployed during the OVERFLOW '73 each section. plotted vs. distance from the sill (located at ap-

(073) project tRoss, 1984] has shown no detectable change proximately 66.1 0 N, 27.1 0W). The descent is relatively slow
over the period 1973-1998. We have calculated the transort afstfir (during the first 50 in) and then reaches a more-or-
that the 073 array would have measured in 1998, gven the less constant rate of 6 m ks'ao. The angled bars in the inset
velocity and temperature structure in our 7 sectionsg and ar- show the rate of descent expected from the average bottom
rived a a mean of 2.9 Sv, identical to the 1973 measurement. stress (-) estimated over each section using logarithmic ye-
We have also calculated the range of mean, median. std. deeri locity fits in the botom boundary layer. Intearating these
max and mu values expected from a random samtepsing of 7 slopes (thin black line) gves a very close mach to the total
points from the 073 transport timeserest and found that ou observed descent of the dense water (thin gray line, derived
values lie within the ou-r (67%) confidencesrange for each of from a smoothing of the center-of-mass dots). indicating that
these statistics. Finally, a Kohmogorov-Smirnov test compar- bottom stress is. in fact, the dominant mechaism allowing
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Figure 3. Position of overflow center of mass (dots) and half-width (bars) on each of 18 cross-sections. Apart from some variability at
the sill and early in the descent, the flow follows a well-defined path with remarkably little cross-stream scatter. The two insets show the
geographical location in a larger context (upper left) and the descent of the dense water plume with distance from the sill (lower right).
See text for additional details.

the descent of the dense water.

Entrainment and energy budget

During the descent, the average density of the plume Moe 28
decreases due to the entrainment of ambient fluid. This de- @
crease appears to become steeper beyond ~-125 km fromri the 279 ..... ............
sill (Fig. 4). Using the slopes ( -)before and after 1-5 km, e n T +
along with mean plume velocity (VO. thickness (H) and den- ..27.9..
sity anomaly over each region, the entrainment rate.

() 27.8- ...... ]

VII ~ 27.85 0 50 100 150 200 250
is estimated to increase by an order of magnitude from 6 x Distance (kin)
10- 5 m S- to 8 x 10-4 ms-1.

In addition to its consequences for overflow mean den-
sity, w, should have a profound effect on transport changes Figure 4. Evolution of plume density Maq with distance from

resulting from the inclusion of new water. Fizu-e 5 shows the sill. The thin solid line is from a smoothing of the points with

the through-secti m 3 water on a 20kmn Gaussian window. The two thick straight lines are from
g-eton transport of ag >2 7 .8 kg m3linear fits to the reg-n eoeadatr12kadse osoall sections. demonstrating that the effect of entrainment may i fit e ions before and after 25 k, and seem to show

be particularly difficult to pick out of the short-term vari- a significant changen slop.

ability present in the measurements. Perhaps this is due to
the fact that the constituent measurements of velocity and
cross-sectional area are themselves highly variable. In fact,
a substantial fraction of total transport may be due to the co-
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8 the transport variability of Fig. 5). The continuity from theJ: near-sill sections to the downstream region does appear to be
. improved over the available energy description above.,. 6 • ... ....... ... :.... .. . . . . . .: . o• -•:. . . .•S i : : : : ?O 'B'h:ank"

"-" u x3 • | -" Condusionso 4 .. ... " ... • ,.:..... ..... : ........ • " . .:. . . . .

SKnowledge of the structure of the velocity through the
-- .- Denmark Strait has been, until now, fairly minimal. The full

2 .water column sections described here illustrate the persis-
tence of a barotropic jet in the near-sill flow, often includ-

0/ ______________ ing a recirculation on the Greenland shelf in addition to the
0 50 100 ISO 20o 250 counter-flow on the Iceland slope. The mechanism under-

Distance (kin) lying this barotropic flow in a situation in which the pri-
mary forcing is by internal density gradients has still to be
explained.

Figure 5. Dense water transport vs. distance from the sill, as mea- After a careful comarison between the different geo-
suredbyall IS sectionswith XCPs (including *two from the Aranda)
as well as two current meter arrays (labeled as "Ross" and "Dohm graphical coverages and temporal distributions of the current
Bank") LRoss, 1984; Dickson and Brown, 1994, respectivelyl. The meter measurements from OVERFLOW '73 and the veloc-
dashed lines show rates of transport increase expected from the two ity profiles from the Poseidon cruise, it appears that not only
w, values estimated from Eq. 1 and Fig.4. The solid curve is a was the mean overflow transport during the two periods sta-
smoothing of the transport values using a 75 km Gaussian window. tistically identical (to an accuracy of about 0.6 Sv), but also

the distribution of variability was indistinguishable. In fact
the measured mean transport values only differed by 0.2 Sv,

variability of these quantities, casting further doubt on the suggesting that a relatively brief survey, as long as it spans
simplified streamtube model. the lateral extent of the outflowing waters and resolves the

banded velocity structures at the sill, is sufficient to quantify
Energy vs. energy flux the overflow flux with equivalent accuracy to a current meter

array of substantially longer duration.
Given a certain success in interpretation ,using a n- Once the agreement between the 1973 and 1998 obser-

tube framework, we are tempted to examine the energet- vations is established, it becomes more plausible that signif-
ics of the overflow in the same light. The energy source icant features observed in the new surveys can be consid-
for the overflow is the potential energy (PE) of the density ered universal characteristics of the DSO. In particular, the
anomaly due to its thickness (inteal potential enerY-iPE) changes to the plume-averaged properties in the region stud-
and height on the slope (external potential enery--ePE). ied are the first major step in the modification of the over-
Previous studies of oceanic outflows-particularly from the flow into North Atlantic Deep Water. Some of the imporant
Mediterranean [Johnson et aL, !994]--have suggested that points resulting from the bulk overflow (streamtube) analysis
the loss of potential energy is primarily accounted for by include:
frictional stresses ax the ocean bottom and plume interface.
In terms of their contribution to the along-stream momen- The path of the dense water as it descends the Green-
tumn budget, frictional forces applied over the surface of the land continental slope has surptisingIly little variabil-
plume should produce changes in total energy with down- ity, following a path of essentially constant rate of de-
stream distance. In fact this only appears to be the case in scent over topography. This rate is consistent with a
the region far enough from the sill that the plume does, in balance between buoyancy, Coriolis acceleration and
fact. appear as a bottom-trapped density current. T'he near- bottom stress.
sill sections contain much higher ePE and iPE which does
not carry over into the downstream sections. Evidently, the The rate of change of plume-averaged density with
sill sections do not release a0l of their APE into the downs- distance increases at just over 100 km from the sill, in-
lope overflow. dicating an increase in entrainment velocity (w,) from

6x 10-s inss-1 to 8 x 10- mis-1. This increase in en-
The situation is partially clarified by considering theflux trainient rate couId provide the increases in transport

of energy in the overflow plume. This approach has the ad- observed by previous current meter moorings along
vantage that the total flux should not depend very strongly the overflow path [Dickson and Brown. 1994].
on the angle of the section to the flow. A major disadvan-
tage to interpreting energy flux is the additional variability ,Also at close to 100 km from the sill, both the plume-
produced by an extra factor of velocity included in most of averaged velocity and the propagation speed of eddies
the terms. In fact, flux estimates do show large section-to- identified in the survey reach a maximum of approx-
section variability, even suggesting that the amplitude of the imately 0.9 mss- . This is the location that the sur-
variability increases in the downstream direction (not unlike face manifestations of these eddies appear as cyclonic
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spirals of cold East Greenland Current water in satel- velocities and energetic bottom boundary layers.
lite infrared images, as previously reported by Bruce
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100 km from the sill are not entirely clear. One possibiliti Kise, has provided invaluable assistance throughout all stages of
is a steepening of the Greenland slope beneath the overflow the study.
path. increasing approximately linearly from zero at the sill
to almost 0.03 at about 125 km and remaining roughly con- References
stant between 125 and 225 km from the sill (essentially to the
end of our survey region). The increased slope clearly pre- Bruce. J. G., Eddies southwest of the Denmark Strait, Deep-Sea
vents the plume from spreading too rapidly in this region (see Res., 42, 13-29, 1995.

Fig. 3) but may also lead to increased entrainment. The max- Dickson, R. R., and 3. Brown, The production of North Atlantic

imurn in plume velocity at the start of the steep region does Deep Water Sources, rates, and pathways, J Geophys. Res., 99,

not entirely agree with this picture, however. Another candi- 12,319-12,341, 1994.datentisey fac e wthat the s plcum e , en ou ers A nothe r ct nin - Girton, J. B., T. B. Sanford, and R. H. Kase, Synoptic sections
date is the fact that the plume encounters a reduction in back- of the Denmark Strait overflow, Geophys. Res. Lem., 28, 1619-
ground stratification at approximately 1000 m depth (a depth 1622,2001.
reached at about 125 km from the sill, as shown in the inset Johnson, G. C., T. B. Sanford. and M. 0. Baringer, Stress on the
to Fig. 3). It is possible that this change in background strat- Mediternanean outflow plume I: Velocity and water property
ification has an effect on the entrainment process. although measurements, J. Phys. Oceanogr., 24, 2072-2083, 1994.
an alternate possibility is simply that the reduction in plume Kaise. R. H., and A. Oschlies, Flow through Denmark Strait, J. Geo.
density anomaly through entrainment and increased back- phys. Res., 105.23,527-28,546,2000.
ground density allows for greater mixing. Bulk Richardson Price, J. F.. and M. 0. Ba-inger, Outflows and deep water produc-

tion by marginal seas, Progr Oceanogr, 33, 161-200, 1994.
numbers are highly variable and do not provide conclusive Ross, C. K.. Temperature-salinity characerics of the "overflow"
evidence one way or the other. water in Denmark Strait during "OVERFLOW '73", Rapp. P-v.

The dramatic watermass modification and eddy formation Riun. Cons. in:. Explor Met., 185, 1I1-t 19, 1984.
processes occurring in the Denmark Strait remain complex Sanford. T. B., R. G. Drever, and J. H-. Dunlap. A velocity pro-
phenomena and will continue to be a subject of interest as filer based on the principles of geomagnetic induction, Deep-Sea

future trends in climate forcing result in increasing changes Res., 25, 183-2l0, 1978.
Smith, P. C., A streann-ube model for bottom boundary currents; into the source regions in the Nordic Seas. While it is clear the o. Deep-Sea R es 28 7 1975.

that questions remain, we are encouraged that our approach
of synoptic velocity surveying was able to illuminate new
features of the DSO and go a long way toward solidifying the
understanding of the dynamics of the descending plume. We This prepsint was preared with AGU's LAEX macros vS.0t. wth te

also hope that similar techniques will be considered for the etension package "AGU-H by P. W. Daly, version 1.6b from 1999/08'19.
study of other nmesoscale oceanic processes involving strong
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On the effect of friction and entrainment on potential vorticity
in the shallow water approximation
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Abstract We analyse potential vorticity conservation for systems in shallow
water, when friction and mixing play a role as in the Strait of Gibraltar dense water
outflow into the Atlantic Ocean.

The problem are positive constants (Smith 1975; Pedlosky 1987). In any
case. for the sake of simplicity we assume in the following

Potential vorticity II and its dynamics have been studied that r is linear.

by numerous authors, such as Gill (1982), Pedtosky (1987). For such F, by cross differentiation of (1) one obtains the
Haynes and McIntyre (1987 and 1990), Kurgansky (1991), vorticity equation (Gill 1982) for viscous fluids

Miller (1995) among many others, and has proved useful in
oceanographic and meteorological fluid-dynamics analyses. d a. ,v
In addition, Salusti and Serravall (1999) recently analysedd ( + (• + f)(•Y -) =

the evolution of II for a fluid in the presence of mild friction d1 1

or rotational forcings. a study of some interest for realistic
oceanographic analyses. with 8V au (2)

In many cases the "shallow water" version of 1H is of Ox f(

some utility as for shelf phenomena or Currents in thin ma- where d is the material time-derivative.
rine layers, where friction certainly plays an important role. at

In many oceanographic problems a fundamental role is also In the full 3-dimensional case, depth-integrating the mass

played by entrainment. This idealization was first intro- consetion e'quati +n + a- 0 for a homroge-

duced in fluid dynamics by Taylor (Turner 1986) that pro- neous, or incompressible, fluid between the sea bottom b and

posed that - = E" U, where e is the lateral velocity across h. considering the effect of entrainment, nives

the edge of a turbulent flow with mean velocity U. The co-
efficient E* is generally determined by the specific system d au ) • -

geometry, the environmental fluid stratification etc.. but for b)t

oceanographic cases it can be considered as a small constant
1 l0- -3 0-. Ev +v. (3)
So, now we discuss a classical shallow water problem for

a layer of homogeneous water bounded by the sea bottom All this brins us to realistic problems where both friction

b(x, y) and the surface h(z, V, t). In formulae the horizontal and entrainment must be considered. By combining (2) and

momentum equations are (3) we obtain

au &U 0u ah F(z)4-+ U + v -fV = -g* r - d( ±f( +fE
dt - "h-b" h-b

& V U & V & f u = -9 * h F W,( 1)d

where it = (u, v) is the horizontal velocity, p the density,

f the Coriolis parameter, t the time. x and y the horizontal In realistic cases, as for mild entrainment and friction, we

space coordinates. .9 = gAp/p. have the possiblity of approximating (4). Salusti and Ser-

In f - (F'z), F(7)) we will analyse friction: F = pie, ravall (1999) discuss some purely viscous cases. For general

where i, is a still undetermined operator. In the open sea one problems. if we know from other sources that /u- ý+t4 and

usually has f = pv"V2E while, for the case representing h - b are slowly varying quantities, we may tentatively as-

bottom friction, a popular approach is also F = -prz/6 sume r = E- ,-, const - 10-6 - 10-Ss-1, and
where v" -_ 10- - 10- 4  s-2 and i/' - 10- - 10-8s-I solve (4).
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114 Graemes-Cordero, Salusti

Density currents an effect of considerable interest. For the other D, E and F
transects, respectively at 11, 18 and 34 km. the behaviour of

These considerations clearly hold also for density cur- h - b, and&E, is more regular (Fig 2).
rents. namely dense water veins flowing geostrophically
along bottom isobaths. as studied by Smith (1975). and re-
cen tly by Emins (19977), Baringer and Price (1997). Note00
that, since the current flows over the sea-floor, its path and -

speed are particularly affected by the entrainment of am- raw[-,

bient fluid and by bottom friction, usually schematized as I-'"

4 .

EE Figure 2. Evolution of velocity u and thickness h - b for the

bottom current off Gibraltar.

Since a detailed estimate of entrainment of these data
7' has been obtained by Baringer and Price, corresponding to

C A -~ 1 -3s x 10, we use these values to compute r u,
a positive quantity. To balance these quantities, the viscous'3term is r - ford f 8x 10-2 ms-. It is

356 30"M I qof interest to note that whilst entrainment is proportional to
*ris'w. I! and consequently it can only decrease potential vortic-

ity. if C is negative the effect of friction can also give an
alongflow increase of I1. This indeed happens for the vigor-

Figure 1. Geographical positions of the hydrologic Sections ous geosrophic bottom flow immediately off Gibraltar, rn-
off Gibraltar (Baringer and Price 1997), with a sketch of the ing northward in transect B and C.

average velocities at the center of the Section.
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Rotating Hydraulics and Upstream Basin Circulation
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Abstract. The flow in a finite source fed f-plane basin drained through a strait is
explored using a single-layer (reduced gravity) shallow water numerical model that
resolves the hydraulic flow within the strait. The steady upstream basin circulation
is found to be sensitive to the nature of the mass source (e.g., uniform or localized
downwelling, boundary inflow). In contrast, the hydraulically controlled flow
in the strait is nearly independent of the basin circulation and agrees very well
with the Gill (1977) solution obtained using the numerically determined average
potential vorticity in the strait entrance region. The coupled basin-strait system
selects an average overflow potential vorticity that corresponds to the Gill solution
with maximum fluid depth on the strait boundaries. This result is robust to changes
in the basin and strait geometries, variations in the dissipation parameter (linear
drag), and the net mass flux. The non-unique relation between basin conditions and
overflow transport is significant with regard to deep overflow transport monitoring.

Introduction ertial sill flow that we examine using a numerical model of
coupled basin-strait flow that resolves the rotating hydraulic

Any effort to understand the effects of deep sills on flow within the strait.
abyssal circulation must address the issue of flow in the up-
stream basin. These effects may involve substantial feedback Potential Vorticity Budget
between the basin and the sill flows. For example, character-
istics of the overflowing water (such as potential vorticity) A useful tool for investigating this coupling is the basin
are determined forcing and dissipation of the circulation in potential vor icity budget obtained by integrating the tan-
the upstream basin. This circulation may also be affected by getial component of the steady single-layer reduced gravity
the hydraulic control at the sill (such as setting the mean up- shallow-water momentum equations (see (2) below) along a
stream fluid depth) which. in turn, depends on the potential closed contour C (Figaure 1) that bounds the basin (Pratt and
vorticity of the overfiowmng water. Llewelltn Smith, 1997; Pratt, 1997; Yang and Price, 2000).

In the classic Gill (1977) theory for rotating hydraulic sill The result is
flow the ratio of the transports in the boundary layers on the f t
left and right-hand walls (looking toward the sill). the (uni- c qhu -rt ds = c(D + M)•tds (1)
form) potential vorticity of the overflow fluid, and the sill ge-
ometry are needed to solve for the overflow transport. One where u = (u, v) is the horizontal velocity vector, D is the
possible upstream state comes from a flow established by dissipation operator, and M is the interiayer momentum flux
breaking a dam at the sill. A Kelvin wave propagates back (defined in the next section), which is typically small. The
into the basin along the left wall to establish the flow towards potential vorticity q = (f + C)/h, where C is the vertical rel-
the sill. The right wall remains unaffected for an infinite up- ative voracity, f is the Coriolis parameter and h is the laver
stream basin. However. the assumption of an infinite basin thickness. Here t and n are, respectively, the unit tangent
is rarely realistic. For example, the deepest outflow through and outward normal vectors to C and ds is the incremental
the Fa-oe-bank Channel is bounded upstream by the Norwe- arc length along C. Thus for steady flows the net potential
gian and Lofoten Basins, which are closed at depth except vorticity flux through the basin boundary must be balanced
for the Jan Mayen Fracture Zone. Other factors such as fric- by the net dissipation around the basin boundary.
tion. topography and the beta-effect can also be expected to Fluid can be fed into the closed basin either through a
introduce departures from the idealized Gill (197 7) picture distributed downwelling or through a boundary inflow. The
of upstream flow. Lastly, there is no reasoti to expect uni- constraint (1) then implies two quite different basin circula-
form potential vorticity in the water approaching the sill. tions. Consider a bowl-shaped f-plane basin and D = -ru.

The result is a potentially significant coupling between Downwelling involves no potential vorticity flux through C
the geostrophic and dissipative basin circulation and the in- and so the strait outflow is the only contributor to the left
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\ Iand continuitv,

t ah V -(uh(3)

. . equations. The equations are non-dimensionalized using
--- for the horizontal velocity u = (u, v), the deforma-
tion radius Vi/T/f for the lateral dimensions (xy). f-Y
for time t, and H for the layer depth h and the bottom to-

jh(x~y,r) pography b(x,y). Here 9' is the reduced gravity and k is
the vertical unit vector. The vertical downwelling velocity
w(zxy) (< 0) is scaled by Hf and M = -•ue(-w)
is the momentum flux due to downwelling. The Heaviside

Figure 1. Sketch of a basin and strait system. function e(x) = 1 for x > 0 and 0 otherwise. In all cases

the dissipation is a linear bottom drag D = -ru with coef-
ficient r.

hand side of (1), which as a consequence will be positive for The model solves (2), in flux form, and (3) on a general

nonzero q. Equation (1) then implies a circulation that on quadrilateral grid using a finite-volume method designed to
average flows anticyclonically around the basin boundary as handle flow complexities of rotating hydraulics (e.g., flow
illustrated in Figure 2a. The flow approaches the strait on the grounding, hydraulic jumps). Details of the model and test-
left wall and may flow away from the strait on the right wall. - F

Whnthe inflow is truhthe boundary the left hadside ing are given in Helfrich et 'aL (1999). The model domain
When tthrough bhand consists of a finite upstream basin drained by a rectangular
of (I) will generallybe small (identically zero if the potential s with width W (Figures 1 and 3). The strait bottom ele-

vorticity of the inflow and outflow are equal). One solution is vation is bE at the strait entrance (z =0) and b = 1 at the sill
for the inflow to split into two boundary currents that round crest (x = 6). The flow is forced by either a downwelling
the basin to rejoin at the entrance to the strait where they distribution or uniform inflow through a segment of the basin
flow out of the basin (Figure 2b). boundary. The imposed mass flux is Q. The flow exits the

Flows of these two types were found by Pratt (1997) domain downstream of the sill through an open (supercriti-

in an analytical study of coupled basin-strait circulation. cal) boundary.
However, one crucial limitation, necessary for analytical
progress, was matching of the linear geostrophic basin cr- Results
culation to A limited subset of hydraulic models of the strait
flow (e.g., zero potential vorticity outflow).

soue (.. < s ac

Y 0

Figure 2. Examples of expected basin circulation for (a) interior •2 ............... W

downwell ing and (b) boundary inflow. rY 0

S -'t$ .- • --2

x

Numerical Model
Figure 3. Examples of basin circulation for (a) boundary, inflow,

The coupled basin-strait flow (Figu,,re 1) is studied through (b) uniform downawelling and (c) localized downwelting in a bowl-
numerical solutions of the non-dimensional singie-laver re- shaped basin- The solid lines are contours of free surface height and

bz = 0.& Q = 0.05, and r = 0.01.

-at+u V k x u = -V(h +b) + D - M., (2) An example of the numerical solutions for several mass
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source types and a bowl-shaped basin is shown in Figure streamfunction IF and q. respectively, from the numerical

3. In all cases the basin and strait geometry, are the same model. The corresponding solution to the Gill (1977) model

(W = 1 and bE = 0.8). Q = 0.05, and r = 0.01. In usingq 1.78andQ = 0.05forh+band'P(Figures

these examples the solutions are steady. Unsteady solutions 4c and d> ,,gmes quite well with the numerical solution de-

do arise for decreasing r, but we will focus on the steady spite the non-uniform q in the numerical solution. There is

solutions. For boundary inflow (-1/2 _< y _ 1/2) the flow also good agreement between the semi-geostrophic Froude

splits into two boundary currents that flow around the periph- number Fd from the Gill solution and that computed from

ery of the basin (Figure 3a). With uniform downwelling (for the numerical solution h field and qE = 1.78 (Figure 4e).

x < 0) the basin circulation is anticyclonic with a small frac- However, the Gill solution gives a boundary layer flux split-

don of the flow that is drained off into the strait (Figure 3b). tin- that disagrees with all three numerical examples.

For localized downwelling (a thin strip from -4 < y _< 4 The value of QE depends on strait geometry, but is rel-

and -15 < z < -13) the flow approaches the strait along atively insensitive to r (Figure 5). (The circulation in the
the left boundary and nearly all of this boundary laver trans- flat basin cases mimics those observed in Figure 3.) Dif-
port enters the strait to flow flow over the sill (Figure 3c). ferences due to mass source type arise for decreasing r and

These circulations are qualitatively similar to the flows an- are associated with the emergence of time-dependence in the
ticipated from basin potential vorticity budget analysis (c.f., solutions.
Figure 2). It is surprising that these different basin flows deliver fluid

Although it is difficult to see in Figure 3, the flow in the of essentially the same potentia! vorticity to the strait. This
strait is nearly identical in all three cases. The similarity is suggests that the strait is controlling the overflow q by set-

evident in both the h and q fields. Indeed, the average values ting the upstream basin level at the swait entrance and for

of q in the strait entrance region 4E (= q averaged over 1 < flows with small relative vorticity q ,• 1/h. Still, the Gill

x < 2 and -W/2 < y < W/2) are qE = 1.78,1.79 and model permits an infinite choice of overflow q for a given

1.68 for Figures 3ab and c, respectively. The strait flow is Q and strait geometry so there is no a priori reason that the

insensitive to the characteristics of the basin circulation. For overflow q should be independent of the basin circulation.

example, the interface level at (z, y) = (-2, 0) above the
sill height is not a unique indicator of the of the overflow.
transport (c.f., Whitehead. 1998; Hansen er aL, 2001). This uniorm

also suggests the difficulty of extending the Gill model of -h W

strait flow back into the basin since all three cases above z2.

have different boundary layer flux splitings. q _ J

free surtacwe oontours free SLi-xe Conmor2

---- - -
r

"a1•s. • V ]Figure S. qz versus 7 for a bowl-shapedbasin (W = 1, bE =0.8),

2 (e opnsybls n a flat basin (W =1, bs = 0.).solidymbols.

Y The different symbols indicate mass source type (see inset). In asl

4 The selecion of q-r is clarified some by considering the

:2 "i possible Gilo theory solutions for the fluid depth against the
Y o d' ..... ...... .... left wall. hr., in the strait entrance region (b =bZ) as a

function of and Q for a given strait geometry. Contours of
2allowable hr.areshown inFigure 6forastraitwithW=

0 2 A 6 , % 2 4 IS 8 and bE = 0.8. For a fixed Q there is a q = q,.(Q) that
maximizes hr. (thick solid line). The symbols are numerical

Figure 4. Details of the flow in the str-ait from Figure 3a. (a) h + b. results for q for two basin geometries and two mass source
(b) *P. and (c) q fields from the numerical solution. Solutions of the types. The numerical results all fall approximately along the

Gill (1977) theory using Q = 0.05 and 4jE = !.78 are shown in (d) curve q,(Q). The thick dashed line shows the q that min-

h + b and (e) *. (f) theoretical and model semi-geostrophic Froude imizes the ratio of kinetic energy flux to total energy flux for

number Fd. a given Q in the Gill solutions.
The result q z qm• (Q) is robust to changes in basin

Details of the flow in the strait from Figure 3a are shown and strait geometries (Figure 7). Note that the relation

in Figure 4. Figures 4a-b and c show h + b. the triasport qm.z(Q) changes with the strait geometry (e.g., W or bE)
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Discussion

The failure in connectingr the Gill (1977 model to the
basin flow is perhaps not too surprising given the very dif-

q .2/ feren: dynamical rezlmes in the basin (geostrophic and dis-
Si~aive an inthestrat (nerialandessentially invisci)

The Gill model does, however, agree with the computed flow
in the strait given 4.E. Surprisingly, the coupled system acts
to select the (average) overflow potential vorticity that max-

simizes the water level along the strait, and consequently the
basin, boundaries. The dynamical reason for this selection

S00principal 
has not been resolved, but it does seem reasonable

Figure 6. Solution for h, from the Gill (1977) theory for a strait that a solution that maximizes available potential energy and

with W = I and bz = 0.8 as a function of q and Q. The thin reduces mechanical dissipation within the basin should be

solid lines are contours of hL. The thick solid line is q,,ý(Q), the obtatned.
locus of maximum hL and the thick dashed line is the locus of the The dynamical disconnect between the strait and basin
minimurn of the ratio of kinetic energy flux to total energ, flux. The flows does pose a serious impediment to the use of the hy-
symbols are 4r from the numerical solutions for a bowl basin with draulic theories to predict or monitor the flux over the sill
uniform downwelling (circles), boundary inflow (triangles) and a from measurements of sll geometry and the upstam con-
bowl basin with a uniform slope just before the strait entrance and ditions. Just where should these measurements of upstream

ow bs wt uniform down ( s lopre js. beFor e al num ec strait e 1.w c andstate be made and do they result in unique predictions for
uniform downwelling (squares). For all numericalruns r = 0.81. the flux? In the examples in Figure 3 the overflow transport

is the same yet the mean upstream levels, or the levels just
., outside the strait, say at (z, y) = (-2, 0), are different.

This non-uniqueness may help explain the roughly factor

of 2 discrepancy between predicted and observed transport
that Whitehead (1998) found when applying simple rotat-

21 ing hydraulic formulae to several deep overflows. Hansen etaL (22001) recently applied an empirical formula Q ,., Ahn,2/ 
where Ah is the height difference of an upstream, isopycnal

*• 7 0 W1above the Faroe Bank Channel sill crest and ti = 1 or 3/2,
"W-* v < to deduce a systematic reduction of overflow flux over the

W-0.5 , w~last 50 years. But given the results above, it is clear that

1.5 

4 W.1 t W•.6 ,•0. •Ti] ,o th e predicted transp ort m ay b e far from th e act ua transport_
0 :17,& bw-• (,•.am The upstream height difference could change due to chang-

. - in source conditions (e.g., different contributions of inte-
rior deep convection and boundary inflow through the Jan
•Maven Fracture Zone) yet the net Faroe Bank Channel over-

a o.s 1 1 . 2 Zs 3 is flow transport could remain constant.
(Gill) Further complicating the picture, Mauritzen (1996) hassuggested a new schematic for the production of Denmark

Figure 7. 4 versus q,,=. , from the Gill theory for a variety of strait Strait and Faroe Bank Channel dense overflow waters wherein
and basin geometries indicated in the inset, the cooling of Atlantic inflow water along the Norwegian

coast plays the primary role. The cooling corresponds roughly
to a downwelling along the boundary, and as seen above,
the basin and near strait circulations depend critically on the

but is independent of the basin geometry. The selected 4 mass source type and location. The nature of how these deep

is the one that maximizes the upstream fluid depth along the overflows are fed is still not settled.

basin boundary. In the basin, where the kinetic energy is Our results indicate that a better monitorin g variable is
insignificant, this corresponds to maximizing the available hL which, through q., (Q) for the particular strait geome-
potential energy. The presence of a hydraulically controlled try, can be used to uniquely determine the overflow tansport.
strait exerts a strong influence on the basin circulation by However, we have focused on simplified basin and strait ge-
controlling the upstream stratification (h) and also by select- ometries and single-layer flow with a specific form of dissi-
in* the overflow potential vorticity flux, which is a crucial pation. Many questions remain on the dynaamics of coupled
component of the basin potential vorticity budget (I). basin and strait flows.
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Abstract. Continuously stratified exchange flows occur in channels connecting
stratified reservoirs and between homogeneous basins when interfacial mixing
is significant. Hydraulic control is difficult to evaluate under these conditions.
Solutions of the sixth order stability equation applied to data from a numerical
simulation are used to demonstrate that internal waves cannot carry interfacial
information from one end of the channel to the other. It is argued from this that
the sixth order stability equation may be useful as a diagnostic for determining the
hydraulic state of a stratified exchange flow.

Introduction (G2 = 1) one wave has zero phase speed, and in supercritical
flow (G2 > 1) both waves propagate in the same direction.

Internal hydraulic theory [see Wood, 1970; Arnni, 1986] For the case we consider here, with flux in each direction be-
can be used to describe density driven flows in which fluid hag equal, there are two critical points near the contraction.
motion is determined by a buoyancy and inertia force bal- Interfacial waves can thus travel in either direction from the
ance. Inviscid flow through constricted channels is the ma- centre of the channel, but cannot travel towards the centre of
jor application of hydraulic theory. If mixing and friction the contraction. Therefore changes can occur in the reser-
are negligible, the hydraulic solution can be used to calcu- voirs without altering flow in the channel.
late fluid velocity in distinct layers which interact in only It is often difficult to determine whether an exchange flow

a limited way. We consider exchange flow through a later- between two basins is hydraulically controlled. Observed
ally contracting channel separating.two infinite basins filled betwee tobains shydraulicalc oed. Observed

initall wit hoogeeousflud o diferet dnsites.For flows are continuously sheared and stratified, and interfacesinitially with homogeneous fluid of different densities. For abedslcdvrilyfomnenthmkngna-
L_ may be displaced vertically from one another, making an ap-channels with slowly varying width, the solution in the in- proximate decomposition into layers difficult and subjective.

viscid. non-difftsive limit can be obtained using two-layer Unfortunately, using the results hydraulic theory to deter-hydraulic theory as described in Armi [1986] and Law-rence Unotaeysigherslsfhdructery oee-
hydrauc tmine whether such flows are controlled depends sensitively

LI1990]. on how one defines the layers [see, for example, Gregg and
The key to understanding hydraulic flows lies in the ex- (zsoy, 2000; Prarz et aL, 1999].

istence of control points. Points of control occur when the Our objective here is to extend the notion of hydraulic
composite Froude number, control to continuously stratified flows in such a way that

2 (I 1U,. deter:i=ning whether a flow is controlled and locating the

- hi ' h: h 1, (1) position of control points can be done in an objective man-
ner. We use the numerically simulated flow field shown in

where h- is the dimensionless depth of each layer (non- figure I which is similar to the hydraulic solution of flow
dimensionalised by H), and uý the dimensionless velocity through a channel except that there is considerable mixing.
(normalised by the inviscid wavespeed (g'H)1/ 2). The ratio See Hogg et al [2001a, b] for details of the simulations. Un-
of layer densities is r = p1 /p2, and g' = g(1 - r) is the der the assumption that this flow is the viscous equivalent
reduced gravity. It can be shown [Dalziel. 1991] that for a of a two-layer hydraulically controlled flow, we look for the
two-layer flow the hydraulic control condition can be writ- propagation of linear internal waves in this flow field.
ten,

G` + ' -- ,(2) Calculation of eigenmodes

where cl and c2 are the phase speeds of the two interfa- The propagation of waves in inviscid continuously strat-
cial waves non-dirnensionalised by (g'H)1 2 . In a quiescent ifled fluids is described by the Taylor-Goldstein equation
fluid, we expect c, and c2 to be of opposite sign: one trav- (see. for example, Banks e: al., 1976]. However, in exchange
elling to the right, and one to the left. When flow is critical flows where strong shear is present, the Taylor-Goldstein

123
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This problem is reduced to a linear matrix eigenvalue equa-
tion, following the procedure of Winters and Riley [1992]
and solved numerically using the complex analogue of the
"QZ algorithm [Golub and van Loan, 1983; Moler and Stew-

,..I -. - - art, 1973]. The equation is solved with free-slip rigid sur-
-.. . .faces at top and bottom.

J Numerical solutions to (4) require vertical profiles of ~ii
and N••, and a constant value for 14. The vertical profiles

- • 4- - - ..... are taken from the numerically simulated steady flow shown
- in figure 1. K1 is determined from the value of turbulent

. eddy viscosity in the simulations, with wavenumber such
-s -0. --. , -0.2 0.. 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 a that wavelengths are 1/8th of the channel length, resulting

in a value of K, = 0.003. The solution to (4) will then give

Figure 1. Numerical simulation of exchange flow with finite information about the modes which can exist, and the phase

viscosity and diffusion. Isopycnals and velocity vectors are speed (the real part of c) and rates of growth or decay (the
shown in elevation vie' imaginary part of a) of those modes. The structure and phase

speed of vertical mode I waves as a function of position in
the channel is of primary concern, and will be used to char-

equation becomes singular at some points [see Pratt et aL, acterise the behaviour of waves in the flow.
2000, for a more complete description of this problem]. Such
levels are called critical layers [see, for example, Drazin and
Reid. 1981] where viscosity and diffusivity, which are ne- Results
glected by the Taylor-Goldstein equation, play a greater role
[Drazin and Reid, 1981]. In the exchange flow shown in The numerical solution of (4) produces a large number of
figure 1. viscosity and diffusivity play a significant role in modes. The lowest modes (those with a simple eigenvec-
determining the flow. This requires the use of a more gen- tor structure) will be the most important from the point of
eralised wave equation originally derived by Koppel [1964]. view of communicating information. Figure 2 shows den-
This is the sixth order viscous stability equation, which can sity (a) and velocity profiles (b) at x = 0, with eigenvectors
be derived in the same way as the Taylor-Goldstein equation. of the lowest mode waves (defined to be those modes with
The stability equation is written as follows: only one turning point). The modes shown here are typical

of the modes observed at any point in the channel. In panels
- e•[•- k-'] + c[2iK'(a2 

- ke)2  (c), (e) and (f) we see modes which are trapped in either one
-k 2) - -- + [1(a2 -)( of the two layers, ard are propagating in the same direction

- k-) 3  as the layer velocity. These modes are not of interest to the

- 2iK'(a2 
- ke2 )2 - 2ii.-K.:a(8 - k2) - ii2 (a2 - k2) concept of hydraulic control, as the information which they

+ 2iiizz.Ki8 + fifiz + iz_.-K, - NV21]1 = 0. (3) communicate is by and large related to the portion of the do-main which is homogeneous in density and thus irrelevant

where a and z subscripts are used to represent the derivative to the baroclinic flow. Modes shown in (d), (g) and (h) are
with respect to z..A = -g/po(Op/8z) is the buoyancy of greater interest as they are centred on the interfacial re-
frequency, the perturbation streamfunction f, is based on the gion, and thus have the potential to carry information about
perturbation velocities in the standard way. and waves are any possible variation in the main baroclinic state of either
assumed to be of the form t.(x,z,t) = Re[•(z)e•(z- 4 . reservoir.
Therefore k is the horizontal wavenumber and c the horizon- The effect of strong shear on the low modes can be seen
tal phase speed. K1 is defined as the ratio of viscosity K to in figure 2 (g) and (h). Without shear or viscosity, one would
wavenumber, K1 = Klk where we have assumed a turbu- find two mode 1 waves travelling in opposite directions, and
lent Prandti number of unity in all of these calculations. The the eigenfunction would have a maximum value on the den-
sixth order stability equation reduces to the Taylor-Goldstein sity interface. By incrementally increasing the magnitude
equation if one removes the effect of viscosity and diffusion of the velocity field, it can be demonstrated that shear dis-
by setting K, = 0. We can make an immediate simplifica- torts these modes so that the mode travelling to the left (2g)
tion to (3) by assuming that we are interested in long waves is skewed upwards, and conversely the mode travelling to
(small wavenumber). so that k2v/ will be small compared to the right (2h) is skewed vertically downwards. For the pur-
8%. Therefore we eliminate those terms, simplifying (3) to, poses of this paper we will call these two modes the vorticiry

modes. The peak of each of the two vorticity modes are co-
- c[2[ t`c[2iKt 4• + 2fY - zZ -r+ [K<a incident with one edge of the interfacial region (the region of

- 2ir'jiKa - 2iii-Ke,8 - ii2_2 + 2i•_--.-Ka maximum curvature in the velocity profile), rather than with
the region of maximum density gradient. Mathematically,

i-zz+ izz:Ac - " (4) this result is due to the relative importance of the fizz terms
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(,) (b) W) (d) fe) 0 (s) (h; We now consider the implications of the modal structure

Ffl r~T '' ~for hydraulic control. The data of interest in figure 3 per-
tains to the physical communication of information in the

Imode I wave. The two vorticity modes are capable of car-

f.6 coM Z nterfact anfraion, ofwve itherfacisal infogr-siv

transformation in the eigenfunction. A transition occurs at
tw i• -0.1 for the right trvelling mode, and thei0.1 for

the left travellin mode. The end result is ththe chese modes
are capable of carrying intervacial information away from the

scontraction but are not effective carriers of interfacial infor-Ii " ./mation from the reservoirs towards the contraction. Unlike

o .5-(.5a)0 the two layer case whic has definabl e critical points, theirP- P inability to carry information the length of the channel relies
Figue Z Moa! unamreof eleced igeveco• t z= 0 upon the gradual evolution of eigenvector shape. However,

as dte *nedby he nmercal oluion f (). () Iput the vorticity, modes do illustrate that interfacial variations in

density profile; (b) input velocity profile. (c) eigenvector for nel.

mode with phase speed c = -0.61; (d) c = 0.0013 (density Interfacial information is also likely to be carried by the
mode); (e) c = -0.27; (f) c = 0-28: (g) c -0.51 (vorticity density mode, since the maximum of the eigenfuncfion of

this mode is coincident with the interface. The phase speed

of the density mode varies along the length of the channel,
(representing the largest vorticity gradients) in (4.). and is positive on the right hand side, negative on the left

hand side, and intersects with c = 0 at the centre of the con-There is also a single mode which propagates on the den- traction. Therefore, this mode is carng information away
sity interface (figure 2d) and we therefore refer to this mode
as the densify mode. The density mode is only present when srom th e rof the contraction. For the density mode, we

viscosity is finite, and while it is a persistent feature at all theontra c rtion.
the contraction.

points of the channel, it appears to be unaffected by the shear.
instead, the speed of propagation of this mode is best approx- Concusion
imated by the velocity of fluid at the mid-isopycnal (see the
centre contour in figure 1). The solution of the sixth order stability equation is used

It is possible to track the density mode, as well as the to find both the phase speed and modal structure of linear
two vorticity modes along the whole channel. On the as- internal waves in the flow shown in figure 1. The results
sumption that these three are the most important mode I show that, as in two layer flows, control may be thought of
waves from the point of view of communication of infor- in terms of information propagation. More precisely, it is the
mation about stratification, we show the variation of phase propagation of information reg-arding the vertical location of
speed and modal structure with x in figure 3. Here the dots the maximum density gradient that is important. A single
show the phase speed, while the curved lines show the hy- mode. centred on the maximum density gradient, appears to
draulic prediction of wave speeds. At every second gndpoint conform to the behaviour of the interfacial mode in two layer
a panel shows the modal structure of each of the three modes. theory. It is the intersection of the phase speed with zero
For the vorticity modes (upper and lower rows of panels) we which indicates the position of a control in the flow.
plot two lines showing the two curvaure extrema and for There are two vorticity modes, which each have a maxi-
the density mode (central row of panels) one horizontal line mum near the interface. While neither of these modes have
is shown at the maximum of IN2. zero phase speed, they undergo a transition so that upstream

Figure 3 shows that modes exist which propagate right- of the transition (relative to the direction of travel of the
wards at all points in the channel. Upon examination of wave) the eigenfunction peak is not in the interfacial re-
the top row of panels in figure 3 one sees that the right- gion. This is a different concept from hydraulic control, as
ward travelling vorticity mode undegoes a change on the the transition occurs gradually and thus instead of a critical
left hand side of the domain. As we travel from the centre point at which wavespeeds are zero we find a critical region
to the left. a second peak in the eigenvector materialises at over which control gradually takes effect. Nonetheless, the
z -0.08. and at z- -0.12 the second peak dominates vorticity modes cannot carry information towards the con-
the eigenvector profile. The transition from a vorticity mode traction, and hence may represent an analogue of hydraulic
to a mode which is trapped in the upper layer is complete at control in s, atified exchange flows.
x ; -0.20. The same argument can be applied to the left-
ward travelling vorticity mode on the right hand side of the
domain.
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-as: .. . ... .. I .........

"-025 -0.2 --0. -0 -0.05 0 0.05 0.' 0.15 0.2 0,2,

Figure 3. Horizontal phase speeds (dots) from the numerical solution of (4) are plotted against position with hydraulic
prediction of wavespeeds (solid curves). Panels show details of modal structure for selected waves, with a line joining each
panel to the associated wavespeed. Within the panel, either U., extrema is shown by two horizontal lines (top and bottom
row of panels), or A, maxima is shown by a single horizontal line (central row of panels).
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Local wind forcing of Korea/Tsushima Strait transport

G. A. Jacobs, D. S. Ko, H. Ngodock, R. H. Preller and S. K. Riedlinger
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Abstract. The wind forcing and transport response in the synoptic frequency
band (2-20 days) is examined through the Korea/Tsushima Strait. The lagged
correlation of transport to wind stress indicates southerly wind stress across the
both the Yellow Sea and Japan/East Sea is related increased transport. A linear
barotropic adjoint model indicates more directly where and at what time lag the
wind stress is most important in determining the strait transport. Results
indicate that the southerly wind stress across the Japan/East Sea off the Korea
coast is most important in forcing the transport through the strait. The wind
stress across the Yellow Sea is not dynamically linked to the strait transport.
The wind stress information is carried through Kelvin waves that propagate to
the strait from the Japan/East Sea, but away from the strait in the Yellow Sea.

Introduction detailed examination of the ocean physics through
numerical models indicates that it is the wind stress

The mechanism through which the wind stress is across the JES off the Korea coast that is more
connected to the transport through the important.
KoreaTsushima strait depends on the time period of
interest. The mean and seasonally varying transport Numerical model
are expected to be driven by the sea level drop across
the strait. The large scale gyre circulation in the The numerical model employed is sigma
Pacific Ocean determines sea level at the entrance to coordinate model similar to the Princeton Ocean
the strait, and the Japan/East Sea (JES) determines Model (POM) [Blumberg and Mellor, 1987]. The
the sea level at the exit. The transport through the main difference between the present model and POM
Korea/Tsushima Strait has been observed through sea is that the time stepping of the external mode is

level variations across the strait (Yi, 1966), provided through an implicit scheme. The external

hydrography (Isobe, 1994), ship-board acoustic mode numerical stability is maintained even with
Doppler current profiler (.ADCP) (Katoh, 1993), and much large time steps Martin, 2000). The model
moored instruments (Jacobs et aL, 2001), and these contains the Mellor-Yamada level 2.5 turbulence
measurements are all in rough agreement on the mean closure scheme [Mellor and Yamada, 1974]. The
and seasonal transport. However, the short time
period variations and the connection to wind stress EasthAsuan te (ES atdl horsotal Soutin

are ot wll kown.Sea through the TES at 1/8° horizontal resolutionare not well known.

Mizuno et aL. (1986) examine the correlation of (Figure 1) so that boundary conditions do not exist at
one current meter mooring deployed between straits connecting the Asian marginal seas. Open

Tsushima Island and Japan to the simultaneous wind boundary conditions are provided by a .* horizontal
stress near the same point. Only a small portion of resolution model covering the Pacific north of 20°S
the current variability appear to be correlated to the with 26 sigma levels. Subsurface temperature and
wind stress at the same point. The wind stress across salinity are initialized from the Modular Ocean Data
the Yellow and East China Seas forces large sea level Assimilation System (MODAS) climatology. Both
changes (Hsueh, 1988, Jacobs et aL, 1998), and it models are forced by wind stress and heat flux from
would be expected that the sea level variations would the Navy Operational Global Atmospheric Prediction
force transport changes through the strait. System(NOGAPS).
Correlation of transport to wind stress indicates this
mechanism as a possibility. However, a more
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. .. is computed between the transport times series and

.. | the time series of the wind stress components at each
,- , point in space. The covariance to the x wind stressI and the covariance to the y wind stress may be

plotted as a vector at each point (Figure 3).
A si-gnificance test is performed on each laggedS. cross-covariance by first computing the variance of

30"N .. the estimated cross covariance. The square root of
'25N ,""this variance is used in Fi-ure 3 to denote the

.sig'nicance. Cross covariance values less than the
.square root of the expected variance are not plotted,

iN At' values less than 2 times the expected variance are11N0" " *". plotted with thin lines, values less than 3 times the
S'N• expected variance axe plotted with medium lines, and

ater than 3 times the expected variance are
values are

S'S "•,,•,plotted with thick lines.
11O.S - .•The results indicate significant covarian~ce of
!1 •1 transport to wind stress in the Yellow Sea and the
2*s ... _ Japan/East Sea. The area over which the largest

SIO00E 110*E 120"E 130"E 140"E 150"E 160"E 170TE covariance occurs propagates southward with
Figure 1. The numerical model is run at 1/8 degree increasing time (from -2 day lag to 0 day lag). This,
resolution and forced by NOGAPS analysis wind stress. is due to the ty pical atmospheric events that move

The transport thr-ough the Korea Strait is computed through the region. These are frontal systems that

fromthemodl vlocty nd bnd-assfilere usicy create northerly wind bursts mainly during winter.
from the mod l vlocty nd and pas ti terd uing The difficulty in m aking d fntv o c ui n

two Bartlett filters with first 0 power points at 2 days fro defoarac aay isnistivae cncalusinstr

and 20 days (Figure 2). A time series of observed fo h oaineaayi stelresaentr

transport over the same time period is provided from o h topei vns h pta clso
acouticDoplercurrnt rofler (.AC~s mored features in the atmosphere are hundreds to thousands
alon a inespanin thestrit outwes of of "kilometers. The wind stress at one point may be

cý very influential to the strait transport, and the
Tsushima Island (Jacobs et aL, 2001). The transport covariance is large at this point. However, second
tim e series has been filtered by the sam e m ethod as ne r y p i t m y otb i fl nia to he r ns rt
the model transport. but the wind stress at this second may be very. similar

to the first point. The result will be that the
"• 1 • covariance to the second point will be large even

S This effect is evident in the covariance analysis as
wind stress over the Asian continent is significantly

~related to the transport through the strait. We would

z _• -• •. i be hard pressed to define a physical mechanism
Figure 2. Transports filtered to the synoptic band (2-20 througha which the wind stress acting on the Asian
days) during 1999-2000 produced by the numerical modell land mass would force transport through the strait on

(thick line) and observed by carrent meters (thin line). synoptic time scales.

Correlation to vvind stress

A first examination of possible mechanisms
through which wind stress forces the strait transport
is conducted by correlating wind stress to the
transport. In this analysis the, time-lagged covariance
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-2 days Adjoint analysis

~ - - Te model could be used to determine the areas at
v1 I" -- which wind stress is most influential. By providing a
%A12I small perturbation to the wind stress at a single point,

S A~'' %44 ' %* -- the effect on transport could be gauged. However,
II 1%6 this would require running the model once for every

II I V I % * -' .. . point at which wind stress is applied. This would be, t !•I .• ,,.. , --" , " . " -. ", " op--on1uu 1
#1 1 1 computationally unfeasible. Another method to

- derive the same information is through an adjoint
'I - '-~ - model. The adjoint model provides a method to

"derive the derivative of a quantity that depends on the
model with respect to the model inputs such as wind
stress. The quantity of interest here is the transport
through the strait, which is a linear functional of the

lilt I model state.
3 ,f,]] A sinile adjoint run provides the sensitivity of

strait transport to wind stress for all time lags and for
1 t all points in space. The adjointmodel used here

.. , ,, •s It ,I" ~contains linear barotropic dynamics, which are
"greatly simplified relative to the forward model.
However, the adjoint model indicates that the wind
stress over the Yellow Sea is not greatly influential

I I I I t I I .(Figre 4).

-0.Oda sU

U.,s. pi/ ' 12 11% %•

..-/ Figure 4. The results from the adjoint model experiment
provide the derivative of the strait transport with respect to

the wind stress over all time and space. The color shading
indicates the amplitude of the derivative, and the vectors

Figure 3. The model transport and wind stress cross
covariance at several time lags (negative lag indicates that
wind stress leads the transport). Thickness of the vectors The wind stress across the Japan.East Sea off the
indicates significance. The covariance indicates that the coast of Korea is the most influential forcing for the
winds across either the Yellow Sea or the Japan!East Sea strait transport. Wind stress south of the strait also
force the transport through the strait. contributes to the transport.
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-1.5 days along the eastern Korea coast and a setup along the

western Korea coast. These sea level anomalies
propagate as Kelvin waves. The Japan/East Sea
setdown propagates to the strait while the Yellow Sea
setup propagates away from the strait (Figrure 5).

- ,Conclusions

On time scales of 2-20 days the transport through
,,...the Korea/frsushima Strait is forced by wind stress

predominantly over the Japan/East Sea off the coast
.. .. of Korea. A southerly wind stress initially causes a

sea level setdown that propagates to the strait and
-0.5 days produces a transport anomaly through the strait in

near geostrophic balance.
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Abstract. Tidal motion in the Bab el Mandab Strait is examined by means of

analyzing measurements collected in the Strait between May of 1995 and July of

1997 azs well as by numerical modeling. Tidal elevations and currents were

numerically simulated with a two-dimensional finite element model (ADCIRC-

2DDI).

Introduction observed in the Gulf of Aden and an independent
tide. Historical observations of tides, especially tidal

The Bab el Mandab Strait is located in the southern currents, are also very limited and restricted to the
part of the Red Sea and is its major link with the Gulf southern end of the Strait. Based on short time series

of Aden and Indian Ocean (Figure 1). This Strait is a of current, salinity and temperature measurements,
region where the transition occurs between two Vercelli (1925, 1927) and Siedler (1969)

noticeably different tidal regimes: the Gulf of Aden, characterized the tidal currents in this part of the

where tidal fluctuations are mixed and have a range Strait as exceptionally strong with clear diurnal and

in excess of 2 m, and the Red Sea, where the tides are semidiurnal oscillations. Both researchers also

principally semidiurnal and their range is less than indicated the presence of internal tides in the Bab el

I m. Mandab.
Recent measurements (current, subsurface

pressure, salinity and temperature), which were
collected in the Strait between May of 1995 and July

-3 of 1997 for a project entitled "Observation and
'*o,~ % '\ :• Modeling - an Integrated Study of the Transport

---- .?through the Strait of Bab el Mandab" (the BAM
project), as well as results from a two-dimensional

L. _ \finite element hydrodynamic model named
ADvanced Two-Dimensional Depth-Integrated
CIRCulation Model for Shelves, Coasts and Estuaries

"(ADCIRC-2DDI) developed by Luettich et al.,

(1992) and Westerink et al. (1994) allowed us to
__Ad• examine in more details variability of tidal elevation

and curents in the entireStrat.

Figure 1. Map of the Bab el Mandab Strait (depth Surface tide in the Strait

contours are in meters); locations of the subsurface
pressure gauges, current meter moorings and water level Within the Bab el Mandab Strait, subsurface
stations are also shown, pressure and water level observations (see Figure 1

for locations of tidal gauges) indicate that the tidal
fluctuations have a larger range (- 2 m) in the

A few analytical analyses were done to determine snp

tides in the Bab el Mandab Strait. and they were used
• range is below I m. The largest amplitudes among

to explain tidal dynamics in the entire Red Sea. rng lomp The larges ampltue among

Results from these analyses (Defant, 1961) showed diurnal components are observed for the KM , while

that tides in the Red Sea should be considered as a among senidiumal constituents, the M2 is a dominant

superposition of a tide co-oscillating with those component. The major changes in amplitudes and
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phases of these constituents are observed along the have the largest values in the southern part of the
Strait. For the K, component, the along-strait Strait and show smaller values farther north. The
variability is generally associated with amplitudes, vertical structure of these constituents is complicated,
which decrease from maximum values observed at differs between semidiurnal and diurnal components,
the southern end (- 35 cm) to their minimum values and depends on the location and stratification type
present at the northern end (- 6 cm). For the M2  (there are two different types of stratification in the
component, both tidal constants display large changes Strait: (1) winter stratification, which is associated
within the Strait. Amplitudes show a minimum (- 7 with the two-layer subtidal circulation and is usually
cm) in the nodal zone (Defant, 1961) located present between October and May, and (2) more
approximately in the middle of the Strait and larger variable summer stratification, which is generally
values at Perim Narrows (- 37 cm) in the south and observed between June and September when the
the Hanish Sill in the north (- 24 cm), while the three-layer subtidal circulation develops in the Strait).
phase distribution implies nearly an 180' difference All parameters (semimajor axis, semiminor axis,
between these two locations. The different variability inclination angle, phase) of the tidal current ellipse
of the amplitudes and phases of the semidiurnal and are influenced by the change in stratification regime;
diurnal surface tides generates three different tidal however, the most evident changes are observed in
regimes within the Strait: (I) mixed, predominantly the vertical profiles of the semimajor axis. When the
semidiurnal in the south, (2) mixed, predominantly profiles are compared at three different moorings
diurnal in the middle, and (3) semidiurnal in the located in a deep channel (A2b, C, and B2b
northern part. moorings; see Figure 1 for moorings locations) the

changes are more distinct for the K, constituent than

Tidal currents those for the M,_ constituent. A noticeable maximum
in the pycnocline layer is observed for the K1

Observations indicate that the tidal currents in the component during the winter stratification period

Bab el Mandab Strait are nearly rectilinear and (Figure 3a), whereas for summer stratification
generally aigned with the along-strait axis. They are (Figure 3b), this maximum is not observed at Perimgenerally aos inedrgeth theareri Narrows. Tyarter Narrows and in the middle of the Strait (C mooring),
the most energetic near Perim Narrows. Farther anitssmleadpretolynthlwr
north, the tidal currents fluctuations are still very and it is smaller and present only in the lower

distinct but their range is smaller. Variance estimated pycnocline (- 100 m) at the Hanish Sill. At the same

from the observations indicate that the tidal currents time, larger amplitudes of the M2 semimajor axis infrom the pycnocline layer for both stratification regimes
are of the mixed type even near the Hanish Sill where
the surface tide regime is semidiunmal (Figure 2). are only observed near the Hanish Sill.

Current Variancen•) Semimajor Axis (cmls) Semimajor Axis (crmls)
0 2 400 600 800 SOD 1200 '140 4 8 16 24 32 40 48 4 8 16 24 32 40

0 . .... . .... . .
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Figure 2. Vertical distributions of the total current
variance and variance associated with the semidiurnal and Figure 3. Vertical distributions of the K: semimajor axes
diurnal frequency bands for the winter stratification near at Perim Narrows (A2b mooring), C mooring, and near the
the Hanish Sill. Hanish Sill for (a) winter and (b) summer stratifications.

Similar to fluctuations of the surface tide, the most Non-uniform vertical distributions of the current
energetic tidal currents are generated by the K1 and amplitudes clearly indicate that tidal currents in the
M 2 constituents. Amplitudes of these constituents Bab el Mandab Strait are not strictly barotropic but
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they are superposition of barotropic and baroclinic Residual circulation, energy flux and
components. The baroclinic component is primarily dissipation
of diurnal period, and the strongest baroclinic signal
is observed in the pycnocline layer. Additionally, The barotropic tides, their energy fluxes,
this baroclinic signal is more pronounced for the dissipation, and residual circulation generated by
winter stratification period, and it is very distinct at them were examined in more details using results
Perim Narrows and the Hanish Sill. Results from from the high-resolution two-dimensional finite
dynamic mode decomposition (Figure 4) as well as element model (ADCIRC-2DDI). The model was
results from EOF analysis suggest that for the winter forced at open boundaries by elevations generated by

stratification period, the baroclinic velocities seem to four diurnal (KI, 0-, PI, QI) and four semidiurnal
contain strong contributions from the second and (M2, S2, N,, K2) tidal constituents. In addition, an
third baroclinc modes at Perim Narrow, and from the effective tidal potential within the domain was
first and second modes at the Hanish Sill. applied for the same eight constituents.

Semimajor Axis (cmls) SemimajorAxis fctJs) The model simulates well diurnal tidal elevations
5 101520 253035404550 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 36 (an rms varies between 0.9 cm and 2.2 cm).

0oo However, its performance for the semidiurnal tidal
-.20 * : .20 [ . elevations (an rms varies between 3.0 cm and 9.4 cm)

-40 -40 is less satisfactory due to the errors between observed
-" ,-and computed phases in the region where there is a

-" nodal line for these tides in the Strait. The

,a4,00 comparison between observed and computed currents
"-•2o " / " ' Iis satisfactory for both sernidiurnaa! and diurnal".M .constituents because differences between observed

42 * - Mdsfn
.V Mode2 and computed current ellipse parameters are small

-160 iMode-3 and, for instance, the computed amplitudes of the-140 Fit

-o80 -140 ,Data semimajor axis are only 20% or less smaller than
.2 -160- those estimated from the data and the phase

difference is always less than 1 h.

Figure 4. Amplitudes of the semimajor axes of barotropic Residual circulation generated by the tidal currents
(mode 0), first baroclinic (mode I), second baroclinic is rather weak in the major part of the Strait and
(mode 2), and third baroclinic (mode 3) modes of the consists of mean (time-averaged) and fluctuating
diurnal tidal currents for the winter stratification at (a) (deviation from the mean) components. The
Perim Narrows (A2b mooring), and (b) the Hanish Sill velocities of the mean component averaged over the
(B2b mooring); amplitudes of the semimajor axis entire area of the Strait are - I cm/s so in general, the
computed from the current data are denoted by pluses and residual flow contributes little to the overall
amplitudes obtained from fitting first four modes (modes 0 rs

circulation. In addition, the fluctuating component is
through 3) are shown as a thick continuous line. dominated by fortnightly oscillations, which are

generated by the interactions of the KI and 0O

Results from dynamic mode decomposition also constituents as well as the interaction between the M!

clearly show that the diurnal tidal currents (Figure 4) and S2 components.

as well as the semidiurnal tidal currents are Examination of the momentum balance terms

dominated by the barotropic signal. The structure of indicates that in the deep parts of the Strait, the tidal

the barotropic currents in the deep channel and dynamics is linear, i.e., the momentum balances are

surface tides near Perim Narrows is fairly well dominated by the linear terms. The elevation

explained by simple momentum balance. To first gradient, Coriolis term and local acceleration are the

order, a balance exists in the along-strait direction dominant terms for the cross-strait balance, while for

between local acceleration and the elevation gradient, the along-strait balance, the local acceleration and

while in the cross-strait direction, a balance between elevation gradient are the most important ones.

local acceleration, Coriolis term, and elevation
gradient is observed.
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However, in shallow waters, the nonlinear terms, combination of the second and third baroclinic modes
such as friction and advection, become as important near Perim Narrows and of the first and second
as the linear terms. Therefore, to capture the modes near the Hanish Sill.
variability of the barotropic tides in the entire Bab el To examine in more details the barotropic tides in
Mandab Strait, one needs to employ a fully nonlinear the Strait, a two-dimensional finite element model
hydrodynamic set of the momentum equations. (ADCIRC-2DDI) was implemented. Results from

Mean energy fluxes of the K1 and M2 constituents the model imply that residual circulation induced by
are small, mainly due to nearly - 900 phase difference the barotropic tides is generally weak in the Strait and
between tidal velocity and elevation, which is consists of mean and fluctuating components.
observed in the major part of the Strait. They are Average barotropic energy fluxes over a tidal period
directed from the Gulf of Aden for the K, and from are small and their direction depends on the
the Red Sea proper and Gulf of Aden for the M2 . constituent. The KI component has one source of
Very small energy fluxes from the Strait to the energy, which is the flux from the Gulf of Aden,
adjacent basins indicate that almost all tidal energy is while there are two sources of energy for the M2 : one
dissipated within the Strait. The distribution of the from the Gulf of Aden and another from the Red Sea.
rate of energy dissipation due to bottom friction In addition, these results show that the major part of
implies that the major area of dissipation is located the tidal energy for both constituents is dissipated
between Perim Narrows and the Assab-Mocha line within the Strait itself.
(see Figure 1 for locations). The energy dissipation,
which was estimated from a difference between the References
output and input fluxes through two transects located
at the southern and northern ends of the Strait, is Defant, A., Physical Oceanography, Vol. 2. Pergamon
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part of this signal is barotropic but energetic
baroclinic currents are observed near Perim Narrows
and the Hanish Sill during the winter stratification.
Results of the EOF analysis and internal velocity
modes estimated from observed density profiles
indicate that the baroclinic currents of diurnal
frequency have vertical structure, which is a
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Abstract. The exchange between the Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden on synoptic
time scales (days to weeks) is investigated using moored time series data collected
in the strait of Bab el Mandeb from June 1995 to November 1996. Transport
variations through the strait on these time scales can reach amplitudes of up to
0.6 Sv, or nearly twice as large as the mean rate of exchange through the strait
driven by annual evaporation over the Red Sea. The synoptic transport variability
appears to be driven by two primary forcing mechanisms: wind stress variability
over the strait, and variation in the large-scale barometric pressure over the Red
Sea. Simple linear models of the forced response are developed and are shown to
reproduce the essential features of the observations. The response to barometric
pressure forcing over the Red Sea is isostatic (inverted barometer) at the lowest
frequencies, with inflow through the Strait lagging high atmospheric pressure (low
sea level) in the Red -Sea. However, at frequencies higher than the Helrnholtz
resonance frequency for the Red Sea, which occurs at a period of about 5 days,
the response changes to a co-oscillating mode between sea level and atmospheric
pressure with inflow through the strait leading high atmospheric pressure. The
transition between these regimes is well reproduced by a linear barotropic model
incorporating a reasonable value of friction. The wind forced response is described
by a 2-layer model driven by the alongstrait wind stress and a barotropic alongstrait
pressure gradient. A key feature of this model is the role of the wind-generated
transport through the strait in setting up an adverse pressure gradient that modifies
the response. At low frequencies this results in the upper and lower layer transports
being nearly out of phase with each other, but tending toward an in-phase variation
at frequencies above the Helmholtz frequency. The linear 2-layer model, again
with reasonable friction, reproduces the basic features of this response, including
an elevated response amplitude near the Helmholtz resonance period. Combined,
the barometric pressure and alongstrait wind forcing appear to account for about
70

Introduction Bab el Mandeb at synoptic time scales (from a few days to
several weeks) using moored time series data collected from

The exchange between the Red Sea and the Indian Ocean June 1995 to November 1996 (Murray and Johns, 1997), and
is driven-by the extensive rate of evaporation over the Red relate it to local and regional atmospheric forcing. A simple
Sea and influenced by the wind field of the Indian Monsoon 2-layer model of the forced exchange is developed which is
system in the southern part of the basin. The basic pattern shown to explain a large fraction of the transport variance on
of the exchange at Bab el Mandeb (connecting the Red Sea these time scales.
and the Gulf of Aden) is of the inverse estuarine type, inter-
rupted during summer (June to September) by a three layer Data and Model
exchange pattern. The strength of the annual mean exchange
is of the order of 0.3 Sv. Superimposed on the mean ex- Detailed observations of the exchange through the Bab el
change and its annual cycle, fluctuations of higher frequency Mandeb were obtained by Murray and Johns (1997) using
are observed that can reach amplitudes several times as large moored current meter arrays at two locations in the strait.
as the mean exchange. Here we investigate the exchange at In addition to quantifying the annual cycle of the exchange,
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these measurements revealed large fluctuations in transport 1.2

through the strait on relatively short (subtida!) time scales, o.8k I
of order 0.6 Sv (Fig. 1). ,t, 0I-

The synoptic transport variability appears to be driven 0 1' I " ý , .
by two primary forcing mechanisms: variations of the large , . Ii t
scale barometric pressure over the Red Sea and local wind 0 2 ,
stress variability. Fig. I presents the time series of sea level I __................._,_....

pressure over the Red Sea and the along channel local wind I J A S 0 N D I F M A M J J A S O N

stress for the period of the transport measurements. The for-
mer was obtained from the National Climatic Data Center 10•,6
(NCDQ and calculated using weighted meteorological sta- g. ()z
tion data around the coast of the Red Sea. The latter was r 1010L

recorded during the same project (Murray and Johns, 1997) 3 10,8'
at a meteorologicaI station that was installed in the strait, 1 !Alt""

The transport fluctuations are found to be significantly co- <
herent with the basin-averaged atmospheric pressure fluctu- lowL b l

ations in a period band from about 3-10days and coherent M 3 A M 0 N I 3 F AM A S 0 N

with the local along-strait wind fluctuations from 3-20 days.

In order to explain this variability, a simple, linear model ,.,
of the response of the strait to the local wind and changes z o.

of the atmospheric pressure over the Red Sea is developed.
The basic variables and constants used are shown in the 0 0

schematic of Fig. 2. Several assumptions and simplifica- 's5 f
tons are used in the basic equations describing the model. 10 II
The present approach is two-dimensional, so that the rota- s I
tional effect is neglected and no geostrophic control is im- 3 J A S 0 N D J FM A M J J A S 0 N

plied. The neglect of rotation is not unreasonable in this case
since the width of the strait at its narrowest point is less than Figure 1. ime series of the net transport at the strait of Bab
the internal deformation radius of 0(35 km). el Mandeb (a), the atrm. pressure over the Red Sea (b), and

The sea level inside the basin is taken to be uniform, the along-axis wind field at the Hanish Sill (c), for the period
The ea eve inide he asi istake tobe nifrm, June. 1995 to November, 1996.).

under the assumption that long gravity waves will equili-

brate the sea surface in the basin on time scales much faster
than synoptic time scales of interest Outside the basin the
sea surface is assumed to respond isostatically to the atmo-
spheric pressure forcing, since it is openly connected to the

Indian Ocean. where As, and As2 are the cross-sectional areas of the two

An important difference of this model with previous ap- layers and they sum to the cross-sectional area of the strait
proaches is not only the introduction of the local winds but (As, + As-" = AS) taken as the average value somewhere in
also the assumption that the effect of the wind is distributed the middle of the channel. Q, and Q2 represent the transport
only in an upper layer of thickness Hl, which is here taken at the surface and lower layer, respectively. ARS is the sur-
to be 70 m, the depth of the zero crossing of the most en- face area of the Red Sea and r? the sealevel in the basin. The
ergetic EOF of the transport profile (not shown). This layer friction is represented by the linear forms A, Q, and A2 Q2 ,
does not necessarily coincide with surface layer of the in- following Candela et al. (1989) and Middleton and Viera
verse estuarine exchange. In order to simplify the solution (1991). In general Al - A2 and friction at the lower layer
forms. density differences will be not taken into account and is expected to be larger than that in the surface layer. In the
a average density (po) will be used in the equations. solutions presented here and the comparison of the results

Under these assumptions the governing equations are with the observations a single value (Al = A2 = A) is used
in order to reduce the number of parameters involved.

bQ1 _ As1. 8P ,As, AQ The frequency response functions (gain and phase) of the
8t P0 c z + H1po net transport response to the wind stress and atmospheric

pressure is plotted in Fig. 3 for three different frictional pa-
aQ2 = As. P? A2Q2  (2) rameters (A = 0.25 x 10-5, A = 0.5 x 10-5sec-1, and

PO TX A = 1.25 x 10- 5 sec-1 ) chosen as the most appropriate val-
ues according to similar models (Candela et al., 1989) and

'97_ Ql - Q2 the observations, and compared with the observed data. To
8t = -A- (3) a first order approximation the system behaves as a forced
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gAs
4 .~ W 4 ApLS

0 1" W6"ot! occurring at a period of about 5 days.

0*

" -- Discussion

, o" , Although it is simple, the model can reproduce the basic
"*-•j•'- response of Bab el Mandeb to local meteorological forcing

Sand the atmospheric pressure variability inside the Red Sea.
0, It can explain 70% of the observed variance and if we con-
0 O01 0- 013 0.5 ; : all 0, A&$ sider only the winter season (October to May) when the syn-

optic atmospheric forcing is the strongest this value amounts
to almost 80%. The wind seems to be more important in

d the case of Bab el Mandeb and the correlation between the

01 1Cj observed transport fluctuations and model wind-driven so-
tluions is highest. This can be attributed to the strength

off 1 the fluctuations and the orographic effect in combination
with the small width of the channel. The key feature of this

model is the role of the wind generated transport through the
.strait in setting up an adverse pressure gradient that modifies

I *.r ~the response. At low frequencies this results in the upper
90 .and lower layer being nearly out of phase but tending to-
".".... - , ward an in phase variation at frequencies around and above

,. 0> the Helmholtz frequency. The actual exchange driven by
0 0.: 02- W A 03% 0 a- a: 0.4 o. o . the winds reaches a maximum at the lower frequencies ( 20

days). with the upper and lower layers being accelerated in

opposite directions but with little net transport change, while

Figure 3. Frequency response function (gain on the left and the net transport itself peaks near the Helmholtz resonance

phase on the right) comparison between observation (circles) period.

and model (three frictional parameters) results for the net More elaborate models can investigate the influence of

transport forced by the winds (a and b) and the atmospheric parameters neglected in the model described here, like the

pressure over the Red Sea (c and d).) rotation effect when layers of different density are allowed
and the internal deformation radius becomes critically close
to the width of the strait. The choice of a constant A can
simplify our derivations but the investigation of other forms

of friction may improve the performance of similar models.
Furthermore, the role of the different forms of remote forc-

IVA= .. ing that can influence the variability in the strait should be in-
GU2.YO7AoE'• vestigated. Future numerical models incorporating synoptic

meteorological forcing can produced a more detailed picture
and improve our understanding of the dynaamics governing

5=o sTA the region.
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Abstract. Direct current measurements were made at the largest strait (depth about
2400m) in the Kuril Islands that separate the Sea of Okhotsk and the North Pacific.
The narrowest part (roughly 80 km wide) of the strait is covered by 13 stations
and more than 140 casts of an lowered acoustic Doppler current profiler and a
CTD were performed. The tidal flow is mostly less than 0.3 m/s, but a strong peak
trapped near the bottom below 1000m of more than I m/s is found. The spatial
structure of the tidal flow is complex. The steady exchange between the Sea of
Okhotsk and the North Pacific takes place mainly in the southwest valley where the
strong tidal activity is found. The net transport is roughly 2.5 Sv from the Okhotsk
to the Pacific.

Introduction

The Sea of Okhotsk is a marginal sea of the North PacificSea of Okhotsk
(Figure 1), known the southmost seasonal ice zone. Pro-
duction of sea-ice occurs mainly at the northwestern shelf
and the Okhotsk circulation is affected by vertical convec-
tion driven by the brine rejection. Its impact is not limited 55 ,
within the Sea of Okhotsk. Recent analysis [e.g. Yasuda.
1997] reveals that the Sea of Okhotsk plays a crucial role in
the formation of North Pacific Intermediate Water - water
mass found widely in the Pacific subtropical gyre and char-
acterized by the salinity minimum around a,4 = 26.8 [Sver-
drup er aL, 1942]. In fact, the Sea of Okhotsk is believed to
be the only strong thermohaline source in the Pacific circu- 50"
lation, and the isopycnal ra = 26.8 can be ventilated only
in the Sea of Okhotsk to form the salinity minimum. Its po-
tential in absorbing and transporting anthropogenic CO2 has
also attracted attention of chemical oceanographers [e.g. An- Stai
dreev et aL, 2001 ]. .

Despite the recent realization of the importance of the Sea 45' < "
of Okhotsk in the Pacific circulation system, the water ex-
change between the Sea of Okhotsk and the adjacent North
Pacific gyre is hardly known. These basins are separated by
the Kuril Islands with numerous straits. In situ observations
at these straits have been difficult because of the severe win-
ter conditions and the political issues. Another difficulty is 40'
the strong tide around the islands; the tide is so strong that 140" 145" 1500 155* 160"
the geostrophic transport calculation based on snapshot hy-
drographic observations yields unrealistic estimates.

Katsumata er aL [2001] made direct current measure- F'igure 1. The Sea of Okhotsk. The contours show depth in
ments at the second largest strait in the Kuril Islands, where meters.
they errmployed an LADCP (lowered acoustic Doppler cur-
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Bussol Strait v goodness (spring)

47* 00'

46 30'

Figure 3. Goodness of fit for v at the spring tide. Area
with less than 70 % goodness is shaded. Contour interval
is 0.1. The cross section is taken along the line connecting
the stations shown in Figure 2. Bathymetry is derived from

underway echo soundino obtained during the cruise.
151*00 151,301 1,5P200'

Observation
Figure 2. Observation stations. The circle shows the po-

sition where a cast was started; the cross shows where the Thirteen observation stations are placed across the Bussol

cast was finished. First letter of the station name indicates Strait (Figure 2). These stations consist of 6 groups. Casts

its group. Rotated coordinate (u, v) is also shown, were repeated at one station after another in one group. In
order to filter out the diurnal tide, the casts were repeated for
at least 25 hours at one station, which gives 5 to 7 casts at
one station. Since timescale of the tidal dynamics is of the

rent profiler) to obtain the velocity profile independent of the order of an hour, data obtained during upcast and downcast
geostrophic calculation. They made consecutive casts at two are considered as different, which means 10 to 14 data are
stations in the strait and separated the tidal and residual corn- obtained at one depth at one station except for the bottom of
ponents from the measured velocities. In summer of 2001, the cast. The groups B and F occupy two deep part of the
similar but more intensive measurements were made at the Strait (see Figure 2) and observations in these groups were
largest strait in the Kuril Islands, namely the Bussol Strait. repeated at the spring tide and at the neap tide. Observations
Priority of the observation was given to the spatial resolu- in other groups were made only once.
tion, since better temporal resolution and coverage should

be expected from a mooring observation. Preliminary result Data process
of this observation is described here. The velocities were rotated such that u means the along-

strait component and v means the across-stait component
(see Figure 2). The timeseries thus obtained consists of vari-
ous signals. Following components are separated by the least

Observation square fitting.

LADCP * Diurnal tide (M2 tide with period 1242 hour)

In order to measure absolute velocities, an LADCP was * Semi diurnal tide (KI tide with period 23.93 hour)

employed. It is an ADCP mounted on a CTD (conductivity, * Linear trend
temperature, depth profiler) frame along with a CTD. Every
second, it measures the velocity relative to the CTD as it goes * Steady component
down and up during a CTD cast. The velocity ensembles are
statistically processed to yield the relative velocity profile at It is necessary, to fix two variables for one tidal component
all depth. The bottom track velocity is then used to convert (i.e. magnitude and phase), and the fitting fixes six variables
the relative velocity to the absolute velocity. For the detail out of 10 to 14 data. The goodness of fit is defined as the

of the data processing. readers are referred to Fischer and ratio of the variance explained by the fitted components to
VWsbeck [ 1993]. the total variance. It is seen from Figure 3 that the fitting is
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'•• •' v K1 amplitude (spring)
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Fgr4.Fitted components at the station B2. The ordinate
shows depth in meters. The abscissa shows the velocity in Figure 5. Fitted v component of the KI amplitude. Velocity
mis. more than 0.7 mls is shaded. Contour interval is 0.2 m/s.

worse near the sloping bottom (x - 50.70km). This misfit v residual (spring)
is caused bv disturbances of shorter time scale, possibIy such , -

nonlinear phenomena as breaking. On the other hand, fitting
is successful on the flat bottom. " , !,,,"

Result -

Spring and neap tides :

As mentioned above, observations at groups B and F were
made at the spring tide and neap tide. Figure 4 shows the
fitted components at the spring and neap tides. It is seen that
the KI components are sensitive to the difference between X . w M 7 M

the spring and neap, while the M2 components do not change dstance [kM]

much. The steady components are stronger at the spring tide.

Observations at other groups were made at tidal phases Figure 6. Steady component of v at the spring tide. Contour

which are not the spring nor the neap. Therefore, cross sec- interval is 0.1 m/s. Negative flow (towards the Pacific) is

tions shown henceforth do not represent exact snapshots, but shaded.

we expect that the data at other groups represent some state
between the spring and the neap. A cross section 'at the
spring' means a cross section composed of data with groups the peak is slightly different-
B and F measured at the spring tide. Same for 'at the neap'.

Tidal components Steady components

As suggested by the numerical tidal model [Kowalik and Figure 6 shows the steady v component. In the deep val-

Polyakov, 1998] the K 1 amplitude is larger than the M2 am- ley, the flow shows a two-layer structure, where the upper

plitude at this strait. The phase suggests the tide is barotropic layer flows out of the Okhotsk and the lower layer in the
in the deep valley, while it shows two to three layer struc- opposite direction. The outflow is stronger in the southwest-

ture on the shallow sill or on the steep bottom. There is no em valley than the northeastem valley although the area of
clear node of the phase and the structure of the tidal flow is the latter is much larger. These features are also found for

complex. Figure 5 shows the fitted v component of the KI the neap tide. It is possible to determine the total transpxort
amplitude. It should be noted that the tidal amolitude in the from the cross section. The net transport is -2.5 Sv for both
valley near x -, 18km becomes more than I rns, although spring-tide cross section and neap-tide cross section.
this strong tide is confined below !000m. It is not clear from
Figure 5, but similar bottom-trapped peak of nearly 0.5 m/s Acknowledgments. This work is suppored by Core Research

can be found in the valley near z - 27km. These strong tidal for Evolutional Science and Technology (CREST), Japan Science

flows are also found for u component although the depth of and Technology Corporation.
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Abstract. Ertel's potential vorticity theorem for stratified viscous fluids in a
rotating system is analyzed. A set of "tracers", i.e. materially conserved scalar
quantities, and the corresponding Ertel's potential vorticities, are applied to
diagnose the absolute velocity field in non-horizontal (inclined) marine currents.
In particular, two Ertel's potential vorticities, those of potential temperature and
salinity, are analyzed to infer quasi-steady properties of the Mediterranean Sea
water outflow through the Gibraltar Strait.

Introduction [(x, t)=const of two conserved tracers a and P, such
that Da/Dt=DP,/Dt--O, divide a fluid into (a, [)-

In modern oceanography in situ field solenoids along which the fluid parcels flow. In a
measurements of the salinity S and temperature T (via steady case the mass continuity equation and tracer
CTD) are still far more frequent and available than equations give
those of the current velocity u. Velocity u is usually
computed diagnostically based on the known V-(pu)--0,u-Va 0,uVfl=0. (1)
information on S and T. In these circumstances, the One can moreover show (Wunsch 1996) that (1)
baroclinic component of u is most easily estimated.
The determination of the barotropic flow component, imply
which includes the well-known problem of pu=cp(ct, 0)VaxV[, (2)
specifying the level of no-motion, still provides where c is an arbitrary single-valued function: indeed
serious difficulties.

Therefore, any alternative method of current the vector u is normal to both Va and VI, whilst Pu
velocity determination, free from the above is divergence-free (Ertel and Kfihler 1949). Here we
mentioned complications, is of practical importance. discuss a choice of some utility when a
As a potential tool for the operational analysis of supplementary third scalar field is known: assume
individual T-S casts to obtain information on u, such that we have some information about a non-
methods would compare favorably with much more conservative quantity y (x, t), such that Dy/Dt=F(x, t)
rare and expensive current meter data. In this where r-O. In a steady case, when
contribution a variant of such a method is proposed, u'•Y=F, (3)
which enables one to estimate the absolute velocity
vector u from T-S measurements by means of a equations (2) and (3) give
general vectorial analysis under the assumption of the F~x
steadiness of the flow. 'VaXVg) () VaXVý, (4)

Fluid tubes allowing one to obtain u from the knowledge of a, P3,

Let us recall Vilhelm Bjerknes' classical idea 7 and r.
(Godske et al., 1957). Surfaces a (x, t)=const and
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Applications to potential temperature and northward with a curvature radius R-40 km.

salinity Outside these Sections the flow is essentially
rectilinear. From Sections A to F, over an irregular

Ertel's (1942) vorticity theorem sea bottom, the current thickness h and the width W
are found to increase whilst the velocity u and

-D = = V' . .7 x --F density difference Ap with the surrounding water
Dt x -Dt '--- ) P 3 P P masses decrease as the current moves away from

Gibraltar. From equations (5) and (6) one can see
where p is the vorticity and F is taken for any tracer that the velocity is along the 0=const and S=const

x•, provides a very convenient choice y=rIz because surfaces, and this occurs even if friction F is
the r-value is fixed by the right hand side. considered. The velocity intensity is ruled by the

In more detail, we can consider a current velocity gradients of e, S, as well as by the frictional effects.

9P_2 dp/O9eVS- VOx k The Baringer and Price data set relative to their

u- - (Ve xvs transects A, C and F downstream the strait of
SVs.-V6e x VS (5) Gibraltar, are now discussed in more detail. In the

p-tvs-Vx(F/p) Table we estimate values of the main physical
Vsv (V x VS) quantities of this outflow, denoting as the "central

region" the one characterized by the highest
are velocities, and S>36.4 ppt, as computed by Baringer

assuming that salinity and potential temperature and Price (1997 a, b). We use (5) since S is better
materially conserved.

The two different absolute velocity determinations, defied than 0 and this implies smaller uncertainties.
namely for {0, S, n.8 } like (5) and {0, S, 11, } as
below 3" 3(..

2W0 fin
gP2'(dp/d9S)V6-VSx k 4 fin F 50 .finu- =n6 V -V0 x VS (V xVS)

p-'V--Vx '(F/p) () I x Smts
VI S-V (xVS

must result in the same vector u for every 36O-°N

dynamically possible case of e and S. Indeed,
subtraction of equation (6) from (5) for steady /-60b f
currents of incompressible inviscid fluids
(c'=ap/ap--c) illustrates that these two formulations D C
are equivalent.

3?'3t"N * •

Mediterranean water outflow 7" 15'W 6IJIY

To get some idea of the practical applicability of
these relations we now discuss a classical density Figure 1. Map of the field measurements of the dense

current, that of salty dense Mediterranean water water outflow off Gibraltar (Baringer and Price 1997 a, b).

which crosses the deepest part of the Gibraltar Strait
flowing towards the Atlantic Ocean (Baringer and Simple parameterization is used in (5) for F/p.Price 1997 a, b), see Figure 1. Snpeprmtrzto sue n()frFp

Pric 197 a b) se FiureI -which we estimate as (-cB -ýTj)h-'p"• using the Baringer
Downstream from Gibraltar, a density current whic we eta au ing t ingor

flows along the local topography into the Atlantic and Price (1997) notations, 'rB and ' 1 being viscous
Ocean (Baringer and Price 1997 a, b): between their stresses on the sea bottom and deep current upper

hydrologic Sections B and D the current turns interface, respectively.
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Table 1. Values relative to the bottom current flowing off Gibraltar, estim ated from the Baringer and Price (1997 a~b) data
set.

Quantity (MKS units') ITransect A Transect C I Transect F
Ax. distance from transect A (km) 0 21 8________

Bottom current thickness h (mn) j 125 90 140
Current radius of curvature R (kIan) j 300 50±10o 200
wiU! = Az/'Ax j (40 =4) x10-4 (40 4) x10"
Averagze bottom current velocity (ms"') 1 0.6 ±0. 1 0.34 = 0. 1 0.18 =0.1
JVS', in the bottomn cur-rent (ppt m") j (16 = 1) x1V~ (16=1)xl0O j (11=1)x 10-3
IV61 in the bottom cur-rent (0C m"*) (4±lt ) x10O' (6±= 1) x IV' (5t2) x 10"
Angle between V19 and VS (9±2'_) x 10 (2 = 1) x 10-' (2±=2) x~l 0-

f+coý d f- d/ pt 3s - (16±= l)xl0, 0  -(14± = )x 10-' -(I l=l)x104uj

P dZ P d9Z

Fve xVS (Oc ppt/mi) j (58:L 0)x104  (19=10)x 10' (1l=l1)xl0-"

F/p = c,0 u2/h =0.02 u½ (N/kg_,) j (7±;2)x10V (4±=l)xI10 5' (5±l ) X10'

estimated inviscid velocity (in s") using (5) j 0.5±-0.1 j 0.3±t0.2 0.2±=0.2
estimated viscous correction (mn s*') using (5) I0.1 j 0.05 0.03

In this table the first part comes from direct estimates taken from Baringer and Price (1997 ab), often without
errors also if one can reasonably assume uncertainties of -10%. The values of VO and VS are computed from the
values of 6 and S in the center of the current minus the value along the S = 36.4 ppt surface. In the same way we
have tentatively estimated the angles. Finally CD is usually taken as 5 x 10" (MKS units), but the total stress
(bottom and interfacial) from Barige and Price (1997 a~b) is about twice the bottom stress (in their Figure 6a),
given by CD 2 -12 x 10' in their estimates, so we assumed CD =0.02 (MKS units).

The curl of frictional force is approximated here References
by Vx(F~p)-h'Ikx(F/p) and is directed in a nearly
horizontal cross-stream direction. All this finally BaigeM.0,adPie.F,(97a: ixnad
gives that the inviscid part of the velocity is 0.2- sraigo h eierna ufo.Jwn ~s
0. Sm s1 and the viscous component is -(0.05- Oceanogr., 27, 1654-1677.2

0.10 m ' wth eror of20.- 00, lrgel du to Baringer M. 0., and Price 3. F., (1997b): Momentum and

angfle uncertainties; all of this is 'in agreement w'ith energy balance of the Mediterranean outflow. Jo urn.
the xpeimetaldat se. Mius ianforthevisous Phys. Oceanogr., 277, 1678-1992.

the xpeimenal ata et inu sig fo thevisous Ertel H., (1942): Bin neuer hydrodynamischer Wirbelsatz.
correction means that we probably overestimate the Mtoo.Z,5,2721
current velocity when using the "inviscid"' formula. Ertel H., and Kaller H., (1949): Bin Theorem iiber die
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Use of the rotating hydraulics for description of overflows through the Baltic
Straits
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Abstract. The deep-water renewal of the Baltic sub-basins is a consequence of
gravity-driven currents and it is thus important to know the flow rates through
connecting passages. The earth's rotation is a leading-order effect that modifies
the deep-water dynamics in the Baltic Sea, since the internal Rossby radius of
deformation is smaller than the width scale of the straits. The methodology of
1_-layer rotating-channel flow is used for the description of the strong deep-
water flows through the Bornholm Channel and the Irbe Strait. The analysis
deals with how to specify the gross geometrical features of the straits and how
the associated critical-flow problem can be resolved on the basis of functional-
theoretical formalism. The usefulness of rotating-hydraulic theory is
demonstrated for a channel of parabolic cross-section, since the non-standard
Froude number formulation and a perturbative solution to the uniform, non-zero
potential-vorticity flow model are derived.

Summary problem solution, well-known from the inviscid
hydraulics for subcritical, critical and supercritical

The Baltic deep-water motion is topographically flows (cf. Pratt, 1986), but rather help to improve
constrained since the bathymetry of the seabed agreement between hydraulic theory and nature. The
induces the heavier fluid to move through passages rotating hydraulics of flow, emanating from a wide
connecting adjacent basins. The Baltic straits are and shallow basin into a channel, deal with a more
wide compared to the internal Rossby radius of general problem, since specification of the circulation
deformation, which varies from 2 to 10 kilometers in the upstream-basin is required (Gill, 1977; Boren~s
(Lehmann and Hinrichsen, 2000). The effects of the and Lundberg, 1986).
earth's rotation are consequently important, and give An important restriction that complicates
rise to geostrophically balanced baroclinic coastal- application of the 1-layer rotating-channel flow

and strait-currents. The theory of rotating hydraulics model in the Baltic Sea is that the straits do not have
is useful when elucidating the dynamics of a well-defined bathymetry, i.e. one with an a priori
topographically constrained currents, and it can be given topographic control (where the location of the
employed to make predictions of maximal volume- maximum sill height coincides with that of the most
flux. To apply the I_-layer rotating-channel flow pronounced horizontal constriction of the passage, cf.
model (the deep-water flow with less-dense quiescent Whitehead, 1998). This situation necessitates the use
upper water) in the Baltic Sea it is necessary to of theoretical principles of hydraulics that assume the
include specific assumptions such as a finite existence of a flow-dependent control section
upstream-basin depth and a non-rectangular cross- between the topographically extremal sections of the
section of the channel. The Baltic sub-basins are channel (cf. Armi, 1986). However, the general
comparatively shallow and wide, and it thus does not critical-flow solutions can occur at a topographic
appear likely that currents in the straits can be constriction or expansion (cf. Gill, 1977). A
described in terms of the deep upstream-basin "splitting effect" of the critical-section location was
approach, based on the zero potential vorticity proxy found when the functional-theoretical approach to the
(Whitehead et a!., 1974; Boren,.s and Lundberg, hydraulically driven flow problem was applied in the
1988). These specific approximations, however, do case of the Bornholm Channel by Laanearu and
not alter the branch-point character of the hydraulic- Lundberg (2000). It yielded three possible locations
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for the control section, where two critical sections flows through the Bornholm Channel and the Irbe
were located adjacent to the geometrical constrictions Strait, see boxes in Figure 1.
of the channel, separated by a spurious section
associated with a local maximum of the flow cross-
sectional area. This situation is of great importance,
since in the shallow-water approximation only one
transition between the subcritical and supercritical / /
flow states can be stable, this due to long-wave o-

arguments (cf. Pratt, 1984). However. a more
important aspect is the unidirectional critical flow, -
which fits with the classical concept of hydraulic • ,
control, since downstream conditions in this case M.A

cannot ertany ifuneupst~rea fh critical Rsection, neither through advection proper nor through .
long-wave sig-nals. When modeling hydraulically •- .j q proper 1 /._W•':

driven flows, problems may arise regarding a flow 1 Ar..logwae ina-.Wenmoeln hdruicll.
discontinuity at some location in the channel - LATVIA

(Laanearu et al., 2000). The I_-layer continuous "
flow that changes steadily from the subcritical to the 1 DEM .i LfrWAN1:A
supercritical solution branch requires a definition of ,: •.j~~~, -i.•. 'c,--::• .,...
the control-section in the channel that yields a ."
maximum of the potential depth scaled by the volume -LN.D .- E •R•
flux. (Following Borends and Pratt, 1994, the POLA. D BE.. R, S

potential depth is the fluid column depth where the
relative vorticity vanishes.)

The Baltic Sea deep-passages investigated by
Laanearu (2001b) gave no serious problems when the Figure 2. Map of the Baltic Sea. 1 - Bornholm Channel, 2,laveno seious- Irbe Strait.
parabolic cross-sectional geometry was used, but the
modelling was complicated since the along-channel
width and depth variations of the passage were of Bornholm Channel flow
great importance. The method introduced by
Laanearu and Lundberg (2000) was based on the use The Arkona Basin, which is the first Baltic sub-
of sparse discretization of the strait topography. A basin to be filled by "oceanic" water originating from
dense equidistant discretization did not prove to be the Kattegat, only has a low sill obstructing the deep-
particularly useful, since the roughness of the strait water flow through the Bornholm Channel, and thus
topography gave rise to a multitude of spurious the horizontal constriction of this passage constitutes
critical-flow sections using general theory of the main topographic restriction experienced by the
hydraulics (cf Gill, 1977). Hence, it was possible to deep-water (cf. Gidhagen and Hakansson, 1994).
describe the topographic characteristics of the Due to geological evolution the most shallow part of
passages using a minimal number of cross-sections the Arkona Basin exit area between the Swedish
by adjusting the overall features of the channel, mainland and the Danish island of Bornholm is

The main differences in the outcome of the located considerably to the .west of the greatest
hydraulic modelling of the deep-water flows through horizontal constriction. The "water-fall" like
the Baltic straits were caused by the unique topographic conditions at the exit of the Bornholm
topographic situations. In order to solve the Channel suggest that the flow is determined by
hydraulic problem for dense-water flow through mechanisms similar to those governing reservoir flow
straits using the 1_-layer rotating-channel flow over a dam. The deep-water motion in the Bornholm
model, it is necessary to carry out a two-layer Channel takes place in a quasi-continuous fashion
approximation, to specify the conditions in the and intensifies during strong dense-water inflow
upstream basin, and to define the topographic events from the Kattegat (cf. Mattheus and Frank,
characteristics of the passage. In what follows deal 1992). The observations by Liljebladh and
with the concrete examples of the strong deep-water Stgebradt (1996), undertaken during the winter of

Stead (19) unetae duin th wine ofi
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1993, clearly showed a well-defined pool of deep (Lilover et aL, 1998). The low-frequency current
water in the Arkona Basin. They furthermore did observed in the Irbe Strait during the spring of 1995
justice to the section between Skine peninsula and was related to the increased density differences
Bornholm Island where the deep-water discharge into between the waters of the Gulf of Riga and the Baltic
the Bornholm Basin took place. From the proper associated with the freshwater fluxes from the
observations a geostrophic boundary current along gulf rivers. The baroclinic flow was favoured also by
the northern rim of the Arkona Basin became the calm weather conditions prevailing during spring
evident, which made it possible to specife the and the existence of a seasonal thermocline.
upstream conditions for the 1_-layer rotating-channel
model. On the basis of the constant (non-zero) Non-standard Froude number
potential vorticity model, the control section with
unidirectional flow was found to be located between The theory of rotating hydraulics can be applied inthe topographically extremal sections of the

channels with non-rectangular cross-sections where
Bornholm Channel, adjacent to the point where the the Froude number is not readily defined. The
deep-passage cross-sectional area has its minimum subcritical. critical and supercritical flow states in the
below the 30-meter isobath (Laanearu and Lundberg, rotating channel are related to the long-wave speeds.
2000). The predicted controlled transport was The eneral Kelvin-wave speed. based on the
143000 ross", which represents an overestimate of Th geraKlvnw espdbsdote
the000 mesured bawchich fluxesents 10000 o eres the o constant potential vorticity proxy (cf. Pratt et aL,the measured baroclinic flux 100000 mn~s"• (where the 2000), and geostrophy of the along-channel flow

latter quantity is an average of the Litjebladh and 2000), and geosrioph ofa the nnfo
Stigebrandt,permits the derivation of a formula for the non-

fluxes observed from the central parts of the Arkona standard Froude number: F - V/(v- c..), where the
Basin to the Bornholm Channel). average along-channel velocity is given by TV and the

long-wave speed is c_ (cf. Gill, 1977). The non-

Irbe Strait flow standard Froude number is consonant with the
standard solutions of inviscid hydraulics where

The Irbe Strait, which constitutes the largest gap critical flow corresponds to F = 1, subcritical and
between the Gulf of Riga and the Baltic proper, has a supercritical flows correspond to F < 1 and F > 1,
comparatively high sill, which blocks intrusions of respectively.
the Baltic deep-water (cf. Kuts and Omstedt, 1993),
and thus only water originating from above the main Perturbative solution
halocline of the Baltic proper at a depth of 60-70
meters can penetrate into the gulf. The upstream- The perturbation method permits taking model
basin conditions affecting the Irbe Strait flow are dynamical effects into consideration to desired order.
rather complicated to use in the t_-layer rotating- The solution, based on a small parameter
channel model, since the upstream basin is corresponding to the reciprocal of the scaled potential
comparatively large. The control section with depth, can remove an analytic gap between the zero
unidirectional flow, determined using the functional- and constant potential vorticity model branch-point
theoretical approach to the hydraulically driven flow, solutions, Laanearu (2001a). The perturbative
was found in close proximity to the location where solution employs the deep upstream-basin case as the
the deep passage, below 10-meter isobath, had its lowest-order result. The higher-order corrections of
most pronounced horizontal constriction. This is the general model power-series solution are singular
consistent with the general requirement that in at the lowest-order solution branch-point, and

practise the most extreme section of the channel incorporate the effects of the upstream-basin circu-
exerts topographic control on the flow. From lation. (Borends and Lundberg, 1986, showed that a
Laanearu et al. (2000) it was found that the constant perturbative scheme based on a small parameter
(non-zero) and zero potential vorticity flow model expansion of the channel-width measure yields the
controlled transport predictions were 7200 m s" and lowest-order result of the constant potential vorticity
8000 mrsý', respectively. These were in close model, which represents the classical solution for
agreement, but overestimated the observational hydraulic flow through a non-rotating channel.)
average result for the baroclinic flux of 5200 m3s:
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A perturbative solution of the constant (non-zero) regime in the Irbe Strait. Aquat Sci., 60, 253-265,
potential vorticity flow model, which has been 1998.

obtained, is useful analysing a branch-point character Liljebladh, B., Stigebrandt, A., Observations of the
of the hydraulic problem. This solution underlies the deepwater flow into the Baltic Sea. .T Geophys. Res.,
mathematical method pennitting determination of the 101, 8895-891 1, 1996.

analytical relationships between the different Lehmann, A., Hinrichen, H.H., On the thermohaline
hydraulic models and their simpler approximants. variability of the Baltic Sea. J. Mar. Syst. 25, 333-357,

2000.
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Abstract. Results from laboratory experiments illustrating internal bore
formation are presented. The bores are formed in two-layer exchange flows in
straight-sided rectangular channels containing a sill. Both non-rotatng and
rotating examples are given. In a natural flow the sill is at the bottom of the
channel and the bore marks an increase in thickness of the upper layer. In the
laboratory experiments an inverted configuration is used, with the sill being
modelled by a partially raised barrier and the bore marking a jump in the
thickness of the lower layer. In many cases the internal bore has an undular
form, with a growing group of internal waves behind the bore carrying and
dissipating energy. In strongly rotating flows the internal bore occupies one
side of the channel, with a width somewhat less than the Rossby radius and a
form that slopes across the channel. Some of the rotating bores also have a head
region and possibly an undular form, though the wave crests are now tilted both
in plan and side view, giving a complicated flow.

Introduction the form of a sudden jump (internal bore). For lar~ger
scale flows the effects of the earth's rotation are

Unsteady flows, often due to tidal forcing, important.
interacting with topography cam generate internal
bore (moving hydraulic jumps). These jumps mark (a) --c= net tlux
sudden changes in the depth of an interface between
waters of different density and can be accompanied
by turbulent mixing, and/or internal waves. Here we
concentrate on internal bores in a two-layer fluid
flowing through a straight-sided channel containing a
sill. The flow in the channel is assumed to be
predominately an exchange flow, with dense fluid
flowing one way and lighter fluid flowing the other. (b) ntfu
If the exchange flow is modulated by a net tidal flow
then it is possible to generate internal bores (see -
Figure 1). If there is a net flow out of the denser
reservoir then there will be a deep layer of dense -0ý bore
fluid flowing over the sill and a relatively shallow
and slow layer of light fluid flowing in the opposite
direction. As the tide slackens the flow in the two
layers will become similar and the depth of the Figure 1. Internal bore generation in a two-layer
interface will deepen. Depending on the rate of exchangge flow. A net flux out of the dense reservoir sets
change of the forcing and the geometry of the up a shallow upper layer. As the net flux reduces the flow
channel, the change in depth of the interface may and depth ofl the upper layer increases, with the changeý in

talce ~layer depth taking the form of a moving kvrui

take yrauli jump
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In the next section we briefly review the theory For rotating flows a further parameter is needed.

and identify the important parameters. We then Here we use the ratio of the width of the channel, W,
present laboratory experiments investigating both to a Rossby radius, R,
non-rotating and rotating flows with internal bores. W Wf

Theory
where f is the Coriolis parameter. This ratio is

We assume simple two-layer flow in a channel, effectively an inverse Rossby number, with large
with an upper, light layer moving to the right and a values of WIR corresponding to strong rotation. By
dense lower layer moving to the left (see Figure 2). analogy with rotating gravity currents in channels
Far to the right of the sill the upper layer has depth (e.g. Griffiths 1986, Martin 1999) we would expect

Duo, assumed to have been set by earlier flow that after an initial adjustment phase the bore would
conditions. The flow is adjusting to new conditions be confined to one side of the channel (right-hand
(which may still have a steady net flux Q in either side in the northern hemisphere).
direction) with an upper layer depth at the sill of Du:
and an increasing region to the right of the sill where
the upper layer depth is Dt. (greater than Duo). The Experiments

jump in layer depths between Duo and Dul is
achieved through an internal bore moving at speed U. The laboratory experiments were performed using

clear-sided rectangular tanks in an inverted
configuration compared to the natural flow (FigureIl -. j• D, 3). Two reservoirs were separated by a simple

u barrier with one reservoir full of dense fluid while the
I other reservoir contains mostly light fluid with a

DqD shallow layer of dense fluid. yThis shallow layer
SI corresponds to the upper layer of depth Duo in the

Region: 2 1 0 natural flow.

Figure 2. Definition sketch for the theoretical analysis of
internal bores in two-layer exchange flows.

It is convenient to scale depths with the channel
depth at the sill, D2, velocities with V(gD,) (where
g_ is the reduced gravity) and thus fluxes (per unit Figure 3. Side view of the experimental apparatus with
width) with D2v'(g'D2). The parameters that define the dense fluid (shaded) occupying the left-hand reservoir
the problem are then the net flux, and a shallow laver in the right-hand reservoir.

Q
= D• '-", The barrier is partially raised and an exchange

flow is quickly established underneath the barrier.
and the channel depth and the initial upper layer Dense fluid moves to the right in a deeper layer
depth, forming a bore (Figure 4). Note that the speed of the

D = d fluid in the lower layer is lower than the bore speed.
and ff . For rotating flows the tank was placed on a rotating

A D2  table and allowed to adjust to solid-body rotation

An analysis of this flow using the shallow water before the start of the experiment. The fluid was
equations is given in Lane-Serff and Woodward marked by dyes or particles and recorded and
(2001). For cases with no net flow (q = 0) the theory analysed using video and image processing.
suggests the bore speed varies very little with the All of the experiments had no net flow (q = 0) but
geometric parameters, with U = (0.6 ±t 0.1 )V(g_D 2) a wide range of the other parameters: 0 :r duo < 1,
for a wide range of cases. 1 :s do < 7 and (for rotating flows) 0 s W/R < 4.
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Results
Rotating flows

Non-rotatine flows Initially the flow moves out approximately one
An example of the flow is shown in Figure 4. In Rossby radius before forming a bore concentrated

many cases an undular bore was formed, with the towards one side. Considering the results for

number of waves increasing with time. Undular experiments with a range of parameters we see that
bores consist of waves whose phase speed matches the width of the bore scales on the Rossby radius
the bore speed, so that the wave appears stationary in defined above, perhaps increasing with increasing
a frame of reference moving with the bore (similar to rotation rate (Figure 6). A typical bore speed is gain

lee waves). The wave group velocity is slower than approximately 0.6V(grDa).
the bore speed, so viewed in the bore's frame of
reference the waves carry energy away from the bore. 1.2

0.8k.
"wIR 1 0.6

0'

0 1 2 3 4

W/R

Figure 4 Sid vie shwn nudrbr rpgtn Figure 6. Width of the internal bore (non-dimensionalised
view ~ boe ~ ky the Rossby radius, R) as a function of the rotation rate

to the right. The sketch is traced from a laboratory flow (expressed as WIR). Bores cannot be wider than the
imge with do = 1.8 and duo = 0. 16. channel, marked by the dashed line.

The amplitude of the first wave (with respect to its
wavelength) is shown in Figure 5. The amplitude
increases with the size of the jump (i.e. DT.I/Duo).
There is also some indication that the amplitude is
reduced in shallow channels, presumably because of
the effects of flow in the upper layer (which are
stronger when this layer is shallower).

0.1

0.08
0.06 DEC

cL/ih. . .

0.040 ;..,

0.020 , .

0 i"

1 1.5 2 2.5 v Figure 7. Plan view of a bore in a strongly rotating flow
igP with WIR = 3.39 (sequence from a single experiment). As

Figure 5. Amplitude of the first wave of an undular the bore passes, the layer depth increases giving a darker

internal bore as a function of the relative height of the image (as the layer is dyed). For these images a particular

jump (Du1I/Duo). The larger dots have larger values of the intensity contour has been identified as marking the bore
total channel depth do = DdD:. boundary. The straight line marks the position of the

barrer.
A shallow upper layer also has an effect on- bore For strongly rotating flows the bore looks very

propagation, with the counter flow slowing the bore.
Further results for the non-rotating flows can be siia.t ottn gravity current (Figure 7 - where

found in Lane-Serff & Woodward 200 1). the view is via a mirror so the flow appears to be
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along the left-hand wall). While the initial shallow result in complicated flow and mixing patterns.
layer is uniform across the width of the tank, the bore There is no existing theory for rotating bores
slopes across the channel so that it is deepest against corresponding to the non-rotating theory, though in
the sidewall, principle an approach combining the non-rotating

At slower rotation rates the behaviour is similar bore analysis with the analysis used in rotating
but there is evidence of a raised head (possibly the gravity currents in channels might be possible..
start of an undular bore) in some cases (Figure 8). However, the analysis of rotating gravity currents is
The crest is at an angle to the channel wall and the already very complicated (Martin 2000), so
bore as a whole is deeper near one sidewall, gving a extending this to bores would certainly be a
more complicated image. Picking a darker intensity challenging task.
as marking the boundary of the bore gives a "hook" The flows examined here have effectively a steady
effect at the front of the flow. forcing (constant net flux) so a full comparison with

strait flows would require some consideration of
unsteady effects (this could also be included in future
laboratory experiments). An extension to more
complicated topography (e.g. a channel of varying
width) and more detailed examination of the mixing
accompanying these flows would also be valuable.

Acknowledgments. Most of the laboratory work described
Figure 8. Plan view of a bore with WIR = 0.8, some here was carried out at the Southampton Oceanography Centre
distance downstream of the barrier. In this case two (UK) and formed part of the undergraduate studies of DRM and
intensity contours have been identified, showing the MDW at the School of Ocean and Earth Science (SOES),
curved crest of the raised head at the front of the bore. University of Southampton. GFLS was supported by a

University Research Fellowship from the Royal Society, also at
SOES.

Clearly the interface is complicated, with even a
simple description having slopes in two directions.
Various instabilities and mixing phenomena were References
noted, including waves on the leading edge,
rolls/billows formed on the interface (especially just Griffiths, R.W., Gravity currents in rotating systems, Ann.
behind the head) and vortices penetrating into the Rev. Fluid Mech., 18, 59-89, 1986.
other layer and carrying fluid away from the bore. Lane-Serif, G.F., and M.D. Woodward, Internal bores in
Similar features are observed in rotating gravity two-layer exchange flows over sills, Deep-Sea Res. 1,
currents (e.g. see Criffiths 1986). 48, 63-78, 2001.

Martin, JLM., Rotating gravity current and channel flows,

Conclusions PhD thesis, University of Southampton, 1999.

Internal bores have been modelled in the
laboratory using simplified forcing and geometry.
The results for non-rotating flows compare well with
theoretical shallow water analysis (and also fit
oceanographic observations, see Lane-Serif &
Woodward 2001). In many cases undular bores are
formed, with a series of waves forming behind the
bore. In the two-dimensional cases studied here no
non-linear effects were apparent, though if the bore
propagated into a wider channel or region where the
layer depths changed then we might expect to see
more non-linear features.

For flows where rotation is important the bores are
restricted to a width that scales with the Rossby
radius and the interface slopes across and down the
channel. The experiments indicate that bores may
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Transport estimation from the sea level difference across the Korea Strait
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Abstract. Comparison of the sea level difference (SLD) between Hakata, Japan and
Pusan, Korea with the transport through the Korea Strait reveals a good linear
relationship between them after removing the steric expansion part, which does not
contribute to the net transport but is as large as 50% of the real transport in August.
The conversion factor from SLD to the transport is estimated as Ao = (13.0 ± 0.7) x 106
In2 s"1 with a reference value of SLD, A270 = 82 ± 5 cm. Therefore, SLD provides a
means to investigate a long-term variation of transport through the Korea Strait and its
relation to changes in the Pacific Ocean, such as El Nino and decadal climate
variations.

Introduction - Submarine Cable
A. B~ftom..munted AD U

The Tsushima Current flows into the East (Japan) 0 .U3o • Co,
Sea through the Korea (Tsushima) Strait carrying . Sea Level Station

heat and salt from the Western Pacific Ocean (Figure
I) and forms the major surface currents; the East
Korean Warm Current along the east Korean coast 36 , ) 14C

and the Nearshore Branch along the Japanese coast
(Uda, 1934; Lee et al., 2000; Cho and Kim, 2000). .-
Recently it has become possible to obtain a reliable
estimate of the transport through the Korea Strait by A

the implementation of the vessel-mounted ADC? 4 Sa
(Takikawa et al., 1999) and the bottom-mounted, AA

trawl-resistant ADCP (Teague et al., 2001). Hkt
Moreover, the motion-induced voltage has been I2E 1 1S¢ E 132S 1 3E

measured using the abandoned submarine cable
between Pusan in Korea and Hamada in Japan
(Figure 1) since March 1998 (Kim et a!., 2002, in Figure 1. Arrangement of the submarine cable between
preparation). The voltage has a good linear Pusan, Korea and Hamada, Japan, bottom-mounted.ADCP
relationship with the above two observed transports. mooring stations, hydrographic stations of line 208 of
However, these transport observations are still too KODC, and sea level stations. Light lines are depths in
short to resolve long-term changes in the transport meters.
through the Korea Strait.

Since the flow through a strait is gestrophically
balanced at subinertial frequency (Toulany and used current data measured at only one mooring
Garrett, 1984), the sea level difference (SLD) across station and did not compare SLD with the total
the strait can be used to estimate the volume volume transport through the Korea Strait. Isobe
transport. As the sea level data have been measured (1994) investigated the seasonal variability of
on both sides of the Korea Strait since 1960, they can barotropic and baroclinic motion in the Korea Strait
be used for long-term analysis of the transport. using SLD and the hydrographic data across the
Mizuno et al. (1989) applied this concept to the east strait. He defined SLD associated with the baroclinic
channel of the Korea Strait using the current meter motion as the depth-averaged geostrophic current,
data and SLD across the east channel in winter, when which does not contribute to the net transport, and
the flow is predominantly barotropic. However, they concluded that SLD across the Korea Strait has a
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large baroclinic part. However, he could not obtain Estimation of SLD related to the steric
the absolute value of the volume transport from SLD expansion
because there was no corresponding transport
observation. Moreover, the baroclinic part of SLD, The along-strait flow is assumed to be
i.e. the depth-averaged geostrophic current by his geostrohpically balanced in the Korea Strait at
definition, actually contributes to the net volume subinertial frequency. We split the along-strait flow
transport. (v(xz)) into barotropic (vr (x)) and baroclinic (Vc

In this study we'll estimate SLD, which is related (xz)) part, i.e. the former is the velocity at the
to only the steric expansion. After removing this part reference depth (v7{x)=v(x,z=-H)) and the latter is the
from the observed SLD, the linear relationship difference between v (xz) and v 7 (x) (Figure 2).
between SLD and the absolute volume transport will vC(X,z) can be calculated from the density structure
be found. Finally the discussion is provided for the (Fofonoff, 1962).
limitation as well as the possibility of this method in I aD(x z)

investigating long-term transport changes in the V(x, z) = z
Korea Strait. f ax

Data D(x,z) =- '.dPP (2)Data P ,(2

The sea level data at Pusan and Hakata are selected where D is geopotential height, P0 is pressure at the
because the line connecting them is nearly reference depth (Po = P(z = -H)), p is water density,
perpendicular to the main axis of the Korea Strait andfis the Coriolis parameter.
(Figure 1). Since the currents in the Korea Strait are
horizontally non-divergent at subinertial frequency
(Kim et al., 2002), there is little difference of the Figumre 2. Schematic
transport in terms of magnitude and phase along the , ,I Y diagram of the along-
strait. So SLD between Hakata and Pusan (AJb),strait flow, which is

can be compared with the voltage-derived transport split into barotropic
(Tv) between Hamada and Pusan to obtain the linear .? (vr) and baroctinic• (Vc) parts. vc consists

relationship between SLD and the transport. (of pts.avconistof depth-averaged
The Korea Oceanographic Data Center (KODC) (va) and depth-

and the Japan Oceanographic Data Center (JODC) n(v)ad eph

provided the hourly sea level data for a period from xL dependent (vc') parts.
1998 to 2000. Since the width of the Korea Strait is -1--r 7 is the sea surface
much shorter than the synoptic length scale of the elevation, H is the
atmospheric pressure fluctuation, the inverse mean depth, and L is
barometric correction is not necessary for SLD the width of the strait
between Hakata and Pusan. The hydrographic data
across the Korea Strait have been observed
bimonthly along the line 208 of KODC (Figure 1). And vcxz) can be divided into a depth-averaged
The steric expansion in the observed SLD is (vc) and a depth-dependent (vc) part as
estimated from the hydrographic data from 1970 to
1998. The voltage-derived transport (Tv) is ' -' vc(x'z)dr-x " (3)
converted from the voltage using the linear 7 ax
relationship with the observed transport from March
1998 to June 2000. Its standard error is estimated as vc'(x,:)= vC(xýz)-V'*'(x,z), (4)
0.6 x 10 6m3s'- for a transport of 3 x 10

6 m3s"' (Kim et
aL, 2001). Tv and SLD between Hakata and Pusan
are sub-sampled even, day after a low-pass filtering
with a half-power period of 4.57 day.
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where D is depth-averaged geopotential height. v Therefore the data at station 9 are used to calculate

also contributes to the net transport as the barotropic D(L,0).
part (vr). The cross-strait sea level g-adient is related The mean Arlc' in each month is calculated and it

to the surface flow (v(xO)) by the geostrophic is

balance.
) 2 =4+(x,) g 7 a

f ax L'

where g is gravity and 17 is sea surface elevation. If so
the water depth is assumed to be constant as the mean £E
depth of H = 100 m between Pusan and Hakata .
(Figure 1), the net transport can be simply related to .0 "
the observed SLD between Hakata and Pusan (Aro)

by integrating vT + vc over the cross section of the

strait.

Ht (X)V7x,O) J. f [ V(X,O) dx (6) Figure 3. The vertical section of temperature along the
S[" h+)line 208 of KODC in August 1996. Observation depths

are denoted by dots and the horizontal distance from the

-Ir n) D(,O)-D(,) (a west Korean coast and the station number. appear together

where L is the width of the strait (180 kin), A770 is the
reference value of Ar7obi which will be determined interpolated to a daily value by cubic spline method
later by comparing At77ot with the transport, and D' = (Figure 4). The mean A•lc' has a maximum of 12.6

D -D. A-77 contains SLD (A7c') related to vC', cm in August and a minimum of 1.0 cm in March.

which originates from the steric expansion without Most of A?7c' in summer is caused by the extension of

contribution to the net transport and has to be the KSBCW along the west channel of the Korea

removed from A7?o, to obtain a linear relationship Strait (Cho and Kim, 1998). Since the barotropic

between SLD (At/7) and t-ansport. structure is dominant in late winter and early spring,
Ar7c' is small in those seasons (Figure 4). The

Ac'= If[D'(L,O)-D'(OO)], (7) standard error in A717 is estimated as 7 cm
9 considering the variation of A77c'.

?,-•7• - A??., - Ax•Tc' (8) 40

35 -

The bimonthly hydrographic data of the line 208 of - - -

KODC from 1970 to 1998 are used to obtain Ar7c'
across the Korea Strait, where the reference depth is "Lo --- --

set to be 125 m. Since the depth at station 1 is 1-

shallow (Figure 1 and 3), the hydrographic data -.
deeper than 50 m at station 1 are filled with them at 0 .....
station 2 to obtain D'(0,0). There is no hydrographic Jan Fb Mw Apr May Jn Jul Aug • e• 0 Nov Dectime

station near the Japanese coast in the line 208 of
KODC. However, Arlc' between station 9 and the
Japanese coast may not be large because the mean of Figure 4. Solid line is time-series of the sea level
A?7c' between station 8 and 9 is only 0.5 cm (Figure difference (SLD) related to the steric expansion without
4). Besides the baroclinicity of the flow is dominant contribution to the net transport (A77c'), which is calculated
in the west channel of the Korea Strait due to the from the bimonthly hydrographic data at station I and 9 of

occurrence of the Korea Strait Bottom Cold Water the line 208 of KODC from 1970 to 1998 and is

(KSBCW) (Cho and Kim, 1998; Isobe, 1994), which interpolated to a daily value by cubic spline method.

in100 (Figure 3). Monthly mean values of Ar7c' between station 8 and 9 are
is defined as the water less than Cdesignated by square. The vertical bar denotes one
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standard deviation of each monthly mean Ar7c' is. Dashed The correlation coefficient is 0.82 between TSLD and
line is time-series of Ar/,,,' (= Ait,& - A77o) in 1999, where Tv and 0.76 between TSLD and Tob,. Their rms misfits
A270 is the reference SLD between Hakata and Pusan are 0.42 x 106 M 3 s-1 and 0.48 x 106 nM3 s-,
determined by the comparison of SLD with the transport respectively. Most of the differences between Tsu
through the Korea Strait and Tv are less than the estimated standard error, 0.8

x 106 M3 s-.

Linear relationship between SID and Month
transport 5 , 6 7 8 9

The maximum likelihood method (Macdonald and E4
Thompson, 1992) is used to get the linear .0
relationship between Ai7r and the voltage-derived
transport (Tv). Standard errors of each coefficient of
the linear regression are obtained using each T,,
estimated errors, i.e. 7 cm for A777 and 0.6 x 10 m' s'3  TV J

Sfor Tv. The conversion factor from SLD to
transport is estimated as A = (13.0 ± 0.7) x 106 m' s-', 0I

510 540 570 600 630

and the reference value of SLD as Ar/o = 82 ± 6 cm Julian Day (from 1998)
with their correlation coefficient of 0.79 (Figure 5).
The standard error in A is t 5.4%, which correspondsto atransport error of ±0.t6 x l06in3 s' for a Figure 6. Time-series of SLD-derived transport,. TSLD

to 106 transpoCnsi error of±0.16x106m5(dark line), voltage-derived transport Tv (light line), and
transport of 3 x 105 r"• s-. Considering the error in observed transport Te• (dashed line) from bottom-
the estimated At/0, the total standard error becomes ± mounted ADCPs by the US NRL across the Korea Strait
0.8 x I06 m3 s- for a transport of 3 x 106 m3 s-. (Teague et al., 2001).

To compare them at low frequency, TSLD and Tv
are low-pass filtered with a half-power period of 90

"= : " " .,,days (Figure 7). TSLD has a mean of 2.6 x 106 mi sý
". *"with a maximum of 3.8 x 106s m3 s-1 in October 1999

"a., .-, and a minimum of 1.8 x 106 'sn s" in January 1999.
Tv has the same mean as TSLD and a maximum of 3.4

. .- x 106 M3 sin October 1999 and a minimum of .6 x
" 106 m3 s-1 in January 2000. TSLD has similar

"variations with Tv within 95% confidence intervals
"..... of TSLD. TsLD is also compared with the monthly

80 90 100 110 120
SuD ( mean observed transport (To•) in Figure 7, where the

transport from the vessel-mounted ADCP between
Pusan and Hakata (Takikawa et aL, 1999) is

Figure 5. Linear regression between transport and SLD supplemented. TsuD agrees well also with the
between Hakata and Pusan (A777), which results from the observed transports within 95% confidence intervals.
subtraction of Ar/c' from the observed SLD (ro), after
low-pass filtering with a half-power period of 4.57 days.

Since the reference value, A770 as well as the
conversion factor, A of SLD between Hakata and
Pusan are obtained, the absolute transport (Ts r) can
be estimated from SLD. TsLD is compared with Tv
and the observed transport (Tob,) from bottom-
mounted ADCPs by the US NRL across the Korea
Strait (Figure 1) from May 1999 to March 2000
(Teague et aL, 2001, accepted in JPO) in Figure 6.
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1 Month interannual variations especially in summer

1998 1999 2000
6 7 9 9 10 12t1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011 12, 1 2 3 depending on the occurrence and strength of the

KSBCW. One standard deviation of the estimated

- L -- -mean Arjc' in summer is as large as about 2.3 cm10 (%¢,. Figr e4).
-• / . .- , .,A good correlation between SLD and the transport

I. • - " -, in the Korea Strait is obtained after removing At7c,
- "- - which does not contribute to the net transport. SLD
-. . , between Hakata and Pusan can provide good

, .. .,i.... ,estimates of transport through the Korea Strait
150 200 250 0 W 40 continuously. Since the sea level data have been

Julian Day (from 1998) measured at Pusan and Hakata for a long time, it is

possible to investigate long-term transport variations
Figure 7. Low-frequency variations of TsLu (dark line) in the Korea Strait, which affect the circulation in the
and Tv (light line) after low-pass filtering with a half- East Sea decisively and may be related to the changes
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Froude angle control at a highly stratified estuarine front

D. G. MacDonald and W. R. Geyer

Massachusetts Institute of Technology/Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution Joint Program, Woods Hole, NMA, USA

Abstract. Observations at the mouth of the Fraser River (British Columbia,
Canada) indicate an abrupt frontal zone between unstratified river outflow and a
highly stratified river plume. The internal Froude number at the front
significantly exceeds one, based on velocities in the along-flow direction.
However, the front is oriented obliquely to the outflow. If a coordinate system
is selected that is normal to the front, then the critical Froude number of one is
obtained. This indicates that a Froude angle, similar in application to a Mach
angle for trans-sonic flows, can be used to determine critical conditions when
the front is oblique to the principal flow direction.

Introduction Garvine (1982) introduced the concept of a Froude
angle, analogous to the Mach angle from supersonic

Estuarine fronts can vary from weakly stratified to flow theory, and defined as:
highly stratified, as a function of river discharge and (G
tidal forcing at -the river mouth. The highly stratified =sin~G (2)
limit can be effectively modeled as a two-layer This angle defines an envelope of wave influence in
system, and the dynamics of these fronts have been two dimensions, as shown in Figure 1, expanding the

examined analytically by Armi and Farmer (1986), tyical one-dimensional concept of the Froude
and Farmer and Armi (1986) [these two papers are number. Garvine (1982) used the concept of the

collectively referred to hereafter as A&F]. Two-layer Froude angle within an estuarine plume model to
exchange flows can be described with respect to an define the characteristic lines from points within the

internal Froude number, G, defined as: flow field based on the local Froude number. The

= F2 + F2  model also assumed that the local Froude number at
+(1) the front, defined using the velocity component

U , _ Ap perpendicular to the front, was equal to 1.
where, F. - g-, , andg' =g•.

Here ujrepresents the mean velocity of layerj, hj U>C
the thickness of each layer, and p the fluid density.
At an idealized estuarine front, the lower layer is A u
arrested, with no velocity, so that the internal Froude
number is equal to the upper layer component. With O -i

flow conditions uniform in the cross-channel
direction, as in the cases studied by A&F, the Froude Supercraical F!ow

number is exactly one at the front, with supercritical
values (G=Fl>l) seaward of the front, where two
distinct layers are present. In supercritical regions, Figure 1. Propagation of wave front for supercritical
information carried by long internal waves can only flow. A flow with velocity u flows from right to left, and
be transmitted in one direction, in this case, away an instantaneous disturbance is initiated at point A. The
from the front, preventing further landward intrusion angle € represents the envelope of the resulting
of the front and maintaining a stable frontal position. disturbance, as shown.
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At the mouths of real estuaries, cross channel Sand Heads lighthouse (Figure 3). The southern
homogeneity, as assumed in A&F, is rare. Local boundary of the channel is defined by an intertidal
bathymenry, the angle of the estuarine channel with respect bank, which extends approximately 1.5 km seaward
to the shoreline, and ambient currents (tidal and otherwise) of Sand Heads. Bathymetry outside the mouth is
in the receiving waters can all contribute to transverse transected by a steep bathymetric break that runs at
heterogeneities, which may require a 2-dimensionaltetetof the frontal dynamics, similar to Garvine an angle of approximately 450 to the channel

treatment othfrnadyaissiiatoGvne boundary. Across the break, depths increase rapidly
(1982). This paper presents an investigation of the Froude
number dynamics associated with the hig hly stratified from approximately 10 m to greater than 50 m.

front near the mouth of the Fraser River (British These and other characteristics of the mouth

Columbia, Canada), in which the geometry of the front contribute to cross-channel heterogeneity and the

does not permit the one-dimensional analysis of A&F. development of flow with significant 2-dimensional
structure in the horizontal plane.

S-- • -",...
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Figure 2. 1Location of the Fraser River Estuary. Estuary Figure 3. Geometry of the frontal zone at the muouth,
mouth is outlined in black. showing the oblique onientation of the front relative to the

channel. Contours indicate the value of the upper layer
Froude number across the lift-off zone during the late ebb

The rasr Rveron June 30, 2000. The 14 -vsu front is defined by the open
and closed circles, and the shaded region. Upper layer
Froude numbers across the region are estimated using a

The Fraser River Estuary is located in the representative value of g'. Dotted lines represent ship
southwest corner of British Columbia, approximately tracks, and the dashed line represents the 12 m isobath and
20 km south of the city of Vancouver (Figure 2). the bathymetric break.
River discharge peaks during early summer, with
flow rates on the order of 10,000 m s'. This
discharge, combined with tidal amplitudes on the Structure of the front
order of 2.5 to 4 meters, sets up highly stratified
conditions in the estuarine channel, and an oscillating Figure 3 shows the location of the front, as

salt wedge that can intrude some 20 km landward identified from five roughly parallel passes through

from the mouth on each tidal cycle. This study the region. The frontal location is identified as the

focuses on several hours during the late ebb, when shaded area, and is based on the first detection of

the salt wedge has been forced back to the river water with salinity exceeding 14 psu. A region of

mouth (Geyer and Farmer, 1989), and remains in a uncertainty is provided by the open (bottom water

quasi-steady state position slightly seaward of the less than 14 psu) and closed (first CTD observation
mouth. Data was collected from shipboard of 14 psu water) circles, based on the path of the tow-

instrumentation, including two ship mounted acoustic yoed CTD unit. It is clear that the front is not normal
Doppler current profilers (ADCPs) and a towed to the channel, but instead roughly follows the
conductivity-temperature-depth (CTD) unit. bathymetric break, as identified by the 12 m isobath

At the mouth of the Fraser, a jetty extends along (highlighted). Contours of the upper layer Froude
the northern side of the channel, terminating at the number, F1, are also shown on Figure 3. These
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values, calculated using mean streamwise velocities, point is located down slope considerably from the
with a layer interface defined coincident with the 14- region of the steepest salinity gradient. It is clear that
psu isohaline, are substantially supercritical across velocities are too large in the upper layer to support a
almost the entire frontal region. Froude numbers Froude number of unity, even allowing for some
shown in Figure 3 for regions where only one layer is uncertainty in the depth of the lift-off point.
present were generated using a representative value Significant mixing occurs across the halocline in
of g' from the stratified region. this region. with production rates of turbulent kinetic

energy on the order of 10-3 mZs"3 (MacDonald and
Geyer I, in preparation). Within this turbulent zone,

_____s_- saline water is entrained upward into the outfiowing
- river plume. Analysis of the velocity structure

A; / 2indicates that the entrained salt water does notSK ,,originate from a landward-directed undercurrent, as it
i would in a simple estuarine channel. Rather it is

supplied by a southward-directed flow (with
- ~ I velocities on the order of 20 to 50 cms), with its
" -' primary component normal to the direction of the

."0 river outflow (MacDonald and Geyer 1i, in
preparation). This southward flow is associated with

O f c the ambient tidal flow within the Strait of Georgia
during the ebbing tide (Crean et at., 1988), and

_____ contributes to the cross-channel heterogeneity at the
-.. .o .0 .0. k -02 .o river mouth.

Disae Fzr-~ SwAn Hkads (k=)

Froude angle dynamics at the front

Figure 4. Cross section A-A' from Figure 3, showing The significant deviation of the observed Froude
salinity contours (black), and streamwise velocity profiles. number at the front from the prediction of the theory
The bold gray line represents the interface boundary as of A&F suggests that the angle of the front relative to
defined by a visual assessment of the point of the most the outflow should be addressed. A critical Froude
abrupt change in the slope of the velocity profiles. At number value of unity is sufficient for the one-
locations where robust velocity data does not extend deep dimensional problem, or if the front is normal to the
enough, a lowest case estimate has been made by
extrapolating the observable slope to u--O (dotted lines), oncoming flow. For oblique fronts, at an angle a to
The front location, or lift-off point, observed from this the oncoming flow, the Froude angie (Garvine 1982)
method is also compared to the theoretical lift-off point must be considered, and the critical condition
corresponding to a critical internal Froude number. becomes a= . The one-dimensional case is then

the special case where a= 90g . The general
The front itself is highly stratified, as shown in condition implies that the front lies along one of the

cross section in Figure 4 (transect line A-A' in Figure outbound characteristics, so that information can

3). A salinity difference on the order of 25 psu is travel along the front, but no information can be
observed in approximately 5 meters in the vertical, transmitted landward of the front, which meets the

and less than 300 meters in the horizontal. Profiles general requirements for a critical condition.

of streamwise velocity are also shown on Figure 4, Figure 5 shows a plan view of the mouth. The

with the bold line delineating an interface boundary open and closed circles show the limits of the frontal

defined by a visual assessment of the most abrupt regon as in Figure 3. The Froude angle at each of
change in slope of the velocity profiles. This method these locations, based on the local streamwise Froude

of interface delineation would indicate a front number, is delineated by the bold black lines. A front

location coincident with an intermediate value of can then be drawn (gray line) which meets both of
salinidn (10-15 psu)w as shown. Also shown is the these constraints. The mouth of the Fraser exhibits
front location that would be required to meet the significant cross-channel heterogeneity in bathymetry
fronditin loationthrnat wouldbe r bequred a to meet t and ambient flow conditions, resulting in a front that
condition of an internal Froude number equal to one,
using a mean velocity across the upper layer. This traverses the channel at varying angles to the channel
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axis. Figures 4 and 5 together demonstrate that a develops independently of any ambient current,
one-dimensional view of Froude number dynamics is following the outward going characteristics that run
not sufficient to adequately predict the location of the parallel to the sustained front.
front, but that the more general Froude angle
condition provides a good fit with observations. Conclusions

- . •"'" - ,The concept of Froude angle criticality has been
X .shown to be a robust predictor of front location in a

..- , highly stratified estuary, providing an important
<,-- .. . extension of the A&F theory for two-layer fronts in

channels with transverse bathymetric homogeneity.
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Sustained measurements of the Denmark Strait Overflow

A. Macrander', R. H. Kdse1, U. Send", H. Valdimarsson2 and S. J6nsson2
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Abstract. Analysis of a high resolution Denmark Strait Overflow model is used
to determine optimal positions of a small number of bottom mounted acoustical
devices. The instruments allow a determination of i) the upper boundary of dense
overflow water, ii) the current velocity with the bottom layer and iii) instantaneous
difference of SSH between the instrument locations. A field experiment was
implemented in the Denmark Strait and the results from 14 months long timeseries
are presented.

Transport estimates The implementation of the array in the process model
suggested

Transport estimates of dense overflows are needed to

judge the importance of changes in water mass production accuracy of the transport estimates (not surprisingly)

for climate fluctuations. increases with increasing instrument density. Correla-

There are indications [Pratt, 1986], that hydraulic re- tion between "real" and "observed" transport is 0.58

straints limit the flow across sills. This has been shown for for one ADCP, 0.68 for two , 0.9 for three and 0.93

the Denmark Strait by Kdse and Oschlies [20001. Girton for four ADCPs.

et al. [2001] have established a transport estimate that is not *for three instruments, best locations are one instru-
different from the 1973 value by Ross [19841, thus suggest- meat directly at the deepest part, the second II km and

ing along term stability of the throughflow in spite of the the third 25.8 km northwest of the sill at the Greenland
vigorous fluctuations on timescales of a few days.Since 1999 tfM Kiel has cooperated with Hafranns6knasto- slope.

fnunin in Reykjavlk to enhance their existing long term cur- the presently deployed array with 2 ADCPs systemat-

rent meter site in the deepest part of the silf by additional ically underestimates the transport by 0.5 Sv, a third

instruments upslope on the Greenland shelf. We td~Ort instrument (not recovered yet) would still miss 0.23

on an optimized array of acoustic Doppler current profilers Sv that is contributed from the shelf flow.
(ADCP) and inverned echo sounders with bottom pressure
sensors (PIES) that allows for the first time to establish a the combined measurements of bottom pressure and
long term estimate of dense water transport via the combined interface depth allow us to estimate the sea surface

registration of dense layer thickness and velocity. The inter- displacement and to judge the suitability for transport

face determination by PIES improves the estimates that are determination via remote sensing.

possible from the maximum shear in the velocity profiles.
The geographical locations of instruments are determined Figure 2 reveals the energetic transport fluctuations present

by an analysis of a process model that was able to reproduce on short time scales. Typically, the dominating fluctuations

the physical processes observed in several field experiments have periods of 2 to 7 days, variations on timescales longer

[Kdse et aL, 2002]. Figure 1 shows an instantaneous snap- than one month are not significant.

shot of the density structure on a section across the Denmark The first two sets of moorings have covered the periods

Strait and the instrument positions. from October 1999 to February 2000 and August 2000 to

The first step was to validate the overall performance of May 2001 and yielded a DSOW transport time series of more

acoustic measurements by implementing moorings at every than 14 months. A 20 day running mean time series of SSH,
grid point of the model. In this case, the "observed" transport interface depth and transport are shown in figure 3; the stan-

showed no significant differences to the actual "real" DSOW dard deviation (shaded) is mainly due to the dominating 2 to

transport in the model. 7 days variations. The upper panel reveals an almost perfect

In a second step, the correlation of "observed" and "real" " correlation between interface depth and sea surface height

DSOW transport was determined for different numbers and differences (as observed between the two PIES positions),

locations of simulated moorings, which are plotted with a scale factor of -1/1000, i.e. I cm
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A box model study of the feedback between basin and strait
processes in the Mediterranean Sea

Stephan Matthiesen' and Keith Haines2

I Institute for Meteorology, The University of Edinburgh. United Kingdomn
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Abstract. The Strait of Gibraltar limits the exchange with the Atlantic and
therefore influences the water properties in the Mediterranean, but is also influenced
by the conditions in the basin. To investigate this feedback, a 3-box model of the
Mediterranean with a hydraulically controlled strait was programmed. The model
is used in an explorative study to find new dynamical aspects of the system. Firstly,
changing air-sea fluxes induce a nonlinear response with a transitional state for
several decades which can be very different from both the initial and the final
steady state. Secondly, the effect of rising sea level since the Late Pleistocene is
modelled, and we find that the stratification inside the Mediterranean can increase
significantly at times of rapid sea level change due to a reservoir effect. Finally, we
investigate the impact of mixing between in- and outflowing water on the transient
and the steady state of the coupled system.

Model description study only triangular cross-sections are used).
The basin submodel consists of three boxes, whose vol-

We programmed a hydraulically controlled box model umes can change freely. Inflowing Atlantic water enters the
(HYCOBOX) which consists of a 3-box model of the Mediter- upper layer U and* is mixed into the surface layer F. Air-
ranean basin, coupled to a hydraulically controlled strait sea fluxes only affect the surface layer F, leading to the for-
model, thus reflecting the fundamental feedbacks between mation of denser water, which sinks and is mixed into the
basin and strait processes (fig. 1). The strait submodel lower layer L. This process is parameterised by the water
is based on the time-independent fluid dynamical hydraulic formation rate cFL. A simple but realistic parameterisation
control theory for a two layer exchange (e.g. Dalziel [1991]). depends on the density difference between the newly formed
It takes the water densities, the interface depth and the sea water and the lower layer
levels in both reservoirs as boundary conditions and calcu-
lates the strait transport. Both maximal and submaximaI sit-
uations are modelled depending on the boundary conditions.
"The strait is assumed to have separate sill and narrows, and CFL = I-(PF - pL)hu,()
the cross-section at the sill can be chosen freely (for this

z P H

I . .-- - ---- Other parameterisations have also been used for experiments
== not shown here. There is also some mixing and diffusion

- - - - between the upper and the lower layer.
*s - , Only the air-sea fluxes and the Adantic water properties

41 t . are imposed as boundary conditions on the model, all other
S6 model variables evolve freely. In particular, the model does

t ; not assume a priori a balanced water, heat or salt budget.

However, in the steady state all budgets are balanced. Three
1 S. . L •,•,timescales are relevant: The sea level reacts to imbalances

_S,. 7, __in the water budget on timescales of the order of a few days;
the interface depth between upper and lower layer reacts on
timescales of the order of 5 years: while salinity and tern-

Figure 1. HYCOBOX, the hydraulically controlled box perature adjustments involve the bulk of the lower layer and
model. have timescales of centuries.
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Response to changing air-sea-fluxes

In a set of 24 experiments, the heat loss or evaporation o

was changed suddenly when the system was in a steady state. - ----
From fundamental budget constraints, one can show that the
salinity and the strait transport for the steady state are related
to the change in net evaporation by the following equation -
(see Matthiesen [20013 for details):

a

(1. , I 
-- (JEAql old (E - P)Old

with z=2 1x - (, 1/3 for Gibraltar) (3) .. =00 S 7M
-4as

where AS, AT are the salinity and temperature difference Figure 2. Interface depth for the evaporation-reduction ex-
between in- and outflow in the strait, q is the strait transport, periment. The thin line is the interface in the basin; the thick
and E - P the excess evaporation, line is the interface depth necessary for maintaining the max-

The set of experiments confirm that (2) is true for the ini- imal regime in the Strait.
tial and final steady state. However, the interaction of dif-
ferent timescales and processes leads to transitional states
which are not predicted by the steady state considerations.
As an example, figures 2-4 show an experiment in which the
evaporation was reduced by 20% from Year 500 onwards.
after the system reached a steady state based on present day
air-sea fluxes. XW ..... *... ..................

The interface depth (fig. 2) is an indicator of how close , -,-

the system is to maximal strait transport. Although initial ,
and final state are not too different, there is a significant d~evi- ,---' "•*-- -,
ation during the transition, and the interface moves to greater

depths, leading to a submaximal strait regime for approxi- ,
mately a century. This behaviour is a result of the interaction --------------------
of processes with different timescales. The salinity (fig. 3) _1M _ _.......

needs a century to adjust to the new steady state given by the W.W =.*a 6 X= W*M

SQE equation (2). Therefore initially the stratification in the
basin is too high. which reduces the water formation, leading Figure 3. The salinity for the evaporation reduction experi-
to a lowering of the interface within a few years. The water ment
formation rate and the interface then recover slowly as the
lower layer freshens.

Although the heat loss renains constant, the temperature
(fig. 4) also changes as a secondary effect, because the de-
creasing salinity difference reduces the strait transport and
therefore the heat influx through the strait. For a 20% change
in evaporation with constant heat loss, the salinity changes
by 0.3 psu and the temperature by 0.2'C. Similarly, for a
change in heat loss by 20% with constant evaporation, the . ,•,4

temperature changes by 0.60C and the salinity by 0.04 psu.
These results suggest that the observed increase of 0.05 psu -

and 0.071C between 1955 and 1989 (Rohling and Bryden . .
[1992]) cannot be explained by one factor - either reduced ------------
river runoff or atmospheric warming - alone.

The deglaciation experiments •"

During the last 18000 years, sea level has risen by r Figure 4. The temperature for the evaporation reduction ex-

120 m, with two meltwater peaks centred around 12000 yr BP periment.
(MWP IA) and 9500 yr BP (MWP IB) (Fairbanks [1989]).
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Figure 5. Stratification (PL -P•) for the deglaciation exper- "
irments. Solid line: Experiment with constant E - P. Dotted
line: Gradual Black Sea opening. Dashed line: Catastrophic 1 --. \

Black Sea opening. ...... .

As the sea level rises, the strait cross-section and therefore , ---- -'

the transport increases, making the basin fresher. However. m

the salinity in the lower layer can considerably lag behind
the steady state values, so that the stratification may increase Figure 6. The evolution of the interface depth and the salin-
during the meltwater peaks. The HYCOBOX model was ity for an entrainment experiment.
used to estimate the size of this effect by performing an ex-
periment with constant present day precipitation and river
runoff, but changing sea level in the Atlantic following the contributed to a collapse of the circulation.
reconstruction by Fairbanks [1989]. For comparison, we
also model the effect of additional freshwater influx at the Mixng in the Hydraulic jump
time of the opening of the Black Sea with two competinge
scenarios. In the gradual experiment, the connection to the In the maximal regime, the supercritical flow at the en-
Black Sea is established slowly between 8500 yr BP and trance to the strait has to revert to subcritical inside the
5000 yr BP, leading to an additional freshwater input which Mediterranean basin in a hydraulic jump or smoother hy-
increases linearly in the first half of this period and decreases draulic transition. We tested the idea that this turbulent pro-
again in the second half, as suggested by Lane-Serff e al. cess entrains some of the inflowing fresher water into the
[E 997]. The catastrophic experiment is based on the dam lower laver. This reduces the density of the outflowing water
break scenario presented by Ryan et aL [1997] and has a in the strait and therefore reduces the strait transport. The
sudden increase in freshwater influx to present day values HYCOBOX model was modified so that a proportion of the
at 7150 yr BP. The freshwater events in both scenarios are inflowing water is entrained into the outflow without enter-
expected to reduce the circulation. ing the basin, and the amount is proportional to the depth

Figure 5 shows the density difference between boxes F difference between the interface in the strait and the basin.
and L for the three experiments. For both Black Sea scenar- For submaximal situations, there is no entrainment.
ios, the curves show peaks (labelled 3 and 4 in the figure) at A large number of experiments were performed with dif-
the respective freshwater events, confirming that this quan- ferent entrainment rates. Fig. 6 shows the interface depth
tity is an indicator of the stratification in the basin. All three and the salinity for a typical experiment. In year 0 a dry
scenarios also show noticeable peaks (I and 2) during and a event (the evaporation increases by 20% for 10 years, but
few centuries after the global meltwater events. It should be goes back to the initial value afterwards) pushes the system
emphasised that these peaks are purely a result of the reser- from the steady state into an unstable situation, in which the
voir effect, as the meltwater peaks in the model do not af- water formation collapses. the interface gets very shallow,
fect the Atlantic salinity or change the river runoff inside the and the salinity reaches extreme values. After 125 years the
basin. The effect of meltwater peak IA is comparable in water formation starts again, and the system rebounds into
size to the Black Sea events, while meltwater peak IB has a a submaxinal situation, with the return to the steady state
smaller but non-nealizible effect. more than half a millennium after the event. The system

The timing of sapropel layer S I at 9600 - 6400 yr BP therefore exhibits two states:
(Aksu et aL [1995]) is towards the end of MWP lB or at
the beginning of the gradual Black Sea opening, and it is Weak mixing/strong circulation: The normal situation with
possible that the increased stratification foltowing MW? B no (or a small) hydraulic jump, high strait transport
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and low basin salinity, layer SI in the Aegean Sea. Palaeogeography, Palaeoc!imatot.
ogy, Pa~aeoecology, 116,71-101, 1995.
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Theoretical calculations of maximum deep-water overflow based
on real topography
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Abstract. Within the framework of rotating hydraulics, a method of establishing
transport estimates for real bottom topographies is presented for flows of zero as
well as finite (but constant) potential vorticity. The technique is applied to the
deep-water flows through the Anegada-Jungfern Passage and the Denmark Strait.

Introduction relative vorticitv is zero:

Theoretical estimates of the maximum flow rates through PV =•L=±dB= f (2)
passages between neighbouring deep basins can be obtained D d•b D
in a convenient way by applying the theory of rotating hy- Here D(x) = 77(x) - T(x) is the depth of the lower layer
draulics [Whitehead et al., 1974; Gill, 19771. For a number and V1 the transport streamfunction. The Bernoulli function
of straits in the world ocean, however, the idealized rectan- B(O) becomes:
gular or parabolic bottom profiles commonly used in the cal-
culations, cf. Whitehead [1998] and Borenis and Lundberg L,2 -(• -

[1986], do not represent the bottom topography sufficiently B(VI 2 - 00
well. where t- specifies the flow distribution between the two

A solution method incorporating the real bathymetry has boundary layers in the upstream reservoir, and 27, denotes
consequently been developed and applied in the modeling the upstream interface height above the threshold level. Us-
of the deep-water overflow through two contractions with Cg equaton for r(x) is obtained:

somewhat complicated bottom topographies: the Jungefem govrn

Passage in the Caribbean Sea and the Denmark Strait in the 821 [ T(z (4
northern North Atlantic. aX2 77 (Doc 0, (4)

where A = (gjD,)1' 2 /f is the Rossby radius of deforma-

Theoretical considerations tion.
For the case of zero PV (Doe -+ oc, i.e. dB/dV! = 0) the

The analysis is based on the fomnulation of Gill [1977] for analysis becomes more straightforward since the terms in-

a rotating channel. with the overflow taken to be an inviscid volving D, in equations (2) and (3) vanish. Direct integra-

fluid layer of uniform density p, flowing beneath a passive ton of a simplified version of the governing equation yields
upper layer of density p - Ap. The cross-sectional topogra- a second-degree polynomial depending on the prescribed to-

phy of the strait, T(x), is shown in Figure 1, as well as the pography T(z) and the intersection points a and b. Once

position of the interface 7i(z). 77,, has been specified, the Bernoulli equation (3) provides
a relationship between a and b, and the cross-channel distri-

For topographies which vary slowly in the along-channel ations(m be aband. and t oss-hne in -
direction, the downstream velocity v may be regarded as tion of 27(x) may be obtained. For all possible interface

geostrophically balanced: solutions the volume flux Q can hereafter be calculated as
a function of the left-most intersection point a. The maxi-
mum value of Q yields an estimate of the flow capacity of

(1) the passage.
-f a' The case of finite PV is computationally more demand-

ing, since hydraulically consistent solutions must be deter-
where#g = -g'is the reduced gravity, and f is the Coriolis mined from a numerical integration of the governing equa-
parameter. tion (4). To obtain the initial values for this procedure we

The potential vorticity (PV)of the flow is conserved along start with prescribed Q-values. which in turn are linked to
streamlines, and for the important case of uniform PV the the streamfunction by equation (3). (When the total trans-
flow is characterized by D,, the upstream depth where the port is assumed to take place as a boundary-layer flow on the
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T600 observations reported by Frantantoni e aL. [1997] the solu-

.- 6J tion method for zero potential vorticity, as described above,

P was applied.
0 A number of the solutions obtained for an upstream in-

terface level of 165 m (representing the 41C isotherm) are

shown in Figure 2. Here the interface configuration A repre-
0 20 40 60 sents a flow that spans the entire passage, in contrast to the

distnce acoss the c-hanr•elf [k flows for C and D, which are found in the subchannels. The

B-solution is a special example of a formally possible. but
Figure 1. Definitional sketch of the analytical variables as unphysical. solution with disconnected end-points.
defined in a coordinate system with its origin at the deepest The maximum transport of 0.8- 105 m3/s for 1. = 165
point on the sill. Circles mark the points a and b where the m was found for solution A as shown in Figure 3. How-
interface t(x) coincides with the bottom T(z). (Shown here ever, the interface associated with this solution indicates a
is the bathymetry of the Denmark Strait sill. looking in the narrow zone of reversed flow on the right-hand side of the
downstream direction). passage, see Figure 2. By considering only the positive flux

the maximum flow rate increases to 0.85- 105 m3/s. This mi-

left bank of the upstream reservoir. = Q/2- Consistent nor difference in transport reflects the fact that the passage is

solutions are found from the criterion that the total transport slightly broader than the Rossby radius of deformation. The

must be Q at x = b, viz. ý(b) = Q/2.) The integration is calculated values of the deep-water flow agree very well with
repeated in an iterative fashion until a unique solution, yield- estimates based on hydrography and current meter data, cf.

Borends and Nikolopoulos [2000].
ing the maximum volume flux estimate, is obtained.

Wide straits The Denmark Strait

Located between Greenland and Iceland, the Denmark
For passages wider than the Rossby radius of deforma- Strait constitutes one of the main paths of the cold outflow

tion, the solutions comprise flow reversals on the right-hand from the Northern marginal seas into the Atlantic Ocean.
side of the channel (when looking downstream). The cause The analysis is based on hydrographic data from a field sur-
of these negative-velocity regions is most readily understood vey in August-September 1997 conducted by the Finnish
by examining the zero-PV case, for which the calculated in- R/V Aranda. The calculations of the volume flux were made
terface has a fixed parabolic shape with a maximum height for zero as well as finite potential vorticiry and for two over-
occuring somewhere within the channel, cf. Figure (1). flow situations; an overflow composed of only deep-water

In the theoretical work by Killworth [19941 it was demon- (i)• = 370 m), and an overflow also incorporating interme-
strated that the zone of reversed flow can be replaced by an diate water masses (17" = 520 m).
area of stagnant water extending from the point of maxi- The sill cross-section is around 60 kIn wide, viz. consid-
mum interface height (where oln/az = 0, and consequently erably larger than the Rossby radius of deformation for the
v = 0) to the right-hand boundary of the passage. As will upstream heights discussed here. The calculated solutions
be recognized in what follows, this procedure implies an in- are hence found to comprise regions of reversed flow, why
crease of the calculated flux. the procedure suggested in section 3 is applied. Figure 4a

shows the estimated transport for all a-points in the zero-
Some applications PV case, for which the maximum unidirectional volume flux

Qn,, is found to be 1.83 Sv for 7i7 370 m and 4.47
As examples of applications of the solution technique for

real bottom topographies. two straits connecting the North
Atlantic to marginal basins have been considered. E .2.

In both cases hydrographic along-channel transects reveal 150
a pronounced dip of the isopycnals at the sill, i.e. a typi- C D00.

cal feature of topographically controlled flows. It thus ap- 2
pears likely that hydraulic theory may be applied in order -0 so.
to quantify the maximum deep-water volume flux through 0
these straits. -4 2 0 2 4 6

distance across the channel [km]

The Anegada-Jungfern Passage Figure 2. Examples showing different configurations of the

Situated south-east of Puerto Rico, the Jungfem Passage interface across the Jumnfem Passage, when 17. = 165 m.
links the Caribbean Sea to the North Atlantic by the overflow (The dashed formal solution B crosses the topography and is
of North Atlantic Deep Water. Based on the hydrographic thus unrealizable.)
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Figure 3. The flow rate through the Jungfem Passage as a Figure 5. The zero-PV overflow associated with Q7== for
function of a for varnous interface heights (to==165 m repre- ri7= 370 m, in relation to three idealized bottom geomenies

sents the transport of water below the 41C isotherm). Circles (rectar, triangular and parabolic).
indicate the transport values associated with solutions A, C
and D in Figure 2. a rectangular cross section) and those observed was in the

range of 1.3-2.7. By using real topography the theoretical
values are reduced and should, hence, conform better to ob-

--- , servations. This feature is especiallv evident for the Jungfern
•'[" •1- €%o --'T") q Passage, with its rather complicated bathymetry. The use

=3- •o(In =,37oM) I of a rectangular cross-section in the theoretical calculation
2 would have overestimated the transport by more than 50%.

> -Figure 5 shows the Denmark Strait overflow in relation to

c - (a) the idealized topographies considered by Wzitehead [1989]
coordinate a (krnm and Killworrh [1994]. For this passage, with the compli-

600 cating topographical features located outside of the flow-
ing region, the parabolic cross-section adheres best to the

00j 11sill geometry, and yields transport estimates most similar to
those obtained for the real topography. If a mathematically

20o0 straightforward procedure for estimating the flow rate is de-
sired, the parabolic cross-section is thus proposed as the bet-

o . ter approximation to the true one.
dis0nce across te channel -n] Killworth [1994] showed that for an arbitrary but "sim-

ple" bottom topography (with no multiple mimima) the zero-

Figure 4. (a) The calculated net and positive flow rates for PV flow yields the largest possible transport. This result is

the Denmark Strait as a function of a for both flow situations not immediately applicable for the Jungern Passage. since
the bottom topography here does not obey the criterion of(PV=0O and circles indicate Q,,,.,=). (b) The solution associ-

ated with the maximum flux Qm• when r•= 520 mn, and being simple. For the Denmark Strait, however, it was shown

the region of reversed flow is replaced by passive fluid. that the zero-PV solutions did give the largest transports.The difference between these values and those obtained for a
constant PV flow were modest, though. The reason is that the

Sv when i, = 520 m (1 Sv= 106 m3/s). The lower panel ratio of the sill height to the upstream depth is large enough

(Figure 4b) shows the interface configuration associated with for the zero PV solution to be a very close approximation to

Qmo. when rie• = 520 m. the constant PV case.

The solutions calculated for a non-zero PV are reminis-
cent of those obtained for zero PV, but the estimated (uni-
directional) flow rate is decreased slightly to 1.79 and 4.35
Sv for 7?, = 370 m and i77 = 520 m, respectively. For References
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The current system of the Bosphorus Strait
based on recent measurements
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Abstract. A series of measurements in the Bosphorus Strait using ADCP and
CTD profiling, current-meter and sea-level recordings are analysed to yield
three-dimensional mapping of hydrography and currents as well as the statistical
characteristics of sea-level and current variability. The results show time-dependent
meandering of currents, with separated eddies formed in sheltered areas along the
coast. Spatial correlation along the Strait reflects these changes. Sea-level
differences respond rapidly to changes in flows, and sudden change in wind
direction leads to blocking conditions.

Introduction

The Bosphorus is a passageway of heavy marine traffic
between the two seas, as well as of land traffic between the
two continents that it connects. Information on the nature of
the currents in the Bosnhorus is thus essential for safe navi-
gation and transit through the Strait. Furthermore, the Turk-
ish Straits System (consisting of the Dardanelles, Bospho- ...
rus Straits and the Sea of Marmara) is sensitive to climatic
changes, and potentially can induce such changes in the ad-
jacent basins [Ozsoy, 19991. Acting as the limiting element

of the The Turkish~ Straits System, the Bosphorus Strait con-_1
trots the exchanges of mass and passive or active materials

~1 L,+
~ ~~~~S M "3 ,EP I +q S+ +, • - ++

Figure 2. (a) GPS positions of the ship collecting data along

I, ,continuous ADCP measurements, on 03 September 1998.

transported between the Black and the Mediterranean Seas
[6zsoy et aL, 1995b; Polar and Tugrud, 1995; Unttiaza et aL,
19903.

. Based on budgets calculated from average salinity the
r/ : •"y imass flux of the upper layer flow is about two times larger

S: :than that of the lower layer, yielding a net flux of about
300krn3/yr from the Black Sea to the Sea of Marmara ELazif
et al., 1991; Ontiiaa er al, 1990]. Geometrical features

J .[Oguz er at., 1990; VLntaza et aL, 1990; O6zoy et al., 1998]
I I make the Bosphorus predisposed to 'maximal exchange',

with contraction and sill controls as in Farmer and Armi
Figure 1. Bottom topography of the Bosphorus, and the [1986]. Local topographic features have significant influ-
locations of sea level (SLI, SL2) and current-meter (CM1, ence on the flow, and determine its detailed structure [Gregg
CM2) stations. and O(zoy, 20011. The exchange flows respond dynam-
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Figure 3. Salinity. temperature, and density cross sections
obtained from CTD measurements along the Bosphorus on
(a) 15 March 1999 and (b) 18 March 1999. Figure 4. Interpolated speed of surface currents from contin-

uous ADCP measurements on (a) March 16, 1999, (b) March

ically to time-dependent meteorological and hydrological 18, 1999.
forcing in the adjacent basins [Larif et aL. 1991; (izsoy er aL,
1995a, 1996, 1998; 6zsoy and Gnlzgawa, 1997, 1998; Gregg velocity from the GPS and ADCP measurements. Noise in
et aL, 1999; Gregg and 5zsoy, 2001]. Observations suggest GPS data and magnetic deviations caused by the ship's steel
increased entrainment south of the contraction (upward) and hull were first removed by applying despiking filters, cor-
past the northern sill (downward) in the Black Sea [Gregg relation techniques and a number of logical tests for ship
et a!., 1999; Osoy et aL, 2001]. speed and position. Independent measurements of bottom

track and GPS velocity were used together in these correc-
The measurements and data processing tions.

The ADCP measurements obtained by the :broadband
In the present study we have made detailed measurements ADC? ob ard overed the boshrsn

to observe the fine scale variability in the Bosphorus cur-

rents and to determine their time and length scales. The in- great detail, including the numerous small embayments on

tensive experiments carried out in the Bosphorus Strait in- its banks, making use of the mnaeouverability of the smaller

cluded ADCP and CTD data collection during 3-6 Septem- vessel. The current velocity data from the broad-band ADCP

ber 1998, 4-22 March 1999 and 22 July-3 August 1999. The started from a depth of 3m. For interpretation of surface cur-

data were collected simultaneously by two ships (the RN rents, the ADCP data were first averaged in the 0-1Oin depth
BI'LIM of the IMS-METU. and ATMACA It. a commercial range. then intepolated on a 0.15* latitude-longitude grid.

vessel) along repeated criss-cross patterns across the Strait The current-meter and sea level measurements were in-
attempting to sample the detailed strcture of currents i terpreted based on standard time-series analyses, applying

the main channel and in the various bends and small em- correlation and spectral methods. The current velocity data

bayments that line its coasts. A Seabird 91 Iplus CTD pro- were rotated to maximize along-channnel variance.

filer and a 150Khz RDI narrow-band ADCP were used on
board the BULIM while a Seabird 25 Sealogger CTD and a Results
300KHz RDI Workhorse Sentinel broad-band ADCP were
used on ATMACA II. Accurate position fixes were obtained Surface currents obtained along the ship track in Fig-
using Trimble NT200 GPS and Ensign XL GPS navigation ure 2a are shown in Figure 2b. In the numerous realiza-
systems on the two ships. In addition, sea level and current- tions as shown in this example, the larger currents followed
meter measurements were performed respectively at stations the main channel of the Bosphorus and affected by its to-
near the two ends of the Strait Figure 2, where Aanderaa In- pography (Figure i). The surface currents intensified in the

struments water level recorder WLR7 and Aanderaa record- narrows in southern Bosphorus, and first followed the deep
ing current meter RCM7 were deployed. The current and channel on the eastern side, then crossed to the western side
sea level time series data were recorded at 5 min. interval, following the main channel, forming a jet near the exit to
Absolute sea level at each station was determined relative to the Sea of Marmara. Temporal changes as well as turbulent
a common datum using leveling to benchmarks. meandering accounted for day to day changes in the hori-

One of the greatest problems was in processing the nay- zontal structure of the main current. There were numerous
igation data to obtain position fixes and ground referenced eddies and reversals in the currents consistently observed in
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the various shallow banks and embayments.

During March 1999 measurements the winds were gener-
ally calm, from the south, when the Bosphorus had its typ-

ical two-layer stratiified flow structure shown in Figure 3a.
On 18th of March the wind suddenly changed direction and
increased in intensity, blowing at fall force from the north.
The upper layer flow increased and the lower layer flow was
then bilocked and pushed south of the contraction as shown
in Figure 3b. leaving only a small trace of Mediterranean
water near the bottom in the upper reaches of the Bospho-
rus. The magnitude of surface currents on March 16 and I8
respectively are shown in Figures 4a and b to illustrate the
great increase in current velocity accompanying the flush-
ing of the Mediterranean water from the Bosphorus follow-20 

6 Z

1o.4 current at BL sealev difference RK-BS 06mar99 50 ing the northerly wind event.The greatest increase in surface
40- 4 currents occurs in the contraction region and in the southern

20- Bosphorus.
.5 Correlation between current components along the Strait

-70• " ":"r3 ?t "0 and those perpendicular to it were computed (not shown)
-9- 1-28 as a function of distance between pairs of data points to810 10 12 14 1' 13 20 reveal structure relationships of currents. The results indi-

-" (days) cated lengthwise correlations on distances comparable to the
,cross spectra ..... coherence length of the Strait, as expected for the conduit type of flow.

V - There were also correlations at scales characteristic of the
"yP I L coastal features and bends of the Bosphorus channel.

.011 - , - The sea level and current measurements as welt as tem-
-"perature recorded at current-meter sites were individually

¶ " _________________ analysed (not shown), computing correlations and spectra.
o 2 3 4 5 6 7 S 9 101112 o 2 The current velocity obtained from current-meters indicated

le-os- rteque-y (epc -v (-d reversals in direction, resulting from sheltering effects in the

25 1 1. - coastal regon. The analyses revealed oscillations at diurnal
~ A _ ~-.20 (24h), inertial (18.3h) and semidiurnal (12h) periods, as well

S• as those at pen o r tha 2 da.

i.o• i - "• P• •[ H :•I~ ,,-so-W The time-series of currents at current-meter site CMI and
t1,,-i . -w the sea level diference between stations S2 and SM for

f. I I•O the veriod startin on 06 March 1999 are shown in Figure 5,
i 3 4 0 1 2 3 4 together with the cross-spectral estimates, coherence and
freque.icy (cd) froency (C'd) pahse between the two time series. Correlated peaks occur

Figure 5. Time series displays and cross spectra be-
tween currents at Beylerbey'. (CMlIBL) and fne along-Strait at diurnal, semi-diurnal periods with high coherence. The
sea level difference between Rumeli Ka (d phase differences indicate the sea level difference is totally

_6k1 (SUIS stats Dout of phase (or has negative co-,elation) with the northeast-
smoothing (Lith statrip oins. motvding avepragesltper. ward currents at the diurnal and longer than 2d periods; i.e.
smoothing with a triple point moving average filter. the sea level difference is positively correlated with south-

westward currents. At semti-diurnal periods the phase differ-

ence is about 90', which is typical for tidal currents.

Conclusions

The Bosphorus currents have fine features that depend on
the topography and coastal features on its banks, revealing
eddies and revesring currents in various of its embayments.
as well as turbulent meandering of the main current. Tran-
sience on various time scales in addition to the spatial fea-
tures make the Bosphorus currents highly variable. Yet the
main features of the current system are familiar. Blocking
events can flush the Strait almost completely pushing either
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Abstract. A theory for transversely uniform, stratified shear flow in a channel
of arbitrary cross section is presented. The presence of nonrectangoular
topography introduces a new physical mechanism, namely vortex stretching and
squashing of horizontal columns due to contact with the side walls. Long's
model allowing the calculation of nonlinear regimes of steady flow for certain
classes of upstream conditions can be generalized. Also, the propagation of
linear, long-wave disturbances is governed by an extended form of the Taylor-
Goldstein equation. Classical theorems on stability, phase speed bounds, and
the enumeration of eigenvalues can be extended. The bounds on the phase
speeds of neutral modes is an important aid in the hydraulic interpretation of
data. We give several examples of application to the Bab al Mandab.

Introduction developed a theory for a stratified shear flow in a
channel of non-rectangular cross section. (The

Two-layer models are typically used to asses the original Taylor-Goldstein formulation requires
hydraulic state of an exchange flows such as those of strictly 2D flow with a rectangular cross section.)
the Bosphorus and the Strait of Gibraltar (Farmer and The main simplification of our theory is that the
Armi, 1987). In some cases, a two-layer formalism stratification and along channel velocity component
may fail to capture certain physical processes (critical remain independent of the cross-channel coordinate
layers) or may not satisfactorily resolve the flow. In (y). Such flows can be shown to be dynamically
the case of the Bab al Mandab sill flow (Murray and consistent in the Iong wave limit; that is, when the
Johns, 1997; Pratt, et aL 1999, 2000) for example, the along channel scale of motion is large compared with
velocity and stratification vary smoothly over the both the depth and -width of the strait. Although this
from top to bottom and there is a certain amount of limit appears quite restrictive, long wave motions are
ambiguity in fitting a two-layer model to the flow. exactly the one of interest in hydraulic theory. It
For these reasons, it may be better to try to assess the should also be mentioned that dynamical consistency
hydraulic state of the flow (supercritical, subcritical, can be shown in the limit of gradual variations in the
or critical) by calculating the speeds of the long vertical direction, a case irrelevant to sea straits but
internal gravity waves based on the continuously of possible interest in engineering applications. In
varying density and velocity. To do so, one must the following development the nonhydrostatic terms
solve an eigenvalue problem based on the Taylor- (those involving k2) will be carried along, but their
Goldstein equation with homogeneous upper and inclusion is only consistent in the second limit. For
lower boundary conditions. sea strait applications, k should be set to zero.

A further complication is the nonuniform nature of
the cross-sections of all geophysically relevant Vorticitv d-naamies
straits. In the Bab a! Mandab, for example, the deep d a c
outflow from the Red Sea is confined to a narrow Consider a strait of arbitrary cross section, aligned
central trough that runs the length of the strait, in the x-direction, and having a width b that varies
whereas the shallow inflow is spread out over a much with x and with the vertical coordinate z. For y-
larger width (Murray and Johns, 1997). In an attempt independent density and u, the vorticity balance is
capture some of the rudimentary physics that such
topographic variations might introduce, we have given by
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(t )b0 p2b =
eb . b(z)Ujz) b(z)

where c = is the vorticity of a horizontal where • is the perturbation vorticity. In addition, the
ojx c nz

fluid column and the other notation is standard. This continuity equation

vorticity can clearly change only by stretching or +(bi) d~w)+ =0
squashing (the term involving b) or through 0

baroclinicity.
"can be written in the form

Steady flows (4)-- + -- +T(z)w= 0 (4)

C3x (3z
Steady flows are governed by the conservation of where

the Bernoulli function

u . w 2  T(z) b'(z)

p • * * pgzI = B(7p) b(z)

and by (1). These relations can be combined and the Eliminating the along-channel perturbation

result cast in terms of a new velocity zi between (3) and (4) yields a single

variabe 6(xz) = z-z(xz), the elevation of a equation for the vertical velocity w. With

particular streamline above its elevation z0 at some disturbances of the form w = R4W(z)e"-"], the

upstream section. If the flow at the upstream section vertical structure function is governed by the

is parallel and the quantity following relation:

q(z°) = p(z°)U-(z.)b0
2(z ) is constant then it can [ 1

be shown that 6 satisfies W" + . _ Uo C W

V -[oV( -z)I [ - c) - 1 (5)

b + :i(z)6 =0 +(U-1 C)[T(Uo - c)W '0 -

where N2 (zo) = -gp(z o)' dp / dz o and subject to

S2_ r0 (z0  ) g ap (2) W(0) = W(D)= 0.
)U 2(z 2q 0z. Equation (5) is an extended form of the Taylor-

The boundary conditions are 8=0 at the rigid top Goldstein equation. The original is recovered if the

z=D and S=h(x) at z=h, where h denotes the elevation channel cross section is rectangular (T(z)=O). AI of

of the deepest point in the channel. If K itself is the information concerning the topography is

constant then (2) is linear and can be solved by contained in the function T(z). An implicit

elementary methods (e.g. Miles, 1968). This has not assumption is that the channel bottom has a single

been pursued further, but any conference attendee is minimum in elevation; that is, the channel does not

welcome to do so! Long's original model (Long, have multiple branches. Some idealized shapes

1953) is obtained by serting b=const. include the triangle (7(z)=l/z) and the trapezoid
(T(z)-l/(a+z)). For rounded cross-sections, the

channel width b smoothly approaches a minimum at

Linear wave propagation: The extended z--0 and thus b--z, 0<m<l in the vicinity. Normally
Taylor-Goldstein equation m=1/2. In all such cases T(z)-m/z near z=0.

If the vorticity equation (1) is linearized about a
basic parallel state with velocity U0(z) and buoyancy Stability

frequency N0 (z), and the Boussinesq approximation
is applied the result can be written The application of traditional hydraulic principles

in the presence of instability is not completely
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understood, at least not by us. Nevertheless, it is under these conditions a solution trajectory must
important to know something about the conditions always cross the real Kc axis from the lower to upper
under which instability can occur. The necessary half plane and therefore can never begin and end at
condition for instability of a 2D stratified shear flow the origin, as required. Thus the flow must be stable
(Miles, 1961 and Howard, 1961) is that the if the Richardson number is z1/4 for all z.
Richardson number fall below 1/4 somewhere in the It can also be shown that the semicircle theorem
water column: (Howard. 1961) remains valid regardless of the shape

of the cross-section.
R,(z)- N=0(z) <1/4 It was somewhat surprising to discover that

(U" (z))f topography does not alter the necessary condition for
instability. However, it can be shown that T(z) does

for some z. explicitly enter in the necessary conditions when
It can be shown that this condition continues to stratification is absent. For example the Rayleigh

hold for arbitrary T(z). Although proof can be made inflection point theorem can be extended, now
along the same lines as the argument used by Howard
(1961), we did not originally recognize this. This requiring that (U. /b)" change signs for instability
ignorance led us to develop an alternative proof, one to be possible. The Fjortoft theorem can also be
which may suggest an alternative way of proving extended. However, it is difficult to develop an
results about stability, general rule regarding the stabilizing or destabilizing

Let ¢=(U, - c)-'W, in terms of which (5) effect of topography. Some velocity profiles seem to

becomes. be destabilized, others stabilized.

[(u0 - 4)91 Neutral modes and eigrenvalues

-U,,+k2(U -e) -When (RX):,>1/4, it is possible to prove that aninfinite number of discrete vertical modes occur, that

S- oT 2 the nth mode.has md zero crossi n and that
associated with each mode are two waves whose

Next, let K and assume that the phase speeds are bounded as follows:
(U - cXO'+TO D)

flow is unstable, so that c (and K) is complex. It can U. -2
be shown that K is governed by a Riccati equation: (z .

1 5c- < C&2 < --- < U = < U • < ---C2 < C! (6)
Uo-c + ND

c) + 4(U- - c) N2 It can also be shown that c, U n,
(Uý - C) 2 , lUKa -w c,4 as n-p- and

0 i c,4 U%= as n---, x.

with lc(O)=-(D)=0. Equation (6) shows that a wave speed cannot lie in
Since K" satisfies the same homogeneous boundary the range of the basic velocity. (Were this to occur, a

conditions that W does. a solution must execute a critical level would exist.) The outer bounds suggest
trajectory in the complex K-plane that begins and that propagation relative to the min and max of the
ends at the origin. However, evaluation of the basic velocity is diminished by the presence of
imaginary part of the Riccati equation along the real topography. It can be shown that the outer bounds
K axis yields exactly give the speed of a wave propagating in a

channel with constant T and a flow with constant N
4 21

KtV'k2 - L( )21K (Kc =0) and U.
r- c D iscussion

and thus the derivative of Ki with respect to z is
positive if the flow is unstable c:>O and if the The bounds (6) are extremely helpful in evaluating
Richardson number is everywhere z1/4. However, the hydraulic character of an observed flow. For
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example, it can often be shown without direct
calculation that the flow is sunercritical or subcritical
with respect to a certain mode or set of modes.
Examples based on data from the sill region of the
Bab al Mandab will be given in the poster
presentation. However, an immediate implication is
that an exchange flow (U_,in<0 and U,,>O) with
Richardson number >1/4 is subcritical with respect to
all modes! People may want to stop by the poster
and debate the implications of this result.
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Rotating exchange flows through straits with multiple channels:
Preliminary results of laboratory studies
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Abstract. The basin exchange flow via a rotating strait with an island separating
part of the strait into two channels is investigated. Significant cross-channel or even
reverse flow can be expected and no solution may easily be found using existing
theoretical approaches usually based on semi-geostrophic theory. Our laboratory
experiments have so far confirmed previous findings that rotation reduces the
exchange flux and increases across channel slope of the two-layer interface in
constant depth channels. Furthermore, significant differences in those parameters
to equivalent width channels with an island have been found. Other qualitative
differences, such as an influence of the island on the evolution of the initial
gravity current, have also been observed. Qualitative results and plans for future
comprehensive quantification will be presented.

Introduction vironmental flows has been made as an exact consideration
of very complex topography would likely have an infinite
amount of virtual controls, making a hydraulic model im-

Non-uniform bottom topography across a strait or chan- practical. To my knowledge, no work has been published
nel connecting two large basins becomes important when I'o-regarding the effect of an island on the exchange flow by-
tation is introduced. or in other words, the Strait is wide rel- draulics through a rotating channel. Such flow will have
ative to the internal Rossby deformation radius. Examples an additional wall to lean on; in particular, regions near the
include the Sicily Channel, the Strait of Hormuz and the Cre- ends of the island may introduce sisnificant changes in the
tan Arc Straits, where multiple deep channels are separated flow pattern not present in a flat bottom channel. Exist-
by ridges. ing semni-geostrophic theory on rotating two-layer exchange

Flows around islands or complex topography have been flows, e.g. Dalzie! [1990], thus cannot easily be applied as
studied in the context of homogeneous or continuously strat- the assumption of small cross-channel velocities is violated.
ified, often atmospheric, fluids [e.g. Boyer and Davies, 2000; However, hydraulic control has been found to occur in many
Alessio et a!., 19921 but not for exchange fluxes. Some situations, even if specific hydraulic theory is not applicable
work on single layer, rotating, zero potential vorticity flow [Da.-iel, 1988; Killwortnk 19951.
through uniformly sloping channel cross-sections by Shen We investigate the simplified case of a horizontally con-
(1981] showed that semi-geostrophic theory for all cross- tmrcing (narrows), constant depth, rotating Strait with a full-
channel slopes agreed well with experimental results for depth island in the centre (figures la and lb). As a suit-
non-separated flows: however, a sta•nation region predicted able non-dimensional parameter for our problem we define
in the separated case [c.f. Borenas and Whtehead, 199S] a Rossby number, R, = WR based on the Rossby Ra-
was observed to break down. Theory not bound to the semi-
geostrophic assumption, includes the linear Rossby adjust- dius of deformation, R = , where f is the Corio-
ment problem in a rotating finite width. constant depth chan- tis parameter,g' = & is the reduced gravity, Ap the ini-
nel by Gill [1976]; however, information about the steady tial density difference between both reservoirs, ; the mean
state is limited. [Killworth and McDonald, 1993] devel- density, W the constricted channel width (subtracting island
oped a maximal flux bound for multi-layer reduced gray- width) and H the total depth.
ity flows in rotating channels of arbitrary topography with
non-negative potential vorticity and agrees with Whiehlead Experimental Setup and Scaling
et at. [1974]'s single layer flux for a rectangular, zero po-
tential vorticit' and constant depth channel. It is applicable A rotating table-mounted tank was divided into two reser-
to the island problem but not likely to give additional In- voirs connected by a symmetrically contracting, constant
sight. Although some rotating hydraulic theory for arbitrary depth channel with a movable island aligned along the chan-

topography exists [Killworth, 1995]. no apptlication to en- nel in the centre. A barrier between the reservoirs, filled with
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Data acquisition

.I No measurement probes have been used due to known
problems with Taylor columns [p 238 Trinon, 1988] in ho-
mogeneous rotating fluids [e.g. Boyer and Davies, 2000]. In-
stead, fluxes out of each reservoir are calculated from reser-

___...................___..................___ voir volumes and initial and final density measurements [see
Whitehead er al., 1974]. Density is inferred from tempera-

Fgure la. Plan view of principal geometry and important rure measurements and salinity analysis of water samples to
hydraulic parameters. The coordinate origin is in the cen- an accuracy of 2.3*10-6 g cm-. To study the position of
tre of the channel with y and x axes as shown. W is the the interface Red food colouring is used as dye in the dense
minimum channel width, accounting and P=-0.5*f is the ro- fluid, back-lit from the channel bottom and recorded by a
tational vector. The dotted line denotes the ends of the chan- camera and PC based frame grabber. Theory by Hotford and
nel bordering on the large reservoirs. Dalziel [1996] to make quantitative estimates of interface

height is adapted and optirmised for our setup. The lower
layer thickness. h, can be approximated by assuming an ex-
ponential attenuation of the light passing through the fluid
from channel bottom; the attenuation coefficient in a uni-

* .... "' .formly dyed fluid [see p 517 Ape!, 1987] is k I -ln(j)
where 1I/o is the background corrected absolute light in-

D tensity and the path-length of the light through the fluid ap-
0, h proximately the same as h (parallax was found to be negligi-

" he). A colour filter is used to select that part of the spectrum
where the absorptivity function of the dye is linear, i.e. k(c)
= Ac, where A is a constant and c the dye concentration.Figure lb. Side view of flgure t a with coordinate axes as Using the attenuation approximation the layer thickness was

shown. h12() and p1 (-• are the upper (lower,) layer depth and 'ieI aime loight eacrtl esrdt
directly calibrated allowing h to be accurately measured todensity, respectively, and H the total water depth; d is the within 6% of channel depth.

sill height (d=0 in our experiments to date) and Djgand the
island height; (1=0.5*f is the rotational vector. The two fluids are considered to be immiscible at the in-

terface. Any light scattering effects are included in the dye
attenuation and are considered to be negligible. The process-
ing software was Digilmage VI.5 (DL Research Partners,
Cambridge) and MATLAB R12.1.

different saline solutions, was removed for a time period suf-
ficient to allow steady lock-exchange at near-initial reservoir
conditions. We chose g'9.$1 cm s-2 based on the our appa- Preliminary Results and Discussion
ratus and previous experiments by Daiziel [198S]. Munday
[2000]. Treatment of environmental exchange flows often as-

Our flows are considered largey sumes approximately constant reservoir conditions, i.e. wellb ur flows aReyonsids ered largely inviscid but laminar mixed [Bryden and Stommel, 1984]. In the lab, finite reser-
"s voir volumes lead to a change in reservoir interface heights

1988]. Close to the boundaries, however, viscosity still plays with time. We have to thus compromise between the timescales
a role gving rise to rotating boundary layers: Ekman lay- w
ers [e.g. p 228 Tritton, 1988] near the floor and interface drng our exchange to select data representing the moststeady-state flow at nearest to initial reservoir conditions,and Stewartson shear laers near the wall's. The former are where hydraulic jumps still isolate the reservoirs from the
negligibly small but Stewartson layers cause the interface to chne:asonsteIgrvycuethspsedhendf
flatten near the sidewalls, especially at low rotation. This de- channel: as soon as the gravity current has passed the end of
creases the channel cross-section available to the exchange the channel after approximately t h- , steady flow
flow and increases R, due to the reduced cross-section avail- will begin to set up within approximately f-1. The experi-
able for the exchange: Rff = R, w , where 5S is ments have thus been taken over an extended time period to
the thickness of a single Stewartson Layer, proportional to find the most ideal observation period and sample spacing
the Ekman number [p 217 Tritton, 1988], and ns the number using the evolution of cross-channel interface slope in time
of Stewartson layers present in the vicinity of the contraction to detect any passing internal bores.
(ns=2 for rectangular channel and 4 with an island). Since The exchange flux is defined as, Qx =1 Q, - Q2 I where
we have no comprehensive theory at hand to describe the dy- Q(1,2) are the fluxes out of each of the reservoirs with an
namics within the channel and thus the adjoining Stewartson associated error of Q,, = Q2 - Q1, assumed to be zero, so
layers the actual Rossby number will be bound by the values that the inferred flux is Q, --' Q,; Q,. was usually similar
of R, and our Ref. to the error in Q associated with the density measurements.
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Figure 2. Exchange fluxes (Qz) vs. effective Rossby num- Figure 3. Cross-section slope at the constriction. Series 3

ber (Roff). Q. is non-dimensionalised with respect to in- (see figure 2) values for individual channels are also given.

ternal gravity (Kelvin) wave speed, channel depth and mini- Errors from R2 value of linear fits to slopes.

mum channel width; errors are from net flow Q,, Series 2 has

a uniform cross-section and 3 has a centred island. Roff =0

represents no rotation.

apt to initial distuances, less likely to be present in the ex-

All Q are non-dimensionalised as described in figure 2. A periment around Rofe-2 due to a longer running time. This

convenient parameter to compare different fluxes is Roe,/, ernphasises the importance of using the maximum running

representing the upper bound on the actual Rossby number, time at near-initial conditions. The mean of both slopes on

as mentioned before. Any difference in Q- (see figure 2) at each island side is generally of greater magnitude than the

the same value of Roeff is likely due to a change in cross- series 2 slopes without the island.

channel geometry, i.e. our island. For (R 0,R,,ff)<1 we observed a curved interface slope

The variation of Q, with Roe!f indicates that fluxes gen- that flattened out toward the x<O side of the channel, giv-

erally decrease with increasing rotation. Particularly the is- ing a more appropriate parameter in the form of the width

land experiments (series 3) show a regularity that appears to of a 'Coriolis boundary layer'; this is not to be mistaken

be non-linear. Experiments in this series were run for a time for the rotating (Stewartson) shear layers. However, the pre-
period that was scaled by f-' but relatively long compared sumed intersection of the interface with the channel floor did

to the time where initial steady exchange is expected. This not occur, which was found likely to be due to Ekman layer

means that all experiments can be expected to have reached transport requirements, further explained in Daiziel [1988].
a time of negligible flux and are thus suitable for an initial Such separated flow is likely to be associated with a channel

comparison, crossing [Dalziel, 1988], occurring within the two-layer re-

Runnine times in non-island experiments (series 2) were gion and possibly recirculation or stagnation within the sin-

not scaled in this way, so that only qualitative observations gle layer parts of the channel. Crossing of the flow is though

can be made. However. series 2 shows generally higher to occur within a length R while oscillating along the channel

fluxes than series 3, which indicates that the presence of an around the constriction at a frequency of-f. If R is less than

island generally reduces the flux. In particular, two exper- the length of the island. some evidence was found that the

ments at Roef f[4, that both had the same running time, so crossing occurred in each channel individually with a possi-

the remaining difference is almost certainly due to the dif- ble turn around the island tip. Future data also showing these

ference in cross-channel floor geometry, i.e. the island. crossing phenomena at high rotation may have to be investi-

The cross-channel slope at the constriction section de- gated with respect to frontal dynamics [Dalziel, 1988].

creases non-linearly with Roeff (figure 3) as is expected We also observed a difference in interface height in the

from semi-geostrophic theory (see Introduction). In series 3, vicinity of the island's sides: the interface on each side did

the slope on the x>O side of the island varies similarly to se- not join but appeared to be lower near the x>O side than on

ries 2 whereas the slope on the other side, although equal in the opposite one. Even though this agrees with the differ-

one experiment, appears to differ significantly at Roff >2. ence in slope mentioned before, faster rotating experiments

This side is generally associated with a greater slope and a did not show this disparity, possibly because they have a dif-

greater error in the linear fit which suggests that it is is more ferent number of Stewartson layers.
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Maximum controlled flux in rotating two-layer exchange flows

U. Riemenschneider, P. D. Killworth and D. A. Smeed

Southampton Oceanography Centre, Southampton. United Kingdom

Abstract.
Two-layer rotating hydraulic theory as developed by Whitehead et at. [19741 is
extended to deepen our understanding of exchange flows. Whiteheads formulation
of maximum exchange given as is tested and we find that it overestimates
the transport for rectangular channels containing a sill but not for those with a
fiat bottom. The analytical results will be compared to numerical results from
MICOM (Miami lsopycnic Coordinate Ocean Model) by setting it up with an
idealised topography similar to that we use in the theory. Preliminary results from
a first run of MICOM with a channel obstructed by a sill, have revealed regions of
recirculation up- and downstream of the sill.

Introduction The theory

We us the three dimensional inviscid shallow water equa-
tions to describe the dynamics of both layers, but reduce

Throughout the global oceans, small scale topographic these to two dimensions and only investigate horizontal flow
constraints, such as sills and straits, limit the exchange of along and across the channel.
water masses between large ocean basins, driven by salinity Taking the curl of the momentum equations we may de-
and temperature differences. It is well established, that these duce the conservation of potential vorticity, which we take
exchanges play a major role in driving the thermohaline cir- to be zero.
culation and thus determine the developement of global cli- Including the earth's rotation gives rise to a natural length
mare. In many climate models however, the resolution is scale, the radius of deformation or Rossby radius, a =

not sufficient to represent these flows realistically [Roberts w u dia-m i h
and Wood, 19961. In order to improve our understanding of which we us to non-dimensionalise the shallow wa-

overflows we started a modelling study of the dynamics of r ecuations.

two-layer exchange flows as part of a PhD project. Channel geometry.
A theory for two-layer exchange flows including rotation

was first attempted by Whitehead et aL [19741 for zero po- Similar to Whitehead et aL [19741 we are considering a
tential vorticity and supported by laboratory experiments. rectangular channel connecting two large and deep ocean
Gill [1977] developed a functional approach for the single basins, the cross-section of the channel is shown in Fig. 1.
layer constant potential vorticity case, which was adapted by hi denotes the thickness of the bottom layer, h2 the thick-
Dalziel [19881 for two layers. equally supported by labora- ness of the top layer, L the width of the channel and D its
tory experiments. Whitehead et al. [19741 found the max- depth. The axes are set up, such that the z-axis points up-
imum exchange in the hydraulically controlled two-layer stream along the channel (from west to the east), the y-axis

case to be D-, where Do is the minimum depth along lies across the channel, and the z-axis points upward, with
the channel. However both Dalziet [1988] and Whitehead z = 0 being the surface of the water. Both depth. D, and
[1989] stated that the energy argument used to obtain this width. L, are dependent on x.
result was ambiguous, which led to findings that this formu-
lation overestimes the flow [Dalziel. 1988]. Solutions

As a first step of the modelling study we set out to inves-
tigate the dynamics of the flow using the theory developed From the assumption of zero potential vorticity we get,
by Whitehead et aL [1974] and determine how the flux is
overestimated. We assume that the flow is hydraulically con- =+ (M)
trolled and we only consider flows for which a solutions can
be trace up- and downstream along the channel, a constraint
not considered by Whitehead. u2 = Y -U2o (2)

189
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j lrgure 2. The dashed lines are constant flux, Q1, contours,

X while the solid lines present the different Bernoulli potential
differences, A.E, over a given range of ulo + u20 and

Figure 1. Cross-section of the rectangular channel. The u20 - u20 at a section of width one Rossby radius and depth
interface is represented by the dashed line. Do. Note the convergence of the AE = -0.5 lines at the

point (0,-0.5). where the absolute flux is •

where ulo and u~o are the velocities of lavers I and 2 at
y = 0 respecivelyv. From geostrophy, streamn basin and hence also represents the interface height

hi =(ulo- u~~y -hic.(3) difference between the layers in the two basis.
hl =(uzo- u~)V +hie.(3) Using (5), we may further reduce the dependence of the

If wehintegrte across the channel to obtain the fluxes, Q, fluxes to only one variable, h,(= ulo - u2o), the slope of

and Q2, in the two lavers, we find that they are dependent on ihe interface, by finding an expression for ulo +u2o in terms

ulo, u~c and hio- We may use the no net-flux condition, of h, and AE. Therefore Q3, may be written as follows,

Q2 + Q1 = 0 (4) Q, (h,:;L, D) = constant 6

to find h•0 in terms of ulo and u2o. noting also that the flux is conserved along the channel.

When integ~ratingg across the channel we consider every, Each controlled flow we attempt to follow is therefore
possible location of the interface, i.e. we allow for the fact characterised by two values, A•E, the energy of the sys-

that the interface may ground somewhere across the channel temn and Q1, the bottom layer flux that may arise from the
or outcrop at the surface. or both. This leads to nine diffferent given eney. Fig. 2 showes contour lines of Q, (dashed) on
rgimes for the flow geometry, and for each case the expres- tpo ie fcntn E(oi) ntero ewe

sion of hlo will be slightly different. In doing so we extend Au =½(ulo - u•.o) = -0.5 and 0, there are pairs of con-

2/

the analysis by Whitehead et aL. [1974] who do not allow tours, one of flux and one of energy wihjs uch in one
for any other case but that of both layers being present ev- point. For any given energy line the fluxline it touches is the
erywhere over the topography, across and alone the channel. maximum controlled flux possible at that particular energy.
Dalziel (19SS] does consider seperation, but only in cases
where the interface grounds and not where it outcrops at the Hydraulic control

surfce.In order to find the iraximum flux in the bottom laver we

Energies use the fact that =0. Therefore

In addition we assume that the difference between the

the flow up- and downstream. (this is in fact only true if no 0 ,dh, x -' L "D "d - (7)

hydraulic jumps occur anywhere along the channel). The
Bertoutli-difference car, be expressed as: and assuming- hydraulic control at the shallowest or nar-

rowest section in the channel: "l-~ 4-' 0, we find that the

1 condition for determining the flux at the control section is

AE = -El - E-2 = -_(U10-~) U hzo-_D. (5) dQ = 0. We procede to compute Q, over arange of h, and

2 2 - ill

- find! the point at, which the flux does not charge with respect
AE, may be regaded as a measure of the difference of to the slope of the interface. Tais is the desired maximum

energy available to the two layers In the upstream and down- controlled flux for a specific AE and at ven control section
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Table 1. Fluxes for a varying width channel. Cv - yes) Table 2. Fluxes for a varying depth channel. (n - no)

A E Tracable Flux A E Tracable Flux

-0.2 y -0.026268 -0.2 n -0.026268
-0.3 y -0.053587 -0.4 n -0.094592
-0.4 y -0.094592 -0.5 n -0.167657
-0.45 y -0.122653 -0.51 n -0.154215
-0.5 y -0.167657 -0.53 y -0.136604

-0.55 y -0.1227654 -0.55 y -0.122654
-0.6 y -0.094594 -0.6 y -0.094594
-0.8 y -0.026268 -0.7 y -0.053589

-0.9 y -0.009981

geometry. To trace the solution upstream and downstream
we compute the flux Q, for a section a small distance, A Conclusions
away from the control section, for a similar range of hr. Here In a first attempt to a better understanding of the

L(xo+Az) = L(zo)+eorD(zo+Ax) = D(xo)+e. where involved in controlled two-layer exchange flows, we find the
ZO is the position of the control section usually choosen to

maximum controlled flux for channels of a constant depth
be at the origin. From the results we find the values of h, for Do and a constriction of one-Rossby radius to be higher than
which the flux is equal to that at the control section. For a for channels with constant width of one Rossby radius and
flux which can be followed up- and downstream there should increasing depth away from the control section. This con-
be two such solution for two different values of h,. Repeat- frm b i t findings by Dahiel [I988] that the flux
ing this process further and fur.ter away from the control is overestmated by the Whitehead formulation.

section we aquire a continous picture of the flow along the

channel.
Future work with MICOM (Miami Isopycnic
Coordinate Ocean Model)

Maximum fluxes As the theory we have available is still quite limited in

Constant depth, varying width its possibilities, we will use MICOM to model these two-

layer exchange flows, using idealised channel topographies

The first geometry we tested for various values of AE as described in Sec. connecting two deep rectangular ocean

was that of a channel with constant depth De and varying basins. Hopefully this will tell us about features in the flow

width, where the narrowest section is one Rossby radius which are not immediatelly obvious from the theory such as

across. Intuition would suggest that for all vyaues a flux hydraulic jumps, which MICOM allows for, and instabilities

should be found which can be traced up- and downstream. for example.
This hunch was confirmed by the runs, the results of which
are shown in Tab. 1. At AE = -0.5 Whiteheads flux of 1/6 Recirculation vs. stagnation
is acchieved and the interface here extends diagonally across
theSome prelimina MICOM runs for a rectangular channel

with a sill between the basins have shown us that upstream
and downstream of the sill a region of recirculation forms in

the bottom layer on the righthand and lefthand side of theConstant width, varying depth
channel respectively.

For the second set of tests we varied the depth of the chan- This point has only been mentioned in passing by several
nel, i.e. we introduced a sill of depth Do and kept the width authors studying maximal controlled flows through chan-
constant at one Rossby radius. As the flow has to over- nels. Most studies are restricted to the single layer rotating
come a vertical obstacle in this case we might suspect that case, and understanding is still quite limited. Upstream recir-

not all values of AE present controlled flows which may culation has attracted more attention than downstream recir-
be traced along the channel; the results in Tab. 2 confirm culation. as it may have some impact on the maximum flux

this. The first flow which may be traced lies somewhere be- over the sill. Pratt and Armi [ 19871 mention the occurance
tween AE = -0.51 and -0.53, where the flux is between of a recirculation region upstream while discussing flow sep-
-0.1542 and -0.1366 and hence Whiteheads formula over- aration. Similarly in the context of investigating upstream
estimates the flow. separation Borends and Whitehead [1998] compare labora-
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tory experiments in a rotating tank to the results from two Pratt, L. J., and L Armi, Hydraulic control of flows
different theories, one postulating a stagnant region and the with nonuniform potential vorticity, Journal of Physical
other one a region of recirculation. Although the experimen- Oceanography, 17, 2016-2029, 1987.
tal result match neither theory perfectly they clearly seem Roberts, M. J., and R. A. Wood, Topographic sensitivity
to resemble the results including circulation more closely, studies with a bryan-cox-tvpe ocean model, Journal of
They also find that this recirculation region may have a sig- Physical Oceanography, 27, 823-836, 1996.
nificant impact on the volume flux across the sill by draining Straub, D. N., Simple models of flow over deep ocean
kinetic enery from it and thus reducing the flux. This point sills: Planetary and semigeostrophic solutions. Journal of
is supported by findings of Straub [1998]. Laboratory ex- Physical Oceanography,28,971-983, t998.
periments carried out by DaIziel [1988] seemed to suggest Whitehead, J. A., Iteral hydraulic control in rotating

however that the region forming upstream, to the right of the fluids-applications to the oceans, Geophys. Astrophys.

main current. is stagnant. FluidDymanics, 48. 169-192, 1989.

We will persue this point further in the future using results Whitehead. J. A., A. Leetman, and R. A. Knox, Rotating

from MICOM. hydraulics of strait and sill flows, Geophysical Fluid Dy-

namics. 6, 101-125, 1974.
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Abstract. The three-dimensional Princeton Ocean Model is used to investigate
the hydraulics regime of the mean flow through the Strait of Gibraltar. Model

results confirm the presence of a mixing layer between the Atlantic and

Mediterranean water. Hydraulic regime is analysed calculating the Composite

Froude number for three layers within the strait. Results indicate the presence

of a hydraulic control at Camarinal Sill and in the northern part of Tarifa

Narrows.

Introduction bilinear interpolation of the depth data onto each grid
point of the horizontal model grid. The resulting

Using a 3D general ocean circulation model, Wang bottom topography and the computational grid in the

(1989) was able to describe most of the aspect of the region of the strait is shown in Figure 1; here are
mean circulation of the Strait of Gibraltar. However, clearly recognizable the dominant topographic

because of the relatively low horizontal and vertical features of the strait (from west to east): Spartel Sill

resolutions (-5 Km and 50 in respectively), the (Sp), Tangier basin, Camarinal Sill (Cm) with a depth

model did not reproduce the hydraulic control over of 284 m and Tarifa Narrows.

Camarinal Sill. Wang found in fact that while the
surface flow is supercritical, i.e. hydraulically I.. ,

controlled on the eastern entrance the bottom flow is Spain
subcritical, i.e. not controlled on the western
entrance, over Camarinal Sill. To our knowledge, 7a

Wang's model is the only 3D ocean circulation model
applied to the Strait of Gibraltar in the last ten years.

In the present work we describe a numerical
investigation of the mean exchange of the Strait of Lo I
Gibraltar using the Princeton Ocean Model (POM) Depth i
(Blumberg and Mellor, 1987) in a very high- Morocco (r'•

resolution configuration (_x, _y < 500 in within the
strait) in order to represent well all dominant i1 41 . , ..
topographic features of the strait. In particular, the I
model described in this paper simulates the nature of °

the mean exchange through the strait, i.e. whether it -

is maximal or sub-maximal by determining the
locations of the hydraulic control. ...:.,:,-B,•.,;

Model description I
The region covered by our model includes the Strait

of Gibraltar and the two sub-basins connected to it,
the Gulf of Cadiz and the Alboran Sea. The
resolution is much higher in the strait (-500 )bahymey and computationagrid for the strait region. The gray levels indicate the
in the eastern (8-15 Km) and western ends (10-20 water depths. The points Cm and Sp mark the points
Kin). The vertical model grid is made by 25 sigma where are located Sparte! Sill and Camarinal Sill

levels. The model topography was constructed by
193
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respectively. (Lower) Bathymetry along the longitudinal (b
axis of the strait. X0

In the vicinity of the eastern and western ends of 3.

the computational domain two open boundaries are *7,0

defined: an Orlanski radiation conditions (Orlanski, 3 Vs
1976) for the depth-dependent velocity, a flow
relaxation scheme (Martinsen et aL, 1987) for the
depth-integrated velocity, and a Newtonian restoring *.5 *0

for the two active tracers, with a damping timescale
of 5 days.

The model is started from rest; it is only driven by Figure 2. (a) Scatter plot of velocity versus salinity for
the density difference between the two sub-basin; in the strait of Gibraltar. (b) Profile of the along-strait
particular the initial temperature and salinity fields average velocity versus salinity. Velocities are averaged
for the Alboran basin and the Gulf of Cadiz have over salinity layers of thickness _S = 0.2 psu.
been obtained by a horizontal average of the spring
MODB data and the spring Levitus data (Levitus.
1982) respectively (initial salinity difference AS = The resulting value of G2 is shown in Figure 3. It
1.5 psu). was calculated averaging the along-strait velocity and

density from the surface to the interface depth for the
upper layer., and from the interface depth to the

Model results bottom for the lower layer (,%, T.

After 3 days of integration the flow adjusts to a
two-layer circulation in the strait, but only after 200 -

days of integration the mean transport in both layers "

reaches a quasi-steady values of 0.72 Sv. _.

To allow a comparison between the model results
and the two layer hydraulic theory, it is necessary to
define an interface to discriminate the Mediterranean i
and the Atlantic flow. To such purpose we have =X
plotted the along-strait steady velocity versus salinity
obtaining the scatter plot in Figure 2a; here is evident &W .&SO &70 -am 4M -SA .5m

the intense inflow of Atlantic water with salinities
less than 36.5 psu and the strong outflow of
Mediterranean water with salinities greater than 38.0 Figure 3. Two layers composite Froude number (gray
psu. For salinities ranging between 37.0 psu and 37.5 levels), calculated using mean layer velocities. Contour
psu we can recognize both inflow and outflow. In lines represent the bathymetry.
Figure 2b the along-strait mean velocity profile
versus salinity is shown, it was obtained by averaging
the velocities over salinity layers of thickness _S = In Figure 3 one can note that G2 <1 everywhere,
0.2 psu. For salinities less than 37.25 psu there is an i.e. the flow is subcritical within the strait. However,
inflow velocity that reaches a maximum value of 40 this result seems to be inconsistent with the simulated
cm s-_ at a salinity of 36.25 psu. For salinities character of the flow; in fact, the predicted salinity
greater than 37.25 psu there is an outflow velocity distribution along the longitudinal axis of the Strait
that reaches a maximum value of 35 cm s'_ at a (Figure 4), suggests the presence of a hydraulic jump
salinity of 38.4 psu. The transition between inflow west of Camarinal Sill. It seems that the direct
and outflow then occurs at a salinity of 37.25 psu, application of the two-layer hydraulic theory to the
which can be taken to define the interfacial isohaline Strait of Gibraltar is not obvious. As observed by
between the Atlantic and Mediterranean waters. Bray et aL (1995), entrainment and mixing between
Such definition is in agreement with the choice by the Atlantic upper layer and the Mediterranean lower
Lacombe and Richez (1982), Bormans and Garrett layer are responsible for the creation of a third
(1989), and Bryden et a!. (1994). interfacial layer.
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_ _ _hydraulic theory is applicable to our model.

_,___f___ However, to evaluate the effect of more than two
layers it is necessary to extend the usual hydraulic
control theory to a multi-layer flow (see Appendix Ab in Sannino et aL 2002).

Figure 4. Simulated salinity distribution along the !
longitudinal axis of the Strait.

Thus, in order to verify the presence of an interface 410 4

layer, a quantitative method similar to that described
by Bray et aL. was used. Predicted thickness of the
interface layer for the whole strait is shown in Figure -

5. It is interesting to note that the thickness has the -* "-

greatest values just west Camarinal Sill, indicating
the presence of mixing in that region. The thickness J r-*
of the interfacial layer obtained is good in agreement tit
with that calculated by Bray et aL 1

Spain J

I TC

AMU 4IA0 4Cý_ 4M A0 4

Figure 5. Mixingy layer thickness with 10m contour Figure 6. Bernoulli Potential for the upper (a), mixed (b)
interval. Grey levels indicate bathymetry. and lower layers (c).

Moreover we have calculated the Bernuolli In particular, in presence of a mixed layer we used
potential along the strait for the three layers (Figure the multi-layer formulation for three layers with
6): for the upper layer (Figure 6a) the Bernuolli Froude numbers defined as:
potential is constant along the whole channel, for the
bottom layer (Figure 6c) is constant along Tarifa F F - -

Narrows as far as Camarinal Sill. Immediately west
of Camarinal Sill the Bernuolli potential suddenly where r is the density ratio. The composite Froude
decreases because of the presence of the hydraulic number is given, to a good approximation, by:
jump that, as well-known, is always associated with
turbulent dissipation of energy. Only in the interface G2 = F12 + F2z + F32 .
layer (Figure 6b) the Bernuolli potential shows a
weak variation due principally to the mixing. The predicted composite Froude number within the

From the previous discussion about the Bernoulli strait is shown in Figure 7. Critical values of G_ can
potential we can conclude that the three-layer be observed over the whole cross-strait section west
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of Camarinal Sill and in the northeastern part of
Tarifa Narrows. The contribution from the interfacial ,
Froude number (F,)) is negligible everywhere, i.e., it '----

can be considered as a stagnant layer, whereas the
upper value (F,_ is essential only for the Tarifa 4
narrow region.

~~~~, A w .. • s.•

-" 4 0Figure 8. Upper (solid line) and lower (dashed line) limits
/ }- • for the mean cross-strait composite Froude number.

Figure 7. Three layers composite Froude number (gray 4 i
levels), calculated using mean layer velocities. Contour I
lines represents (thin) the bathymetry, (bold) limit the
region where G2 > 1.

.0 3.02

Thus, model results shown in Figure 7 seem to
indicate the presence of hydraulic control at
Camarinal Sill, whereas there is not a clear indication Figure 9. Predicted transport through the strait for the
for Tarifa Narrows. The uncertainties come from the three new experiments (a) AS = 2.0 psu, (b) AS = 2.2 psu
application of the two-dimensional hydraulic control and (c) AS = 2.5 psu.
theory to a three-dimensional flow. In an attempt to
remove this uncertainty we formulated cross-strait
mean equations in terms of cross-strait mean quantity We have also calculated the three-layer composite
and confined the solution between two upper and Froude number for the three cases (Figure 10).
lower limit solutions. This procedure allowed us to Here it is very clear that when AS increases also the
give upper and lower limits for the values of the upper layer Froude number increases, moreover its
composite Froude number for the cross-strait mean range of action extends 'along the cross-section
flow (Sannino et aL 2002). In particular, at located east of Tarifa. In particular. for AS > 2.0 the
Camarinal Sill the mean cross-strait composite mean cross-strait composite Froude number is greater
Froude number is found in the range 1.2 to 1.5, than I both at Camarinal Sill then at Tarifa Narrows,
whereas at Tarifa Narrows between 0.4 to 0.8 (Figure i.e. the flow is in maximal regime.
8). This result allows us to conclude that the mean A connection between the transport through the
circulation simulated by the model is in a sub- strait and the hydraulics regime is quite evident
maximal regime. looking at Figure 9 and Figure 10. In particular in

We have also performed other three experiments Figure 9 one notes a discontinuity in the trend of the
with different initial conditions. In particular we transport just at AS = 2.0, that corresponds to the
have uniformly increased the salinity of the transition of the flow regime from sub-maximal to
Mediterranean to have an increased salinity maximal (Figure 10b).
difference with the Atlantic water. For the new three
experiment (AS 2.0 psu. AS = 2.2 psu and AS = 2.5
psu) our model predicts a transport in both layers of
0.86, 0.89 and 0.93 Sv respectively (Figure 9).
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sub-maximal regime for AS < 2.0 psu and in maximal
regime for AS > 2.0 psu.
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Reynolds stress measurements in a short tidal inlet

Harvey Seim

Department of Marine Sciences, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Abstract
A fortnight of ADCP measurements from the throat of a tidal inlet are processed to
yield estimates of the Reynolds stress over most of the water column. Ebb currents
commonly exceed 1 m/s at 2.5 m above the bottom and generate a 50 cmiý/s
stress; flood currents are much weaker and result is a stress less than 10 cm2/s2.
Estimates of turbulent production exceed 10-1 rn2/s 3 and eddy viscosities of
0A1 m2/s are common. Near bottom mixing lengths on ebb are reasonably well
approximated by a parabolic mixing length 1o = ,t(z/H)H(1 - z/H), where x is
von Karman's constant and H is the water depth. During flood the mixing length
is consistently smaller than the predicted length. Enhance near-surface stress may
be associated with wave breaking.

Introduction

Sea straits are likely sites of enhanced turbulent mixing
owing to the high flow speeds and strong shears that often :

charcterize them. These same qualities make the collection IN
of turbulence measurements difficult. There are relatively 1.

few turbulence measurements in sea straits, and almost all 2
have been collected with free-falling microstructure profilers
[e.g. Wesson and Gregg, 1994; Gregg er al., 19991 though
moored techniques have been used recently [e.g Di Iorio and
Yuce, 1999). These measurements are typically intense in
space but rather limited in time. We here present observa-
tions of the vertical components of the Reynolds stress col- Figure 1. Bathymetry in the vicinity of Beaufort Inlet, NC.
lected with an acoustic doppler current profiler (ADCP) in The ADCP at the 'IN' position is the one discussed in the
an inlet connecting a small inland sea and the ocean. A text.
different perspective on turbulence variability and its con-
trols is gained from the time-intensive, vertically-resolved
but spatially-limited measurements. Methods

The technique of using an ADCP to measure the Reynolds
stress has been recently popularized by the work of Lu and The Reynolds stress measurements were collected as part
Lueck [1999] and Stacey e: aL [1999a. b). Lu and Lueck of a program studying inlet circulation. Three moorings,
[1999] provide a brief review of the various techniuqes em- each consisting of an upward-looking ADCP. and a pair
ployed. The "variance" technique used herein relies on the of SeaBird microcats, were deployed for approximately 7
geometry of the system and for a four beam configuration weeks around Beaufort Inlet, NC in August and September,
requires a nearly exact upright orientation. Sivnificant tilt 2001, as shown in Figure I. In addition to the mooring ar-
leads to smearing of the vertical components of the Reynolds ray deployment. 3 anchor stations of 13 or 25 hour dura-
stress tensor into other components of the tensor in the in- tion were occupied, during which time continuous ADCP
srmrnent frame of reference. Because the technique only measurements and CTD profiles at 10 minute intervals were
measures the vertical components. there is no simple method collected. This note focuses on the ADCP observations col-
to rotate observations collected in a tiltled reference frame lected at station"IN" in the inlet throat.
into earth coordinates. An upward-looking, 4 beam 1200 kHz RDI worklhorse
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sentinel collected the velocity estimates used to form the in the region is generally shallow (< 10 m) but compli-
Reynolds stress. The ADCP was housed in a bottom frame cated by the presence of dredged channels that create rel-
that was anchored by stakes jetted into the bottom by divers. atively deep pathways through the inlet. Tides in the At-
The frame was leveled to within 1-2 degrees of horizontal. lantic are dominated by the 0.5 m M2 component. but within
The beams were inclined at 20 degrees to the vertical and the sounds tides are difficult to identify, hence the inlets are
data were stored in beam coordinates. The instrument pinged small enough to choke the tide.
once a second and collected 600 samples over 10 minutes Tidal currents within the inlet are quite strong, regularly
every half hour. Mode I [RDI, 1998] was used with 30 cen- exceeding I rans on ebb. Combined with the shallow depths
timeter bins, resulting in an approximate single ping stan- this drives the systems towards relatively well-mixed condi-
dard deviation of 10.9 cm/s according to RDI software. The tions (vertical density differences seldom exceed 1 kg/rn3 )
instrument stored the observations internally on two PCM- in the vertical. During the sampling period river discharge
CIA cards that could hold about 396 MB of information, into the sounds was quite low, the result of an extended mod-
This required recovering and downloading the observations erate drought along the eastern seaboard of the US. The po-

after 17 days. Redeployment resulted in 25 days of valid ob- tential for internal hydraulic controls to play a significant
servations. Observations from the first 17-day deployment role in regulating the rate of exchange through the inlet is
are used below, therefore limited. If hydraulic responses are present they

Means and variances of the along-beam velocities were were not obvious in the station data used in this study.
formed for each 10 minute average of data at each bin Surface waves are largest in the inlet when winds are from
location. Unbiased estimators of two components of the the south. As will be shown below, strong southerly winds
Reynolds stress tensor can be formed from the variances as correlate well with greatly enhanced Reynolds stress in the
(Stacey etal., 1999a] upper water column and are presumed to be a reflection of

surface wave breaking.
1 (_2

-- 4co ' -u The coordinate convention used is that of positive cur-
rents on flood (approximately to the north) and negative on

1 ebb (approximately to the south).
•t•"-"7 --. t'2 2

-4co~sO sn6 t "Results

where u,• is the velocity along beam n and 8 is 20 de-
grees, the inclination of the beams from vertical. As shown Currents are tidally dominated and this is reflected in the
by Lu and Lueck [19991, pitch and roll of the instrument Reynolds stress variability (Figure 2). Currents typically ex-
introduce additional terms in the estimators of these shear ceed 1 m/s on ebb but peak at values closer to 0.5 rn/s on
stress components that cannot be accurately accounted for flood. The figure shows two time periods, one near times of
with a 4 beam system, therefore it is important to insure that spring tide and one near neap tide. Peak currents on spring
the instrument is deployed in as close to a vertical orienta- ebb are nearly 2 r/s, and exceed 1 m/s 2.5 meters above
tion as possible. It is also possible for form estimates of the the bottom (mab) on most tides. Currents on flood exceed
turbulent kinetic energy 1 rn/s only on spring tides and typically reach on 0.5 m/s.

Reynolds stresses exceed 50 r2/s2 on spring ebb tides
S1. ,2 and typically reach 20 crn2/s 2 on most ebb tides, but sel-

2 U '2dom reach 10 crn2/s 2 during flood tide. Reynolds stress
decreases roughly linearly with height above the bottom but

, , during strong southerly winds, and especially during ebb,
2 1 very large stress is seen in the upper 2-4 m measured by the

however the estimates are biased by system noise; Stacey

et aL [I 999b] outline a procedure for formed corrected esti- The remarkable difference between ebb and flood bottom

mates of TKE. stress persists over the spring-neap cycle. Ebb stress is typi-
cally 3-5 times as large as that on flood and reflects the much

Setting larger cur-ents on ebb than on flood. This is likely related to
the strong inean export in this part of the inlet; mean currents

Beaufort Inlet connects Bogue Sound to the Atlantic over the measurement period are directed seaward at 0.1-0.2
Ocean (Figure 1). Bogue Sound in turn connects with Pam- mrs. Net riverine inflow to the system is small, and unless
lico Sound. part of the "Inland Seas" of eastern North Car- other inlets to the sounds are importing seawater, there must
olina. As one of only 4 connections between the sounds and be net inflow over some part of the inlet.
the ocean. Beaufort Inlet functions in a sense like a sea straiL As in Stacey et al. [1999b] the stress measurements are
connecting a relatively large water body with the occan. somewhat noisy so composite tidal cycles have been formed

By any classification scheme, the inlet can be consid- by averaging 4 tidal cycles near maximum and minimum
ered a short strait le.g. Helfrich, 19951. The bathymetry tidal range, similar to Peters [1999]. These composites
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Figure 4. Estimates of the mixing length for the composite

Figure 2. Contoured velocity (top) and stress (bottom) fields conditions as labeled. The bold line on each panel gives a

for several days near maximum tidal range (left) and mini- parabolic mixing length for the observed depth.

mum tidal range (right). Ebb-directed flows are negative.

- - The strength of the turbulent production can be estimated

-" , ___ as P - < 'w' > (o8!/z) estimates from the com-
posite data are presented in FigLre 3. Peak values exceed
10- m 2 /s 3 near the bed_ The bottom-generated turbu-

" ' lence can extend to nearly the surface on ebb but is typically
trapped within a 4-6 m of the bottom on flood even during

spring tides. The exception to this occurs during periods of
reasonably strong winds, and presumably breaking waves,

1 • and causes production to increase near the ocean surface.
SAssuming a local turbulent balance, estimates of the ver-

tical eddy viscosity .4, can be formed as - < uVw' >
4 /(55Z/az). Obviously the formulation can not work where

2 , , - -. mean shear is near zero, and can not be expected to work
in the near surface when wave breaking, rather than mean

Figure 3. Contour plots of shear of the along-channel cur- shear, is the source of energy. Nevertheless, reasonably con-

rent (in s-1, top) and logarithm of the turbulent produc- sistent estimates results at times of non-zero mean shear and

tion (rm2/sl bottom) during spring tide (left) and neap tide give values 10-3 - 10-1 m 2 /s. A simple scaling of the

(right) conditions from the composite data. eddy viscosity, is A• = u.4l, where u. = sign(- < 'w' >

)i- < ulw' > 1112 is the friction velocity and 1, is the
mixing length. Profiles of 1o for the 4 cases shown in the

are then used to examine vertical structure of the Reynolds previous plots are presented in Figure 4. A parobolic mixing

stress. turbulent production and the mixing length. length profile rc(z/H)H(1 - zIH), where x is von Karman

Vertical shear of the horizontal current is maximum near constant of 0.4 and H is the water. depth, is shown for com-

the bed and decreases to less than 0.02 s-' within 5 mab. parison. Only during spring ebb tide does the observed mix-

Above this height the shear on ebb extends to the surface iag length rise to the theoretical prediction; in all other cases

during low wind conditions and is essentially zero on flood, the observed scales are smaller. The difference is greatest

but can be of either sign in the upper water column when the during flood tides, and neap tides in particular.

winds exceed 5 m/s. Southerly winds reinforce flood tide The near bottom Reynold's stress and the depth-averaged

shear and can decrease or reverse shear in the upper water tidal currents are highly correlated. Estimates of the drag
colurmn on ebb. This can be seen in contours of the nea tide coefficient Cd = - < u'w' > /- 2 based on the 10 minute
composite data (Figure 3) where the shear changes sign in averaged data vary systematically between 0.0021 on ebb
the upper water column. and 0.0013 during flood (Figure 5).
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_____________________________hance wave breaking. Obviously simultaneous bigh quality
. i wave measurements will be required to resolve this issue.
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The near-surface maxima in Reynolds stress associated
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Abstract. A hydraulic model has been developed to simulate the seasonal cycle
of the exchange flow in the Strait of Bab el Mandab. To a good approximation
the model recreates observed fluxes through the strait. We attribute this success
to our use of a realistic channel cross-section. The model results indicate that the
summertime int=sion of Gulf of Aden Intermediate Water into the Red Sea has
been a feature of the exchange for at least 10 500 years.

Introduction Johns 1997) with a depth of about 300m in the
central channel (Maillard and Soliman 1986).

The Red Sea is a long narrow basin connected with Winds and low freshwater input determine a strong
the Gulf of Aden to the south via the Bab el Mandab net evaporation over the Red Sea of around 2.06
Strait. The shallowest section of Bab el Mandab 0.22 m y- (Sofianos et al. in press). The continual
Strait consists of Hanish sill and is located 150 km to basin wide buoyancy loss due to this evaporation is
the north of the narrowest passage, Perim Narrows. responsible for the creation of Red Sea Overflow

Water (RSOW).
RSOW is observed to flow out of the Red Sea at

the Bab el Mandab Strait througahout the whole year
(Pratt, Johns et al. 1999; Pratt, Deese et al. 2000).
Between November and early June (winter regime)
this outflow is balanced simply by an inflow of Gulf
of Aden Surface Water (GASW). From June to

F October the South West monsoon winds provoke an
upwelling of Gulf of Aden Intermediate Water
(GA.\W) to the south of the straits (Smeed 1997).
This intermediate layer moves towards the Red Sea
as it is upwelled. The flux of GAIW towards the Red
Sea eventually becomes greater than the outflow of.
The winter surface inflow of GASW is forced to
reverse in order to balance the imflowing GAIW and
conserve the total volume of water in the basin
(figure 2) (Smeed 1997; Smeed 2000; Soflanos et al.
in press).

2-E 3r__ ,ee •Smeed (2000) attempts to model the seasonally

Figure 1: The Red Sea with a detailed projection of the varying two/three-layer annual exchange cycle in the
Bab el Mandab Strait (top right). The letters mark the Red Sea. While his work effectively generates the
transects used for the mean cross-section in figure 3. AA' annual cycle in a qualitative sense, it overestimates
is at Hanish Sill and DD' is at Perinm Narrows. the fluxes by a factor of two. Smeed (2000) suggests

The greatest depth at the sill is 137 nm (figure I). that this poor quantitative reproduction of
The total width of the sill section is about 110 km observations may result from the unrealistic
(Wemer and Lange 1975). The sill depth maximum rectangular bathymetry used in the model since

occurs within a deep passage that is 6km wide, Bryden and Kinder (1991) found that realistic
outside of which the depth is of the order of 50 m bathymetry affected the calculated fluxes (in their
(Murray and Johns 1997). The total width at the case in the Mediterranean) by a factor of three.
Perim Narrows is only about 18km (Murray and
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winter b(z)= exp(kz) (1)

-- SW
Where b is the non-dimensional width of the

•r channel and z is the non-dimensional depth. The
GAMW' constant k in the exponential function (1) is least

squares fitted to the curve of width against depth. The
value of k used in the model is 3 -= 0.2. Integrating

Red sea Gulf of Aden across the ih laver from z = di.s to d. gives ai, the non-

dimensional cross sectional area of layer i.
Summer

SBernoulli Functionals

energy along the strait. Lane-Serif et al (2000) derive

Stral? the generalized Bernoulli functionals (2) for many

ReaSea Gufof layers, using the three-layer case as a specific
example:

Figure 2: Schematic of the summer and winter exchange
regimes. Water mass definitions are given in the text. D(Q:) H . =H

Model configuration (2)

The model consists of two reservoirs of infinite (Q2 Q + g' (D +D,)=H,,

depth and width joined by a channel of uniform, 2 kA, I2 A3 )2

finite width and non-rectangular cross section. The
channel shallows to a minimum depth at the sill. Where 0 is the flux in a given layer (subscripts I,

.. . .... ....... 2. and 3 denote the upper, middle and lower layer
respectively), A is the cross-sectional area of that

................ layer, D is the interface depth below a given layer
and H_ the Bernoulli constant for the interface. The

#1 reduced gravity, g_, of the interface is given by
g'i = 2g(pil. - A )F where P stands for the density

and T"is the mean density of all the layers. Unless

stated explicitly upper case letters are used to denote
dimensional numbers and lower case letters denote

I their non-dimensional counterparts.

1 The Bernoulli functionals (2) assume an inviscid,
hydrostatic and Boussinesq fluid in three discrete

0 0-,,layers beneath a rigid lid. Since any changes in strait

Figure 3: Mean channel width against depth calculated width are small compared to along-strait distance the

from the transects labeled in figure I (dashed line) and the flow may be assumed to be uni-directional within

best fit of the exponential function (I) (full line) plotted each layer. The flow is assumed to be non-rotating.
symmetrically. The rigid lid assumption forces the fluxes to balance

To establish width against depth for the channel so that: Q1 - Q2 + Q3 + E = 0, where E is the net

four cross sections were taken along the strait. These evaporative flux from the Red Sea basin.

sections were non-dimensionalised with the For the purposes of the model the equations are

maximum depth (D) and surface width (B) of the non-dimensionalised according to Bs and Ds (the

channel at each transect. A mean was generated for surface width and maximum depth of the channel at

the non-dimensional widths at respective depths. the sill) and the total reduced gravity g' = g-' +,

Exp~onential function (1) was fitted to this curve. The precise non-dimensionalisations are given in the
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equations set (3). The subscript S denotes values for When necessary hydraulic jumps are assumed
the sill. present but not calculated explicitly. The only

condition applied to them is that the total energy is

Oi = As.(gDs)X1 q;, Hi'= g'OsHi, g,'= (1-ri' higher upstream of them than downstream. Note that
if the intermediate layer is not present all equations

D, = Dsdi, B, = Bsb, = a1As, g0 = rg', (3) become identical to those for the two-layer case

(Dalziel 1991).
For a hydraulic control to be present at a given Assuming that layers 2 and 3 reduce to zero

position the flow must suit the critical condition (6), thickness at the Red Sea and Gulf of Aden exits
the Bernoulli constants must be conserved (4,5) and a respectively there exists a total of eight variations on
regularity condition met (below). The Bernoulli equations (4-6). A solution type is defined by the
functionals in three layers turn out to be quartics so position of the controls with respect to the sill and
that the correct solution branch for a given set of two exits (Smeed 2000). Depending on the solution

driving parameters should be selected. The solution type a combination of the eight variations on
branches are chosen to satisfy the control conditions. equations (4-6) is solved simultaneously using
The non-dimensional Bernoulli Functionals are: numerical methods.

J H 2a) - rd, -H, = (4) Driving Parameters
ail The net evaporative flux over the basin is taken

from Sofianos et al. (in press) which gives a

K .(q2 -(q5 )+d,=-r)-H, =0 (5) maximum of 2.8 - m yrf in mid-winter and a
K 2ýa,) 2 a3) minimum of 1.4- m yf in mid-summer. The

reduced gravity used is that used for Smeed's (2000)

Criticality or control is defined as the point model. The ratio of the density change across the

downstream from which the flow is such that one or upper interface to the density change across the two

more of the internal wave modes are swept interfaces, r, varies with ga', the reduced gravity for

downstream and cannot communicate with the the upper interface (gz' is constant throughout the

upstream reservoir. In three layers with non-uniform year (Smeed 1997)): a value of r = '/z is used foundcross section the control condition is: in mid-winter, which increases to r = 2/3 in mid-summer. The evaporative flux and r are made to vary
sinusoidally with maxima in June and July

F2(Fk~~(T~,2 respectively.
- r-k 2 b) ... Pratt et al (1999) have made monthly mean current

(6) meter readings at the Hanish Sill and Perim Narrows.
(-F 2Ž,=0 'The velcity zero rossing which represents the base

. - 3b3  of the upper layer in their data occurs at an isopycnal

of 1024.7 kg cm"3. The interface depth in the Gulf of
We define F, as the layer Froude number where Aden used to drive the model is given by the depth ofW n2 1 = bi2 a3 s the 1024.7 kg cm' isopyenal from Levitus data, and

Fi .q ai I varies approximately sinusoidally between 20 - 5 m
The regularity condition requires that the solution in mid-July and 110 -5 m in March. For the

at the control is realizable (Dalziel 1991). Given purposes of the model we fit a sine curve to this
basins of infinite depth and width, connected by a signal with a maximum in mid-July.
channel with parallel sides, the regularity condition The coverage of Levitus data in the Red Sea is too
can only be satisfied, and hence controls exist, at the low to be used to generate similar values in the Red
sill or either of the two 'exits' (Killworth 1992). Sea. The 1024.7 kg cm"3 isopycnal resides at
Thus the simplification of parallel isobaths allows us approximately 40 1- 10 m depth in the June
to determine the location of the controls and so the observations of Neuman and McGill (1962). Maillard
degrees of freedom (unknowns) in the problem are and Soliman's (1986) October observations are
reduced. In reality the 'exit' controls move along the disrupted by the presence of a meso-scale eddy but
straight as a function of the driving parameters of the still show the 1024.7 kg cm" isopycnal at about the
flow. same depth of - 40 -1. 10 m. The Red Sea interface
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depth is therefore taken at a constant depth of 40 - 10 predicts gives a minimum age of the three-layer
In. exchange since the channel thins with depth. The

upper layer flow reversal would also first occur at

Discussion and conclusions around that time.
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A three-dimensional model of Bosphorus Strait dynamics

Adil S5zer and Emin Ozsoy
Institute of Marine Sciences, Middle East Technical University, Erdemli - ikel 33731 Turkey

Abstract. Bosphorus Strait exchange ows are studied based on SCRUM, a
3-D ocean model with alternative parameterisations of mixing, advection and
eddy diffusion, as well as free-surface dynamics. The response of the Strait is
investigates with respect to the choices of open boundary conditions and mixing
parameters, under idealized geometrical and hydrographical conditions. The
selection of open boundary conditions is shown to be crucial, and depends on the
direction of net ow. Blocked ow conditions for both ow directions are successfully
simulated. The results of sensitivity tests are reported.

Introduction
The exchange flow through the Bosphorus Strait is princi-

pally determined by geometry and stratification, and exhibits
a complex nonlinear response to forcing by the net water
budget, pressure and wind setup effects in adjacent basins
Onllraa et aL., 1990; Ozsoy et aL, 1998; Gregg et aL. 1999; "•

Gregg and Otso', 20011. Tine-dependent forcing creates
daily to interannual variability in the currents and extreme TOP m.5w

conditions result in temnkorary blocking of the flows in either =25
direction [Ozsoy et aL, 1996. 1998]......

The development of realistic numerical models of strait "
exchange flows has to resolve difculties imposed by param- S
eterization of mixing, as well as the need to implement phys- Figure 1. Model geometry: top and side views of the chan-
ically relevant boundary conditions. Reduced order models nel
based on the two-layer approximation have been used by
(Oguz et aL, 1990; Brandt et aL. 19861. Recent develop-
ments by [Winters and Seim, 2000; Hogg et al., 2001 ] utilize Strait flows. The model has terrain-following coordinates,
a three-dimensional model with rigid-lid dynamics and pa- optional mixing parameteizations and various choices for
rameterized vertical mixing. the bottom, solid or open boundary conditions [-. Idealized

The present study aims for a better understanding of the model geometry of a straight channel with a contraction and
behaviour of Bosphorus Strait flows based on a realistic a sill, as shown in Figure 1, is considered. A contracting
three-dimensional model of its dynamics. As a first step be- channel, 3.4km in width and 30km in length, is overlaid on
fore considering the application of the model to actual con- a 17 x 100 rectilinear g-rid for numerical simulations.
ditions of the Bosphorus Strait, the response of the Strait is The initial conditions for tracers consist of water masses
investigated with respect to open boundary conditions corre- with contrasting temperature and salinity values (Fig=re 1)
sponding to idealized geometrical and hydrog-aphical con- typical of Marara and Black Sea waters, meeting at mid-
ditions. As opposed to earlier studies, we use a model with channel. In all runs, free slip boundary conditions are used
free-surface dynamics. Although the rigid-lid assumption on the side walls and the bottom. The Smolarkiewicz tracer
would be appropriate for long-term dynamics, the presence advection scheme is used to escape the overshooting effect
of a free surface is essential to predict shor-term changes of centred advection, while dealing with sharp gradients.
and relate them to sea-level variability in the Strait and the Laplacian difftision is assumed in the horizontal and verti-
adjacent basins. cal directions, with typical diffusion coefficients in ranges

of Kh = 150 - 350m 2/s and K, = 10, - 10- 3m2/s
Model description respectively. for tracers and momentum. To ensure stable in-

tegrations, a time step of 5 seconds for the baroclinic modes
The free-surface primitive equation model, SCRUM, is have been used in all model runs, with a barotropic time step

used for numerical simulations of the idealized Bosphorus that is 20 times smaller.
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Sclinity Crosz-Section of the Cen*tro Ccse , ,

.Figure 3. Salinity cross-sections for cases in which (a) the

upper layer or (b) the lower layer is blocked

Figure 2. Salinity cross-section for the central run

Results

Open boundary, conditions J j
In order to test the model behaviour. trials were made us- :

ing various types of initial and boundary conditions. The3 I. l,
choice of initial conditions were critical in reaching physical
solutions. Because radiation boundary conditions were used ---- •

for tracers at both ends, the tracer advection by inflowing 9 s
waters tended partially to carry back into the model domain
the properties of ou b uowing_ waters _from the counter-flowing -'/

current. Instead, the 'lock-exchange' initial conditions were .
used as they avoided this behaviour. a: 2ý 244 ,28= •o • ,/

"Various types of free surface and velocity boundary con-

ditions were tested at the two open boundaries. Because the Figure 4. Composite Froude Number for the central run

cases tested were symmetrical along the long axis, and be-
cause free slip conditions were assumed, the normal veloc-

ity at solid boundaries and the tangential velocity at open Froude number G2 + F (where i = ii/9•are the

boundaries were respectively always set equal to zero. The individual Froude numbers of the layers i each with depth

mixing coefficients were varied in the range mentioned ear- h- and mean along-strait velocity fi, delineated by an inter-

lier until more robust results were obtained in terms of free face where the horizontal velocity vanishes C = 0) shown

surface response and mass conservation. The mixing coef- in Figure 2 indicates hydraulic controls established at the sill

ficients for momentum and tracers derermined from this ex- (where the lower layer is controlling) and at the contraction

ercise were Kj = 250m2/s and K,, = 10-4 m/s, which (where each of the layers contribute comparably to the con-

were then used for the central run. trol). The number G2 peaks up, but fails to reach a value

A special case with radiation boundary conditions for of I at the contraction, mainly because of the two-layer ap-

all variables (free surface elevation, velocity and tracers) proximation used. as also the case in the observations [Gregg

on each side, started from a lock-exchange initial condition et aL, 1999; Gregg and 6zsoy, 2001].

(with water properties in Figure I), reached a stable solution For most configurations, including the all-radiation case

shown in Figure 2. This result was remarkable, and con- described above, the model had a robust response whenever

firmed the existence of a maximal exchange solution sup- stable solutions could be reached. There was a deficiency

ported by the special geometry of a sill placed on the denser of the model in creating smooth sea level variations near the

side of a contraction as shown by Farmer and Armi [ 1986]. open boundaries under certain conditions. For such cases,

The mean velocity corresponding to this case was calculated the free surface fields produced by the model often were dis-

to be i! = 0.065mIs. For a single sill or a single contraction continuous exactly at the open boundary, while being contin-

with the same boundary and initial conditions such stable uous in the rest of the domain. This effect was minimized by

solutions could not be obtained. The two-layer composite appropriate choices of open boundary conditions and~mixing
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.- O/o 1-

Figure 5. Sea level difference At/versus the mean cturrent fi Figur-e 6. Along-channel variation of the free surface eleva-
tion 77 for diffe-Inri values of mean curavent &. The dotted line
cor responds to Figure 2, while the other's correspond to the

coefficients. blocked cases in Figure 3

In order to seek solutions corresponding to a specific, ,, .,,....

value of the barotropic flow through the Strait, a strategy
had to be found for specifying open boundary, conditions. J.,-
The first case tested used radiation boundary' conditions for J L

the normal velocity components u, and specified free sur-
face elevation 17 at open boundaries at the two ends of th ---.-..- _---...
Strait. This type of boundary conditions falted to create sta- J ...

bte solutions, because the pressure difference betw'een the'• .......

-iOT

two ends of the Strait could not set into motion the -mterz '".•.
masses in the Strait to generate a corresponding net flux. It.

was therefore required to specify barotropic velocities at the e,-t

open boundaries. in order to produce a net flux and a COMr-
sponding pressure difference across the Strait.

Specifying the sea-level 27 and cross-sectional mean re- 0,-?•.••

tocity 6 at the two ends of the strait did not produce stable " ""
-results when it was left arbitrary on which side to apply these ,- '• (-/-) ''""•

boundary conditions. It was apparent after m-any trials thatthe model produced reliable results only when the mean re- Figure 7. Sea level difference Ari as a futction of horizontal

locity ii was specified at the outfloring boundary, together (Kh) and vertical (K,) diffusion coefficients

with the free surface o7 specified at the other (inflocsng) end
of the Snta. In addition, experiments were carrind out in
which the spe ofied values of n7 or E were either applied alone A series of runs were performed with the above bound-

or together with a radiation tero In general, the results wereysimilar, howevn the specified value of ui at the southern end Q

of the Strait resulted in stable solutions only if there was no to 1.5m/s. Fiue 3 shows saliniy cross-sections along

ththe centerline of the Stra, for selected net flows producing

Altoug th abve pecfictin o 77andii t oposte blocking of the uppe and the lower layers. Figuare 4 shows

fAclevtiong thibv pcfcaino /n at openbudreptte oen siofthe th vaito-fte•sraeelvto ln h tat

ends depending on flow direction consists of a complete set he i o elo h
and Figure 5 shows the sbebsurface difference between the

of boundary conditions, steady solutions were also possible two ends of the Strait as a fclnction of the mean flot e The
if only ms was specified at the outflowng sided 2D ing radia- se ee v

ope bondras lene orderion to produc a neteson flu and ah corre-l

pon boundarye conditions for a7 on both sies of the Strait In rI

these cases, the solution converged to an absolute sea e- 2 aed

value that corresponded to the specified net flop However. s

boundar condiions. I was aparentafter mnyntitls tha

to het consistent results correspondinl to different flow r Ftes,
the free surface was specified to be o7 = 0 at the inflowing Sensitivity tests were ecarried out, by varying panmm-
open boundary, so that the level was adjusted at the opposite ters about the central ri n with ii = 0.25m/s. In general,
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these sensitivity runs produced similar steady solutions with Modelling of hydraulically controlled exchange flow in
little change in behaviour. Yet, it was observed that the the Bosphorus Strait, 1. Phys. Oceanogr., 20,945-965.

vertical diffusion coefficients controlled the sea level dif- Ozsoy, E., Latif, M. A.. Sur, H. 1. and Goryaclhkdn, Y., 1996.

ference along the Strait, decreasing by about 30% when A review of the exchange flow regimes and mixing in the

K,, was increased by three orders of magnitude between Bosphorus Strait, in: Briand, F. (editor), Mediterranean

K, = 10-6m2/s and K, = 10- 3m 2 /s, as shown in Fig- Tributary Seas. Bulletin de l'Instirut Oceianographique,
ure 7. Monaco, Special Number 17, CIESM Science Series No.

2, Monaco.

Discussion and conclusions 6zsoy, E.. Latif, M. A., Be§iktepe, _., qetin, N., Gregg, N.

Belokopytov, V., Goryachkin. Y. and Diaconu, V., 1998a.

A three-dimensional dynamical model has been demon- The Bosphorus Strait: exchange fluxes, currents and sea-

strated to be applicable to the special case of strait exchange level changes, in: Ivanov, L 1. and Ouz, T. (editors),

flows. The selection of open boundary conditions is a non- Ecosystem Modeling as a Management Toolfor the Black

trivial first step for succesful applications of the model. The Sea, NATO Science Series 2: Environmental Security 47,

results obtained from tests with idealized cases correspond- Kluwer Academic Publishers, Dordrecht, vol. 1, 367pp +

ing to the Bosphorus Strait indicate the need for judicious vol. 2,385 pp.

choices of boundary conditions, which depend on the flow Cnldata, 0-. Ocuz, T., Latif, M. A., and Ozsoy, E., 1990.
direction. However, the results obtained with these choices On the physical oceanography of the Turkish Straits, in:
and even the case with purely radiation boundary with purely Pratt, L. J., (editor), The Physical Oceanography of Sea

radiation boundary conditions started from 'lock exchange' Straits, NATO/ASI Series, Kluwer, Dordrecht, 25-60.
initial conitions, support the existence of maximal exchange Winters. K. B. and H. Seim. 2000. The Role of Dissipa-

with controlled flows first pointed out by Farmer and Armi tion and Mixing in Exchange Flow through a Contracting

[1986], and exemplified by observations in the Bosphorus. Channel, J. Fluid. Mech.. 407,265-290

The results encourage us to use the model for a better un-
derstanding of the dynamis of the Bosphorus. While the sire- A. S6zer and E. Ozsoy, Institute of Marine Sciences, Mid-

pie cases reported here provide confidence in the combined die East Technical University P.K. 28 Erdemli - i~el 33731

use of observations of and modelling, the extensions of the Turkey

model application to transient cases and realistic Bosphorus
geometry through the use of curvilinear coordinates are the
next few steps we are currently working on. This preprn was prepnred with AGU's LATEX mcros v5.01. ,ith the

extension package *AGU++" by P. W. Daly. version 1.6b from 1999/OS,19.
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The path of the overflows from the sills in the Sicily Strait
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Abstract. High-resolution velocity and hydrographic measurements are used to
provide a description of the path of the deep and intermediate overflow waters in
the north-west region of the Sicily Strait. The net transport is estimated to be I

Sv which is consistent with other studies. Evidence of short-term variability in the

overflow transport is also presented.

Introduction

The water mass properties of the deep ocean are strongly 4V. . . ' ** *

affectedby the entrainment and mixing that occurs where the
circulation flows across shallow sills and through straits. By -

observing the circulation and it's properties at sills and straits 40 -1

one can determine the features of the water exchange be- _ .
tween the adjacent sub-basins. Six major sill and strait sys- ',
tems are found within the Mediterranean Sea Astraldi et al.
(1999]. The two most important of these are the Strait of "

Gibralter, which connects the basin to the Atlantic Ocean,
and the Sicily Strait (the focus of this study) which forms Il
a natural barrier to the passage of the deep waters from the X e i , t

eastern to the western sub-basins of the Mediterranean. 1 2' 4V 2

The Sicily Strait (hereafter SS) has a complicated bathy-

metry (Figure 1) with two near-parallel channels separated Figure 1. Bathymetry of the sills region of the Sicily Strait
by a central bank which rises to within 100 m of the sea sur- showing contours at 100, 300, 500, 700 and 900 m. The path
face. Ln the top I50 m of the SS there is an eastward flow of of AUTOSUB-2 is shown by the black tracks and the loca-

Modified Atlantic Water (MAW) below this, Levantine In- tions of the CTD and LADCP stations are shown by black
termediate Water (LIW) flows westward. An energetic vein circles. Current meter mooring positions are shown by the

of LIW passes through the narrow eastern channel (sill depth white triangles. The inset map shows the study area in rela-
430 m) and a weaker, slightly cooler and fresher, vein flows tion to the central Mediterranean region.
through the broader western channel (sill depth 360 m) [As-

traLdi er al., 1996, 19992.
position of the hydrographic stations occupied by the ship.

Observations In addition to data collected during the ship-based survey,
velocity data are also available from current meter moorings

In June 2000, a survey of the sills region was carried out which were located at the eastern and the western sill (moor-

from the RN Urania. The main objectives of the survey ing positions are shown in Figure 1).

were to: 1) make high resolution measurements of the spa- During each mission, AUTOSUB-2 controlled its alti-

tial distribution of the overflow from the sills using a combi- tude above the seafloor profiling between 30 m and 100 m
nation of velocity and hydrographic data collected from the above the sea-bed. AUTOSUB-2 carried two RDI 300 kHz
ship and by AUTOSUB-2 an Autonomous Underwater Vehi- Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers (ADCP)s, one upward

cle (AUV) [e.g.. Milard et at.. 1998; McPlazil and Pebody, and one downward looking, which collected data in 4-m bins
1998), 2) map the path taken by the overflow immediately at a range of up to 108 m from AUTOSUB-2. AUTOSUB-
downstream of the sills and measure the along stream change 2 also carried 2 SBE 91 1pius Conductivity-Temperature-

in the properties of the overflow and 3) quantify the turbu- Depth sensors (CTD)s which sampled at a rate of 24 sam-
lent mixing and dissipation in the overflow and relate these pies a second. A set of shipboard CTD and lowered ADCP
processes to changes in the bulk properties of the overflow. (LADCP) profiles were made concurrently with some mis-

Figure 1 shows the mission tracks of the AUC, and the sions at the stations shown in Figure 1. The CTD was a SBE

211
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each station was computed from a linear interpolation of a
1/12 by 1/12 degree barotropic tidal model of the Mediter-
ranean for the M2, S2, 01 and Ki components [Tsimplis

4V et a[, 1995]. Sections C and D show the western branch of
A the overflow reaching a speed of up to 0.45 m s-1 between

A150 and 400 m depth and to the right hand side of each sub-
•V -V / channel. The re-circulation of this branch of the overflow

1o .0 ¶around the central bank is confirmed by the bottom inten-
sified current at the right hand side of section E and by the

"• S = 38.78 strong negative flow between 400 and 900 m depth at section
*2' .JA s=38.77 B. with speeds of upto 0.55 ms 1 over a distance of 4 km.

-S = 38.7 The eastern branch of the overflow can be seen at section A
S = 38.75 and the combined overflow on the right hand side of section

10' IVS = 8.74 F where velocities are barely greater than 0.20 m s
o• S < 38.73 Section averages of the overflow transports computed

from the direct velocity measurements and from the -geo-
7 strophic velocities are shown in Figures 4 and 5 respectively.

1120 E 2" 3" 8 120 E Ship-borne and AUV CTD data were used to calculate po-
Longitude tential density which was then linearly interpolated to ob-

tain a I-km horizontal by 1-m vertical grid. Geostrophic ve-
Figure 2. Salinity maximum from the CTD stations and locities were then calculated from the geopotential anomaly
along the path of AUTOSUB-2. The range is from 39.73 fields using a reference layer which minimized the differ-
to 38.78 psu in steps of 0.01 psu. ence between the depth-averaged section transport from the

direct velocity measurements and the transport from the

91 iplus CTD and sampled at a rate of 24 Hz, the LADCP geostrophic velocity for each section.

was a RDI 150 kHz broadband ADCP which collected dat While there is general agreement between the transports
in 16-m bins. Further details of the data collection and data calculated using the two different methods at sections C, D,
processing are given in StansfieLd et at. [2001]. The current G, B, and H, the methods disagree at sections F_, A and F.
meter moorings, which were recovered and redeployed on In general the direct velocity measurements are more self-
June 3rd and 4th, carried Aanderra-RCM7 current meters at consistent and agree with the path of the overflow inferred
53, 93, 287 and 390-m and 46.289 and 390-m above the bot- from the spatial dismrbution of the salinity maximuv,, but

tom on the eastern and westerns moorings respectively and both methods have the transport going the "wrong way"
sampled at 30-minute intervals, at section G. The direct velocity measurements are also in

better agreement with previous local mean estimates of the
LIW transport through the strait of I Sv [e.g., Astraldi et at.,

Results 1996, 1999; Manzella et aL, 1988).

The path of the deep and intermediate waters through the Figure 6 shows the daily average transport during June
sill can be traced by mapping the salinity maximum for each of deep and intermediate waters estimated from the current
CTD station and along the path of the AUV (Figure 2). The meter moorings. The transport at the eastern mooring (solid
range is from 38.73 to 38.78 in steps of 0.01 psu. The flow line) was calculated assuming a constant interface depth be-
is split by the central bank into two branches; the saltiest tween LIW and MAW of 150 m and a triangular cross-
water flows in the western branch and is seen to circulate section of area 1.7 km2. The transport at the weter moor-
around the northern end of the bank before flowing back ing (dashed line) was calculated assuming a variable inter-

face depth and cross-section area. The daily transport at thesouth-eastwards. The greatest change in the along stream

salinity maximum occurs on the north-east flank of the bank western mooring has a minimum value of 0.35 Sv and a max-
and we infer that this is a region of high mixing. or entrain- imum of 0.66 Sv and shows variability on a time scale of 10
ment. of the surface waters into the overflow. Our data show to 14 days. The transport at the eastern mooring is gener-
that the eastern branch of the overflow is slightly fresher than ally smaller, between 0.4 and 0.5 Sv, and is less variable. At
the western branch and that mixing and entrainment a r the time of our survey the overflow transport at the western
to occur inmmediately downstream of the eastern sill. mooring was 0.55 to 0.6 SV which is similar to the com-bined transports at our sections C and D (0.2 + 0.4 Sv). AtCross-transect velocity sections. derived from the corn- the eastern mooring however, the overflow transport is 0.45
bined AUV ADCP and LADC? data sets are shown in Fig- Sv which is much larger than the section averaged transport
ure 3. The velocities measured by the ADCPs were de-tided of 0.1 to 0.3 Sv we found at section H.
rotated to obtain the cross-t-ransect component and then lin-
early interpolation on to a 1-kIn horizontal by I-m vertical
grid. The cross-transect component of the tidal velocity at
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Figure 3. Cross-transect velocity sections derived from the combined AUTOSUB-2 ADCP and LADCP data sets. In each
case the observer is standing to the south of the section with Sicily on the right hand side. Positive flow is away from the
observer and is shaded grey. Velocities are contoured from -0.6 to 0.6 m s- at 0.1 m s-2 intervals. The position of sections
A to F are shown in Figures 4 and 5.

Discussion western passage, and is more steady in the eastern passage
however their results are for seasonal and monthly variations

The mean monthly transport of the overflow for the two whereas results from this study show sub-monthly fluctua-
passages in the Sicily Strait and the total transport for the pe- tions of the overflow in the western channel over a period of
riod November 1993 to 1997 are discussed by Astraldi er a. 10 to 14 days.
[1999, Figure 12]. In contrast to our study they find that the Our apparent underestimate of the overflow through the
monthly mean overflow transport for June in both passages te passage and to the north of the cenral bank (sec-
is about 0.6 Sv, whereas our data indicate that the transport tion G) may, in part, be due to the poor performance of the
is larger through the western passage. Asrraldi et aL [19991 barotropic tidal model in a region of complex topography.
also find that the overflow shows more time variability in the This in turn may have affected the choice of reference layer

<_14 :-;O 1 < '.i0 5<" -'F' .

0104~~ "?0" ,3

Figure 4. Section average transports (Sv) of the intermedi- Figure 5. Section average transpors (Sv) of the intermedi-
ate and deep overflow derived from direct velocity measure- ate and deep overflow derived from the geostrophic velocity
ments. estimates.
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Abstract. A strategy is proposed to model the water exchange in areas with
arbitrary but stable stratification, together with complex geometry and
topology. The stratification is first approximated by two or three
homogeneous layers based on inspection of a density coordinate potential
energy diagram. The flow regime is then classified as maximal or
submaximal. The two-layer maximal exchange solution may be calculated
and tabulated as a function of the imposed barotropic net flow on beforehand
for a given strait with full regard to geometric features. For submaximal
cases, the solution is also dependent on the interface height in one of the
reservoirs. The influence of stratification within the assumed homogeneous
layers may be estimated by gradually migrating towards flow cases possible
to solve with other methods, e.g contra-flowing multi-layer goups separated
by an infinitesimally thin stagnant layer.

Introduction (1990) took a pragmatic approach to model the strait
exchange problem given arbitrary but stable

An archipelago is a collection of coastal basins stratification in two adjacent basins interconnected
interconnected by straits with or without sills, by an infinitely short strait. For a specified net flow
Barotropic and baroclinic exchange processes this model sturprisingly well describes the exchange
interact over a range of geometric scales to produce flow in applied geophysical contexts (e.g. Aure and
a variety of stratification conditions. An Stigebrandt, 1996), even though vertical contraction
archipelago water exchange model must hence strike was replaced by horizontal piston-like flow. The
a balance between sophistication in the main merit of the resulting scheme is its numerical
representation of the physical exchange mechanisms robustness, which is achieved partly by introducing
and geometry on one side, and numerical efficiency a flow-dependent empirical parameter denoting the
and robustness on the other. fraction of acceleration taking part upstream of the

Dalziel (1991, 1992) proposed a new formulation passage of the narrowest section of the strait.
of the quasi-stationary, two-layer exchange problem Engqvist (1996) extended the unidirectional
in which the non-dimensional Bernoulli equation is multi-layer solutions of Wood (1968) to exchange
regarded as a functional, the roots of which are flows. These solutions are also well suited for
traced along the strait. This formulation made implementation in a numerical model, but are
possible more efficient numerical schemes to restricted to straits with vertical walls and a flat
distinguish between fully controlled, maximal bottom, and cover only maximal exchange cases
exchange cases and partially controlled or involving the dominant mode.
uncontrolled submaximal exchange cases, and to We propose an approach to archipelago strait
determine the corresponding exchange flows, exchange where the density profiles in the adjacent

Smeed (2000) and Lane-Serif et aL (2000) basins are first inspected using a density coordinate,
extended the two-layer hydraulic functional theory potential energy diagram (PE-diagram, Killworth,
to three- and multi-layer exchange cases, and 1992) to determine the best approximation to the
demonstrated the solution process for a wide range stratification and the corresponding exchange case
of three-layer flow situations. (two-, three- or multi-layer). The aim is to find a

Two- and three-layer theories obviously require numerical scheme that given the basin stratification
that two and three distinct bodies of water, and the barotropic net flows, can compute the
respectively, can be identified. In Baltic exchange flow with due consideration to strait
archipelagos often a piece-wise linear continuous geometry.
stratification is a better approximation. Stigebrandt
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The Stockholm archipelago and the strait
Oxdjupet B(z) (1 + H)( (2)

2
The inner Stockholm archipelago is a multi-basin with f,= 0.3.

estuary, with an average of 160 m1s freshwater There are nine instances of profile measurements
discharged from Lake Mdlaren at the estuary head. 1999 on either side and in the middle of the
The resulting surface current is split and passes Oxdjupet strait. For one of these occasions acoustic
through several parallel straits of which Oxdjupet is flow measurements are also available.
the deepest with a depth of 19m, the others having
their sills at around 5m. Normally a little less than
half of the discharged water passes through Modeling strategy
Oxdjupet. There are no significant tides, but the sea
level varies with the Baltic large-scale fluctuations An archipelago water exchange model should
and with faster wind set-up/set-down locally within meet several requirements: empirical parameters
the basins. Upwelling events along the Baltic coast should be avoided; a prescribed net flow and given
produce density variations that eventually reach the density profiles in the reservoirs should yield a
Tr-Ihavet basin at the north end of Oxdjupet (Figure unique solution; capability to handle both discrete
1). and semi-continuous stratification is needed;

maximal and submaximal exchange cases must be
possible to distinguish, and finally; the algorithm

Oxdjupet must be computationally feasile.
We propose the following procedure (see also

0Table 1). If the PB-diagram is consistent with a
1 two-layer flow regime, the best two-layer

approximation of the density profiles in the
reservoirs is determined. The maximal exchange
solution is then calculated using the algorithm
proposed by Dalziel (1991). Note that the maximal
exchange solution is unique for given net flow and
strait geometry, i.e. the solution is independent of

_2W m , the interface heights in the reservoirs as long as the
- interface in the dense reservoir is above, and the

interface in the light reservoir is below, the
subcritical branch associated with the fully
controlled flow. If one of the interfaces should fall

Figure 1. Oxdjupet in the inner Stockholm archipelago. below! rise above its given limit, one control will be
flooded and the flow will be submaximal. A new
solution must then be computed with the exact

The normally expected flow regime is two contra- location of the interface.
flowing groups of layers, each with vertical density If the PE-diagram is not consistent with a tWo-
gradients but separated by a distinct pycnocline. layer flow regime, but with a three-layer regime,
However, when the freshwater discharge is weak then the best three-layer approximation of the
and/or when signaificant ipwelling events occur in density profile is determined. The interface heights
the Baltic Sea, other flow regimes may occur. in the dense reservoir are then compared with those

High-resolution bathymetric data was available, in the light reservoir to determine how many
Equation 1 was fitted to this data to give a realistic hydraulic transitions are required in the strait, and
geometric description of the along-channel width hence how many controls must be present. The
(B) and depth (H'): algorithm proposed by Smeed (2000) is used to

B(x) B.j + 0.0(x+ 100): solve for the flows in the three layers. The solution
H(x) H. + 00(xý - H0.) 00032) (!) process is considerably more complex for the three-
H(x) - N, +(H• -H ,)exp(-0.003x:) layer case, and typically requires a good a priori

The cross-section is described by: understanding of the basic character of the solution.
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H1(DR) <G & Hl(LR) >G 2 controls, maximal exchange
H1(DR) < G & Hl(LR) <G xc flooded, subcritical towards SF
HI(DR) > G & H!(LR) > G xv flooded, subcritical towards TH
H1(DR) > G & Hl(LR) < G xc and xv flooded, subcritical everywhere

Table la. Limits for maximal two-layer exchange. HI(DR) is the interface height in the dense reservoir and HI(LR) the
interface height in the light reservoir. G is the height in the reservoirs of the subcritical branch associated with the maximal
solution. The geometric control is denoted xc, and the virtual control xv.

Hl(DR) = Hl(LR) & H2(DR) = 2(LR) Smeed (2000) type a
HI (DR) = HI(LR) & H2(DR) /= H2(LR) type b
HI(DR) /= HI (LR) & H2(DR) = H2(LR) type b
"H1 (DR) > Hl (LR) & H2(DR) > H2-(LR) type d or e
" I (DR) > HI(LR) & H-2(DR) < H2(LR) type c or e
"HI(DR) < HI(LR) & H2(DR) > H2(LR) type c or e
HI(DR) < Hi (LR) & H2(DR) < H2(LR) type d or e

Table lb. The different solution types in the algorithm proposed by Smeed (2000). Type e has one mode supercritica! in
one reservoir and both modes supercritical in the other, and is analogous to 2-layer maximal exchange.

When neither a two-layer regime nor a three-layer z
regime is consistent with the PE-diagram, then a " ..... i -

multi-layer approximation must be used. . /
Stigebrandt (1990) and Engqvist (1996) represent -40L - t...

two different such approaches. .•L ......... .................... . ...-- ----- ... ..----.. ... ...--
Results Z - -- -----. -...... / .... . ......

The PE-diagram for the nine profiles from 1999 is '
shown in Figure 2. All curves increase .
monotonically, indicating that the 2-layer ----. -----------
approximation should be acceptable. A few cases

C 0 1 .S 3; 3.S A; 45 6
have been found from other years where the PE-
curve has a maximum, and where hence a three-
layer approximation is needed (Figure 2). This
seems to occur mainly in periods when a weak Figure 2. PE-diagram for nine profiles from 1999. Each

curve represents the difference in potential energyfreshwater discharge from Lake M•Iaren has between the light and the dense reservoirs.

allowed the salinity to increase on the south side of

Oxdjupet, combined with a subsequent increase of
the sea level and up-welling of the pycnocline on the with which the actual interface height in the
north side (dense reservoir), reservoirs should be compared. When the interface

Table 2 gives the two-layer maximal exchange in the dense reservoir is above, and the interface in
solution for different net flows and for the geometry the light reservoir is below, this level, the flow is
given in equation 1. The parameter G is the height fully controlled, and hence maximal (Dalziel 1992).
in the reservoirs of the subcritical branch associated Maximal exchange was the most common situation
with the fully controlled flow, measured from the during 1999, although instances occur when the
sill crest. This is the value geometric control is flooded-
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decoupled. The departure from the original

Qnet ql q2 h0 G stratification gives an appreciation of the significant
316 38 71 12.6 17.3 difference between the two-layer and the continuous

7 stratification approaches, the investigation of which
237 33 93 11.7 15.8 goes on.

0
158 27 11 10.9 14.2 Conclusions5 7Cocsin

79 22 14 10.1I 12.64 5 A strategy is proposed to model the water0 17 17 9.3 10.9 exchange in areas with arbitrary but stable
5 5 stratification, together with complex geometry and

-79 13 21 8.6 9.2 topology. The two- and three-layer functional
1 0 approaches allows for different flow regimes to be

-158 91 24 7.9 7.5 distinguished and for the flow to be solved for
9 complex geometries. However, the layers on either

-237 54 29 7.1 .5.7 side of the strait Oxdjupet are rarely homogenous in
I density but rather continuously stratified. When the.

-316 24 34 6.3 3.9 stratification is such that the two- and three-layer
0 approximations are in doubt, we attempt to negotiate

Table 2. Oxdjupet, maximal two-layer exchange solution the functional approach with the self-similar multi-
for different net flows. The geometry given in equation ! layer approach by manipulating the density
was used with Hmin=l19m, Hmax=38m and Bmin=210m. stratification in the reservoirs by hypothetical
Qnet is positive from south to north, hO is the height of
the interface above the sill crest, G is also measured from mixing between adjacent layers, while keeping the
the sill crest. The reduced gravity was set to 3.4 * 10`3 average density intact.
m/sb.
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Abstract. A three dimensional Ocean Global Circulation Model (OGCM) was
used to study the variability of the Yucatan Current. The model was forced by
re-analysis fluxes taken from ECMWF during 20 years. It is found that Yucatan
Current has a cycle close to 8 months and that the baroclinic and barotropic
transports of the Yucatan Strait Current drive the northward Loop Current
intrusion and anticyclonic eddy shedding. A new hypothesis for the generation
and westward propagation of eddies in the Gulf of Mexico is proposed
according to the numerical results.

Introduction The physical problem

The Gulf of Mexico is a semi-enclosed basin Cochrane (1965) attributes the northward intrusion
located in the subtropical zone between I8 to 30' N of the Loop Current to the annual variability of the
and 82' to 98' W. The Caribbean Sea is located Yucatan surface current. Molinari and Morrison
between 8'and 22' N and 601 to 890 W (Figure 1). (1988) argue that the Loop Current intrusion depends
The Gulf of Mexico communicates with the North of the incidence angle of the current coming from
Atlantic Ocean through the Strait of Florida and with Yucatan channel. Robinson, (1973) and Maul,
Caribbean Sea through the Yucatan Channel. The (1975) showed that maximal intrusion occurs in
circulation in the eastern Gulf of Mexico is summer. However, Maul and Vukovich (1993)
dominated by the Loop Current, which is a large and found a maximal intrusion in winter. The results of
variable anticyclonic loop connecting the Yucatan these studies suggest that when the Loop Current
Channel to the Florida Strait. The Loop current is at makes a large northward penetration into the eastern
the origin of the Gulf Stream system (Hamilton, Gulf of Mexico, a portion of the current detaches
1990). One of the most interesting features of this from the loop, creating an anticyclonic ring.
current is its variability (Vukovich, 1995). The Cochrane (1965) supports that Loop Current has
variability of the Yucatan Current is associated with an eddy shedding cycle due to seasonal variability of
that of the Loop Current. The goal of the present the influx coming from Yucatan channel. When the
paper is to study the variability of the circulation in Loop Current retracts, the eddy shedding occurs.
the Gulf of Mexico by analyzing the results of a Cochrane (1972) also suggested that the separation
three-dimensional numerical model with an emphasis occurs when a cyclonic meander of the Yucatan
on the Yucatan Channel. Current moves northward and joins a semi-permanent

"___ __ __ __meander off the Florida shelf. Molinari et aL, (1978)

attributes the eddy shedding to the annual variability,~> .. of the mass transport through Yucatan channel.
"Huriburt and Thompson (1982) explained the eddy

shedding mechanism as due to a strangling of the
" - -•" anticyclonic loop by a joint effect of a cyclonic

"I -,.,,,- .... meander in the Florida shelf and a north cyclonic
.. _ meander of the Yucatan Current occurring when the

--. . .Loop Current has a maximal Northward penetration

(close to 270 NT) in the Gulf. Pichevin and Nof,
____. ___ -,_ (1996) argued that the momentum associated with the

... eastward flux (resulting from the penetration and
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deflection of the Yucatan current) is not in balance
(momentum imbalance paradox), so eddies are
formed to compensate the eastward jet momentum.
Recently Murphy et al., (1999) argue that potential N'C? ? ~?CC1CC C

vorticity coming from North Brazil Current
retroflection and advected through the Lesser 1,
Antilles, mixes the baroclinic and barotropic..............
instabilities and can influence the Loop current
structure and consequently the eddy shedding.

The numerical model......

The model is an extended version of the primitive ..... .. ........
equation OPA numerical model (Madec et al., 1998).
Boussinesq and hydrostatic approximations, turbulent ,

clsue ypthsi, iid lid and free-slip condition at UN_
close boundaries are taken in the present simulation.
The model of the Gulf of Mexico is part of a model R; o ýso - wtp apeý~hdf- szto wcte e
(CLIPPER, Treguier et al., 2001) covering the whole Fs
Atlantic basin with a grid mesh of 116'. The
numerical model used Reynaud et al. (1 998)'s During this period of simulation we also found a
climatology and it is forced with climatological data realistic magnitude and spatial distribution of the
coming, from the ECMWF re-analysis (wind-stress, eddies in the Gulf of Mexico. The anticyclonic
net heat flux, penetrative solar radiation and eddies were shed westward in the gulf from meanders
freshwater budget) the model was run for 20 years of the Loop Current at a rate of 7 to 9 months in the
after a spin-up of ten years. The physical run starts in spin-up phase and in the next 4 years of simulation
1979. (from '1979 to 1982). A longer shedding period was

obtained during the fifth year. Then there was an 18

The results months period with no shedding and then a last eddy
detached. After 1983 a strong stable loop was

Seasonal and inter-annual variability of the formed in this region, which persisted until the end of
barotropic transport the run affecting the current system of the region.

The'seasonal and inter-annual variability of the When the eddy shedding is blocked, the barotropic
'hemajr trats ndpassages in mean transport through the Yucatan Channel and

transports across th mao srit n consequently at Florida Current decreased from
Caribbean Sea and the Gulf of Mexico are displayed 28.4Sv to 18.9Sv. The transport through Lesser
in Figure 2.

The verge Ycatn Chnne traspot is28. Sv Antilles remains at the same mean value, but this at
Them avebruageyuca79tan Dchannel transpoThis 284sv the Windward Passage reversed in direction and we

frome Febrary17 the2vobtie Drmecembr18t hsi observe a 5.7 Sv transport northward. At the Mona
highr tan he 2 Svobtinedfro reent Passage the mean transport changed from 4.3 Sv to

observations in the Channel (Sheinbaum et al., 2001), 5.4 Sv flowing southward. It is obvious that
but is in rough agreement with that of Larsen (1992) t

acrssFloid Srai o abut30Sv. The transport barotropic mean transport through the Yucatan

through the Lesser Antilles is only 20.SSv. So, the ChneiflncstehdigofheLpCurt
eddy, but the reason for the absence of detachment of

barotropic transport through Yucatan Channel is -

influencedI bytetasotI ruhteltl eddies after. 198' : is not yet clear. A possib~le reason
Ciribbence pasaes the flnsowt through the W indwar could be the parameterization of small-scaleCaribea pasags. he low hrogh he indard turbulence that could dissipate energy unrealistically.
Passage is 5.4 Sv into the Caribbean Sea during thi Another is the inadequate resolution of the
period, which compares quite well with the tpgah nteCrbenSaadteasneo

obs ~atonsdoneby chmtz ad M~arney Lesser Antilles in the model which may lead to a
(1993 ). The estimated values are 4 to 7 Sv. The situation in which the vorticitty coming from the

meantraspot trouh te Moa Pssae i 4. Sv North Brazil Current retrofiection is not correctly
southward, flowing into the Caribbean Sea. taserdt aiba e n osqetyt h
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Yucatan Channel. In that case, the Yucatan Current of 10 years) an incoming flow into the Gulf of
might remain closer to Yucatan Peninsula affecting Mexico (positive values) close to the Yucatan
the deepening of the anticyclonic eddy. This would Peninsula. We can see a slower current flowing out
lead to an eddy more sensible to topography. In that of the Gulf close to the Cuban coast (negative
case, a topographic effect in opposite sense to the P values). This negative flow is as deep as the positive
planetary effect would affect the eddy shedding and one, but it is also narrower in the horizontal and one
finally the westward propagation of the eddy (as order of magnitude slower than the other one. A
Pichevin and Nof. 1996 have proposed) would not third slow flow is present in the simulation close to
take place. Yucatan Peninsula but at 100 m depth. It has the

same magnitude of that confined to Cuban coast but

t (22. N)is narrower. This pattern is observed every 8 months.
avO a tThe flow pattern found 5 months later shows a

Ssimilar geostrophic system (Figure 3b). One
c. a •.,' , observes a positive flow close to the Yucatan

. I 13 Peninsula and a negative flow close to the coast off, W"M-- Cuba. But the negative deeper flow close to Yucatan
TJ/ Peninsula is not present. The speed of positive flow

increases and deepens (from 0.8 ms-1 to 1.2ms-! and
from 700 m to 1000 m depth). Another important

t\ Hdifference is the westward intrusion of Cuban coast
S 0I countercurrent and its intensification (from 85° W to

85.5'W and from 0.05 ms-1 to 0.3 ms-!).

Transports in Yucatan channel during CANMEKJL '

00 APO 1 E

with a period of approximately 8 months. Also, the f-i 1o (u-M/s)" ::

current does not present a seasonal variation. After law
this 5-year period, the current shows nao significant 01007o
variability, 2wo r

A zonal ve-racal section taken at the end of the 3rd i66••••• 8. s6s. s

86. 867 86$ 86 85. 8$7 85. 853

year of simulation at 22., 1 N across Yucatan Channel Longi't.de

(Figure 3a) shows (after a spin-up phase t Y==It-!,fn CvEK obs.,mom d.m. J,• ,.Y- '
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Transpor iYucan channel dg CAEK topography and the momentum paradox of Pichevin

0 and 'Nof (1996). The analysis of the model

0-~ /deficiency allows us to support this hypothesis.
200 \
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Observations of wind effects on exchange flows in a channel constriction of the
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Abstract. A >100 day-time series of velocity profiles, sea level and wind
velocity at a channel constriction in the Chilean Inland Sea was analyzed to
examine the effects of wind forcing on the two-layer exchange. The study area
typically shows a net surface outflow and net bottom inflow. Northerly winds
that exceed 10 mis reverse the flow of the upper and lower layers or produce
three-layer exchange flows with the surface layer opposing the density-induced
outflow. The exchange flows were thus weakened by northerly winds. The
depth-integrated dynamics were well represented by the linear balance between
sea level slope and friction from surface and bottom stresses.

Introduction where the depth rises to 40 m. The constriction/sill
restricts the exchange of waters at depths >50 in

The exchange flows over sills and through
constrictions dictate the water properties of the basins
separated by such morphological features. The
studies on exchange flows have established a
hydraulic exchange two-layer theory that has been .described in Farmer and Freeland (1983). Many of K r•,/. -•

the studies on hydraulic exchange have been
summarized by McClimans (1990), and by Bryden . ; .-
and Kinder (1991). Additional studies have focused "
on the modifications produced by barotropic forcing -

(e.g. Farmer and Armi, 1986; Hibiya and LeBlond,
1993; Helfnich, 1995). Despite the substantial body Z" 4 \A

of literature on exchange flows, little effort has been F .
dedicated to study the effects of wind forcing on such
exchange. In contrast to studies on barotropic "
forcing, the wind-induced flows are expected to be
depth-dependent as the surface water moves with the AV.
wind and the bottom water moves against the wind -0
(e.g. Wong, 1994). In particular, if the wind blows Figure 1. Study area in the Chilean Inland Sea showing
against the surface layer of the exchange flows, the location of the water and wind velocity measurements
notable modifications should be expected. The as well as the sea level and CTD stations.
purpose of this study is to document the wind-
induced effects on the two-layer exchange at a (Silva etal., 1995). The water of the southern basin
channel constriction in the Chilean Inland Sea, the is less saline and more oxygenated than that of the
Meninea Constriction in the Moraleda Channel. north basin. The deep water of the northern basin

originates from the Equatorial Subsurface Water
Study Area (Silva et aL, 1997). On the basis of hydrographic

The Moraleda Channel (Figure 1) features two information, Silva et al. (1998) propose a conceptual
basins >300 in separated by the Meninea constriction two-layer exchange for the area of the Meninea

constriction. The less dense water flows northward
at surface and the denser water flows southward over

223
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.e sill. The inflow through the Meninea constriction isolines intersecting the bottom at sharp angles. This
,:lows the ventilation of the southern basin. The corresponds with theoretical expectations (e.g. Pratt,
Sdes in the Moraleda channel are mixed with 1986; Johnson and OhIsen, 1994) and observations in

semidiurnal dominance and maximum amplitude in other environments (Valle-Levinson and Wilson,
spring tides of 2.8 m. The propagation of the tidal 1994). Also, mixing effects are apparent from the
waves is southward (Fierro etal., 2000). general spread of the isolines throughout the water

column in contrast to the sharp pycnoclines observed
Data Collection and Processing elsewhere in the channels and inlets of the region

(e.g. Silva et al., 1995). Increases in vertical mixing
Time series of current velocity profiles, wind will tend to break a hydraulic control and represent

velocity and sea level were obtained at intervals of 10 subcritical conditions in the exchange flows relative
minutes during more than three months (September to the propagation of an internal perturbation (e.g.
25, 1998 to January 8, 1999) in the area of the Valle-Levinson etal., 2001).
Moraleda Channel. A series of CTD casts along the Figure 2. Along-channel sections of temperature, salinity
channel were obtained during and at the end of the and density anomaly in Moraleda Channel. The Meninea
deployment. The current velocity profiles were Constriction appears between & and 10 kIn. Looking from

obtained with an upward looking 307.2 Khz ADCP. spring strong Summer129 Oct ae 199S 29 Noemer 1998 ,28 February 1999

The instrument was deployed in the Meninea N Fbult Ny

Constriction (Fig. 1) at a depth of 50 m and recorded i
min). Sea level was recorded at two locations: A '
Cuptana, to the north of the constriction with an
Aanderaa sensor, and Castillo, immediately to the
south with an Ott Orpheous sensor. Wind velocity E .
was recorded at Islote Rosas with an Aanderaa AWS •
2700 sensor at a height of 30 m and transformed to
10m. f]

All time series were filtered with a Lanczos low- -

passed filtered that had a half-power of 34 hours.
This eliminated high frequency (greater than diurnal) J ,

variability. Therefore, this study concentrates 3M

exclusively on the subtidal variability of the -------- •.j
exchange flows with an emphasis of those produced ,--)
by wind forcing. + :

Results 2
aC 6• A$ 2 0 V0 8 6 A 2 1 10 8 6 4 2 0=

Profiles of temperature, salinity and sigma-t ast to west.

obtained in 1995, and also during and 1.5 months
after the deployment show that salinity and density The flow observations obtained with the ADCP
increased toward the north in this area of the Chilean show different orientations for whether the flow was
Inland Sea (Fig. 2). This makes sense as the source flooding (toward the south) or ebbing (toward the
of oceanic water is found to the north and the sources north).. Ebb flows were toward -10°T and flood
of fresh water are located to the south, at the head of flows were toward -1 80'T if their magnitude were
the fjords and inlets. Worth noting in every <40 cm/s (Fig. 3a). Greater magnitudes in the flood
distribution is the increase in slope of all isotherms, direction were directed toward -125 0 T. Because of
isohalines and isopycnals over the shallowest area these changes in flow orientation, which were
that represents the Meninea Constriction (between 8 dictated by the morphology of the region, the
and 10 km in Figure 2). This change in isolines slope direction of the principal axis of the flows was
suggests the influence of hydraulic effects that result selected according to the magnitude range (Fig. 3b).

from advective accelerations nearly balancing the The mean flow obtained throughout the deployment
pressure gradient. Additional influences from period for the principal-axis component shows
vertical mixing near the bottom are apparent from the outflow (flow to the north) at surface with values of
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up to 0.17 m/s and inflow (flow to the south) at depth inflow (with the wind), interior outflow, and near-
at 0.13 m/s (Fig. 3c). This is the typical two-layer bottom inflow. This three-layer response to winds
exchange flow expected for estuarine environments that oppose the density-induced near-surface outflow
of this type and agrees with the hydrography obtained corresponds with observations (Svendsen and
at different times of the year. The distribution of the Thompson, 1978; Ciceres et aL., 2002) and numerical
mean flow and the along-channel sections of salinity simulations (Klinck et aL, 198 1) of other systems.
and density suggest that the dynamic balance at the
observation point should be dominated by frictional I R
influences that balance the pressure gradient 2 Z - s
established by the density differences in the Inland .19, -

25#'

Figure 3. Velocity measurements. Ow
2W M 3

The low-passed principal-axis flow shows that the Figure 4. Low-passed variability of a) wind and amnlitude
water exchange is strongest during periods of weak of tidal current (to denote spring and neap tides); b)
wind forcing (Fig. 4), from days 315 to 325 and from principal axis of flow (dark thick line is the zero contour);
days 345 to 357. The surface outflows and bottom c) vertical shear of the principal axis of the flow (P 100 s";
inflows reverse only in a few occasions throughout dotted contour is the interface between the two layers,

the 103 days of the record (Fig. 4b). These episodes which coincides with maximum shears; dark contour

of outflow reversals coincide with weakening of delineates regions of negative shears); and d) anomalies
z' ifrom the mean for the subtidal flow (negative near the

surface means decreased outflow; positive near the bottom

between inflows and outflows. There are similar means decreased inflow). Numbers 1-6 on top of the

events where the surface outflow decreases, rather figure denote the northerly wind pulses that exceed 10 m/s.

than reverses. All the events, totaling six and marked
in Figue 4, are related to the strongest pulses (>10 Although the tidal currents in this system exceed I
m/s) of northerly wind. The six wind pulses also -m/s in spring tides and decrease by nearly one half in
caused a sign reversal of the vertical shears from the neap tides (Fig. 3), there was no apparent fortnightly
surface to almost mid-depth (Fig. 4c). Those are the modulation in the exchange flows. This modulation

only periods throughout the record in which such an would produce enhanced subtidal flows in neap tides
extended reversal occurs. In addition, these events relative to springs (e.g., Griffin and LeBlond, 1990).
are identified as the most anomalous in terms of Wind forcing is actually masking the potential
weakened inflows (lightest tones near the bottom in consequences of such modulation. Interestingly, five
Fig. 4d) and weakened outflows (darkest tones near of the six northerly wind pulses occurred at or close
the surface in Fig. 4d). The flow responses during to neap tides, in close periodicity to the passage of
the six wind pulses are related to the fact that the atmospheric pressure systems over the study area.
northerly wind tends to oppose the density-induced The relationship among wind forcing, sea level
surface layer outflow and builds up a negative sea slopes and near-bottom flows that is implied by the
level slope (subtidal sea level decreasing northward). observations in Figure 4 is investigated through the
The barotropic pressure gradient associated with the principal-axis component of the subtidal, linear,
sea level slope drives a near-bottom flow that also depth-averaged momentum balance:
opposes the density-induced near-bottom inflow. '(V) +f~u)._g 1_7_+rsy-rby
Therefore northerly wind forcing dampens the two- at f( yg pH
layer exchange through Meninea constriction and ty pH
may even produce a weak three-layer exchange flow
as in the last three pulses of the record: near-surface
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where the y axis is positive toward the North; <u>
and <v> are the transverse and principal axis 1.0
components of the subtidal flow, respectively;f is the -. ,
Coriolis parameter (-1_10'4 s-1 for 45* S); and g. H, -

and -by are the acceleration due to gravity (9.8 1 0.

mIs'). water column depth (50 in), density of the X

water (1027 kg/m'), sea surface elevation, surface
stress and bottom stress, respectively. The surface 'IM

stresses are calculated as in Large and Pond (1981)
and the bottom stresses are estimated as _by =_Cb vb
Ivb _ using a non-dimensional bottom drag coefficient - -5

Cbof 0.0025 and the near-bottom (bin closest to the A A pA f , < , . -. ,, ,. M o .

Every term in the momentum balance (1) is V J____V_____...._..____"-_____,____

calculated with the information available and M M _0

presented in Figure 5. The barotropic pressure
gradient associated with the sea level slope between
Cuptana (to the north) and Castillo (to the south; see it

averaged momentum balance (P 1t0 mis2). Lower panel
Figure 1), at a distance of 75 1cm, is represented by shows the relationship between wind forcing and interface
the shaded region of Figure 5 (upper panel). The variations.
entire period of observations is remarkably
dominated by winds from the north (Fig. 4a). The wind-induced response contrasts with that of
Northerly winds cause negative sea level slopes, i.e., the barotropic tidal flow. Tidal forcing in general
water piIing up from north to south. These negative contributes to thicken the inflowing lower layer when
sea level slopes are well explained by the wind stress it is in the direction of the net inflow, i.e., during
(negative _.). But when the sea level slopes are flood periods (e.g. Farmer and Armi, 1986, Farmer
positive, the winds from the south (positive _,,) are and Armi, 1988; Valle-Levinson et al., 2001).
not strong enough to account for the slopes (dotted Therefore, it is hypothesized here that the effects of
line in Figure 5, upper panel). Then, for periods of wind forcing modify the Bernoulli-type exchange
southerly winds the inclusion of bottom stresses hydrodynamics (pressure gradient balanced by
improved the match to the pressure gradient. advection) to a momentum balance that becomes
Addition of Coriolis (drawn on Figure 5) and local more frictional. The modified hydrodynamics result
accelerations (not drawn) produce insignificant in weakened exchange flows and altered layer
improvements. This indicates that sea level slopes thicknesses that translate into subcritical conditions.
respond tightly to the frictional coupling between This should be investigated further with concurrent
surface and bottom stresses. measurements of the density stratification.

An additional response to wind forcing that is
worth noting is the temporal changes of the depth of Conclusions
the interface between the two layers. Figure 4b
shows that the changes of the interface, as given by The information presented here constitutes one of

the zero contour of the subtidal flows, follow closely the few examples that illustrates the fact that wind
the northerly component of the wind velocity, most forcing may significantly modify the two-layer
notably during the strongest wind pulses. This data exchange through a channel constriction or over a
set shows that when the wind blows in the same sill. Strong wind (>10 m/s) directed in the sense of
direction as that of the net inflow (from north to the lower layer inflow hampers the two-layer
south in this application) the interface of the exchange and should produce subcritical flows. A
exchange flow deepens. The deepening is a result of wind with equivalent speed but blowing in the
the dampening of the net inflow by the wind-induced opposite direction should enhance the two-layer
near-bottom outflow. Analogously, strong winds in exchange. The observations also represent one of the

the direction of net outflow should contribute to few examples that illustrate the theoretical result that
enhance the two-layer exchange. Winds from the the surface water flows in the direction of the wind
south are weak in this time series but such response and the bottom water flows in opposite direction.
remains to be explored.
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Hydraulically controlled rotating flow - complexities from passage shape
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Abstract. Velocity, surface height profiles, and volume flux are calculated for
critically controlled channel flow of a layer of rotating fluid. A variety of
channel cross-stream bottom profiles are considered. The upstream fluid
possesses constant potential vorticity. Velocity and surface height distributions,
and control criteria are presented for three features that seem to be unique to
rotating fluid. These are: sizeable gyres that appear upstream of controlled
passages; the existence of more than one critical flow configuration for a single
passage (with bottoms of certain special shapes); and strict limits to the value of
volume flux for a passage with a sloping wall. In addition, multiple exits allow
flux to exceed a rigorous bound for flux out of a single passage.

Introduction (positive for counterclockwise rotation), gis the
acceleration due to gravity (and we could consider

We present a straightforward formulation of the this to be reduced gravity g'= gAp/p if we are
dynamics of nonlinear rotating flow from an studying a layer of fluid of densit p+Ap, lying

upstream channel through an exit passage. It below an infinitely deep region of stagnant fluid of
involves only the upstream conditions along the density p), x is a coordinate at right angles to the
right-hand wall, an equation for geostrophic flow and direction of flow, and v is velocity. As shown
a simple equation of potential vorticity. The last elsewhere, (Whitehead and Savig, 2002) we assume

requires a specification of depth of the fluid in the stea fW and conideth0Benouliauncio

interior of an upstream region. The approximations steady flow and consider the Bernoulli function

are the same as in the well-known formulation of B= gH. = v2 gh (
constant potential vorticity by Gill (1977), but the

procedure permits simple calculations of critical on the right hand wall (always looking downstream),
flows in passages that are more complicated than since such a streamline will extend from an upstream
previously analyzed. Here and in the poster we point on the right hand upstream channel wall to the
illustrate a few results of such calculations and will right hand wall in the passage. Bernoulli height
mention some experimental and oceanic H h
considerations. H,=-+-- (3)

2 2H

Theory is a known quantity since we consider cases with
known H and h., (surface elevation at the right-

Velocity distribution and fluid depth distribution hand wall in the upstream channel). The latter is
across a constant potential vorticity current obey easily related to volume flux of an isolated current on
geostrophy and conservation of potential vorticity. the upstream right-hand wall Q, that is thereby also

known. The current along the upstream left-hand
v f wall is unknown and is set-up by controlled flow in

f h •gd, (1 a,b) the passage. At the passage, the deepest bottom point
dx h-b H is AB above the upstream bottom and depth of the

Here, h(x) is elevation of the fluid surface, and b(x) fluid in the passage at the right-hand wall (which we
is elevation of the bottom above the deepest point in take as the origin) is h0. Velocity there is
a controlling passage. A very wide channel lies 2g
upstream, His the fluid depth in the middle there, far Vo - N
away from wall currents, f is the Coriolis parameter
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Using velocity, height, and lateral length scales, pronounced for small Z and possibly are absent for

g(Hý-AB), H,-AB, and g(Hr-B)/f large values. Figure 1 shows profiles for 0.01.

equations (I a~b) in the passage reduce to Above the bold line is sketched the profile in the very
wide upstream channel that feeds fluid into the

dh' , . ((h'-b'))-1 (5ab) passage. We position this current along the left
dx' dx' - upstream wall, but Whitehead and Salzig (2002)

where the primed are dimensionless variables and the show that a range of upstream conditions might be
positive dimensionless number t = (H, - AB)/H set. The upstream lateral coordinate x,, = x/H is

scaled by depth of the upstream fluid. Surface
expresses elevation of the Bernoulli height over the elevation h,'= h/H is scaled by depth of the
passage bottom divided by the potential vorticity /

height H. In the passage, the equations have the upstream fluid. Profiles in a narrow passage
approaching the control passage are shown below theboundary conditions h'=y=ho/(H,-AB) and bold line.

V =V0' y)at x'=0.

For any cross-passage bottom profile it is X I
straightforward to pick values of the two governing -2 -1 0

dimensionless parameters (y , ) and numerically h'.0o
integrate 5a,b across the passage. We take flow out 0.9s _ _ _ __=_

of the passage to be in the positive direction. The [---99
axis for x is positive toward the right, so the -70

integration from the right hand wall must proceed in 0.8 (-s
the negative x direction. Volume flux is scaled by h'Vo6 50

g(Hr - AH) If and the ma um possible value of 0r
total flux through a passage with bottom elevation

positive everywhere is 0.5 (Killworth and McDonald o I
1993). This value corresponds to zero potential -2 -1 o
vorticity (• =0) flow over a wide flat bottom with X
bottom elevation zero (Whitehead et aL, 1974). The
value of flux integrated across the passage is a
function of y,ý, and in addition any other Figure 1. Surface elevation profiles for flow approaching
parameters that express the passage shape such as a flat sill for ý - 0.01. The values of bottom depths are
lateral width of the passage w that in dimensionless shown for each profile.

form is W = wf/lg(Hr"AH).

Following well-known concepts, volume flux can Passage floor elevations are set to b=O, -1, -50, -
be maximized with respect to 7 to determine critical 70, and -99, respectively which correspond to
flux that is a function of t and passage shape increasing depth as one progresses upstream from the
parameters. Surface height profiles are presented control section to the deep upstream region.
here for a variety of bottom configurations. For the critically controlled flow at the passage we

set b=0 and select the well-known critical value

Urpstream gyres y = 1. The value of shear ranges from -0.99 at the
right hand wall to the value -I at the point where the

As water flows from a very, deep upstream region surface intersects the bottom. This surface is almost

to a shallower passage, vortex columns shrink and perfectly parabolic. Flux has the value 0.5 and at

vorticity of the fluid becomes negative. Vorticity other values of b the values of y were adjusted to

amplitude can approach the dimensional value -f for produce this volume flux.
great contraction of vertical columns. This has the In the upstream passage with depths of b= -1, -50,
value -1 in dimensionless units. The resulting shear and -70, there are also almost perfectly parabolic
can produce sizeable recirculation that signifies gyres profiles. Negative slope denotes a gyre. Fluid
upstream of the controlled flow, as described by reaching the sill is found to the left of the gyre.

Values of shear in the regions approaching theorenas and Whitehead 1998. The gates are most controlled passage have values of approximately -
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0.98, -0.5, and -0.3 respectively. The surface _"

elevation profile for b= -70 visibly extends above 12

the level of the free surface (h' =1) in the upstream I

basin. Gyres are seen in laboratory experiments 's c• oJ,_,o

(Borenas and Whitehead 1998, 'Whitehead and Salzig
2002). 0.

The surface height profile in the narrow upstream 0.2
channel with b= -99 is also shown in Figure 1. This _

bottom elevation is the same as in the infinitely wide c 0 1 i s
upstream channel. The surface profile has almost
uniform slope and change of surface elevation Figure 2. Surface height profiles over a parabolic bump

between the right and left hand wall is about 0.005. across a passage for ý=1.5 and Y =1.0, 0.9993, 0.992, and

The value of shear is small, about -0.005. There is no 0.867, from top to bottom respectively. The two volume

recirculation of the fluid. All fluid in this section flux maxima are shown by the second and fourth contours

flows up the slope and through the controlling from the top. They are separated by the contour for

passage. Separation from the right-hand wall is minimum flux.

found downstream of the place where the bottom
departs from an elevation of-99. Limtions from bottom slope

Multiple extrema If the bottom slopes away from the right-hand
wall, a sufficiently small slope prevents large

More than one maximum flux is possible as the velocities. This can produce small values of flux
value of y is varied. These features have been found even if the opening is very wide. Figure 3 shows the

for " > 1 to date. An example of surface profiles surface height profiles for three different passage
with multiple maxima is shown in Figure 2. The widths with a bottom uniformly sloping away from

bottom is a parabolic bump extending upward across the right hand side. For all three cases maximum

the passage with an elevation of 0.625 above the flux is found for 7 = 1. The top profile has

deepest point as shown. In this example, we set W = 0.675. The value of critical (maximum) flux is
•=15. To produce such a value, either the 0.076. The middle profile has W = 1.25. The

upstream basin depth is shallow (AB < 0) or there is a interface adopts a slope very close to that of the

sizeable current flowing toward the control section bottom slope and the volume flux is 0-210, a value

along the right-hand upstream wall (Whitehead and much larger than the top profile but still less than the

Salzig 2002). The volume flux as a function of ', maximum bound of 0.5. The bottom profile has

contains two maxima separated by a minimum. The W = 1.875. The current is confined to a layer along

top curve shows the profile for y = 1.0. For the upper part of the slope and volume flux is 0.066.

decreasing y volume flux increases until the first Essentially flux is limited because the fluid velocity
cannot exceed a value dictated by the slope of the

maximum is reached at ~0.9993. The third bottom over a sizeable region Thus with a bottom

interface down is the profile for which volume flux sloping away from the right-hand wall there is an
reaches a minimum value. Below this is a second opening width that admits greatest flux and both
maximum value. narrower and wider openings admit less flux. These

The profile for the top maximum has a gyre. results were for • =1.0. Calculations with other
Control of currents with flow reversal introduces values of• > t gave ry little qualitative difference.
numerous unsolved problems. Our calculations show Thes results are in acrwit ati on found

that the counterfiow vanishes downstream of this These results are in accord with a limitation found

shallowest passage, but clearly the nature of control by Borenas and Lundberg (1986) to volume flux for a

in such problems requires f~urher study. parabolic bottom (deepest in the middle, unlike our
"i example here) with a very wide opening compared to

Rossby radius.
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Figure 3. Three surface profiles and their associated Figure 4. Surface profiles through two passages with flat
f flux for cases with a narrow, moderate, bottoms. The maximum flux was found first for the rightvalues of volume fuhand channel and then the flux in the left hand channel

and wide channel, respectively. The top curve hasW= 0675 th midle as 1.5 ad th botomhas was maximized. Combined flux of the pair has more fluxW=0.675, the middle has W =1.25 and the bottom has t a h p e o n o igep sa e
W= 1.875. than the upper bound for a single passage.

More than one local flux maximum is possible.
Interrupted passages The presence of more than one extremum implies

that there is more than one condition with an arrested
With more complex bottoms the water surface can wave, so there may be more than one stable

be interrupted across the opening. Flows share the controlled flow through the passage for the same
same Bernoulli height across the interruption. Figure upstream conditions. In this case the actual flux
4 show surface profiles with two passages coming would presumably be determined by history.
from the same upstream region. It was shown that There is a limitation of flow by passage floors that
the upper bound of flux through a single passage for tilt away from the right hand fluid surface with small
all upstream values of vorticity and for all passage angles.
shapes is 0.5 (Killworth and McDonald 1993). Since Flux out of multiple passages can exceed the value
the Bernoulli function is almost the same for all given by upper bounding theory.
streamlines in the limit of a very deep upstream More aspects of these four results will be discussed
passage (which equals zero potential vorticity) it is and shown at the meeting.
easy to exceed this maximum flux with two passages.
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